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It is particularly gratifying to have some of BLM's own as major contributors to the Cultural Resource
Series. I have been closely associated with the Little Man project from its inception and can appreciate

the effort that has been expended leading to this juncture. While not by choice, this project became
primarily a BLM-funded operation. Thus, to reach the point of final reporting and publication, knowing
well that our people were already overextended, is rewarding. The authors must be commended for

extending their working hours beyond reason to accomplish the objectives.

Over the past few years the Cedar City District has established a reputation for their "hands-on"
approach to cultural resource management. The staff has gone beyond routine "clearance" inventories

to accomplish extensive planning inventories as well as limited and (as reported here) large-scale,

excavation projects.

I believe that the present project and particularly, this reporting, illuminates a very positive aspect of

cultural resource management that has been coming into focus over the past few years. We have had
active, field-oriented people in place for appreciable periods who have perspectives and insights for

particular areas and resources; this would be difficult to develop with "short-timers" or those involved in

only several, intensive, working forays into the same area and resource. I propose that such depth,

breadth, and "feel" for the Virgin Anasazi underlie the premise, substance, and conclusions of the

present reporting.

I nth is volume the authors have chosen to share some of their views on the Virgin Anasazi; their previous

posture has been one of reluctance. In addition to being valuable in the present context, the overviews
and conclusions offered here also do much to place the Quail Creek data (Walling et al. 1986) in

perspective. For a variety of reasons, the Quail Creek volume was printed without substantive

conclusions and/or interpretations.

As has been true of many previous volumes in the series, it is felt that this one offers much to both the

professional archaeologist and interested non-professional public. While dealing with alot of rather dry

information, the authors nonetheless maintain a very readable style. We trust the volume will be found
valuable by those with occasion to read and use it.

Richard E. Fike, Series Editor
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ABSTRACT

Reported by this volume are the excavations of four Virgin Anasazi sites

set directly on the Virgin River just downstream from Hurricane, Washington
County, Utah. The sites are found to represent the Virgin Pueblo I and Early
Pueblo II periods. While relatively small, all show a rather wide variety of
features, including a pithouse each, substantial storage facilities, and
various "outdoor" and/or light structural elements.

The excavations feature extensive work with architectural detail and

internal site sequence. While usable stratigraphy was generally lacking at
the sites, opening widely provided opportunities for definitions of and work
with a number of surfaces marking occupational events and sequences. Careful
attention to detail of site growth and internal sequence further refined the

concept of a "core" Virgin site, or an active site portion that changed little
in size over time.

Environmental conditions are noted that indicate while capable of

reflecting a harsh face, the St. George Basin also shows a wide variety of
sometimes abundant resources. Viewed in combination with certain site

characteristics there are, then, seen reasons of logic to seriously entertain
settlement/occupation/subsistence models that feature less than full-time or
permanent sites, and substantial supplementing of agriculture via hunting and
gathering.

In view of a fairly recently accumulated corpus of excavation and
inventory information of respectable size, the logically appealing models are
seen as not providing the best or even proper avenues for approaching the
Virgin data from the St. George Basin in general, and the Little Man sites in

particular. From studies done for this and related investigations are found
virtually no indications that locally abundant native resources were being
utilized to any extent; almost no contrasting or obviously supplementary or
complementary sites are found reflected in extensive inventories in and around
the basin; and the sites themselves - while often small and light to debris
accumulation (factors which can be explained by reference to other
considerations) - do nonetheless show considerable internal complexity, and
have full complements of features thought to indicate permanent occupation.
Further, virtually every known Anasazi site in the basin is in a prime
agricultural location as reference water and arable land.

Thus, various lines of coordinate evidence have seemed to indicate that

views of full -time, year-round occupation and a heavy dependence on
agriculture are quite proper and wholly supportable for the Little Man sites,

as well as the St. George Basin Virgin Anasazi occupation. Further, these
views seem to account for observed phenomena better and more economically than
strained and incomplete reference to some of the more elegant and appealing
models currently in vogue.

1 11
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INTRODUCTION

Location and Project Area Description

The Little Man sites, a series of four, small, Virgin Anasazi
agricultural-habitation localities, are situated on a marked salient jutting
into the Virgin River ca. 5.5 river miles downstream from the
Hurricane-LaVerkin Bridge, southern Washington County, Utah (back cover, Figs.

2, 3). The legal description of the locality holding the sites is NE%NW%,

Sec. 29, T41S, R13W, SLB&M. Mean site elevation is ca. 2940 ft., or about 500

ft. above the elevation at which the river leaves the state ca. 25 miles to

the southwest and some 7000 ft. below the headwaters of the north fork only
about 35 air miles to the northeast.

The sites and project area are named for a small, anthropomorphic

petroglyph (front cover, Fig. 76) found isolated on a basalt boulder in the

vicinity of Little Man Site 3 (42Wsl349). Actual christening took place at
one of the many post-recording but pre-excavation project area inspections
when one of the authors invited the others present to "come see the little man
on the rock." With no particular intent, and for no wholly obvious reasons,
the name stuck. When the naming story was first related to the BYU crew (see
Acknowledgements ) , the majority-woman contingent challenged the gender
implication out-of-hand. Actual inspection of the petroglyph, however,
pretty much settled the issue.

Figure 1. Overview of the Little Man project area,

view north from the south rim.





Figure 3. Detail of project area from a portion of the "Hurricane, Utah"

1/24,000 USGS topographic map.



The project area is only about 3 miles northwest of Hurricane (Fig. 2), a

rural, basically agrarian town of some 3,150 people. St. George, the larger
of the few and scattered Washington County communities, is about 25 river
miles downstream (Fig. 2), or only a bit more straight-line distance to the

southwest. With a population of about 18,000 and a rapidly developing
weather-based recreation industry, St. George is also the largest Utah city
south of Provo.

While something of an aside, and at first blush not obviously pertinent to

the task at hand of describing the Little Man project, the rapid development
in southwest Washington County (or Utah's "Dixie") is actually highly germane
to the archaeology of the area. Particularly this is so in terms of both
short- and long-term management concerns, issues the present authors have to

involve with on a day-to-day basis.

Found tightly clustered along the Virgin system, we are outright losing

the river-associated Anasazi resource located on private lands, as well as

taking pressure and abuse on the federal sites; the latter factors involve
development demands and increased population as well as concomitant resource
exposure risks. As described in more detail in a section to follow, the

Little Man sites can, with no great strain, be seen to have been given over to

development demands; beyond question, that was the reason for the commitment
to current research use of a very substantial resource in the Quail Creek
Reservoir project area (Walling et al . 1986).

To return to locational matters, another, and, the authors believe, very

valuable perspective is that the Little Man sites are located near the east
margin of the St. George Basin. The basin is both an obvious and well-defined
feature, as well as a \/ery distinct and rather unique entity in terms of

resources and associations (see Dalley and McFadden 1985:3-21). In areal

extent, the basin is relatively small. Stokes (1986:239) defines the feature
as a "topographic basin that is bounded by the Hurricane Cliffs on the east,
the Pine Valley Mountains on the north, and the Beaver Dam Mountains on the

west. To the south it opens into the Shivwits Plateau of Arizona."

While the project area is set close against the east margin of the basin,

the rim south above the sites still provides some view of portions of all of
the basin limits - it really is quite restricted in size. From this same
south rim, the view across the bar, river, sand, sandstone, and into the Pine
Valley Mountains is, depending on the time and season, somewhere between just
spectacular and outright breathtaking. The view east to the Hurricane Cliffs
and beyond is not shabby, either.

The very prominent feature on which the four sites are ultimately set,

while often herein simply termed "bar," is actually a gravel -covered sandstone
(Navajo) outcrop with just a patina of capping sand (Fig. 1). The bar or

outcrop is salient to the north fully 0.3 miles (Fig. 3) from a projected
straight river course; thus, the river forms a large oxbow around the

structure, and the sites can actually be seen as surrounded by water on three
sides. The more level portions of the bar are from about 30 to 50 ft. above

the surrounding floodplain. The margins of the structure are mainly quite
steep (Figs. 4, 5).
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Figure 4. Detail view of the gravels over Navajo

Sandstone forming the bar just east

under site LM-2.

Figure 5. Low-angle view over the long axis of the

bar into the Navajo exposures on the north,
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The sandstone core of the "bar" can be seen in several places over the

long axis of the feature, particularly on the east or upstream and exposed

margin. One of the best exposures is where the full force of the river runs

into the southwest "corner" of the bar, almost directly under site LM-2

(42Wsl346). Here can be seen some 25 ft. of gravels over 12 to 15 ft. of

sandstone (Fig. 4).

The bar picks up definition and starts to become more or less parallel
sided at about the point that a projected straight river course would cut
across (Fig. 6). This is also where the general level portion begins and the

first sites are located. From this point back to the south (Fig. 8), there is

a long, relatively steep, sand-covered slope; then a short, very steep basalt
talus; then just a few feet of vertical basalt rim; and then a couple of

restricted basalt benched areas running back to the general top of the

sand-covered basalt flow that forms the big bench south of the river through
this section.

Over its extent from the bottom of the sandy slope on the south, the bar,

while it can be seen as generally level, is actually marked by a series of
swails and higher, level areas (Fig. 5). The swails are apparently water cuts
where the river has been up over the bar at times in the past. Most of these
are relatively minor and involve only a few feet of relief. The big cut (Fig.

3) is between the broader, southern area containing LM-1 and LM-2 and the nice

little benched place holding LM-4 ( 42Wsl 348) . On the eastern, upstream side
this cut begins ca. 40 ft. above the floodplain; on the west side it is very
wide and only 20 ft. above the floodplain.

Where the gravels of the bar are exposed to significant depths, as just

under LM-2, the sections (Fig. 4) show as quite homogeneous but with minor
lensing. While there are no obvious carbonates in view, some portions of the

exposures are quite solid and obviously well cemented.

The opposite sides of the river in the vicinity of the project area are

strikingly different. Marking the north bank are highly eroded and sculptured
Navajo Sandstone exposures (Fig. 5). Most have retained a lot of sharp, but

relatively minor relief. Commonly on the south, however, is the near vertical
face of the margin of a late Cenezoic basalt flow (Cook 1950) laying 20 to 40

ft. thick over Navajo Sandstone (Fig. 3).

Directly across the river from site LM-3 (42Wsl349), the water runs

against living sandstone and there is some height and vertical ity involved
there and elsewhere in the close vicinity. The general trace of the north
side here, however, is hardly the margin of a gorge. There is a lot of

variation and numerous avenues of easy access to the river (Fig. 3).

Across the river and flanking the big site bar on the west is a basically
flat- topped, gravel -covered Navajo exposure (Figs. 3, 6) set well above the

river and floodplain. The gravel appears to be ca. 25 to 30 ft. thick, and
the sandstone is 12 to 15 ft. above the river. This, then, is a structure
much like the Little Man bar, but considerably less elongate and less visually
striking. Interestingly, while an "obvious" site-containing location, a

reconnaissance yielded no obvious resource (the area is, however, private and



Figure 7. Sandy bench northeast across the Virgin

River from site LM-3.

Figure 8. View back along the bar from site LM-3 to

the basalt slope-rim-bench on the south.



was not subjected to close inspection). Also, of interest is a small patch of

wholly isolated basalt (Fig. 6) at the back of the small bar, perhaps an

indicator that the flows from the south once crossed and possibly dammed the

river in this area.

East across from the river is a ca. 15 acre, sand-covered bench (Fig. 7),

basically level save for dune undulations and some slope up to the east; it is

set 15 to 20 ft. above the river. Inventory over this restricted area yielded
three small sites in the deep sand. One yielded ceramics in additional to the

lithics and ground stone seen on the others, and could hide structures.

Much of the basalt on the south presents a nearly continuous vertical face

and thus a reasonable but low gorge margin (Fig. 3) back upstream to Hurricane
and the deep gorge exiting the Hurricane Cliffs, as well as downstream nearly

to the mouth of Quail Creek, As noted above, however, and perhaps somehow
related to the presence of the sandstone salient that comprises the core of

the bar, several hundred feet of the basalt rim directly south of the sites is

low and broken (Fig. 8) and access to the bar and the river is sufficiently
easy that a 4-wheel -drive track (Figs. 3, 5) has been established down the

very steep slope.

Project Background and Development

In early 1980, the Sterling Russell American Legion Post of Hurricane,
Utah made application to the BLM's Dixie Resource Area Office for use of the

600 federally controlled acres in Sec. 29, T41S, R13W (Fig. 3). Application
was made under the provisions of the Recreation and Public Purposes Act (R&PP)

that allows certain entities - most often cities, counties, etc. - long-term
leases and use rights (and even eventual title) to certain public lands for
certain purposes. In this instance, the Legion Post proposed long-term
development of a number and variety of recreation and public-use facilities.
Initial screening found both the applicant and the proposed use to be within
the purview of the R&PP Act, and the 3LM Area Manager indicated that the

application would be given full consideration.

As part of the Bureau's responsibilities to assess project-related
environmental consequences of internal or authorized or permitted actions, the
Dixie Area Manager dispatched the two archaeologists in the Cedar District
(and the present authors) to do a full, Class III inventory of the tract.

Because of other commitments, this was done on something of a piecemeal
basis. However, by the late summer of 1980 the archaeologists were able to

report that the inventory was complete and that 18 prehistoric sites had been
found and recorded. Of the total, four were found on the big bar in the north
end of the tract (the eventual "Little Man" sites), three on the sandy bench
east across the river from the bar, and one on the point high above the
confluence of the Virgin River and Gould Wash; the balance of the sites were
found on the sand-covered basalt flow area forming the big bench running back
from the river to the south.

The sites on the bar were judged to be "significant" (in terms of National
Register criteria) as three were rather obviously Anasazi habitation sites and
the fourth showed potential for being in this category, also. A literature
review prior to the inventory surfaced a previous reconnaissance-level



inventory through the area associated with the old Dixie project (Hall 1970).
It was obvious that a site had been recorded on the bar and assigned the
designation 42Ws404; less obvious was which of the four sites on the bar Hall

was looking at when he made the record. It was finally decided that the site
with the more obvious architecture was probably Ws404, but this meant that a

new (and hastily) assigned Wsl347 had to be shifted elsewhere. Such are the
reasons for having an older number as well as a non-sequential set.

There is no need to invest space here in close discussions of the other
sites. Most were rather small and light, although several would have needed
at least a test had the R&PP action fully gone through (see below), and some,
such as those in the sand across the river from the bar, may have required
follow-up excavation. The site above Gould Wash was almost wholly on private
land and wholly isolated from the potentially active portion of the lease
area. It was, however, despite extensive surface disturbance, seen as a

potentially large and important site, possibly of southern Paiute
affiliation. The several sites in the sand on the bench south of the river
were mainly areally restricted lithic scatters with occasional ground stone,
but in only one instance showing a few Anasazi sherds.

For almost a year and a half following the completion of the inventory,
there were various plans devised and discussed relevant to how best to

discharge BLM's responsibilities to the involved archaeological resource
should the lease be granted and the plan of development fully implemented.
There was never any question that something had to be done, but there were
some rather wide differences of opinion as to what it might be.

Finally accepted by all parties was a plan specific to the excavation of

the sites on the bar. Basic provisions were that 3LM would put both
archaeologists on the project full-time through the excavation phase. They
would control the excavations and be responsible for the notes, drawings,
photographs, etc. For its part, the Legion was to furnish a specific and
fairly substantial amount of contract money to Dr. Richard A. Thompson of

Southern Utah State College who was, in turn, to provide a certain level of

assistance in the field, see to all laboratory processing and ancillary
studies, and, using the BLM field records, produce a final report of the

project.

With an apparently workable plan in hand, the BLM people moved trailers to

Hurricane and opened notes for 42Ws404 on March 2, 1982. This site was
selected for initial treatment because it appeared that it would work fairly

fast, as well as because it had surface-observable manifestations of
considerable interest. It was a good choice on both counts.

However, we were only two or three weeks into the project (although well

along with Ws404) when there became evident some signs of difficulties with
the Legion's part of the arrangement. The project work was continued,
however, as there was apparently still some possibility that the original
arrangement would continue to obtain. In terms of dirt work, we pushed yery
hard, and with the good help noted in "Acknowledgements," above, managed to

complete Ws404, 1346, and 1349 by June 1st.
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Site 42Wsl348, the smallest of the group, was not excavated until the

summer of 1983. Even though it was fairly clear by that time that the

original arrangement was wholly dead, the Utah State Office (and particularly
Rich Fike) insisted that 8LM complete its part of the task and provided
necessary workmonths and the services for the duration of Julie Brunsman, then

a student intern at USO.

As it turned out, the very first signs that the arrangement was falling

apart were definitive. The Legion was ultimately unable to meet its

obligations and no funding was forthcoming. There was really no bad faith
involved here. Rather, it was more a matter of one very convincing individual
trying to carry a decision further than reality could support. Still, this
worked to the definite detriment and disadvantage of the other parties
involved, and left both Thompson and the BLM holding various portions of the

well-known bag.

What has finally been done to bring us to this juncture is that BLM has

recently been able to provide some funding for processing and curation of
artifacts and other materials, for some specialized studies, and for
production of certain portions of this report. Further, the BLM
archaeologists and support personnel were allowed the time to write the bulk
of the report and see it through to publication. As things often do, this all

turned out to be a whole lot harder than it first appeared it might.

It might do to close this section with a note at least alluded to earlier

in view of cultural resource management considerations. That is, when
everything sorted out, it was not actually necessary to dig the sites. There
was no way to know this at the time they were committed, but it is unfortunate
nonetheless as they were in good condition and may have stayed that way for
some time to come.

Environmental Conditions

Just over the past two years, a pair of major monographs have appeared in

the current series (Dalley and McFadden 1985; Walling et al . 1986) that report
Virgin Anasazi sites in project areas but a virtual stone's throw from the
Little Man locality (Fig. 2). Both of the reports contain very substantial
sections dealing with various environmental considerations for the St. George
Basin (see Dalley and McFadden 1985:11-21) generally, as well as the Red
Cliffs and Quail Creek project areas in particular.

In fact, the current authors seemingly became so caught up in certain
aspects of the basin, specifically in the realm of contrasts, that they failed
to resist the temptation to wax a bit lyrical. Having been rewarded for this
lapse mainly with derision and abuse, they can hopefully manage this time to

hold their poetic peace. More to the point, however, is the view that we can
also probably do without duplicating much of the data presented in the Red
Cliffs and/or the Quail Creek reports. Both volumes are readily available,
quite readable, and sufficiently current and accurate in form and content so

as to not need extensive update and/or revision. This section, then, will be

kept relatively brief, and the interested reader's attention will be invited
to the referenced reports.
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Still, there are specifics relevant to the Little Man locality per se that

need to be pursued. Further, there are some more general considerations
raised in the above noted monographs that we feel are extremely important in

relation to prehistoric use of and adaptation to the St. George Basin; these
need to be briefly resurfaced and reemphasized in the context of the new data
presented herein. Thus, neither the writer nor the reader will be allowed to

deal with this section on a wholly no-effort basis.

In terms of characteristics of the basin vis-a-vis prehistoric occupation
that seem worth restating, possibly the prime one that comes to focus is a

certain duality, or at least a highly contrastive nature. Much of the
material presented in the Red Cliffs environmental section can be subsummed
here (Dal ley and McFadden 1985:11).

In the first instance, the area can present a very harsh face. As the

data presented in Table I indicate, summers are very hot and moisture in the
form of rainfall is chronically deficient. Combined with the high rates of
evaporation indicated by the summer heat, there is not even a prayer of

dry-land agriculture for crops such as corn or other Anasazi staples. Under
full -summer sun, the country would not seem appealing for even the most hardy
gatherer, let alone an agriculturist.

In another view, however, the basin is simply rife with resources. One of

the more obvious is abundant live water. Present are the several perennial
streams of the Virgin system that rise in the immediately surrounding higher
country on the north. Also present in several locations are numerous springs,
often associated with the Navajo Sandstone aquifer. There may be some
question about available water and long-term use by modern communities of

20,000 people, but there is little doubt there was enough for a few hundred
Anasazi and their crops.

Combined, then, with the relative abundant presence of water, the same

factors that cause the St. George Basin to appear so hot and uninviting can as

well be seen as providing for a long growing season with virtually no chance
of loss to frost. The season runs in excess of 200 days in many areas of the

basin.

There is also a tremendously varied floristic resource in the St. George
Basin. With the water and other conditions, the flora can be dense and
abundant as well as varied. As discussed at some length in the Red Cliffs
report (Dal ley and McFadden 1985:18-21), the floristic variety and complexity
is due to the very marked transitional nature of the area. On an east to west
axis, Washington County essentially straddles the physiographic boundary line

between the Colorado Plateau Province and the Basin and Range Province (Meyer
1976:1). Also, the basin is of an elevation and so situated on a north to

south axis that it is open to migration by certain of the Mojavean flora of
the California deserts, or further seen as along the migration route between
the Mojave Desert and the Canyon Lands Section of Utah (Cronquist et al . 1972).

Further, if the St. George Basin per se does not provide enough variety,

one does not have to go far to find it. From the project area, it is possible
in about 10 miles and 3000 vertical feet to transverse from Sonoran Desert
Shrub to a Ponderosa Pine Association beginning at about 5500 ft. on the
slopes of the Pine Valley Mountains (Meyer 1976; Wells 1960).
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Perhaps the most obvious resource in the project area itself is the water

of the Virgin River. Heading in the Pink Cliffs portion of the Markaqunt
Plateau and the Paunsauqunt Plateau, the major north and east forks join just
below Zion National Park. Augmented by several perennial tributaries, the

waters eventually join those of the mainstream Colorado at Lake Mead. At a

point just below LaVerkin, the river system is considered to drain some 1530
square miles. Virgin Anasazi sites are found clustered tightly along the
Virgin system from not far short of the head of the east fork to Lost City at

Overton.

The Virgin is noted for widely fluctuating flows. Mean flows begin to

rise in February, peak in May, begin to fall off rapidly in June, and are at
the lowest in September (BLM files). June through September, however, are
also the months when severe thunderstorms are most common and can change the

river from a placid steam to a ranging torrent in just a few minutes.
Watching the water from a heavy thunderstorm cascade off the big rock faces in

Zion is one of the real visual treats available in southern Utah - one does
not want to be standing in the riverbed while participating, however.

In terms of actual figures, the annual mean flow of the river near the

project area would be on the order of 220 cfs. Minimum recorded flow was 41

cfs, while maximum recorded flow was 20,100 cfs, or nearly ten times the
average flow. Maximum recorded flow at the Littlefield, Arizona station over
a 42-year period of record was 35,200 cfs.

Just how the available water was used prehistorically is not yet known.

It is well documented, however, that the early Mormon settlers in the area had
all kinds of problems attempting to control and divert the water with means
then available. Particularly, diversion structures were continually being

washed out, a problem not resolved until a diversion was established in the
rocky gorge above LaVerkin.

Along both margins of the Little Man bar are fairly substantial exposures
of level, sandy, floodplain (Fig. 9) set just a few feet above the actual

watercourse; these are probably suitable for agriculture. There are about 10

acres of such land on the east and perhaps half as much on the west. These
areas are obviously washed and show lots of little channels, but they also
support cottonwoods, some mesquite, and other shrubs, so they are not
constantly subject to innundation.

However, that the current floodplain configuration is at best ephemeral

was graphically shown by an incidental comparison of the Figure 5 aerial
photograph, taken in 1980, with the 1960 aerial used when the inventory was
done for the R&PP action (see above). In the 1960 photo, the actual
watercourse was tight against nearly the entire length of the west margin of
the bar, and then cut sharply west and right across the toe of the adjacent
bar. This was a very noticeable difference from the course reflected in

Figure 6 that is well away from either bar.

The floodplain is not the only possible agriculture location in the

immediate project area vicinity, and, due to the very real chance of
innundation, perhaps not the best. It is, however, the only one that might
have been suitable for diversion irrigation.

14
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Figure 9. Detail of a portion of the floodplain

flanking the bar on the east.

Several other areas that are not subject to periodic flooding might have

been used for crops, but probably would have required that water be carried to

them. There is the top of the bar per se which is generally quite sandy, the

bar on the west, or the sandy bench east across the river (Fig. 7). In

addition, there is on the west margin of the bar, toward the north end, a

sandy-gravelly benched area ca. 70 by 300 m. in extent (Fig. 6) that is high

enough above the floodplain to support creosote. It is thus seldom seeing
water and appears to have good potential.

Vegetation types on the floodplain are presented in Table 2. The more
common types present - cottonwood, desert willow, and water willow - are not

known as food sources, but would certainly have been used for building and

other purposes. It is difficult to tell how nearly the current vegetation
along the river approximates that in place prehistorically. This particular
section, however, is much less disturbed than most of the Virgin margin, which
is mainly under cultivation or taken over by Tamarix .

In addition to the living vegetation on the floodplain, there is abundant
driftwood present, particularly on the upstream or east margin (Fig. 6) of the

bar. Of the larger and readily identifiable pieces, cottonwood was by far the

most common. A few pieces of juniper were present, along with a couple of big

conifer trunks (Fig. 10). The dendro sample from the pithouse at LM-2 was
identified as Douglas fir, a species that would have to have come from an area

many miles from (and lots of feet above) the project area. In all

probability, the log came to the site as driftwood; the river at flood is

quite capable of carrying large trees from the Zion Canyon country and beyond.
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Figure 10. Driftwood on the floodplain -

portion of a large conifer trunk.

Vegetation, even in fairly close proximity of the sites, is markedly
varied due to rapid habitat change from full riparian, to the bar, to the more
characteristic near-desert associations surrounding the project area. Plants
were given close attention in six separable areas; identifications are
presented in Table 2.

Numerous of the identified plants have economic uses, as are well

documented in the ethnographic record, and assumed where present in the

archaeological record. The Quail Creek report provides a listing of

documented uses for 40 species found in that project area (Walling et al

.

1986:36-40). As vegetative species identified for the Quail Creek area

(Walling et al. 1986:34) closely parallel the Little Man identifications, the

listing of economic uses has not been duplicated in this report, and the

interested student is directed to the Quail Creek volume.

There are, however, two particular points that here need to be made

concerning the use of vegetative resources by the Virgin Anasazi in the St.

George Basin. The first concerns the apparent non-use of certain rather
abundant and easily obtainable species. This, it is felt, has strong
implications for the particular Anasazi adaptation in the basin. The second
suggests a potential limiting factor on populations in view of extended use of

the basin environment.

While it is generally characteristic of desert and near-desert
environments for resources to be spaced and scattered, there are several
species in the Table 2 plant lists, as well as in the lists for Quail Creek
and Red Cliffs, that both occur in considerable density and are well-known
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economic resources for ethnographic and archaeological groups subsisting by

gathering, or supplementing with gathering. Just a couple of examples should
make the point. Even with years of over-grazing, there is still a great deal

of ricegrass in the basin. Virtually anywhere there is sand and sand sage,
this large-seeded native is quite abundant. More directly pertinent to the
Little Man situation, there are several hundred mesquite plants virtually
within a stone's throw of the project sites. Notably, this is not an atypical
finding in riparian situations on through the St. George Basin.

The list could go on, particularly with the riparian associates that are
clustered in precisely the same areas that the Anasazi sites are found. The
point is that these obvious subsistence resources are not showing up in the
sites. With the addition of the Little Man and Red Cliffs flotation studies
( Appendix I and H_, this report), there should be enough available samples to
have surfaced the use of these species, but they have not been documented.

The second point to be briefly aired here is the availability of wood for

building, heating, and cooking. As one gets back from the riparian areas,
there are very few large, woody plants in the basin, and the regrowth and
recovery rate of the shrubby material is very slow. While no quantification
has been developed for presentation here, it seems apparent that a full-time
occupation of much size would rapidly deplete the available resource, the
problem no doubt compounded by the use of land for agriculture that would
otherwise be growing woody plants.

The proposition with the wood is brought to mind by two additional factors
that are somewhat better based in observation and experience. First, as
inventories are better fleshed out, it is becoming quite apparent that while
the St. George Basin supported Anasazi populations of respectable size, they
were nowhere near what some rough estimates have previously been. Given the
time depth involved, there are just not that many sites, and the sites are
neither large nor do they generally show much occupational span. Viewed in

the context of the case made for the favorable nature of the area, this
observation indicates that there must be some sorts of limiting factors
involved. Wood may be one of some importance.

Secondly, extensive use of driftwood and probably wood robbing from
abandoned structures seems to be indicated for the Little Man sites.
Particularly, this appears reflected by the extremely frustrating suite of
C-14 and dendro dates, as well as by the obvious availability of the
material. The point is not so much that driftwood is a poor second choice for
use, rather it is not at all abundant and recharge is a thing of
happenstance. Thus, intensive use would indicate both a lack of other
resources and rather quick depletion.

In terms of yet additional project area resources, of particular local

abundance is building stone. The gravel exposures in the flanks and atop the
bar show abundant water-worn cobbles of basalt, quartzite, and granite of
sizes convenient for use in masonry walls. Although the Navajo is not the
best sandstone source for tabular ("slab") pieces, some suitable material is

present, and the formation is very convenient as it forms the core of the bar
and is also exposured in a well -weathered condition just north across the
river (Fig. 5).
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TABLE 2

PROJECT AREA VEGETATIVE ASSOCIATIONS

VEGETATION ON THE SOUTH BENCH

Artemi si a f il i f o 1 i a

AstragaTus spp.

[sand sage)

[Tocoweed)

Bailey a m"u1 tiradiata (desert marigold)

Calochortus flexuosus (mariposa lily)

Dithyrea wislizeni Jspectable pod)

Ephedra sp. (Mormon tea)

E rod i urn circutarium ( f

i

laree)

Eriophyllum wal 1 acei (wooly daisy)

Hymenoclea sal sola (burrobrush)

Larrea tridentata (creosote bush)

Malcolmia africana (African mustard - I)

Mirabi lis mu 1 ti flora (four o'clock)

Oenothera sp. (evening primrose)

Opuntia sp. (cholla)
Rumex hymenosepal us (wild rhubarb)

Sisymbrium altissimum (mustard - I)

Sphaeralcea sp. (globe mallow)

Yucca anguTti ssima (narrow-leaf yucca)

VEGETATION ON THE SOUTH RIM-CLIFF

Artemisia ludoviciana (herbaceous sage)

Bromus tectorum (cheatgrass - I)

Ephedra sp. (Mormon tea)

Franseria dumosa (bur sage)

Hi I aria Jamesi i (galleta grass)

Hymenoclea sal sola (burrobrush)

Larrea trTdentata (creosote bush)

Lepidium sp. ( pep'pergrass)

Plantago sp. (Indian wheat)
Rhus tri lobata (squawbush)

Sphaeralcea sp. (globe mallow)

VEGETATION ON THE BAR

Aristida sp. (three-awn grass)

Astragalus spp. (locoweed)
Brodiaea

~
p"ulchella (blue dicks)

Bromus tectorum (cheatgrass - I)

Calochortus flexuosus (mariposa lily)

Coleogyne ramosi ssima (blackbrush)

Croton texensis (doveweed)

Cymopterus sp. (wild parsley)

Dalea fremonti i (indigobush)

Echinocereus sp. (hedgehog cactus)

Encelia frutescens (bri ttlebush)
Ephedra sp. (Mormon tea)

Eriogonum inflatum (desert trumpet)

EriophylTum walfacei (wooly daisy)

Erodium cTrcutaraium (filaree)

Eurotia lanata (winter fat)

Festuca octaflora (sixweeks fescue)

Franseria dumosa (bur sage)

Gray i a spinosa (spiny hopsage)
Gutierrezia sp. (snakeweed)
Krameria parvi fol ia (range ratany)
Larrea tridentata (creosote bush)

Lepidi urn sp. Ipeppergrass)

Lupinu s spp. (lupine)
Lycium andersoni i (Anderson wolfberry)

Opuntia sp. (cholla)
Opuntia sp. (prickley pear)

Oryzopsis hymenoides (Indian ricegrass)

P 1antago~sp^ ( Indian wheat)

Prosopis pubescens (screwbean mesquite)
SalazarTa mexicana (Mexican bladder sage)

Salvia carnosa (desert sage)

I ridens~pulchel1a (fluffgrass)

Yucca angusti ssima (narrow-leaf yucca)

RIPARIAN VEGETATION

Artemisia f il i fol ia (sand sage)

Astragalus spp. (locoweed)

Baccharis sp. (water willow)

Carex (sedges)

Chi lops is 1 ineari s (desert willow

Chrysothamnus nauseosus (big rabbitbrush)

Datura meteloides (jimsonweed)

Elaeagnus angustifolia (Russian olive - I)

Penstemon palmeri (Palmer penstemon)

Phragmi tes communi s (common reed)

Pluchea sericea (arrowweed

)

Populus fremonti

i

(Fremont cottonwood)

Prosopis pubescens (screwbean mesquite)

Sal ix spp . ( wil lows)

Scripus (bulrushes)
Tamarix pentandra (salt cedar - I)

Typha angusti fol fa (cattail)

EAST SAND BENCH AND OUTCROPS

Abronia sal sa (sand verbena)

Artemi si a f il ifol ia (sand sage)

Atriplex canescens (four-wing saltbrush)

Coleogyne ramosi ssima (blackbrush)

Cowania~mexicana (cliffrose)

Croton texensis (doveweed)

Cryptantha sp. (cat's-eye)

Dalea fremonti

i

(indigobush)

Datura~mete1oides (jimsonweed)

Eriognum fasc icuTatum (California buckwheat)

Fraxinus anomala (single-leaf ash)

Hymenoclea sal sola (burrowbrush)

JuniperulTosteosperma (Utah juniper)

Krameria parvi folia (range ratany)

Larrea tridentata (creosote bush)

Lepedium fremonti i (desert pepperweed)
Oenothera pal 1 ida~ ( pale evening primrose)

Oryzopsis hymenoides (Indian ricegrass)

Prosopi s

~

~puebescens (screwbean mesquite)

Quercus "turbi nel 1 a (shrub live oak)

Rhus tri lobata (squawbush)

Stipa sp. (needle grass)

(i: Introduced
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Some of the nicest building material found in the sites, however, comes

from the margin of the basalt flow to the south, particularly the talus where

the low cliff has broken down. There is considerable variability in the

flow. Some vesicular material is present, and in some places the in situ flow

margin begins to look a little columnar. The material most often seen in the

sites, however, is a dark gray, very dense material that tends to break into
large, relatively thin sections; many such pieces were used as wall and/or
floor lining slabs in the structures, as well as for metates.

Local materials were also used extensively for artifacts. Commonly seen

are the quartzites and granite found in the gravels and the basalt from the
flows as well as from the gravels. These dense, relatively hard materials
were used particularly for axes, manos, heavy cutting/chopping/scraping tools
and for some metates, as well as for some smaller tools. There is an

occasional chert nodule in the gravels. There is, however, an identified
source of Type C chert and petrified wood (see Table 7, this report) in

Dipping Pen Wash just a mile downstream from the project area (Walling et al

.

1986:175). Other, similar exposures of the petrified wood- and chert-bearing
Petrified Forest Member of the Chinle Formation are found in places along the
Harrisburg Anticline and often show procurement and/or workshop activities.

Since there are from the sites virtually no indications of use of the

faunal resource, we have not felt constrained to pursue this subject to any
extent. For the interested reader, attention is invited to the Quail Creek
report wherein is presented a list of observed fauna for that project (Walling
et al . 1986:39). Since the project areas are close and similar, the Quail

Creek list would do as well for Little Man. The former duck hunters among us,

however, might again draw attention to the fact that waterfowl can be quite
abundant on the river at certain times (Dal ley and McFadden 1985:20), and
present a periodically available resource of some potential merit.

Current Virgin Anasazi Research

Rather than a more standard and substantive accounting of what has gone on

before, this section intents just a brief note or two on where we are
presently in the conduct of research with the Virgin Anasazi. In part, the

same disclaimer that introduced the foregoing section dealing with
environmental factors is seen as appropriate here. That is, the very recent
Red Cliffs and Quail Creek reports contain full and excellent sections on

previous area investigations. In particular, attention is invited to relevant
portions of the Quail Creek volume that are updated sections drawn from a

Class I Inventory document prepared for portions of the BLM's Cedar City
District (Walling et al. 1895:3-25). These sections are quite complete and
should require only minor annotation here to cover the past year or two.

There must be noted, however, the extreme provincial cast of the

literature reviews of the two referenced volumes. Meither deal to any extent
with work done beyond the boundaries of Washington County. This totally
ignores the excellent, substantial, and ongoing work being done in Nevada,
particularly that of Margaret Lyneis and her students at the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas.
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However, with due apologies for previous slights, there is every intention

to take much the same tact here. This is, as were Red Cliffs and Quail Creek,

mainly a descriptive effort, and there is little point in surfacing an entire
literature when there is no intent to pursue. Actually, the Nevada data are

probably more directly germane to materials from the St. George Basin than is

much of the uplands information that has been referenced. However, it will

take a considerable effort to interface the two data sets, much more than can
be invested at this juncture.

Back closer to home, there have been some local developments of recent
vintage that should be noted to augment and make the ongoing record as

complete and current as possible. Of particular interest is the appearance of

some new faces.

Both the contract and academic sides of the Brigham Young University
program have recently been seen in the area. First, under long-term
arrangement, BYU will conduct summer field schools at the Anasazi habitation
sites on the Santa Clara River on the "Anasazi Valley" property of Ms. Sheila
Wilson.

Secondly, CRMS of BYU recently completed tests and excavations at several

sites on State Route 9 between Virgin and Rockville, this under contract to
the Utah Department of Transportation. The major site in the group, 42Ws326,
proved to be an unbelievably well -disguised Basketmaker III location that

yielded several pithouses and a number of storage units. Despite going into

the project with a research design that could not possibly be supported by the

available archaeology, the field phase was conducted in an excellent manner
and there is every reason to expect a highly informative report in the near
future. Present inventories indicate that Ws325 is one of the very few
Basketmaker sites left on the Washington County portion of the Virgin River
system, so the site is doubly important.

While the excavations were noted in the Quail Creek volume, very recently
published is a report of work by Abajo Archaeology at Green Spring (Fig. 2)

near Washington City (Westfall, Davis, and Blinman 1987). The project here
involved the excavation of a series of minor rockshelters thought to represent
both Virgin Anasazi and apparently quite recent Southern Paiute occupations.
Rather far-reaching implications are represented as indicated by the
excavations and various analyses. Particularly pertinent to the present study
would be a purported marked shift in economic practices between the Anasazi
Pueblo I and Pueblo II periods.

Another very recent contribution by Abajo (Westfall 1987) involves the

excavation of a small Virgin site way out in the middle of nowhere on the
Arizona Strip (see Westfall 1 987: Figs. 2.1, 2.2). The Pinenut site appears in

many respects to be at least surficially similar to the sites reported
herein. The site, however, is represented as only a part-time habitation
locality in an as yet to be fully explicated subsistence system involving
extensive hunting and gathering.

Under contract to BLM, PI 1 1 Associates recently accomplished stabilization

and minor concomitant excavation at 42Kal504, or the Cottonwood Canyon Alcove
site, one of the very few known Anasazi alcove habitation sites in southwest
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Utah. The site is located in a broad side canyon of Cottonwood Canyon just

northwest of Kanab. Several nicely preserved, contiguous surface rooms were

cleared of remaining floor deposits (some dry) and stabilized, as needed. An

apparent kiva of Late Pueblo II affiliation was cleared (actually recleared as

it had been wholly potted and filled with potted spoil) and found to have been
cut through an apparent Pueblo I pithouse associated with an early occupation

not seen from surface indications.

Soon to be reported is work done by a more expectable (for the area)

source in Johnson Canyon east of Kanab. Here, Intersearch workers excavated
two pithouses and a portion of a room block extant on either side of the

existing Johnson Canyon road. While limited basically to the ROW, the

excavations demonstrated an Early Pueblo II occupation of considerable
intensity. Additional inventory in the close vicinity has shown a quite
remarkable cluster of large, Early Pueblo II sites, often quite well disguised
by just a patina of clean sand over extremely dark, occupation-stained sand.

The above noted and recently published reports of work done at Green

Spring and the Pinenut site present an interesting contrast to much of the

work done over the last few years in and around Washington County by the more
resident researchers (e.g. Dal ley and McFadden 1985; Walling et al. 1986).
That is, the resident people to date have been loath to a fault to offer much
in the way of interpretive material; the other reports are marked by

extensive, quite aggressive interpretations.

While the current authors are willing to concede some hesitancy in the

realm of interpreting data, there are indications that reports noted as so

contrast ive in approach may reflect some overreaching in the presentation of

schemes not entirely supportable by the data presented therein. We urge at

least caution in accepting the purported findings without a careful review of
the research bias and a thorough look at the actual data base.

There is no question that it is intellectually an entirely healthy
situation to have markedly different ways of going about the same tasks, as

it is to hold quite different views about the same data set. Thus, having a

new infusion of ideas into the conduct of archaeology in the area is way on

the plus side, even if it spawns a little disagreement. We do feel, however,
that there are some basic issues and perspectives involved that need to be on

the table and in full view, particularly since a rather lengthy concluding
section is offered with this volume, and some of these conclusions are

markedly at odds with materials presented in the Green Spring and Pinenut
monographs.
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EXCAVATIONS

Introduction

As briefly outlined above, the three larger of the Little Man sites were
excavated from March through May of 1982. Numbers in the Little Man series
were assigned based on the sequence in which the sites were opened. Thus,

42Ws404 is Little Man 1, 42Wsl345 is Little Man 2, and 42Wsl349 is Little Man
3. The final site, Little Man 4 - 42Wsl348, was worked during late August and

early September 1983.

After the first couple of weeks at LM-1 , there was always more than one

site open during the 1982 exercise. Mainly, this was an accommodation to

manpower arrangements which most often presented something of a feast or
famine situation. Besides the BLM authors, there would sometimes be one or
two people on site during the week - save when the BYU crews were in residence
and the weekday worker total was significantly increased. Most of the help,

however, came on weekends, mainly in the form of the field class from SUSC
provided by R.A. Thompson.

Also mainly because of the manpower arrangements, the sites, save for just

a couple of weather and miscellaneous days, were actively worked for nearly 90

days straight rather than the 65 or so that would normally be involved in a

three-month project. This insured maximum (if not always effective) use of

available time and personnel, but put some strain on the BLM authors who were
responsible both for all technical aspects and for keeping the dirt moving.
While there was a great deal of help provided, as has been acknowledged above,

the BLM archaeologists still moved at least the simple majority of the dirt
while tending to all other aspects of the field phase of the 1982 operation,
including having to play a bit of politics with the Legion.

The 1983 excavation of LM-4 was also run straight through, but only

involved about 15 days. Save for a couple of greatly appreciated days from
others, this was wholly a BLM field operation.

In the main, we found the spring an excellent season to work in the area.

The soil retained some moisture for most of the time, and heat did not start
to become a factor until mid-May; it never was very cold, save on a couple of

stormy days. Having previously gone on at some length about the joys of
working the desert country in full summer (Dal ley and McFadden 1985:35), the

authors are naturally a bit reluctant about appearing hard to please. But, we
did manage to note one drawback with the spring on this particularly stretch
of river: the wind can (and does) blow with great, sometimes seemingly
inexhaustible vigor. Hurricane is aptly named, and must surely have been

christened during the spring of the year.

We found no wind on LM-4 during July and August, but it was passing warm.

Working out of St. George, it was possible to mitigate the worst of the heat
by being on site waiting for enough light to work, and then leaving in favor
of air-conditioned shade in the early afternoon. It also helped that the
project was completed in a relatively short period.
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Notably relevant to the 1982 effort was the amount of visitation

experienced. Close record keeping was dropped after the first two or three

weeks, but there must have been several hundred individual visits over the

course of the spring, including numerous repeats. This sort of thing, of

course, presents excellent educational and public-relations opportunities, but

does take time and can become a bit of a strain.

Methodology

Much that is pertinent to specific procedures practiced in the field at a

particular site is noted in detail with the individual site report. Presented
here are more general practices and procedures that more or less apply as much

to one site as another. Also creeping in is some of the philosophy of the

individual archaeologists as to how an excavation should properly be

conducted. Not a great deal is actually presented as regards procedures in

the laboratory. On the one hand, many lab procedures are quite standard, and
there are as well some explications of procedures in the sections describing
the artifacts, below, as well as in the ancillary studies; on the other hand,

those providing lab and curatorial support for the project were not

specifically invited to write for this section.

Over the course of the project excavations, certain general procedures

were, in fact, followed, in large measure to insure a certain level of

consistency of effort, as well as to set a base for comparison and
replication. However, very conscious and continuous effort was made, at all

junctures, to maintain a high degree of flexibility in the application of this

general set of procedures to specific situations and problems.

Thus, to at least some extent, each site was approached differently. This

has always seemed an appropriate response to each site actually being unique.

Further, there was very little hesitation in changing an approach in

midstream, if the situation seemed to warrant and there appeared to be

advantage in such procedure. Apparently in some quarters, this level of
flexibility is viewed as somewhat sloppy. It is not; and it works very well.

Prior to excavation, each site was cleared of vegetation and contour

mapped at a 0.1 m. interval (which sometimes proved to be closer than

necessary, see Fig. 79). Mapping was done with a plane table and alidade over
a skeleton, 2-meter-square grid. Several datums were shot in at each site, as

were outlines of surface-observable features. While obvious concentrations
were noted, no extensive, closely controlled surface collections were made.
Such collection seems to the authors as a strange and needlessly time
consuming activity for sites that have been subject to surface collection
probably since the day they were abandoned, and are going to be intensively
excavated anyway.

Excavation at each site was begun with one or more exploratory trenches,

each placed exactly where the excavator wanted it, rather than where a grid
would allow. Subsequent exploration/excavation was generally by additional
trench or 2 by 2 m. (most often) units either expanded off existing units or
placed where needed. Excavation units - whether trench, segment thereof, or 2

by 2 - were controlled by "F" (feature) numbers rather than by a grid
designation.
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The F or feature system of excavation control is, as might be expected
considering certain foregoing comments, a highly flexible system, if used as

initially intended. A feature number can be assigned to any sort of

excavation unit or control device, stratum, or site phenomena - natural or
cultural. Not only is this an excellent way to organize notes and insure site
feature/phenomena accountability, it is an excellent shorthand system for any

and all site notes. For both writing and recall purposes, F34 is an

infinitely superior designation to S115E236/NW1/4, as is F5 to the "gray-tan
sand that overlies the yellow, sterile, caliche-riddled material and . . .

etc., etc." Further, the system is fully amenable to carrying materials and
records totally through the laboratory and analysis processes and into storage.

Actually, the feature system is in fairly wide usage, this particular

gospel spread mainly by students of Jesse Jennings. Interestingly, people
that use it almost invariably seem to feel obligated to tinker with it, never
yet to any advantage that the present authors have seen.

To return to the Little Man procedures, such excavation control units as

might have been established for a particular site were usually and
unceremoniously dumped the minute certain types of "real" features were
defined, and the new feature (with a shiny new "F" number) became the working
and control unit. To encapsulate this procedure in the form of a question:
why retain a portion of an artificially defined excavation unit inside a

storage room? It is the room that is important, not the unit - that is merely
a device and a means to an end. We sometimes wonder if some workers forget
that they made up the units; they are neither real nor sacred.

For vertical control, exploratory units were taken in 10 or 15 cm.

arbitrary cuts. This, of course, in the hope that cultural and/or natural

units would eventually be defined and would then provide vertical control.
With these small, relatively shallow sites, however, what usually happened was
that a single, culturally derived and artifact-bearing unit was defined, and
was either taken as a whole, or segregated only by arbitrary levels.

Whenever possible, structures and other constructed features were cut in

section to floors or bottoms before being fully cleared. Where then possible
and appropriate, further excavation was controlled by the observed fill

sequence. With most of the relatively small, shallow storage rooms, however,
control was only by "fill" and "floor," at least in the not common instance
where there were many artifacts to control. The larger, deeper pit structures
all presented somewhat different problems and were dealt with individually.

Save in the unaccustomed luxury of the burned pithouse on LM-2, samples
for radiocarbon analysis were taken where they could be had, not from where
the excavators would have liked. Most Virgin sites in the St. George Basin
have proven to be very difficult to sample for suitable C-14 material,
particularly in desired locations. Carbonized materials are just not present
in good context in the quantities required. Actually, in many instances, they
are not present at all. Not a single sample was taken from a Little Man
storage unit that was not a composite of tiny pieces laboriously picked from
lower fill; most units would not even yield this sort of sample. By good
fortune, both the pithouse and one of the surface rooms on LM-2 yielded
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carbonized pieces in a sufficiently good state of preservation so that it was

possible to obtain tree-ring determinations, some of the first for the area.

Unfortunately, as detailed below, they are not exactly what was wanted.

Samples for flotation and/or pollen analysis were taken from hearths and

firepits, structure floors, lower structure fill, strata, middens, and a few

other places. Numerous samples were taken, but without a lot of rigor in

trying to set up for in-site analysis or comparison between sites. Neither

was a great deal of thought put into strategies for sampling so as to expose
various activities and feature use. The field efforts notwithstanding, Heath

( Appendix I , this report) has been able to tease certain implications from the

flotation data.

A full and complete photographic record was made of the excavations by

taking duplicate black-and-white and color slide photos with two 35 mm.
cameras. Having been rewarded for at least mediocre effort at Red Cliffs with
some really ugly black-and-white material (Dal ley and MacFadden 1985), it was

apparent a bit more care was in order if decent photos were to be
forthcoming. This actually proved to be not overly difficult, given the

features of the project. Since, in the first place, we were on site all day

everyday, it proved quite feasible to hold out for clouds (preferably), or use
early or late indirect light. This worked wonders for the photography, as did
the simple addition of a stepladder to the standard excavation kit. Overall,
project photos are really quite nice.

One great advantage of working for a BLM District is ready access to a

plane table and alidade. Excepting profiles and a few minor features, all

drawing during the project was done with the instrument. Using the alidade is

just as accurate as one wants to make it, and it is so much less painful than
some of the old methods. While we may not want to say much about drawing
quality, we can without qualification recommend the method.

One prime motivation that drove all the excavations was to open as much

site area as possible. This did not necessarily mean do a lot of exploration,
although that was considered important; rather, the primary interest was to

open around the storage and habitation facilities to search for so-called
extramural features, and particularly to elicit definition of activity or

occupation areas or surfaces.

As better detailed in the individual site reports to follow, we feel the

emphasis on opening paid excellent dividends. This could not have been done,
however, at least under the operative and very real project time and money
constraints, without the use of one tool and the lack of another. First, most
of the dirt outside of structural context (plus not just a little within) was

moved with square-nosed shovels, generally using the horizontal "skim"
technique, but often with even less ceremony when in apparent non-sensitive
situations.

Secondly, we left the screens at home. Not a cupful of dirt was put
through a screen over the entire project period. We have recently taken some

mild abuse for this practice. We are, however, wholly unrepentant and offer
no apologies. Rather, we counter with the query of how can anyone possibly
justify the time required to push the dirt from an open Anasazi architectural
site through the screens, at least in the absence of student or some other
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form of semi -slave labor? We have watched this done for little better than

reasons of rote and find the procedure wholly unacceptable, especially when
someone else is paying for the time. What we are looking at is a 50 to 75

percent or better increase in actual dirt-moving time, an expenditure not even
partially compensated by small sherds, tiny flakes, and an occasional
"goody." There are many excavation circumstances that absolutely require the
use of screens; we happen not to be reporting one.

In general, the resident archaeologists were satisfied with the amount of
work done on the sites. There simply were no places left on either LM-1 or
LM-4 that seemed to be worth pursuing. Likewise, LM-3 seemed to offer little
more than needed new exploration, although we certainly could have picked
around in the rocks some more looking for earlier structural evidence. With
its depth and areal extent, LM-2 could have absorbed a fair amount of
additional work. It is quite unlikely, however, that additional effort would
have substantially changed the basic view of the site.

All artifacts and other materials recovered from the Little Man sites were

processed through the laboratory at Southern Utah State College, Cedar City.

All artifacts and other materials not expended in analysis will remain there
under permanent curation, along with catalogs, accession records, etc. The
field-generated photographs, maps, drawings, etc. are lodged in the permanent
files at the Cedar City District Office, BLM.

Due partly to funding, but also because of other considerations, it was
decided to pursue only flotation analysis of the soil samples brought from the

field (see Appendix I ). Pollen studies were not undertaken.

Included as Appendix II to this report is an analysis of flotation samples
from the Red Cliffs site. While this should be useful for comparative
purposes, it is also presented in partial fulfillment of a commitment made in

the report of the Red Cliffs excavations (Dal ley and McFadden 1985:33).
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Little Man Site 1 (42Ws404)

Introduction

This site is located on a level area toward the west margin of the bar

(Figs. 3, 6). It is also well toward the south or "back" of the bar, but an
appreciable distance from the very steep slope up to the big bench (Fig. 11).

The area is not as sandy as the LM-2 locale only about 150 m. to the

east-southeast. The bar gravels are quite close to the surface over most of

the site, and all structural features found on site were involved with them to

one extent or another. On the other hand, most excavation was done in a

distinctly sandy matrix, rather than in the dense gravels found everywhere on

the LM-3 site at the extreme north end of the bar.

Surrounding the site on the south and east, then, are level to gently

sloped areas that provide no obvious natural site limits (Fig. 12). As
opposed to the rather unusual situations at sites LM-2 and LM-3 where there
are noticeable slopes up along the site orientation, the slope here from the
room block to the pithouse and well beyond is gently down. Just west of the
westmost room in the block begins a rather marked slope (Fig. 12) running ca.

50 m. to the sharp bank of the bar. The room block is set forward to the

south on the bank of one of the partial cuts across the bar, this one open to

the west. The slope up is quite gently for about 15 m. back north from the
rooms to the cut per se, with about 2 m. of relief being involved over the

distance.

Figure 11. Distant view of LM-1 , photo center,

left of road. North from rim.
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Figure 12. Plan, contour, and excavation map, LM-1
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Several features were quite obvious at site surface. Two low rubble

mounds marked the locations of the room block. Storage Room 1 accounted for

the small mound on the east; the larger on the west mainly covered Storage
Rooms 5 and 6. Some stone in the space between the distinct mounds suggested
additional structures, but they were not wholly evident. The more striking
surface feature, however, was a ca. 7 m. in diameter ring of basalt cobbles

and boulders that showed a centered, more or less clear area. This was ca. 10

m. southeast of the aligned mounded areas and, of course, marked the pithouse
location (Fig. 12).

There were very few artifacts showing on the site surface, nor was there

an appreciable surface stain in view. Thus, no midden was identified from
surface indications; this situation did not change much via excavations.

Entirely remarkable, in view of the very obvious nature of the site, was

the lack of evidence of disturbance by pot hunters. There were signs of a

little "poking around" in the mounds and particularly in the big pithouse
outline. This was all surficial, however, and no damage whatsoever had been
done to the features.

Excavation and Stratigraphy

This being the first project site opened, and the excavators at that

juncture being strong and pure of heart, the first job after vegetation
clearing was to lay out a grid of 2 m. squares oriented on true north and
complete with several datum points. As noted in the project introduction, it

was at that time thought that persons other than the BLM archaeologists would
carry the project through to completion, so a "standard" approach to

excavation control was deemed appropriate. The on-site BLM people could not
stand it, however, and while the original grid was actually used to do the

pre-excavation contour map, it did not survive that activity; the site was
excavated using the highly flexible system described with the general
introductory material above, and also used for the balance of the project
sites.

Even more plainly than most, this site was built with the southeast

orientation (Fig. 12) seen as very standard in the Virgin area. Trenches,
then, laid out north to south would have cut across the grain of this

orientation at about a 45° angle, and much more often than not, would have
encountered the structural remains at particularly ugly angles. This sort of
approach would have served little, save perhaps the Gods of rote, and could
actually have been an impediment.

Thus, the initial and subsequent trenches were oriented about northwest to

southeast. They also were placed exactly where the excavator wanted them and
thought they would do the most good, not where the grid system would allow
them to be. Where needed for expansion or further exploration, units of

standard size (2 by 2 m.) were established off the trenches, off one another,

or independently. Units were controlled with "F" numbers rather than tedious
grid designations. Whenever and wherever possible, units were dropped and
defined site features used to control artifacts and locational data.
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Figure 13. Initial clearing and definition, west

portion of the room block, LM-1

.

General cultural deposits were found to be quite thin (Fig. 13) and thus

difficult to use effectively in working out the site sequence. One localized
but apparent non-structural deposit proved quite useful; this is numbered and

herein described as a separate stratum. An areally extensive occupation
surface proved rather well defined and quite informative, and could as well be

viewed as a thin stratigraphic unit; it is, however, described in a subsequent
section as a separate site feature. Non-cultural depositions limit both ends
of the occupational sequence and are separately noted.

Besides the shallowness, two additional factors made attempts at

stratigraphic separations difficult. First, emplacment of the storage units
seems to have involved fairly extensive shifting of surface and subsurface
materials, but did not obviously result in any good markers or datums with
which to work. Secondly, clay washed from the walls of the storage rooms was,
simply by virtue of ongoing site use, so thoroughly mixed with the shallow
underlying sand and other continuing depositions that virtually all sand
anywhere near the rooms carried a uniform red cast, and was thus essentially
useless as a marker.

Stratum 1

This is the gravel bar underlying either the general cultural deposition

or a bit of intervening clean sand (Fig. 14). The gravels are very close to
the surface behind (north of) the storage rooms, to the front of the rooms on
the west margin of the site (Fig. 34), and over some areas on the east portion
of the site. Over the excavated areas, they are deepest around and south of
the pithouse. In undisturbed context, however, the gravels were never found
buried by more than 50 cm.
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The pithouse and at least portions of all the storage rooms are cut into

the gravels. Some of the rooms have gravels directly incorporated into the

floors. Where exposed over the site area and by the structures, the rocks at

the top of the bar are generally fairly large (fist-size and larger); this
often made it appear that additional features were being uncovered. In some
areas, a rather bright orange sand was more or less associated with the top of
the bar, but this was quite spotty.

Stratum 2

This is, at least over the site area, a very minor deposit of clean,

apparently aeolian sand atop the gravels of Stratum 1 (Fig. 14). There was an
appreciable deposit (to 30 cm.) around the pithouse (save where Stratum 3 was
present), and the southern portions of the outside test trenches also showed
15 to 20 cm. in some places. In close to the storage rooms, however, there
were just a few centimeters in places on the eastern portion of the site; on
the west, to the front of Storage Rooms 5 and 6 particularly, there was none
at all.

The clean sand was defined as yellow in color in closer to the storage

rooms, but orangish out around the pithouse. There could, then, be two
depositions involved, but this did not seem worth pursuing with much vigor.

Stratum 3

This was a highly informative unit in terms of site sequence, but it still

makes the excavators a bit uncomfortable in terms of configuration. There is

no real dilemma with placement of the material (Fig. 14), it is more with the
reading of what the deposition represents.

Present is an areally restricted, slightly basin-shaped deposition of

somewhat trashy sand, rather grayish in color. As opposed to the general
cultural deposit (Strata 4 and 5), this actually has some limited charcoal
flecking and looks more like material derivative from occupation. There is no

appreciable clay and no other marked content, but it is rather "dirty" in

appearance and fairly distinct from Stratum 4 or Stratum 5. It does not,

however, contain appreciably more cultural debris than the other cultural
strata.

The deposit is restricted to an area up to 5 m. in diameter immediately

northwest of the pithouse. It lays, in part, directly on Stratum 1 gravel;
Occupation Surface 1 extends out over it, and the spoil ring for the pithouse
is over that (Fig. 14). It is also fairly clear that emplacement of the
pithouse truncated the deposit. The stratum, then, is quite early in the site
sequence.

The deposit is in a noticeable depression (thus the basin shape) which
shows no evidence at all of having been dug, and is thus taken to be natural.
Further, despite very careful search, no other evidence of a structural origin
could be found. So, while it is deemed highly unusual to have such an

occurrence on an open site, this appears to be a general occupational
accumulation somehow pooled into a very restricted area. The little
depression is directly southeast, on a gentle slope, of Storage Rooms 2 thru

4, the early units in the room block. Therefore, the stratum is further seen
as occupational debris associated with the early rooms, washed down the gentle
slope and trapped in the little depression.
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Stratum 4

This is a part of the general occupational deposit on the site. It is

probably, however, more or less restricted to the eastern portion of the site
where it provides the base and origin level for Occupation Surface 1. It can
be separated from Stratum 5 only by the presence of the occupation surface
(Fig. 14); otherwise the two are visually and virtually identical.

There are good indications, however, that the Stratum 4 portion of the
occupation deposit was a very rapid accumulation. In part, at least, and
virtually of logical necessity, it appears to be displaced material shifted
into an area cleared of surface rocks and/or rocks protruding the surface.
This area is essentially coextensive with the locus of definition of
Occupation Surface 1.

The stratum is yellowish sand with a very noticeable red cast. It shows

no charcoal flecking and contains only minimal cultural debris. It is not
much more than a deposit of Stratum 2 material that has a worked-in clay stain
plus a few artifacts. The obviously cleared nature of the Occupation Surface
1 area, however, precludes it from being a wholly in situ Stratum 2 deposit.
Just south of Room 1, this material is 10 to 15 cm. thick, the outdoor
firepits are set on about 10 cm. of it, and the thickness holds up at from 5

to 10 cm. to the edge of the pithouse. The material simply appears to feather
out and, as does Occupation Surface 1, loses definition on the rocks to the
east and west.

Stratum 5

This is the upper portion of the general occupational deposit (Fig. 14).

As noted, in the absence of Occupation Surface 1, this could not be separated
from Stratum 4. There is, however, a thin layer of just a few centimeters of
this material above the firepits, and probably above most of the balance of
the Occupation Surface 1 area. There is also a thin (5 to 10 cm.) layer of
apparent Stratum 4/5 material to the front of the western rooms where
Occupation Surface 1 does not appear to extend.

Stratum 6

This is an up to 10-cm. -thick layer of light brown or tan blowsand sealing
most of the site (Fig. 14). In some areas on the west, particularly slightly
away from the front sides of Storage Rooms 5 and 6, there appeared to be
virtually no intervening material between the blowsand and Stratum 1 gravels.
This material covered virtually all of the fall from the walls of the storage
rooms; the rocks high in the rubble mounds and the pithouse spoil ring,
however, were partially exposed. As is common with sealing, non-cultural
deposits on open Anasazi sites, Stratum 6 yielded a few artifacts and showed
very minor charcoal flecking.

Dating

Two radiocarbon determinations were obtained for the site. One sample was
composed of scattered bits of charcoal taken from the eastern one-half of the
cultural fill found between the two floors of Storage Room 2 (Fig. 25). This
yielded a date of 1110+50 years: A.D. 840 (Beta 8323). The second sample was
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composed of scattered materials taken from between the floors of Storage Room

3 (Fig. 29). This yielded a very similar determination of 1060+70 years:
A.D. 890 (Beta 23049). Running these samples essentially exhausted the

datable materials recovered from the site. The two or three additional
composite charcoal samples available are from even larger contexts and are
smaller collections, so it was decided not to pursue the matter. Needless to

say, no tree-ring determinations were obtained.

The dates may be a little early, but not unreasonably so in view of the

ceramics and architecture. Further, while no particular time period is

thought to be involved by site occupation, the dates are from contexts defined
as early in the site sequence (see Architecture and Related Features

,

following)

.

Architecture and Related Features

Introduction and Sequence

Following are detailed descriptions of the various features encountered at

Little Man 1. Included are a pithouse, a room block, outdoor firepits, an
isolated pit, and a boulder metate (Figs. 12, 14). The "room block" is seen

to contain five contiguous storage rooms, and one aligned but wholly separate
storage room (Fig. 15). Also considered part of the room block and

individually described is an adjunct pavement to Storage Room 1, a "use area"
between Storage Room 1 and the contiguous Storage Rooms 2 thru 6, and paved
partitions at each end of Storage Room 3 (Fig. 12).

While a couple of things could go either way, the sequence of site

development as represented by the various site features seems to be rather
clear (Fig. 14). Pithouse placement was a real surprise, but the evidence
seen there is the best on the site. As has been noted before (Dal ley and

McFadden 1985:49-51), and as will be stressed throughout this report, these

small, shallow, innocuous-looking Virgin sites can, if handled properly, yield
evidence of considerable complexity, as well as what appear to be

developmental sequences of some duration.

Storage Rooms 2, 3, and 4 are rather clearly the earliest on site. This

is indicated by placement of masonry base courses, condition, and the extent
to which they were disguised at the start of excavation. Also it is indicated

by the fact that the observed evidence finally outweighed the linear mind set

of the excavator, who would have preferred a nice, neat, 1 thru 6 development.

Sequence, if any, between Storage Rooms 2 thru 4 was not abstracted. With

the two paved partitions involved, the three rooms make an appealing set and

could have gone in together. There is no wholly convincing evidence to the
contrary. Noted, however, is that Rooms 2 and 3 are much more similar,

one-to-another, than either is to Room 4. Further, experience has been that

the storerooms generally go in as singles or doubles, but not as bunches, so

there may have been some sequence between the three rooms.

Whatever the case, there was not much else on site accompanying the first

couple of rooms. Apparently Stratum 3 is derived from some portion of the
initial occupation, but the balance of the features are later.
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Figure 15. View southwest along the

LM-1 room block. Storage
Room 1 is in the foreground;
Virgin River is visible in

the background.

Storage Room 1 was built after Storage Room 2 (and by extension after
Storage Rooms 3 and 4). Storage Room 2 (and probably Storage Room 3),
however, apparently stayed in use for some period after Storage Room 1 was
built as all three are associated with Occupation Surface 1, a close associate
of the building of Storage Room 1. The reason for the space between Storage
Rooms 1 and 2 is not known. However, as there are additional rooms postdating
its placement, it is inferred it was not simply demarked as an area for a room
that was never built. Also not fully accounted for in the sequence are the
rebuildings of Storage Rooms 2 and 3 (as shown by second floors), and the

modification of Storage Room 1 (see below). It may be that all three rooms
stayed in use through the various modifications, as well as through the

addition of the outdoor firepits to the fully developed occupation surface.
Storage Room 4, meanwhile, could have been following Storage Rooms 2 and 3

through these developments, or it could be a later addition. There is just no
clear evidence.
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Very clear, however, is that Storage Rooms 5 and 6 and the pithouse come

into the sequence very late. The pithouse truncates Stratum 3, and the spoil

ring from excavation of the pit lies atop the stratum (Fig. 14). The spoil

ring also lies atop the fully developed Occupation Surface 1, which places the
pithouse after the construction of most of the site features - possibly even

after their abandonment. Storage Rooms 5 and 6 went in together, and may have
been built at the same time as the pithouse, but the latter possibility is not
demonstrated.

That they were fully buried and not mounded indicates Storage Rooms 2 thru

4 were the first abandoned. Mounded but robbed, Storage Room 1 probably
followed. Both from condition and virtual lack of deposit, Storage Rooms 5

and 6 are evidently the last abandoned of the storerooms. As detailed in the
following descriptive section dealing specifically with that feature, there is

some evidence that the pithouse was not much used.

Pithouse

Evidence for the pithouse was apparent during the initial recording of the

site as a roughly circular alignment of basalt and quartzite boulders. The
feature was located southeast of the room block (Fig. 12) ca. 10 m. and was
approximately 7 m. in diameter. Additional observations included an old,
shallow pothole in its center and the hint of a small extension on the

southeast.

Exploration of the vertical and horizontal dimensions of the feature was

initiated by a northwest to southeast test trench measuring 1 by 20 m.

,

oriented so as to also cut across the non-mounded area of the apparent room
block. Fill of the trench within the apparent limits of the structure pit was
tan sand with minor charcoal flecking, not unlike that found on the surface of

the site. Cultural debris was minimal. At between 60 and 70 cm. below site
surface, small patches of clay indicated a prepared layer overlying the

gravels of the bar. In places, however, the fill penetrated beyond the clay

and into the gravels. At this point, the test also indicated that the

circular surface alignment was the exposed portion of an approximately
l-m.-wide band of spoil which originated from initial pit excavation into the

gravel bar. At least in part, the spoil rested on a culturally stained, sandy
deposit (Stratum 3/0ccupation Surface 1) which predated the excavation.

Definition of the feature proceeded by excavating, within the limits of

the circular alignment, three l-m.-wide units. These units were parallel to

the original exploration trench, with one set to the west and two to the
east. While use of this excavation technique may have resulted in the loss of
some control over precise artifact provenience, the establishment of
additional full -width profiles was considered more important. This was so not
only to determine the depositional history of the fill, but simply to locate
the often obscure and difficult to define walls and floor of the pit (Fig.

16).

As the excavation of each of these units progressed, a nearly circular

(3.7 m. by 3.4 m.) pit was defined (Fig. 16). The floor of the pit was 85 cm.

below the surface on the north edge and 60 cm. below on the south.
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Figure 16. Cleared interior pit, LM-1 pithouse.
View north with metate and maul on floor.

Final exposure of the pithouse was achieved only

patience due to the subtle nature of its definition and

internal features. This was partly because it did not

also possible that it was never wholly finished.

with great care and
its less than obvious
burn. However, it is

The wall of the pit rose 35 cm. above the floor to the level of an

encircling bench (Figs. 17, 18). The wall was plastered in a few spots with

red clay approximately 5 cm. thick. In a very few places, patches of gray
and/or red floor clay met the clay-plastered pit wall, but generally the floor

was simply defined on the bar gravels as dish shaped but irregular with large
boulders protruding (Figs. 17, 18). Apparently the clay floor had

deteriorated, or possibly it was never fully laid.

A large area just south of the center of the floor was riddled with rodent
holes. The only floor feature in the pithouse was associated with this

disturbed area (Figs. 17-19). The feature was a roughly circular pit with a

wedge-shaped bottom measuring 80 by 80 cm. by 30 cm. deep. No floor surface
was encountered above the pit. Fill was severely disturbed and included a

small amount of clay in lightly stained, mottled, yellow sand. A single sherd
and one flake were collected from the fill.

Extending beyond the edge of the structure pit was a bench approximately
80 cm. wide (Figs. 17-19). Originating only about 35 cm. above the pit floor,

the bench surface extended out to the trace of the encircling ring of
boulders. The fill above the bench consisted of boulders with gravels and

clay overlying a lightly stained, brown sand. Occasionally, a small sandstone
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Figure 18. Fully cleared pithouse, LM-1. View to

the north.
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slab fragment was encountered. Sandstone was not encountered in the fill of

the pit, nor is it in the bar gravels. Probably these pieces are residue from

slabs incorporated into the exterior wall along the outer edge of the bench.

The bench was well defined in a few places as a red clay surface, but was

generally obscure and difficult to follow. Six areas of clay semicircles were
located, symetrically spaced around the bench (Figs. 19, 20). Although no

obvious posts or postholes were visible, such clay often indicates the

location of major roof supports. A single small pit was located next to a

clayed area on the northeast portion of the bench.

Evidence for an entrance/ventilator system occurs as a recess on the

southeast side of the structure. As is often the case, this feature is poorly

preserved. A slight void in the encircling ring of boulders and gravel is

apparent in plan, although no positive structural evidence was found other
than a vague surface at about the level of the encircling bench.

The structure appears to be a pithouse typical of the Pueblo I period. It

is similar to pithouses described for site 42Ws388 at Quail Creek (Walling et

al. 1986), Zion Park (Schroeder 1955), and Cottonwood Canyon (Judd 1926) in

that it is nearly circular with a full bench upon which placement of six or

more roof supports may be inferred.

Lack of floor features, including a definable hearth, may indicate that

the structure was never finished, although floor contact artifacts include an

axe, a maul, and a metate. Poor preservation of the floor surface and lack of

structural clay in the lower fill might indicate it was never roofed. Lack of

refuse and nearly sterile upper fill aid in demonstrating that it was one of

the last structures built on the site (see above).

Figure 20. Detail of the west portion of the

pithouse bench, LM-1.
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Storage Room 1

This is the eastmost of the storage rooms. While nicely aligned (Figs.

12, 15) with the balance and contiguous portion of the room block, it is

separated from Storage Room 2 by nearly 2 m. (Fig. 21). Prior to excavation,

the structure location was evidenced by a low mound of sand and stone ca. 4 by

3 m.; separation of this mound from that marking the west portion of the

contiguous rooms was nearly 6 m. in extent.

The structure is somewhat irregular in outline shape (Figs. 21, 22). From

a northeast wall that is straight and 1.9 m. in maximum outside dimension, the

ca. 2.5-m.-long southeast and northwest walls are gently curved and drawn into

a southwest end no more than 1.2 m. in maximum outside width. Maximum
interior length is 2.2 m., while the northeast interior measurement is 1.5 m.

and the southwest only 0.8 m.

The room was apparently built as a storage unit, but was subsequently

modified for another use, possibly as a habitation or at least as a shelter
associated with outside use areas. Finally, it was robbed of lining slabs and

fell into disuse. While the evidence could be seen differently, this is

apparently not the initial site structure, but it is early in the sequence.

It seems to have been used, in one form or another, for a significant portion
of the period of site occupation, but was abandoned prior to final site

abandonment.

The exterior, coursed wall remnants are quite massive (Fig. 22),
particularly as compared to other site structures. Obvious is careful

selection of blocks for compatibility of size and shape. No shaping is

evident, however, and the stones are from the bar.

The northwest wall (Fig. 22) shows portions of two courses composed of 13

major stones, all rather well fitted. The largest rock measures 40 by 25 by

20 cm.; another of different shape is 50 by 18 by 10 cm. The southeast wall

is slightly less massive, but still shows large stones. Eleven major stones

are present with only two in the second tier; the largest of the group is 37

by 18 by 16 cm. The northeast wall shows three to four tiers of somewhat more
constant-sized rocks averaging ca. 30 by 20 by 10 cm. Twelve major stones are

present, along with minor filler and chinking stones, as with the other walls.

Adjacent portions of the northwest and northeast walls are footed in the

sense that a high place in the bar had to be partially excavated to

accommodate the walls. The entire southeast wall is set directly on

Occupation Surface 1 established on Stratum 4. Wall -fall extends 1 to 3 m. to

the south and lays on 5 to 10 cm. of red-stained Stratum 5 sand essentially
not distinguishable from the sand of the occupation surface upon which it
rests. Fall to the north extends 1 to 2 m. and rests just slightly below the

top of the extant wall on clean, yellow sand showing a reddish case from clay
staining. The aggregate amount of fall present was substantial, but it was

nowhere well patterned and no attempt was made to estimate wall height.

There is only one interior lining stone in situ. This is an edge-set,
tabular basalt boulder in the northeast wall just out of the east corner.
Evidence for additional interior wall slabs is seen particularly in a 10 to

15-cm.-wide trench around the floor perimeter, against the northwest,
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northeast, and southeast walls,

excavation of the wall slabs - a

sandstone slabs appears often to

stone.

This no doubt represents systematic
judicious move, as simply pulling well-set
have resulted in snapping of the desired

No southwest wall was found during excavation. Rather, there is present
an 80 cm. gap between the converging ends of the northwest and southeast
walls, plus a straight, sharp contact between the clay and stone floor to the
inside and relatively clean sand to the outside. The clean sand, however, is

only a few centimeters wide, bordering a surface of sorts designated Use Area
1 (Fig. 21). These various relationships have been seen to indicate that room
1, initially built as a fully bounded and essentially sealable storage room,
was modified and used in the open-ended configuration for some period of time
before it was cannibalized and abandoned.

The floor is unusual for a storage room and may not have furnished the
level of rodent-proof seal provided by a full slab or cobble floor. It is,

however, a substantial construction and was obviously meant to provide
protection. As noted in the discussion of walls, above, the northern portion
of the structure is cut into a high section of the gravel bar. To form the
floor in this area, the bar materials (mainly large cobbles) have been
leveled, voids filled with smaller rocks, and as much clay laid as needed to
cover everything and present a reasonably level surface.

Over the southern two-thirds of the room, the floor is laid directly on

clean sand and consists mainly of a full 10 cm. thickness of a mix of heavy
gravels and clay. A large slab (actually an inverted, lightly used slab
metate), however, has been used in the east corner, and a substantial rock

Figure 22. Storage Room 1 at end of excavation.
Shows trench around floor and grinding
slab as floor slab (upper right corner)
View northeast, LM-1

.
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forms a piece of floor near the southwest end of the structure (Figs. 21,

22). The upper surface of the rock is somewhat cone shaped. Several smaller
rocks surround it and the tip barely protruded the final layers of clay used

to cover and tie all the floor portions.

Fill of the structure consisted of: 1) A ca. 10-cm. -thick layer of
slightly stained sand and clean, lumpy clay lying directly on the floor; 2) A
6 to 10-cm. -thick layer of slightly stained sand, mainly free of rock; 3) An
upper cap of jumbled structural stone interspersed with clean sand and more or
less sealed with blowsand. Indicated are roof collapse soon after the wall

slabs were taken, an indeterminate period of relatively rapid filling
(probably after site abandonment), and eventual wall collapse - both inward
and outward.

Storage Room 1 Adjunct (Pavement)

This modest construction (Figs. 15, 21) is a rectangular pavement of

clay-over-stone, outlined (in part) by small, upright stones. It is tied
smoothly to the outside of the northeast wall of Storage Room 1, although it

is somewhat south of being centered. It is 1.30 m. in length and from 70 to

80 cm. in width. Level of origin is Occupation Surface 1. The clay surface
is slightly basin shaped along both axes, but it is only a matter of 4 to 6

cm. below the tops of the outlining stones.

As excavated, the pavement surface is rather irregular. Angular stones

protrude the clay and there is a slight basin, ca. 40 cm. in diameter, in the
west corner. A variety of shapes and sizes of stones form the pavement; most,

however, are in the fist-size to slightly larger range. Exposed bar material
is just north of the pavement (Fig. 15) and dives under it. The pavement
stones, however, are set one thick (mainly) on sand.

No evidence was found to indicate the pavement had a protective covering,

either separately or as a part of Storage Room 1. Neither is there good
evidence to indicate when the pavement was built. The pavement per se is

slightly below the base course of the adjacent Storage Room 1 wall, but the

outlining stones more or less tie to the base course. No particular use is

posited from the available evidence.

Use Area 1

This is simply the 1.8-m.-long area between Storage Room 1 and Storage

Room 2 (Figs. 15, 21) that shows no evidence of ever having held a structure,
and little evidence of anything else. The area was eventually worked to a

vague surface on sandy clay (Stratum 4) that is essentially coextensive with

Occupation Surface 1 to the front of the room block. It is also at about the

same level as the floor of Storage Room 1, but separated from the floor by a

narrow band of clean sand that is probably a refilled footer trench for
upright slabs for the missing southwest wall of Storage Room 1.

Nothing in particular was found above, on, or under the proposed surface.

There was, however, some definable Storage Room 1 fill spilled out a short
distance onto the surface. Probably this was an outdoor use area established
when the southwest wall of Storage Room 1 was opened, but previously demarked
by the placement of Storage Room 1 well east of Storage Room 2.
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Storage Room 2

This is the eastmost of the five contiguous rooms in the room block (Fig.

12). Construction indicates that this was a storage room. Present are slabs

lining a shallow pit, indications of exterior walls, a clay-over-stone floor,

and overall evidence of care in chinking/sealing the structure. As seen in

other Virgin sites (Dal ley and McFadden 1985; Walling et al. 1986), this room

has two complete and apparently serviceable floors.

In outline form, the room appears as a modified rectangle: the northwest

wall is straight, the northeast and southwest somewhat curved, and the

southeast quite irregular with a marked "bulge" near the center (Fig. 21). On

the long interior axis, the room measures 2.35 m. ; width ranges from 1.1 to
1.35 m. The upper floor is only about 10 cm. below the apparent level of
origin on the south. The lower floor is deeper by some 25 to 30 cm.

Interior walls are formed of slabs set near the vertical. The slabs

(Figs. 21, 23) are of a variety of sizes. The majority of the slabs,

particularly the larger pieces, service both buildings. Several small pieces,
however, are associated only with the upper floor as they were added to fill

gaps and flesh out the walls after the second floor was laid. One 50 cm. long

slab is in the northeast wall. On average, however, the slabs are in the 20

to 30 cm. length range and run 2.0 cm. or less thick. At the time of
excavation, slab tops extended only 15 to 20 cm. above the upper floor surface.

Characteristically for this particular unit, the wall slabs are closely

butted end-to-end (Fig. 21) rather than showing much overlap. There is some
overlap, however, plus a couple of instances of full and/or partial doubling
of slabs. Some of the small pieces in the northwest wall have slumped and are
noticeably inward sloping. Both the north and west corners have at least one
slab missing.

Direct evidence for exterior masonary is rather minimal (Figs. 21, 23),

and that found extant seems to indicate rather light construction. While only
remnant in some places, there appears to be a 15 to 25-cm.-wide band of small

stone set in clay along the northwest wall and about two- thirds of the
southeast wall. This material begins just behind and just below the slabs and
probably provided a base for additional masonry courses. Nothing to indicate
additional wall was found in Use Area 1 behind the northeast slab wall; Paved
Partition 1 is behind the southwest slab wall.

The bulge in the middle of the southeast wall (Figs. 21, 23) appears to be

original construction rather than a patch as the slabs tie around smoothly. A
large rock (20 by 20 by 10 cm.) found protruding through and well above the

upper floor just inside the slabs is associated only with the upper floor
building. Rocks outside the slabs in part outline or demark an area similar
in size, shape, and position to "boxes" (Dal ley and McFadden 1985), or entry
boxes (Walling et al . 1986) found with some storage rooms in the Virgin area.

The large rocks with the demarked area, however, are too high to be pavement;
rather, they appear to be backing slabs and/or providing a masonry base

course.
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Figure 23. Storage Room 2 at LM-1 cleared to upper

clay floor surface. View north with Paved
Partition 1 on the left.

Figure 24. Storage Room 2, LM-1, with upper stone

floor exposed. View north.
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Only a very few stones were found outside the structure that might
represent collapsed walls. The few that were found to the south lay on clean,

yellow sand with a slight reddish cast. This is the same surface/material

supporting the light base course and appears to be more or less a continuation
of Occupation Surface 1.

The fill of the structure above the upper floor likewise showed little
rock that could be fall from the walls. Rather, the entire 15 to 20 cm. of
fill below the slab tops was noted as rather clean sand with just a few small

rocks and a few patches of red clay.

The upper floor is composed of a coating of clay (Fig. 23) over a layer of

stone. Most of the stone floor is composed of tabular sandstone pieces (Fig.

24) that, in the main, are angular and relatively small. The largest
sandstone piece in evidence is rectangular and measures only 30 by 15 cm. In

the northeast portion and around the east corner are fitted basalt cobbles
(Fig. 24) rather than slabs. A few cobbles are also along the southeast side.

In sum, the surface presented by the stone is quite smooth and regular

(Fig. 24), although there is extensive overlapping of slabs - some to three
deep. With a couple of exceptions, margin slabs and cobbles run slightly up

onto the wall slabs. Clay wholly covered and encased the stone, which
required that it be laid up to 6 cm. thick, but generally only to 3 or 4 cm.

The clay used was rather sandy, and the surface presented at the time of
excavation was somewhat eroded and broken, although still providing an

effective cover for most of the stone (Fig. 23).

Fill between the two floors was quite substantial (Fig. 25 - compare with
Dalley and McFadden 1985:58,65) and was obviously purposeful rather than
natural /accretional . Under the nicely laid upper stone was a 3-cm. -thick
layer of tan clay. The upper slabs and cobbles are laid directly on and
decidedly into this material. Under the clay (Fig. 25) was a 15 to

17-cm. -thick layer of yellowish-reddish sand showing some dark staining,

charcoal pieces, a few pockets of fine gravel, and a few pot sherds.

This homogeneous sand layer, no doubt obtained from just outside the

structure, lay directly on the clay of the lower, initial floor (Fig. 25).

When exposed, this lower surface appeared to be in excellent condition, and
was smooth and compact. The surface was not noticeably stained, but showed
some patches of a very thin deposit of a rather bright red sand. This sandy
material, seen in similar contexts over the course of the project, is not
clayey and does not stain; neither does it offer a ready explanation for

itself.

Only about 60 percent of the lower floor surface was exposed, and only a

small test area was used to probe the lower stone and initial construction.
This was enough, however, to reach the following conclusions:

1. The lower floor was intact and apparently serviceable when
intentionally covered.

2. The lower floor is composed of 2 to 4 cm. of clay laid over tightly

fitted cobbles, generally smaller than those used in the upper floor.
Across the short axis, the lower floor is markedly more basined than the
upper.
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Figure 25. View west of Storage Room 2,

LM-1, with lower clay floor
exposed in the foreground.

3. The lower floor stone is laid directly on clean sand just above the

bar gravels. Lining slabs extend just slightly below the floor stones.

4. Save for the difference in floor depth and the few other exceptions

noted above, the two structures represented by the two building episodes
were essentially the same.

Paved Partition 1

This is a cobble pavement between Storage Rooms 2 and 3 (Figs. 21, 26)

that measures 1.40 m. northwest to southeast by 70 to 80 cm. The core of the
feature is a low baulk of Stratum 1 material left in situ when Storage Rooms 2

and 3 were excavated. The horizontal surface was then paved with basalt
(mainly) cobbles of various sizes and shapes, running mostly on
one to two-fist size. There are a few larger stones that are

noticeable on the short margins, although these do not appear
higher borders or boundaries (see Paved Partition 2, below).

the order of
particularly
to serve as
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The general surface formed by the pavement rocks is at about the same

level as the tops of the slabs of the immediately adjoining walls of Storage
Rooms 2 and 3. The upper floors of the two rooms, then, are only about 20 cm.
below the surface. The baulk, however, was left when the rooms were initially
dug and built, so the amount of relief to the lower floors is more on the
order of 40 to 50 cm. The native sand surface of the baulk is more or less on
the same level as the base courses for the outside walls of the adjacent
rooms, as well as for the occupation surface to the front.

The southwest vertical margin of the baulk is faced by the outward-curving
northeast wall of Storage Room 3. As the wall curves and the edge of the
pavement is straight, the slabs pull back from the pavement, but nonetheless
line the edge of the baulk. On the Storage Room 2 side, there is actually a

narrow band of clay intervening between the slabs and the edge of the pavement
stones. Unfortunately, this nuance was not fully investigated.

At the time of excavation exposure, there were patches of clay on/around
the horizontal pavement stones, probably indicating a full clay covering akin
to the room floors. While there is not a great deal of directly supporting
evidence, it is assumed that this and the similar feature between Storage
Rooms 3 and 4 were under the same roof covering the adjoining rooms.
Further, it is quite possible, although not demonstrated, that Storage Rooms
2, 3, and 4 and the two paved baulks/partitions were built at the same time,
form some sort of coherent unit, and were covered by essentially a single roof.

Storage Room 3

This unit is set (Fig. 12) between the two paved partitions and is seen as

rather similar to Storage Room 2 (Fig. 21), at least it is more similar in

certain detail to that room than to other rooms in the block. The interior,

Figure 26. Paved Partition 1 between Storage Room 2

(background) and Storage Room 3 (foreground)
View east, LM-1

.
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slab-lined pit portion of the structure measures a maximum 2.25 m. northeast

to southwest by 1.5 m. While the central portions of the northwest and

southeast walls are straight, the shorter walls are markedly and smoothly out
curved, and the corners are all distinctly rounded.

As with Storage Room 2, this room has two floors. Again as with Storage

Room 2, this factor has had considerable influence on the condition and
configuration of the interior wall linings as seen in initial excavation with
the upper floor in place. Seen are both the more substantial pieces that were
in place for both buildings, plus smaller material set after or with the

second floor to fill gaps and flesh out the lining. The south corner is the

only instance where a substantial section of lining is obviously missing.

Most of the interior lining pieces are relatively thin sandstone slabs of

a variety of outline sizes. The largest of the slabs is a 60-cm.-long example
in the northwest wall that, however, only extends 10 cm. above the upper floor
(Figs. 21, 27, 28). Most of the balance of the northwest and southwest walls
shows slabs half or less as long as the big one. Most ends overlap somewhat,
rather than butt. Where patches or additional height has been needed, cobbles
have been as commonly used as slab pieces. Although extensively patched, the
northwest wall is in the best condition of the four, showing a top rising a

fairly consistent 20 to 25 cm. above the upper floor.

The northern ca. one-half of the southwest wall consists of slabs set

flush against the paving stones of Paved Partition 2, although the slab tops
are several centimeters lower. The next slab south pulls away sharply from
the paving alignment, and then there is the gap in the south interior corner
(Fig. 21). There are some substantial slabs and cobbles against the face of
the partition in the northeast end of the room. These are all low, however,
extending no more than 10 cm. above the upper floor. Above these are several
small rocks and slab pieces that are both partition facing and room wall;
numerous gaps are in evidence.

The southeast wall is composed of several light slabs and two sizable

cobbles, one of which is near the east corner and is backed by several small
slabs. Forming the approximate middle of the wall is a large, tabular cobble
45 cm. long, but extending only 10 cm. above the upper floor surface. It is

set with the interior face just slightly behind the general alignment of the
rest of the wall. It has two large, thicker cobbles (30 by 17 by 15 and 24 by
20 by 10 cm.) set atop it, a smaller rock is atop and between the two (Fig.

27). Found 5 cm. to the inside of the lining cobble is another large cobble
(30 cm. long, 15 cm. thick) that extends 12 cm. above the floor. As with a

rather similar situation in Storage Room 2, this cobble is well set in the
upper floor, but it is associated only with the upper floor and the later
building.

Evidence for an exterior wall on the northwest consists of a 10 to

15-cm.-wide band of clay (Fig. 21) holding together a rather minimal number of
small stones and angular slab fragments. Generally, this is similar to the

material seen on the northwest of Storage Room 2, but no indication was found
for continuity across the end of the pavement between the two rooms. There
was virtually no rubble found outside of Storage Room 3 on the north.
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Figure 27. LM-1 Storage Room 3 cleared to upper clay
floor. View northeast with Paved Partition
1 on the right and 2 on the left.

Figure 28. Storage Room 3, LM-1, with upper cobble floor

partially exposed and centered trench cut to

lower clay floor. View to the north.
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On the southeast, only a few small stones are outside the slabs in the

vicinity of the east corner to indicate base-course masonry. There are next
the large cobbles at wall center that were described above in conjunction with

the lining wall. These were probably integral to an exterior wall, rather
than being part of some other sort of exterior construction.

Running straight from the large cobbles to the east corner of the Paved

Partition 2 is an alignment of cobbles and small stones. Of note is that the

south corner of the interior portion of Storage Room 2 is curved and well

inside the junction of the apparent base-course alignment and partition.
This seems to offer some evidence for an exterior wall spanning and connecting
more than one room, something of a necessity if the postulation offered above
for the building and roofing of Storage Rooms 2, 3, and 4 and the paved
partitions has any merit (see Paved Partition 1).

As with the north outside area, there is very little on the south to

indicate the collapse of masonry walls of any substance (Fig. 27). Level of
origin (and level at which the apparent base-course remnants are set) is on

rather clean, yellow sand with a slight reddish cast. This appears to be

about the same level as Occupation Surface 1, but it was not possible to carry
a firm definition into the area. Covering the apparent Stratum 4 or 5 sand
was a ca. 10-cm. -thick layer of Stratum 6 blowsand.

The upper floor (Figs. 27, 28) of Storage Room 3 is composed of up to 4 to

5 cm. of clay over what appears to be carefully selected, sized, and fitted

cobbles. Essentially, the rocks are one thick, although there is some overlap
with the tabular pieces, and there are some small chinking stones - most of

which came up with the clay when it was pulled. The cobbles show the same
contour as the overlying clay; that is, they ride up noticeably on the lining

material and provide a slight basin shape to the floor surface. The clay used
in this floor is noticeably more solid (less sandy) than in any of the other
structures on site, and it presented a very nice surface (Fig. 27) when the
fill was removed from it.

A maximum of 34 cm. of material overlay the upper floor, although only

about 20 cm. of this was contained within the lining slabs. Under about 10

cm. of blowsand, the balance of the fill consisted of a yellowish sand

containing a good deal of brownish, \jery sandy clay, mainly found in lumps
rather than as wash. Very few rocks that could be considered fall from
masonry walls were found anywhere in the fill.

Material found directly on the floor varied over the extent of the room.

The northeast one-quarter showed only lumpy clay in direct contact, while over
the balance of the floor was either the clay or a thin (1/2 cm.) covering of
clean sand. In a few areas, a clean but gravelly sand was found between the
clay and the sand lens. Apparently the roof came down fairly soon after
abandonment, but not necessarily all at the same time. The upper walls must
have been pulled very soon after the roof collapsed, or this may have been the

cause of collapse in the first instance.

Fill between the two floors (Fig. 29) consisted of a 15 to 20 cm.

thickness of numerous small basalt boulders and cobbles in a matrix of
culturally stained sand very similar to that found outside the structure on or
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Figure 29. Storage Room 3, LM-1 , with

western (near) portion cleared
to lower clay floor surface.
View east with Storage Room 2

in the background over Paved
Partition 1.

near the occupation surface. The rocks could be fall from original building

masonry walls; more likely, however, is that they represent filler in the
purposefully placed layer of sand.

While the clay surface was about 60 percent exposed, and the lower rock

and construction only tested, it appears that the lower floor is quite similar
to the upper. The portion seen consisted of nicely fitted cobbles effectively
covered with clay; it also seems to be in serviceable condition. The lower
floor stones were laid on clean, yellow sand barely covering the underlying
gravel s.

As seen with Storage Room 2, the two floors of Storage Room 3 are

contained within essentially the same structure. That is, lining materials
generally served both buildings, with only patching for replacement and/or
added height restricted to the second building. While not demonstrated, there
is no reason to believe that exterior walls were much changed for the second
building. Interestingly, the alignment nuance noted and discussed above for

the south corner holds for both buildings.
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Paved Partition 2

Located between Storage Room 3 and 4 (Fig. 12), this is a feature

basically similar to the pavement between Storage Rooms 2 and 3. Here,

however, the size of the rocks used lend the impression of a considerably more
massive construction (Fig. 30), while the pavement is actually measurably less

wide than the first example. As with the first example, the stones forming
this unit are laid over a block or baulk of sand left in situ when the
adjoining structure pits were dug.

Overall, the stone forming the feature yields measurements of 1.8 m. by 50

to 60 cm. On both short ends, however, are two large stones of basalt (Fig.

30) that outline and rise well above the balance of the pavement. The top of

one outliner on the southeast is better than 20 cm. above the pavement
surface, and all but one of the four protruded the site surface at the start
of excavations (Fig. 13). On the northwest, the outliners are set at about

the same level as the origin of the adjoining structures; on the southeast,
however, the big stones are set 10 to 12 cm. above the apparent origin surface
outside the structures, and the resultant vertical soil surface shows some
stone facing and chinking. Indicated is some buildup on the southeast end,
possibly to accommodate surface slope in the area.

The heart of the pavement per se is formed by five substantial cobbles
(all set noticeably west of center) plus several angular pieces of rock (Fig.

30). The larger cobbles are quite tabular and overlap noticeably; three also
lap out slightly over the rough facing of various-sized cobbles that form the

upper portion of the northeast wall of Storage Room 4. When initially
exposed, there was extensive clay on the stone surface, covering all but the

higher portions of the larger cobbles (Fig. 23). Removal of the clay revealed
numerous small chinking/sealing rocks.

Figure 30. Exposed stone of Paved Partition 2 between
Storage Room 4 (foreground) and Storage Room
3 (background). View east, LM-1

.
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As noted with the discussion of Paved Partition 1, above, "reading" of the

available evidence indicates that Storage Rooms 2, 3, 4, plus the two paved

partitions went in together and were probably under one roof. The high

outlining stones of Paved Partition 2, plus the apparent outer wall alignment
of the adjacent rooms - particularly on the south, provide additional evidence
for this contention. As noted above, experience has usually been that only
one or two storage units are emplaced at a time, so this may be an unusual
circumstance, or the appeal of the apparent unit may be misleading.

Storage Room 4

This room (Figs. 31, 32) is unusual in the LM-1 sample, as well as in a

much larger known sample of apparent storage rooms from Virgin sites of the

Early Pueblo II period. However, despite the unusual features (or, in some

instances, lack of certain features), it probably served as a storage unit.

The structure is markedly oval in outline (Fig. 32), with outcurved edges

and rounded "corners." Dimensions are approximately 2.0 m. southwest to

northeast by 1.3 m. It is, then, only slightly smaller than the rest of the

units in the room block. As excavated, the structure appears as a

clay-and-stone-1 ined basin. There are no obvious provisions for or remnants
of exterior walls. Neither was any quantity of definable wall rubble found in

the fill or on the surfaces to the outside.

While the structure is built in a shallow pit, interior earthen walls are

markedly sloped rather than vertical, and they are lined with a wide variety
of cobbles and rocks, but no slabs are present (Fig. 32). Essentially, the
rocks are stacked, with each of three or four vague tiers drawn back a

little. In some sections, larger rocks are toward the bottom; in others, the
big rocks are at the top.

A lot of small rocks were used in the walls, as well as a lot of clay.

The clay apparently served both as a filler and as a binder for the smaller
material. Possibly, the walls were entirely sealed with clay, but much rock

was exposed at the time of excavation. Enough clay is left, however, to

indicate that it ran well up the walls from the floor.

The wall over that portion of the northeast end set against the baulk of

Paved Partition 2 is more vertical than elsewhere, but is still composed of
cobbles and some angular rocks. Most of a ca. 80 to 90 cm. segment of wall in

the southwest end of the structure was mainly destroyed by the construction of

Storage Room 5 (Fig. 32).

The nature of the walls lend an impression of more basining to the

structure than is actually present (Fig. 31). This impression is also
accentuated by the smooth blending of the walls to floor by what is

essentially continuous construction. The stone portion of the floor is

composed of cobbles and other rocks that, over a fairly short distance, simply

go from the offset stacking of the walls to the side-by-side alignments of the

floor. Judicious application of clay could easily have obscured most
indications of wall-floor contact, but that condition did not actually obtain
at the time of excavation exposure, and may not have been important to the

builders. Further, there are some particularly large rocks on the southeast
side right at the wall -floor contact that would have been very hard to fully

and smoothly cover.
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Away from this wall -floor contact area, the floor averages 10 cm. in

thickness. The rock includes, in addition to abundant one- to two-fist size

cobbles, just a lot of large marble to ping-pong ball size material. The

small material is no doubt right from the portion of the gravel bar that had

to be leveled to accommodate the floor, and on which much of the floor is

directly laid. With so much small material included, the floor is not just

clay covered, it is essentially rock in a clay matrix. Over most of the floor

area, however, the clay has been laid deeply enough to effectively cover the

rocks, and has been smoothed to a quite presentable surface. At the

approximate center, the floor is 6 to 7 cm. lower than at the points of
floor-wall juncture. The same central point is only 20 to 25 cm. deeper than

the apparent occupation/construction surface outside the structure.

Under a blowsand cap, fill of the structure consisted of a general matrix

of rather darkly stained sand containing large amounts of lumpy clay, a few

rocks, and a few pockets of yellow sand and gravelly material. As noted
above, surfaces to the outside showed very little rock that could be ascribed
to walls. Although, noted on the southeast side was rather abundant clay wash
on the surface just below the tops of the wall stones. This was seen as

restricted to the westward one-third of the area, however.

To the north (back) of the structure, on a sandy surface just even with
the tops of the wall stones, was a discrete concentration of small cobbles,
minor gravel, and clean sand. The material in this 1.2 m. by 70 cm.

concentration is obviously spoil from the excavation of a structure pit. As

it is rather evident that most of the spoil from all of the structure pits
went to the back or north, this nuance is remarkable only in still being
concentrated and still containing rocks suitable for construction. The
material was found just to the Storage Room 4 side of the wall between Storage
Room 4 and Storage Room 5, and it makes better sense for it to have come from
the latter room.

Storage Room 5

Storage Rooms 5 and 6 are the westmost of the apparent storerooms in the
LM-1 room block (Figs. 12, 31). The rooms were apparently built at the same
time; likewise, they apparently saw abandonment and then collapse (or perhaps
the reverse) at about the same time. While there was virtually no
stratigraphy to work with on the west portion of the site, it is nonetheless
obvious that Storage Rooms 5 and 6 are the latest in the room block and
represent the termination of the occupation and use of the site area.

The state of preservation of the fallen Storage Rooms 5 and 6 alone

strongly indicates their proper sequential placement. They are in "mint"
condition (at least when viewed as 1000-year-old archeological phenomena) and
it appears that all non-perishable building materials are still closely
associated. A review of the foregoing descriptions of Storage Rooms 1 through
4 will show that each of these rooms suffered some degree of post-abandonment
abuse, including material robbing.

The interior pit walls of Storage Room 5 are lined wholly and solely with
slabs (Figs. 31, 34), including the largest examples found on site. The
northwest wall (Fig. 34) is basically two large slabs (110 cm. long by 30 cm.
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Figure 32. Storage Room 4, LM-1, cleared to the clay

floor surface. View north with Paved
Partition 2 on the right and Storage Room
5 on the left.

above floor by 3 cm. thick and 85 by 20 by 3.5 cm.), with a much smaller slab

between (17 by 20 by 2.5 cm.), and some patching just adjacent to the west
corner. The southeast wall is also composed of two larger slabs (90 by 24 by

5 cm. and 73 by 20 by 5 cm.), with a more modest example (38 by 23 by 1.5 cm.)
adjacent to the east corner.

Slabs in both the longer walls are rather well aligned and are set

end-to-end or with just slight overlap. Little joint patching/reinforcing is

in evidence, but with the large slabs there are a minimum of joints. The
slabs in both walls are set either just beneath the floor surface, or snugly

on the surface. Most slabs are set just slightly back from the vertical.

The northeast wall is formed mainly of two slabs of similar size, both of
which angle noticeably toward the center of the room. Some small material is

at the corners to seal the corner joints and tie to the longer wall. Storage
Room 4 had apparently filled before Storage Room 5 was ever placed, and the

excavation of the pit for the latter room cut away much of the upper southwest
walls of the former. Some of the stone forming the base of the Storage Room 4

wall remained, however, and the bottoms of the Storage Room 5 slabs were set
against these, thus partially taking the shape of the outcurved Storage Room 4

wall (Figs. 31, 32).

Between Storage Rooms 5 and 6 is a remnant partition (Figs. 34, 35)

composed partially of undisturbed earth, but mainly of basalt boulders of
various sizes. Fully one-third of the width of the partition is formed by a
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single rock, by far the largest structural stone seen on site, measuring 48

cm. wide, 50 cm. tall, and 20 to 25 cm. thick. This is set on a 24-cm.-wide
cobble that juts 13 cm. into Storage Room 6, and is firmly tied and chinked
with adjacent cobbles and various stone. Apparently, the full partition was a

masonry wall, stacked to either side and tied to the big rock.

In part, the faces of the partition provided the southwest and northeast

walls of Storage Rooms 5 and 6, respectively. However, additional and
separate material has been set in Storage Room 5 (Fig. 34), apparently to seal

the lower, partially earthen portion of the partition, as well as to stabilize
and seal the wall -floor contact. Most of the additional wall in Storage Room
5 was provided by a single, 70-cm.-long slab that markedly overlaps a short
alignment of smaller pieces.

The well-preserved masonry base course on the southeast (Fig. 34) is

composed wholly of fragments of sandstone slabs on the order of 15 by 20 cm.

and 4 to 5 cm. thick. Over the eastern one-third of the wall, this material
is set just behind the tops of the vertical lining slabs; over the balance, it
laps out just slightly over the slab top. Only a few basalt cobbles are in

place to represent additional courses.

The remnant masonry wall on the northwest is very nicely preserved (Fig.

34). A few thick slab fragments are present (as per the opposite wall), but
the majority of the rocks present are more or less tabular basalt cobbles

measuring on the order of 20 to 25 cm. by 15 cm. by 5 to 6 cm. thick. There
are at least three layers of rock present in places, particularly to the west,
but this is providing buildup over lower slab tops, so essentially what is
present is a good base course. This extends just slightly out over the slab

tops and is extensively chinked, particularly at the masonry-slab juncture.

The southwest wall is provided by the partition, as discussed in a

preceding paragraph. Probably instructive here is that the top of the big
boulder is 65 cm. above the floors of both adjacent structure; this likely
represents full wall height for both rooms. No provisions were noted for
exterior masonry for the northeast wall of Storage Room 5.

Extensive stone was (Fig. 34) found outside the structure that quite

obviously came from masonry walls set on the extant base-course materials.
Obvious fall extended 60 cm. outward from the northwest wall and retained good
evidence for at least four and possibly as many as six courses. The rocks
were covered and partially encased by blowsand, but were also partially
encased by a clayey sand - probably washed, sandy, clay mortar. The stone
appeared to lie on a reddish-yellowish sand, but close inspection under
freshly lifted rocks showed a very thin contact layer of clean, yellow sand
and then a very thin layer of obvious clay wash.

Fallen rock to the south was neither patterned nor as well delimited as on

the north. In part, this was due to the eastern two-thirds of the material
coming down on bar gravels (Fig. 34) - apparently an isolated high area,
although the gravel is nowhere very far below surface on the west end of the

room block. Also, while the dirt "reads" much as it did to the north, there
seems to be some evidence for two fall episodes to the south.
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The stone portion of the floor of Storage Room 5 (Fig. 34) is composed
primarily of rather smallish, angular pieces of sandstone slab measuring on

the order of 20 by 20 cm., 15 by 20 cm., 10 by 20 cm., etc. Numerous basalt
cobbles of various sizes have been used to tie the slabs and fill gaps; a few
of these range to the size of the smaller slab pieces. Overlapping of the
slabs is evident, and the surface presented by the stone is rather irregular.

The clay portion of the floor was quite sandy and so badly broken that

much of it was inadvertently removed as clayey fill over the floor stones.
There is no doubt, however, that the structure had a full clay component to

the floor (Fig. 34). Interestingly, the floor clay is thicker at the margins,
running well (to 6 cm.) up onto the wall slabs (Fig. 34). The floor stones,
however, are mainly laid flat at the margins and do not tend to run up onto
the slabs, as seen in other structures in the room block.

Only enough of the floor was pulled by the excavators to demonstrate that
it was a single and that it was laid directly on bar gravels. In fact, there
is little doubt that the gravel had to be shifted some to accommodate the

floor. Some of the smaller chinking stones in the floor appear to have come
from the bar material, also.

The upper definable fill component for Storage Room 5 is a 5 to

8-cm. -thick layer of blowsand containing some loose rock that was surface
observable at the start of excavation. Below is an essential cap of cobbles
and a few slab pieces; in the main, this is one rock thick. Some rock was
found down through the balance of the fill, but the surficial cap is yery
evident (Fig. 33).

Below the rock cap is a 30-cm. -thick deposit of what appears as mixed
material consisting of lightly stained sand, a lot of clay, and some rock -

both cobbles and pieces of slab (Fig. 33). Clay is more evident and quite
lumpy over the nether 10 cm. While not constituting an unbroken layer, there
were nonetheless a lot of slab pieces lying horizontally right on or just
above the floor clay (Fig. 33).

It appears, then, that the roof of Storage Room 5 fell rather shortly

after abandonment, and that the structure stood open to natural, accretional
filling for a substantial period of time before the majority of the walls
fell, although a few rocks periodically came down. Although there have been
good indications reported previously, the pieces found on the floor surface
constitute very good evidence for use of slabs under the roof clay in some of
the Virgin storage structures.

Storage Room 6

This nicely constructed and well-preserved room (Figs. 31, 35) is nearly
rectangular in outline, modified only by slightly rounded corners and a marked
jog in the southeast wall. Inside and approximate structure pit dimensions
are 2.1 m. northeast to southwest by 1.15 m. ; depth of the floor below tops of
the lining slabs averages about 27 cm. This is the sister structure for

Storage Room 5 in that the two were built, used, and abandoned at the same
time; they also show marked similarities in construction techniques, although
there are differences in detail.
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Figure 33. Detail view of block of fill in the

west corner of Storage Room 5, LM-1.

Figure 34. Storage Room 5 at LM-1 cleared to floor stone

save in west corner where clay is shown. Bar
gravels exposed to the front (foreground).

Rubble piles in background are from Storage
Rooms 5 (right) and 6 (left).
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The longer northwest (Fig. 35) and southeast walls of Storage Room 6 are

lined with a mix of sandstone slabs and a few tabular cobbles. The slabs are
of more modest dimensions than the large examples seen in Storage Room 5,

running mainly from 35 to 50 cm. in length and averaging about 2 cm. in

thickness; the cobbles are in a less wide range (17 to 35 cm.) and are
surprisingly thin, running from about 3.0 to 5.0 cm. One relatively large
cobble (18 cm. wide by 30 cm. high) in the northwest wall is obviously split -

we would suppose purposefully, and is set with the rough face away from the
room's interior.

In total, the northwest interior wall (Fig. 35) is lined with seven slabs

and the one split cobble. Three larger stones on the west form slightly over
one-half of the lining; the balance is formed by five much smaller pieces.
There are several overlaps and some offsets with the lining stones. The wall,
however, is well formed and essentially straight, and has required extensive
chinking only over the upper sections. The stones are set very close to the
vertical, or slope back just slightly. All are set at least a few centimeters
below the floor surface.

The southeast interior wall (Fig. 31) is composed of three slabs (50, 50,

and 37 cm. in length) and two cobbles (33 and 24 cm. in length). Sequence
from east to west is slab-slab-longer cobble-shorter cobble-slab. The two

slabs and longer cobble on the east are on a markedly difference alignment
than the slab tieing to the west corner. The smaller cobble thus ties the two
alignments by being set so as to slightly overlap the adjacent cobble, and
also overlap the adjacent slab by fully 8 cm. There is no obvious evidence
that the jog represents either a patch or a more substantial rebuild; neither
is there an obvious, observable reason for the original construction to have
taken the particular form just described.

The southwest wall is composed of two slabs on the north and a cobble on

the south. These decrease in size from north to south, and the central slab
is slightly overlapped by the adjacent stones. The butts of the stones are
all set slightly below the floor surface, and the tops are rather even over
most of the wall, which is not really a characteristic of the storage rooms.

Not accounted for in the descriptions of either the southeast or southwest

wall is an angled slab (14 cm. wide by 22 high) forming the south corner.
This ties across the adjacent stone in the southwest wall, but there is a

large gap high on the opposite side that has required several chinking stones.

The partition discussed with Storage Room 5, above, forms the northeast

room wall (Fig. 35). Five substantial cobbles, including the one that juts
noticeably into the room area, are set well below the floor surface and in

part line native earth left when Storage Rooms 5 and 5 were dug. Therefore,
they can be viewed as pit liners as per the slabs and cobbles of the other
walls. However, the balance of the extant partition stones are set directly
atop these, thus making the lower cobbles essentially a base course for a

masonry partition. There are no fully separately laid materials, similar to

those noted on the Storage Room 5 side. The face of the partition retains
extensive chinking and was apparently well sealed.
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On the northwest, southwest,

walls is present in the form of

additional tier (Fig. 35). Most

stones, or just slightly behind

and southeast evidence of external masonry

a nearly full base course and part of one

of this is right on the tops of the lining
them. There is a lot of chinking material

filling between the masonry and the liner tops, as there is a lot of uneveness
across the tops of the lining stones (slanting tops, inverted V's, etc.).

There is considerable variety in the shapes and sizes of the stones in the

masonry still in place. It is virtually all basalt cobble, however. The

regularly shaped sandstone slab pieces common as base-course material for the

long walls of Storage Room 5 are not present. This is particularly striking
as the long walls of the two rooms obviously tie across the partition; this is

particularly evident on the northwest (Fig. 31).

As with Storage Room 5, the extant masonry is best preserved on the

northwest side. With Storage Room 6, however, this has somehow slumped
noticeably back to the north (Fig. 35). Notable with this ca. 28 cm. wide
section is a doubling of stone with large rock to the inside set atop the

lower and smaller to the outside.

Fall from the wall to the outside of the room (Fig. 34) extended from 90

cm. on the northwest to about 1.20 m. on the southeast. Basically, fall lay

on quite clean, yellow (but with a red cast) Stratum 5 sand, the same material
that provided level of origin for the structure (Fig. 35). Everywhere, the

bar is very close to the surface the fall lay upon, but only on the southwest
was there material from the wall in direct contact with the bar materials.

While certain nuances were noted in various areas, the general events

represented by the soil and stone depositions outside the structure seem to be

about the same for Storage Rooms 5 and 6:

Figure 35. View northeast of fully cleared Storage

Room 6, LM-1.
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1. The rooms were built on a previously unused or very lightly used

portion of the site.

2. Other than that probably used for wall and floor construction, there
is very little evidence close around the structures of the materials
removed in the excavation of the shallow room pits.

3. The sandy clay used in the masonry walls apparently began to wash out
with the first rain. In a few places, obvious wash lines are preserved.

Mainly, however, ongoing site use mixed the clay with the underlying
yellow sand, giving the latter the reddish cast seen, in particular, near
the site storage units.

4. Thin patches of clean yellow sand preserved under some of the rocks in

the fall indicates the structure stood on an abandoned site a short time
before collapse.

5. When the walls did come down, enough clay was included that when it

melted it partially and even totally encased the wall rock. The balance
of the cover was blowsand. There are enough differences in the quantity
and nature of the covering of the wall rock to indicate several fall

episodes. This is reinforced by general lack of patterning with the
fall. Nonetheless, while a close account was not attempted, there
appeared to be enough rock around the rooms to fully support the amount of
wall needed, so post-collapse disturbance via robbing is not likely.

The floor of Storage Room 6 was only explored enough to determine nature

and composition. Found was a rather thin layer of clay over a leveled section
of gravel bar (Fig. 35). No doubt rock had been shifted and added to level

and seal areas, but removal of the clay over small areas exposed literally
hundreds of small (ca. large marble size) stones in and among numerous
fist-size and somewhat larger cobbles. The floor clay was quite sandy and
only from 1 to 3 cm. thick; however, save in a couple of areas, the surface
presented was even and smooth.

Fill of Storage Room 6 was quite similar to that of Storage Room 5 (see

above). In general, the fill and sequence supports the reconstruction of

events offered just above, except that the interior evidence seems to indicate
a more substantial period of time between abandonment and final wall collapse
than was abstracted from the evidence seen on the outside of the room.

The total fill section included an upper 3 to 5 cm. of very loose sand
containing/supporting a few cobbles. Removal of this blowsand exposed an

essential cap of cobbles (mainly) and broken slabs. While rocks continued to

the floor, the vast majority were restricted to the cap.

The balance and bulk of the fill, from approximately the tops of the

liners to the floor, was loose, lightly stained sand with a few scattered
rocks and some clay. More clay, in lumps, was evident just above the floor,

but it did not form a continuous layer. Full depth of the recorded section
was 45 cm., that below pit-liner tops was ca. 30 cm.
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Occupation Surface 1

It required most of the course of the site excavation period to do so, but

this eventually became a rather large and fairly well-defined feature (Figs.

12, 14, 40). As noted in the discussion of Stratum 4, the level of the

surface, there was little specifically to mark the phenomenon. It was rather
a somewhat generalized but workable entity that could be picked up to the

front of the eastern rooms and carried on the gentle, rock-free slope past the

firepits to the edge of the pithouse (Fig. 40). The "rock-free" note is quite
important as there had to be substantial clearing involved to obtain an area
essentially clear of surface rock as large as defined for the occupation
surface. Also, and again as noted for Stratum 4, some sand was apparently
shifted into the defined area to cover rock and perhaps aid in leveling.

The area of definition is from the eastern side of Storage Room 1 to

somewhat west of the central exploratory trench, and from the storage room
alignment to the vicinity of the pithouse. The little Use Area 1 between
Storage Rooms 1 and 2 (Fig. 12) is seen as coextensive with the occupation
surface, also. Definition is particularly good in front of Storage Rooms 1

and 2 and then around the firepits (Figs. 15, 21), but a good, workable
"surface" could be traced over the entire defined area.

The firepits (Figs. 12, 21) are, of course, associated with the surface.
No evidence was found of any sort of covering or ramada-type structure in the

vicinity of the firepits, but something light could have been present without
leaving any appreciable evidence. Other associations of the surface are noted
in the discussion of site sequence, above. Particularly notable is the

evidence for construction of the pithouse only after full development of
Occupation Surface 1 (Fig. 14).

Outdoor Firepits

Three nicely constructed, shallow, rock-lined firepits were found outside of

structural context (which is just three more than were found inside the

structures). The three are set quite close together in a line ca. 1.5 m.

southeast of and paralleling the eastern portion of the room block (Figs. 12,

21). One each can be seen as being to the front of Storage Room 1, the break
between Storage Rooms 1 and 2 (Use Area 1), and Storage Room 2. Other
evidence, however, indicates that Storage Room 2 had probably fallen into
disuse before the firepits were built.

The firepits are all firmly associated with Occupation Surface 1 and

appear to be essentially contemporaneous. Actually, it was the discovery of

the firepits rather late in the excavations that finally led to a firm
definition of the occupation surface. It had been fairly obvious up to that
point that some sort of marker surface could be more or less traced southward
from Storage Room 1, but it would have been very difficult to hold onto
without the firepits. Particularly, it would have been difficult to carry on

to the vicinity of the pithouse to establish important relationships there.

Firepit 1 . This is the westmost of the group (Fig. 21), separated from
Firepit 2 by" 1.9 m. , edge-to-edge. It is also in a condition similar to

Firepit 2; that is, apparently either partially dismantled, or showing some

abuse from use.
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The actual pit dug for the feature is no more than 10 cm. deep and runs

about 65 to 70 cm. in diameter. With a projected full edge lining, diameter
would be about a meter. However, only non-contiguous cobbles appear to be in

place on the margins on the west ca. one-half. These are all set at low

angles on a gently sloped, irregular and ill-defined pit edge. A substantial
but incomplete bottom lining is provided by a well -fitted piece of slab
covering the northeast one-third, with small cobbles and one small slab
fragment over the balance of the covered area.

Fill of the feature was mostly sand only slightly more darkly stained than
surrounding material. A patch or two of much darker, greasy material was just
above the bottom liners. No convincing evidence of clay lining was noted.

Firepit 2 . Set between Firepits 1 and 3 (Fig. 21), this feature (Fig. 36)

is smaller (65 cm. total diameter) than either, and while no deeper at ca. 10

cm., edges are noticeably more vertical than with the other two

Firepit 1, only the west edge shows liners, here consisting
rectangular, non-contiguous rocks set at about 45

r

70 percent of the bottom is stone lined, with mun ui uic sunaue tuver
provided by a single, unusually flat cobble 25 to 30 cm. in diameter (Fig. 36).

Fill of the little pit was slightly stained sand with an appreciable ash

content. This was in direct contact with both stone and native earth at the

bottom of the pit. A few patches of clay noted about the feature may indicate
an old, broken, and eroded lining.

As wi th

of four, small,
Something on the order of

most of the surface cover

Figure 36. Outdoor Firepit 2, LM-1 . View north

of fully cleared feature with stone
concentration adjacent on the left.
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Immediately adjacent to the firepit on the west is a small concentration

of stone (Fig. 36) in an oblong area ca. 90 cm. north to south by 25 to 30 cm.

east to west. While a couple of small cobbles are included, most of the

material consists of small, angular pieces of thin, tabular sandstone. The
material lends the impression of being quite jumbled. There was no evidence
observed to indicate the material came from the firepit, or that it had any
other direct relationship to the formal feature.

Firepit 3 . This eastmost (Fig. 21) of the group of outdoor features shows

obvious care and symmetry in construction, and was in excellent condition when
found by the excavations (Figs. 37, 38). In maximum diameter across the edge
liners, the feature measures from 75 to 80 cm.; inside diameter is 60 to 65
cm. The small pit dug to accommodate the stone construction was only 12 to 15

cm. deep and showed relatively steep edges.

Thirteen edge-lining stones, essentially contiguous, are in place (Figs.

37, 38) and set back only 20 or so degrees from the vertical. The edge liners
are all cobbles, mainly quite thin and of not overly disparate sizes and
shapes. Two cobbles show broken, perhaps trimmed tops; one is set with a

broken face inward.

The bottom-lining stones, both slab pieces and cobbles, are set inside the

edge liners and tend to run up on them a little. The way in which the bottom
stones are set and tied to edge liners provides for some basining in profile;
this is accentuated by the clay covering the bottom and running part way up

the edges.

The lower portion of the fill (Fig. 37) was a ca. 5-cm. -thick layer of

dark, somewhat greasy, ashy sand. Over this was lightly stained sand not
appreciably different from that to the outside. As excavated, the edge liners
seem to extend a centimeter or two above the apparent Occupation Surface 1 to
the outside (Fig. 38). However, since the occupation surface is really quite
generalized, this may have reflected the choice of the excavator rather than
the builder.

Isolated Pit

The edge of this feature was barely caught by the eastmost exploratory
trench at a distance of about 10.5 m. southeast of the little adjunct to
Storage Room 1 (Fig. 12) . Much closer is the pithouse at a distance of only
ca. 4 m. to the southwest. The feature was defined under about 20 cm. of
quite clean sand, and was cut into sand not appreciably different. Other than
the gravel bar, site strata could not be effectively carried into this area.

As finally cleared, the feature is a rather rough, irregularly shaped pit
dug into sand just south off the edge of a high area in the bar gravels. The
floor is mainly on gravels, as is the east side and part of the north.
However, given the slope of the surface of the bar in the area, little or no
gravel had to be moved to establish the pit.

The pit measures ca. 60 cm. north to south by 65 cm. east to west. A

cross section would show an irregular basin shape, up to 20 cm. in depth.
Fill was a rather darkly stained sand, but that showed very little in the way
of charcoal flecks or pieces. A few artifacts were found in the fill.
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LITTLE MAN SITE 1

42Ws404

OUTDOOR FIREPIT 3

X** Compact Sand

'.•'• Aahj Sand

Figure 37. Plan and fill profile drawing of

Outdoor Firepit 3, LM-1

.

Figure 38. View north of fully cleared Outdoor
Firepit 3, Occupation Surface 1, LM-1.
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Figure 39. Boulder metate on LM-1. Trowel for scale.

Boulder Metate

Well isolated from the balance of the site (Fig. 12), this feature is an

obviously ground/polished, but only slightly basined facet on the gently
sloped top of a basalt boulder (Fig. 39). The boulder measures up to 64 by 50
cm. in outline with the surface sloping from 20 cm. above ground surface to

just a few centimeters above. The ground facet is about centered on the
sloped surface, but is closer to one edge than the other. The facet measures
16 by 24 cm., and while very distinctive, it is also yery shallow. There are
several cracks in the little basin and about 30 percent of its surface has
been lost to a single spall (Fig. 39).

Discussion

Showing six storage rooms, a pithouse,

is structurally as large as any of the
however, are to the effect that only a

reflected. Strata are clean and shallow,
an areally extensive excavation garnered
artifacts (Table 3).

the room blocks that

and several outdoor features, LM-1

project sites. Other indications,
rather light, short occupation is

there is no formalized midden, and

only a very modest collection of
Still, there is a marked and definable sequence within

can in large measure be tied to other site features, so

there is some time passage seemingly represented - perhaps a few years.

Available indicators generally support an Early Pueblo II occupation for
the site. The C-14 determination of ca. A.D. 840 is probably a bit early;
with a + 70 years factor, however, the ca. A.D. 890 date is probably very
close. In view of some Washington Black-on-gray being present along with the

predominant St. George Black-on-gray, and there being some gray ware Pueblo I

rims in addition to the preponderance of fully everted Pueblo II forms, a date

rather early in the Early Pueblo II period (ca. A.D. 950) is seen as proper
(see Thompson, this report).
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As to structural evidence, the pithouse appears to be an early form,

probably better described as a Pueblo I rather than a Pueblo II type. The

room block is unusually straight for a Virgin site. The tendency to more
linearity may be an early trait, but this is not well documented. Individual
rooms, however, are of rather light construction and are relatively shallow in

relation to outline size - both somewhat later characteristics. The "paved
partitions" between Storage Rooms 2 and 3 and 3 and 4 are unusual features not
presently known to be time sensitive.

Direct evidence for economic activities supporting the site are quite
limited. Flotation samples (see Heath, Appendix I , this report) did, however,
yield several fragments of corn (ZejT mays ) cob, along with a single
Chenopodium spp. seed. No bones were TRrectly recovered during the

excavations, but a few tiny, eroded pieces were found in the flotation
samples. Also found in the samples were minute pieces of snail shell,

probably not a particularly remarkable occurrence in a gravel bar in the

middle of a river.

As developed in previous sections, the site is seen as being in a highly

favorable situation for either agriculture or a more mixed economy.
Immediately available are water and arable land, as well as numerous native
plant and animal species. What this site, the other Little Man sites, and
other area sites (Dalley and McFadden 1985; Walling et al . 1986) seem to be

reflecting, however, is very limited use of the native species. While a

concomitant heavy dependent on agriculture is not always directly shown, it

can be inferred by certain site features and characteristics that indicate
permanent, sometimes long-term occupations that perforce require a large,

constant, subsistence base.

As with the ceramic sample, other artifacts are rather lightly

represented, at least in terms of raw numbers (Table 3). However, as noted in

a following section (Walling, Artifacts of Stone ), both the two "larger" and

the two "smaller" Little Man sites show a very similar "core" tool kit; the

differences between the sites, then, mainly being in multiples of basic items,

plus an occasional exotic. While actual numbers are larger for what are
commonly seen as "chipped stone" items (including debitage), the collections
are dominated by the much less expendable "ground stone" artifacts, associated
artifacts, and the tools required to make and refurbish such artifacts.
Little Man Site 1 and the other Little Man sites show seed and vegetal
material processing tool kits, not hunting kits or even particularly balanced

kits.

Due to several favorable factors, it was possible to work out a rather
detailed construction sequence for the room block. Further, but not wholly
with the same level of confidence and detail, it proved possible to tie the
room block sequence to the pithouse and certain outdoor features. The
sequence of events as reconstructed from field observations has been presented
in considerable detail in the foregoing and substantive sections of the LM-1

report (Fig. 14). What might be valuable here is an explication of some of
the implications of the sequence, as well as some illumination of certain
logical problems raised by the sequence work.
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The sequence seen in the room block may provide some clues as to duration

of occupation of the site, at least as a rough approximation and probably
minimum figure. Given an occupation of a single family that did not build,

add to, remodel, or rebuild storage facilities save in response to results (or

to anticipated results) of a particular growing season, the following can be

abstracted: Emplacement of the core Storage Rooms 2, 3, and probably 4, one

year; emplacement of Storage Room 1, one year; second floors in Rooms 2 and 3,

one year; emplacement of Storage Rooms 5 and 6, one year. Probably the

pithouse went in with one of the storage events; also probable is that
remodeling of Storage Room 1 to an apparent different use is a concomitant of
one or another of the other major activities.

The foregoing scheme can be seen to account for perhaps four years of

occupation. Given at least one stable year with no change reflected in the
archaeological record, no doubt a very minimum perspective, five years seems a

reasonable assessment of occupation duration to account for and accommodate
the building sequence. While a useful figure for a base and comparison, there

are some interesting implications (as well as complications) that arise from
the figure, as well as from the sequence per se.

Suggested in the LM-4 "Discussion", below, is that no more than a single

year of occupancy has to be proposed to account for the site phenomena.
Interestingly, a comparison of raw ceramic counts from LM-4 and the present
site shows: LM-1 , 536 sherds and LM-4, 133 sherds - a ratio of 4:1, or very
close to the same numbers developed for years of occupation. Application of
the same simple manipulation to the other sites, however, would put LM-2 at 45

years and LM-3 at 19. The former figure, in particular, seems high; although,
most of a generation of use at either site would not be unreasonable or
unwarranted in view of other site data.

Figure 40. Major portion of the defined Occupation
Surface 1 area, LM-1. View north with
Storage Room 1 at upper-center; all three
outdoor firepits are in view along with
Use Area 1 and part of Storage Room 2

(left-center)

.
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Well established in the definable portions of the LM-1 sequence is that

the pithouse was not constructed until relatively late. Possibly as late as

an associate of the emplacement of Rooms 5 and 6, but certainly after Rooms 1

thru 4 were initially emplaced and the closely associated occupation surface
established. The implication here, of course, is that the site was without a

habitation facility for a significant portion of its active life. While
evidence seems to indicate that Storage Room 1 was eventually converted to a

use that may have been habitation, that seemingly did not happen much, if any,

earlier than the building of the pithouse. Finally, while three firepits are

associated with the well-defined Occupation Surface 1, there are really no

indications of structural remains. Light, ramada-type coverings could have
been present and left no distinguishable remains, but there is no real

evidence for that.

Close attention to sequence and relationships, then, seems to have

surfaced a significant bit of information in the apparent fact that LM-1

initially held only storage facilities. Further, it apparently consisted of

only storage units and perhaps some light, non-permanent living/work
facilities for a good portion of the definable sequence. Not until well into

the history of the site did it actually come to be the apparent permanent
habitation locality seemingly represented by the configuration in the
as-excavated final site drawing (Fig. 12).

What seems to be indicated is that LM-1 was initially established as some

sort of agricultural station. Additionally, this may have been a common part
of the Virgin pattern along the river system as it can also be abstracted for

at least LM-2 in this group, for the Red Cliffs site (Dalley and McFadden
1985), and probably for some of the Quail Creek sites (Walling et al . 1986).

Strongly favored here, however, is the view that such sites do not

represent satellites in support of larger, central complexes. Rather, they

are something on the order of "tests" of an area, probably conducted out of
permanent sites not much larger than what said test sites eventually became.

Evidence offered here include the observations that sites such as LM-1 and
LM-2 eventually did become permanent, year-round habitations. Secondly, it

begins to appear that there are actually no "big" sites along the Virgin River
system. Rather, the sites that surficially appear to be large are, in fact,

accretional aggregates of small-scale parts accumulated over significant time
periods (e.g. Red Cliffs, Dalley and McFadden 1985). Further, there are sites

such as LM-4 and several in the Quail Creek group where storage and habitation
facilities were apparently established at the same time. And finally, there
do seem to be some instances where there was no follow-up of initial storage
facilities with habitation units; apparent examples are Quail Creek sites
42Ws269 and Ws397 (Walling et al . 1986:112-117; 342-348).

As a final thought on the implications of the LM-1 sequence, there was

little evidence garnered to indicate whether the occupational scheme presented
above came in a more-or-less unbroken sequence over just the few years
believed to be represented, or if it came to be intermittently over a longer
period - perhaps then even involving different people. The former possibility
is favored logically, and there is in addition little seen in this or other
sites to indicate appreciable breaks in the sequence. Rather, certain site

features are often so nicely and smoothly pieced together that the sequence is

hard to elicit in the first instance (see Dalley and McFadden 1985:49-51).
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Figure 41. View northeast along the

LM-1 room block with Storage
Room 6 in the foreground.

On the other hand, however, there are sufficient differences in detail and

technique among the LM-1 storage units to suggest that at least three
different builders were involved, which would tend to support an idea of quite
appreciable time between building episodes. Also, the rather common
characteristics of storage units showing two floors - each apparently
serviceable - and generally minor but seemingly almost continuous remodeling
may indicate episodic occupation. But, not with extended intervening periods
as the repairs do not appear to be of the sort that would be needed on badly
damaged or wholly collapsed structures.
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TABLE 3

COLLECTION SUMMARY LM-1

Test Trenches - Strata 5/6

,

C5- core flakes (1 cortex)

Ceramics

.

North Creek Gray 55
u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 4

Lithics.
S - mano frag

.

S - stone disk 1

B - shaped & ground stone
L - ground stone frag

.

C - utilized flakes 8

C4- utilized flake
C5- utilized flake
C6- utilized flake
LL- utilized flakes
C3- core
C - biface flake
C - core shatter flake
C5- core flake
C5- u/i flake

C6- core flakes 3

C6- u/i flakes 2

C7- core flake 1

C9- core flake 1

C9- u/i flake 1

LL- core flakes (3 cortex) 5

LL- core shatter flake (cortex)
LL- u/i flakes (1 cortex)
Q - core flake (cortex)
SS- u/i flakes (1 cortex) 2

Excavation Units - Strata 5/6.
Ceramics.
North Creek Gray 119
St. George B/G 3

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 11

Lithics.
Q - metate frag

.

S - grinding slabs 2

S - grinding slab frag.
S - mano frag

.

S - abrading stone
B - abrading stone
Q - edge pounders 2

LL- core scraper
LL- cobble scraper
SS- core scraper

- Turquoise frag

.

C - utilized flakes 7

C2- utilized flake
C4- utilized flake
C6- utilized flake
LL- utilized flake
Q - utilized flake
C3- core
C5- core 1

C - biface flake
C - core flakes (2 cortex) 5

C - core shatter flake 1

C - u/i flakes 5

C5- core shatter flakes (2 cortex)
C5- u/i flake
C5- u/i flakes
C7- core shatter flake
LL- core flakes (5 cortex)
LL- u/i flakes (1 cortex)

Q - core shatter flakes (5 cortex)
B - u/i flake (cortex)

4

2

1

2

1

10

4

5

1

Stratum 3-

Ceramics

.

North Creek Gray 3
u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 1

Lithics.
- tan/white mineral pigment 1

C - utilized flakes 2

C6- biface flake 1

Pithouse Fill - 20-40 cm.
Ceramics.
North Creek Gray 11

St. George B/G 1

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 4

Lithics.
C4- biface frag. 1

C - utilized flake 1

? - core 1

LL- core flake 1

LL- core shatter flakes (2 cortex) 2

LL- u/i flakes (2 cortex) 3

Pithouse Fill - 40-60 cm.

Ceramics.
North Creek Gray 27

St. George B/G 1

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 2

Lithics.
C - utilized flake
C4- utilized flake
C - core
C6- core flake
C6- core shatter flake (cortex)

C8- core flake
- biface flake

Pithouse Fill - 60-80 cm.
Ceramics.
North Creek Gray 7
Lithics.
L - ground stone frag

.

1

Q4- utilized flake 1

LL- core flake (cortex) 1

Q - u/i flake 1

Pithouse - Undifferentiated Fill.
Ceramics

.

North Creek Gray 47
St. George B/G 7
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 1

Lithics.
S - grinding slab 1

Q - abrading stone frag. 1

Q - edge pounders 2

C - utilized flakes 5

C5- u/i flake 1

LL- core flake 1

LL- u/i flake (cortex) 1

Q - core flakes 2

SS- u/i flake (cortex) 1

B - u/i flake (cortex) 1

Pithouse - Floor.
Ceramics.
North Creek Gray 11

Lithics.
L - mano frag

.

1

B - maul 1

- tan/white mineral frag. 1

C2- core flake 1

Pithouse -Floor Pit.

North Creek Gray 2

B - core flake (cortex) 1

Pithouse - Sub- floor.

North Creek Gray 3

S - abrading stone 1

Pithouse - Bench Surface.
Ceramics.
North Creek Gray 4

Lithics.
B - axe 1

Q - edge grinder 1

LL- cobble scrapers 2

Q - cobble scraper 1

LL- core 1

Pithouse - Southern Recess - Fill.
North Creek Gray 4

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 1

C5- b iface 1

Storage Room 1 - Floor.
North Creek Gray 1

S - grinding slab frag. 1

C6- utilized flake 1

Q - core flake 1

Storage Room 1 - Floor Slab

.

B - grinding slab 1

Storage Room 2 - Fill.
Ceramics

.

North Creek Gray 1

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 1

Lithics.

Q - edge pounder 1

C - utilized flakes 2

LL- utilized flake 1

Q - utilized flake 1

C - core flake 1

C - u/i flake 1

Storage Room 2 - Upper Floor.
C - utilized flakes 6

C2- utilized flakes 2

Storage Room 2 - Between Floors.
North Creek Gray 7

C - utilized flake 1

C6- utilized flake 1

Paved Partition 1 - Surface.
LL- cobble scraper 1

Storage Room 3 - Between Floors.
North Creek Gray 1

B - abrading stone 1

C - utilized flakes 3

Q - core flake (cortex) 1

SS- core flake (cortex) 1

Storage Room 4 - Fill.

North Creek Gray 2

LL- u/i flake 1

Q - u/i flake (cortex) 1

Storage Room 6 - Fill.
North Creek Gray 23
St. George B/G (fr.) 4

S - ground stone frag

.

1

L - ground stone frag. 1

C - u/1 flake 1

Occupation Surface 1 .
•

Ceramics.
North Creek Gray 142

St. George B/G (1 fr.) 2

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 1

Lithics.
S - manos 3

B - mano 1

D - mano 1

S - abrading stone frags. 2

Q - abrading stones 2

B - abrading stones 3

B - abrading stone frags. 2

L - abrading stone 1

L - abrading stone frag. 1

SS- abrading stone frag. 1

Q - polishing stones 2

B - polishing stone 1

Q - edge grinders 2

S - ground stone frags. 9

B - ground stone frags. 2

Q - edge pounders 3

Q - cobble scraper 1

LL- core scraper 1

L - cobble scrapers 6

L - cobble chopper 1

C5- point preform 1

- biface frag. 1

C - utilized flakes 17
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

C4- utilized flake 1

C5- utilized flake 1

LL- utilized flakes 2

Q - utilized flake 1

C - biface flake 1

c - core flakes (2 cortex) 16

c - core shatter flake (cortex) 1

c - u/i flakes (2 cortex) 4

C3- core shatter flakes (2 cortex)_ 3

C5- core flakes (3 cortex) 4

C6- core flake 1

C9- core flake 1

LU core flakes (4 cortex) 10

LL- u/i flakes (6 cortex) 12

Q - core flakes (3 cortex) 6

Q - u/i flakes (1 cortex) 3

SS- core flakes (1 cortex) 3

SS- u/i flakes 3

Isolated Pit - Fill .

North Creek Gray
u/i Virgin Ser. B/G
LL- core flake (cortex)_

North of Room Block - Stratum 4_.

North Creek Gray
Q - edge pounder
C7- utilized flake
C - core flake
C5- core shatter flake_

C5- u/i flake "

Provenience Unknown .

North Creek Gray
B - metate
S - slab metate frag

S - grinding slab frag ._

B - abrading stone
polishing stone_

12

1

1

1

1

1
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Little Man Site 2 (42Wsl346)

Introduction

This is the larger of the four sites in the Little Man group, at least in

terms of areal extent, amount of deposit, and other general indications of a

relatively long-term occupation. In terms of features, however, and
particularly structural features, this site is no larger than LM-1 or LM-3.

Particularly striking are certain comparisons that can be made between LM-1

and LM-2. Both sites (Figs. 12, 44) can be viewed as having a total of six

rooms in a room block plus one pithouse. However, clearing at LM-1 yielded
about a hatful of sherds and other artifacts from a very light and general
debris accumulation; from LM-2, on the other hand, are several thousand sherds
and numerous other artifacts recovered in part from a large and well -developed
trash accumulation or midden. If nothing else, this should give some pause to
those prone to use room counts alone as indicative of site "size."

The site is in a very nice location (Fig. 42) high above the floodplain,

and on the east margin of the big, bar-covered sandstone salient. It is also
more or less at the toe of the rather large, relatively gentle, sandy slope
extending several hundred feet north from the rougher, rockier, and much
steeper slope back up to the big basalt-capped bench. The site area is

sharply bounded on the east and partially on the north by the steep slope down
to the river; this is accentuated on the east by a short, deep, and
steep-sided drainage coming down from the south (Figs. 42, 43). There are no

natural constraints or limits to the rest of the site area; the apparent
extent of the cultural debris to both the west and south is on gentle, sandy

ground. The Little Man 1 site is only ca. 150 m. to the west-northwest.

Somewhat unusual, however, or at least seemingly so, is precise site

layout and orientation. To have site phenomena where they are, but still to

have the southeast orientation apparently so important in the Virgin area, our

people here have the midden noticeably upslope from the room block - not to
the point that trash was rolling back down into the rooms, but apparent
nonetheless.

While the largest and apparently the latest of the Little Man series, this

was also the best "disguised" of the sites. The midden was quite obvious and
surface observable. What was not entirely obvious, however, was that it

actually was a midden for a substantial structural site, as the structures
were nowhere in evidence. On the other project sites, there were lots of
structural indications on the surface, but on this site, these were entirely
covered by a thick cap of wind-blown sand. Even a couple of major potholes
into the storage rooms had "healed" to the point that the disturbance was not
readily identifiable, nor was it very evident what had been disturbed.

There was very noticeable relief on the site, however (Fig. 44). On the

north were two earthen mounds, set about 8 m. apart. The one on the west was
rather diffuse, but somewhat round in outline. Close examination did show
some limited signs of disturbance plus some rock that could have been
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Figure 42. Distant overview to the north of LM-2

under excavation. Current floodplain
is beyond the site, sandy bench is

beyond river in upper right.

Figure 43. View east from LM-2 up the Virgin River

to the confluence with Gould Wash.
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structural. This mound was, in part, over the storage rooms, and had

apparently accumulated around, then over, the walls of the structures. The
large potholes were into this low mound, but had essentially refilled.

The other mound was much more obvious, quite regular and distinctly linear

(Fig. 44). As detailed in the descriptive section below, Surface Room 3 was
found under the mound. Not found, however, was any apparent reason for the

mound having developed, let alone in such a regular fashion. Notably
restricted to the mound were several Anderson wol fberry ( Lye i urn andersonii)

,

plants, the only ones noted on the site area, which in general was rather open

and light to vegetation.

Excavation

Because of the size of the site and the lack of obvious evidence of

structural locations, several one-meter-wide test trenches were utilized in

the initial excavation phase (Fig. 44). Run from the bank on the east, the

one firm site boundary, the longer of the trenches cut through the thickest
portion of the midden. By very good fortune, it also cut across the pithouse
that had no surface manifestation whatsoever. Considering the placement of
the pithouse (Fig. 44), had we not by chance found it with the long trench, we
might be looking for it still.

The next longer trench, also oriented east to west, was placed so as to

cut through portions of the two mounded areas. This exposed alignments for
Storage Room 3 and cut through Surface Room 1 (Fig. 44). East beyond Surface
Room 1, it showed the midden deposit to be thinning rapidly, but between
Storage Room 3 and the surface rooms, deep deposits were exposed. The other,

shorter trenches were placed to investigate minor surface manifestations,
check depth and stratigraphy, and limit or isolate features exposed in the

initial units.

Once features were initially identified, 2 by 2 m. excavation units,

rather than additional trenches, were opened to expose and delimit the

features, as well as to search for additional associated features. Where it

seemed important and proper to do so (i.e., "problem" areas) long, narrow
control baulks were left in place between rows of units, or units and

trenches, until stratigraphic and other relationships were resolved.

As soon as architectural features were delimited, the artificial units

were abandoned in favor of the structural units. In the midden, however, and

in the general occupation areas peripheral to the structural units, the 2 by

2's were retained. The excavations were begun with a fairly ambitious plan
for doing a random sample of units in the midden area. However, when it

became apparent that the structural areas were going to consume most of the

available time, this was abandoned in favor of taking as much as possible out
of the core area of the midden (Fig. 44).

Where not in structural context, most vertical control was by 20 cm.

arbitrary levels. As indicated in the following section, considerable work
was done with natural and cultural stratigraphy. On the one hand, this showed
that the cultural deposit was not amenable to stratigraphic excavation and

that the arbitrary units were therefore proper. On the other, however,
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intensive work with occupational development ("surfaces," etc.) came to

fruition so late that very little additional excavation could be undertaken

using these very useful tools.

Exposed by the excavations were a burned and beautifully preserved
pithouse, a room block of six contiguous elements - three storage and three

light habitation, the large midden area, several stratigraphic units and

occupational levels, plus a few minor features. The site absorbed a lot of
worker days, and saw a lot of dirt go over the east edge. Due to the

unexpected depth, however, it was not possible to open as much as we would
have liked. Particularly appealing would have been additional work south of

the room block to see how far the definition of the major occupation surface
and plaza area could be effectively held.

Stratigraphy and Occupation Surfaces

Unlike the balance of the project sites, LM-2 had a fair amount of dirt to

fuss with. In the first instance, the site is on a sandier area (Fig. 42)

than found with any of the other sites. Also, the site shows evidence of an

occupation of respectable duration and intensity, thus adding an appreciable
cultural component to the site strata not much in evidence at LM-1, LM-3, or
LM-4. Finally, portions of the site have developed a post-occupation
accumulation of blowsand of very appreciable proportion. This not only

provided extensive cover, it led to the marked surface sculpturing noted above.

Actually, most of the deposit depth found during excavation was in origin
either from occupational activities, or from post-occupational deposition.
The original structures on the site were seen to originate only slightly above
the gravel bar, and deposition of much of the midden appeared to begin right
on the gravel. This is not a particularly different situation from that found

at the other Little Man sites where we had the pleasure of discovering and
rediscovering the gravel bar any number of times. What happened at the

present site was a rapid accumulation of deposit following initial occupation,

to the point that subsequent building activities did not become much involved
with the bar. Seemingly, then, the occupation brought the sand, rather than

the opposite (and initially attractive) alternative being the case.

As this one is, site deposits composed of desert sands have proven to be

quite difficult to work with in terms of vertical stratigraphic control. As

noted for particular units in the following sections, the color and character
of a particular sand may change drastically depending on freshness of exposure
and degree of dampness. A freshly exposed cut that shows bright colors and
sharp contrasts may be wholly washed out after just a few hours. Further,
when dry, the sands will not compact and will not hold surfaces; rather, even
light foot traffic will mix the material over 10 to 15 cm. Particularly with

the mixing mechanism in view, the wonder is that any separations hold up and
are preserved.

Of the stratigraphic components identified for the site, only two are

culture depositions. These are a fairly thick, general occupational deposit
(Stratum 5), and the midden (Stratum 6) (Fig. 48). Since consistent and
areally extensive separations could not be made within either, and since both
occupy essentially the same stratigraphic position, we would seem to be left
with little control on extensive deposits. It was here, however, that the

evidences for various gneralized levels of occupation came into play.
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Figure 45. View south of LM-2 near close of excavation

with Storage Room 3 centered. Just over the
room is Occupation Surface 1, then Occupation
Surface 3, then site surface, then a trench.
Some of Occupation Surface 2 is exposed on

the near side of the room and around the west
(right) end.

Some success was achieved working with these so-called "occupation
surfaces" at Red Cliffs (Dal ley and McFadden 1985:105-106), and considerable
effort was invested here to expose and develop these rather elusive features.
Particularly, fairly large areas were opened (Figs. 44-46) around and to the

front of the room block in an attempt to identify levels of
occupational/activity intensity. On these sandy, open sites it appears
virtually impossible to identify in profile anything approaching events that
are areally fairly extensive, but temporally rather restricted. The soil

matrix available just will not hold that kind of record.

Opening fairly large areas, however, and watching for several lines of

coordinate information does seem to be an approach capable of eliciting data
on occupational sequences, even when vertical stratigraphy does not seem to
show much. The three surfaces identified for LM-2, as subsequently described
in this section, were central to interpretation of site sequence.

The major drawback encountered with the defined surfaces in this effort

was that they resisted definition for so long a time. They then could not be
effectively used to pursue other avenues of inquiry in the field. Either a

surface was essentially "used up" obtaining definition, or it used up the

available field time coming to definition.
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Stratum 1

This is the water-laid, poorly sorted gravel deposit (Fig. 48) found to

underlie the site cultural accumulations, or, in some areas, additional
intervening natural deposits. At the east, and particularly the northeastern
margin of the site, the gravels are essentially at site surface. Over the
heavier midden areas, Stratum 1 was encountered at from 20 to 35 or 40 cm.
below site surface; definable midden was often directly on the gravels,
although thin deposits of other materials sometimes were seen to intervene.
In the vicinity of the room block, the gravels were found at from ca. 90 cm.

to 1.20 m. below site surface. Of the structures, only Storage Room 1 was dug
to the gravel bar, with the initial floor of the structure placed on a leveled
area of generally small gravels.

Where encountered on the site, the gravels were never found to be
consolidated, although carbonates were present, particularly at the contact of
the gravels and overlying cultural material. While not seen to be size-sorted
or stratified, the rocks at the top of the bar gravels underlying the site
were generally rather small, at least as compared with materials exposed along
the bar flanks and in the cuts across the top of the bar. While a good marker
to have available, the bar did not become as closely involved in the
excavations as at the other project sites.

Stratum 2

Where present, this is an up to 2-cm. -thick layer of fairly hard,
dead-white, carbonate-cemented sand. This was seen as a developed band only
in limited areas or "patches" at or near the top of the gravels (Fig. 48).
This was most evident in some of the midden units; it was not encountered
around the structures, although an extensive carbonate content appeared to
characterize the Stratum 3 materials beneath the surface rooms.

A very similar material was encountered in considerable more abundance at
the Red Cliffs site (Dal ley and McFadden 1985:38-40). There, however, it
appeared to be closely associated with occupation surfaces near the structures.

Stratum 3

This is the culturally sterile sand (Fig. 48) that lies between the gravel
and the cultural deposits over much of the site. It was not found in the
midden area (see Stratum 4) and it was rather hard to identify around the
storage structures. It is, however, quite evident under the surface rooms and
in the exploratory trenches outside of the midden area and away from the
deeper storage rooms.

The sand is distinctly yellow when damp. When fully dry, however, the
material becomes very loose and takes on a washed out, off-gray, or even
rather white color. The whiter manifestation is seen where Stratum 3 is close
above the gravels and is probably from an appreciable carbonate content.
There is no reason to think the sand is other than the local material
presently seen in abundance on the long slope south of the site.

This appeared to be the level of origin for Storage Room 1, definitely the

earliest structure on site. It also appeared, at least where the exploratory
trench was cut through, to be the level of origin for Surface Room 1, possibly
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the latest structure on site. Actually, this does not present as much logical

difficulties as might appear at first blush. The most probable explanation is

that there was some Stratum 5 directly under the surface room that was not

recognized (see Stratum 5 , below). Even failing that, but given the nature
and rate of accumulation of the sand close around the storage units, there
could have been some undisturbed Stratum 3 nearby that the surface room was
built upon. Whatever the actual case, the relationships between the storage
and surface rooms are well established where they are joined and in good
strati graphic context, so an unresolved issue at an extremity is not too
worrisome.

Stratum 4

This sand deposit was restricted to areas of the midden (Fig. 48) and

appears to occupy the same strati graphic position as Stratum 3. The two were
never seen in direct relationship, however. Noted as up to 10 cm. in

thickness, the stratum often yielded appreciable cultural material. This

could be seen, however, to be the result of mixing by rodents as the midden
lay directly on this apparent pre-occupation deposit. The freshly exposed
sand was quite bright and orangish in color. Possibly it is a remnant,
water-laid concomitant of the bar.

Stratum 5

This sand (Fig. 48) was defined as the general occupational accumulation
for the site, but it was found to be difficult to work with as a consistent
marker. Further, although up to 40 cm. in depth in certain site locations,
consistent and areally extensive vertical separations could not be made (see,

however, the "occupation surfaces," below).

The sand of the stratum was often lightly to moderately charcoal flecked,

and generally contained appreciable cultural debris. Over the course of the

excavation program, however, it was variously described as being in color
either grayish, reddish, brownish, yellowish, or some combination thereof. In

part, this was due to the aforementioned characteristic of site strata showing
quite different colors when dry than when damp. The reddish cast often noted
as marking Stratum 5, however, was from construction clay washed from the

storage rooms.

Thus, in close to the storage rooms, Stratum 5 carried a marked reddish
coloration. Well away, however, the red cast generally did not hold up.

Further, in the absence of well-marked quantities of cultural debris or

charcoal stain, it became quite difficult to separate Stratum 5 from Stratum
3. These are apparently the same sand in origin, coming from the big slope to

the south. So, in the absence of other site-accumulated characteristics,
there is no reason they should be separate.

As essentially an artifact of occupation, it appears that Stratum 5

accumulated quite rapidly. This seems most evident with the substantial
accumulation near the storage units. Here the standing walls would have

trapped moving sand; there is also some evidence that sand had been
purposefully stacked against the lower walls for support or cover.
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Where relationships could be assigned with some confidence, Stratum 5

appeared to lie upon Stratum 3 sands rather than Stratum 1 gravels (Fig. 48).

It was everywhere covered by the Stratum 7 blowsand, in some areas quite
deeply. Generally, it was from 15 to 20 cm. in thickness, the 40 cm.

thickness showing only very close around the storage units.

Stratum 6

This is the midden deposit on the east portion of the site (Figs. 44,

48). It was observable at the outset as a rather large and dark surface stain
coextensive with appreciable surface debris (sherds, flakes, etc.).
Excavation showed it to be up to 40 cm. thick, although mainly from 20 to 25
cm. Apparently covering ca. 600 m.2 } exposure showed it to be not a great
deal larger than the surface manifestation; only limited areas were sealed by
Stratum 7 blowsand.

As noted, the midden materials rested either directly on Stratum 1

gravels, or on the areally restricted Stratum 3 sand. The midden occupies the
same vertical stratigraphic position as Stratum 5, and the two (Fig. 48) are
no doubt composed of the same sand matrix. Horizontal position and content
provided for a good segregation between the two, however. While there are
some apparent "transition" areas, the midden deposit is much darker in color
than any portion of Stratum 5; it also contains appreciably more cultural
debris that appears as rather randomly distributed.

Stratum 7

This was the cap of blowsand (Fig. 48) found to seal the site, excepting
the larger part of the midden. Over the structural and occupation areas, the
general thickness of this deposit was a rather surprising 10 to 20 cm. In the
linear mound that for some reason formed (wholly of Stratum 7) over Surface
Structure 1, it was up to 40 cm. thick.

In the right light, the contrast and contact with underlying Stratum 5 was

crisp and sharp. Stratum 5 was also somewhat more compact. While a

post-occupation deposition, some cultural materials had worked their way into
Stratum 7. This is the same sand as that on the slope to the south, but a bit
darker and trashier in appearance.

Occupation Surface 1

This was defined around Storage Room 1 (Figs. 45, 46, 48) and is the level

of origin and construction surface for that structure. Actually, while there
was obviously occupation involved, the observable phenomena characterize
better as construction related. Established on clean, yellow, Stratum 3 sand,
it is thus as early as any cultural feature on site (Fig. 48).

Defining the feature was the coincidence of the bottom of the exterior
walls of Storage Room 1 with: 1) quite a lot of clay and clay wash close in

to the walls, particularly on the south; 2) some light staining and charcoal
flecking at the top of the clean sand; 3) a few pieces of stone and a few
artifacts. The defining characteristics could be traced far enough to the
east and west to show very clear relationships with Occupation Surfaces 2 and
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Figure 46. View southeast of LM-2 near close of excavation
with Storage Room 1 centered. Deep just over
the room is Occupation Surface 1, then an

extensive area of Occupation Surface 3, then

site surface in the upper right. Portions of

the surface rooms, continuous with Occupation
Surface 3, are in the upper left.

3, and thus with Storage Rooms 2 and 3, and also
48). The surface could be effectively traced
Storage Room 1, but less than 1 m. to the north.

the surface rooms (Figs. 46,

about 2 m. southward from

The feature was defined at about 70 cm. below site surface and from 35 to

40 cm. below the top of Stratum 5 and Occupation Surface 3. Some 10 to 15 cm.

of Stratum 3 underlay the surface and rested, in turn, on Stratum 1 gravels.

The Stratum 5 sand covering the level of definition contained artifacts
and charcoal flecks, incidental stone, and enough clay to give it some red

cast. In profile, then, the overlying Stratum 5 was not separable from the
little zone at the bottom representing Occupation Surface 1. A fairly large

area had to be opened and the several defining characteristics observed in

association before it became apparent that there was something more important
at the top of Stratum 3 than the bottom of Stratum 5.

Occupation Surface 2

This is defined as the construction surface for the initial building of

Storage Room 3 (Figs. 45, 48). It is at or near the bottom of the base-course
masonry for the exterior walls of the room, and is contained within a thick
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deposit of material close in to the storage rooms that was defined as Stratum

5. It is about 20 cm. above Occupation Surface 1, and ca. 40 cm. below site

surface.

With a fairly large area opened around Storage Room 3 (Fig. 45), several

phenomena were observed at about the same level on the rather clean Stratum 5

sand. Included were some clay, slab fragments, and cobbles off the west end

of the structure; some clay and clay wash on the north; and on the south, clay

and wash, two concentrations of stone and artifacts, plus several additional

artifacts. These formed the bases for the definition of the occupation

surface.

Occupation Surface 3

At the close of excavations, this feature (Figure 44-46, 48) had been
defined to include the entire "plaza" area opened to the front of the room

block. It is further defined as being the major, as well as the essential
terminal occupation surface for the site. It is the surface of origin for the

three surface structures, as well as for the outdoor firepit and associated
ashpit to the front of the structures.

It can be said

artifacts, a lot of

that scattered on the surface (Fig. 47) were numerous
unmodified stone, and several basalt boulders. It might

be more proper, however, to say that the surface was found directly under

these various materials, since eventually noticing that these things were
occurring at about the same level in several places substantially aided in

final definition of the feature. Once defined and excavation attempted, it

became evident that some clay and stain also marked the surface, but it would

have been difficult to dig to them alone. Much of the fallen stone from the

masonry walls of the storage rooms lay on or near the surface, but quite a bit
was segregated above, also.

Figure 47. Artifacts and stone scrap on Occupation
Surface 3, LM-2.
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Since some duration of occupation is represented, there has without
question been mixing of materials over at least several centimeters, and a

large number of finite surfaces are actually represented by the observable
phenomena. Still, there is present a feature that is definable, workable,
extremely useful, and quite informative.

The occupation surface is seen as representing final Stratum 5 deposition
as a culturally derived stratum. And, in several places, Stratum 7 blowsand
is seen to directly overlay Occupation Surface 3. In other areas, however,
material not visually separable from Stratum 5 is directly atop the occupation
surface, sometimes in accumulations up to 15 cm. thick, but then itself
covered by definable Stratum 7. Rather than representing a continuation of
occupation, however, it is felt that the material is simply a post-occupation
redeposition of loose and available Stratum 5/0ccupation Surface 3 materials
prior to final sealing of the site by Stratum 7 deposition.

Dating and Sequence

Despite the highly significant event of obtaining two tree-ring
determinations for the site, dating LM-2 was a continuing adventure in

frustration. The tree-ring dating of two carbonized samples from the site is

something of a breakthrough for the vicinity and bodes well for future
chronological work in the Virgin area; as pertaining directly to the placement
of Wsl346, however, the dates are useful only in a peripheral manner. The
tree-ring work, of course, was done by the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research,
University of Arizona, Tucson. Personnel at the Tucson lab have put a great
deal of effort into establishing a usable chronology for portions of the

Virgin area. We greatly appreciate their good work - eventually there will be

dates we like, too.

Both tree-ring determinations are much too early for other site indicators
- particularly ceramics, but also the pithouse and other architecture. The
determination for a juniper post found between the bins in Surface Room 2 of
the room block (see below and Fig. 67) is 0379fp - 0606+vv (Access. A-707,
UAM-50) . From the Douglas fir log comprising the north main support post for
the pithouse came a determination of 0422p - 0694+vv.

The four samples submitted at various times to Beta Analytic for

radiocarbon analysis yielded results as follow:

1. Post from Surface Room 1: 1330+50 years: A.D. 620 (Beta 7726).

2. Small log from the pithouse antechamber: 1260 + 50 years: A.D. 690

(Beta 23050).

3. Outer rings, pithouse support post: 950+60 years: A.D. 1000
(Beta 7727).

4. Small diameter post, pithouse bench: 760+90 years: A.D. 1190

(Beta 6287).
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Of the four, only the ca. A.D. 1000 date fits well with site ceramics (see

Thompson, this report) and architecture. The A.D. 1190 determination is

clearly too late and could represent contamination. The A.D. 620 and 690

dates are much too early, but apparently for reasons other than bad samples.
Most likely, these represent old wood, either taken off the floodplain, or
possibly dug out of an older structure on another site. It is, of course, not
possible to prove the "old wood" thesis directly, but the close coincidence of
the radiocarbon determinations and the tree-ring dates is very suggestive.

A rather good construction and occupation sequence was established for the

site, at least concerning activities close around the room block. Viewed in

conjunction with the established occupation surfaces, the sequence development
of the room block elements is fairly clear (Fig. 48). Not so clear, however,
is the placement of the pithouse in the overall site scheme. It is simply too

far from the room block (Fig. 44) to tie to the sequence established there,

and site strata in general were not well enough defined to carry relationships

any particular distance. Nonetheless, the few indicators available seem to

point to the pithouse being rather late in the sequence, perhaps presenting a

situation similar to that found (but much better defined and controlled) at

LM-1 (see above).

Storage Room 1 is clearly the earliest unit in the room block.

Construction and initial occupation are associated with Occupation Surface 1

(Figs. 46, 48), which is the earliest of three identified occupation surfaces
and was established on or near the top of Stratum 3, or the culturally sterile
sand found underlying occupational ly derived deposits over much of the site.

The surface and the room, then, are the earliest cultural manifestations on

the site.

Storage Room 1 was modified once by the addition of a second, higher
floor. Also, but probably at a later date, it was apparently converted in use

to a habitation unit, or at least a covered activity area. Neither
modification can be precisely located in the sequence of site or room block

events.

Storage Room 2 was built next (Fig. 48). It cut away a section of wall

backing for Storage Room 1, and apparently was not constructed until the first

room had been in use for an appreciable length of time. Some portion of the

room was cut away by emplacement of Storage Room 3. In its final,

as-excavated configuration, it was probably not being used for storage, and

may actually have r\e\/er been a storage unit. It did not directly associate
with an occupation surface.

Occupation Surface 2 (Figs. 45, 48) was the construction-occupation

surface for Storage Room 3. This surface was established within Stratum 5,

ca. 20 cm. above Occupation Surface 1. Storage Room 3 was at least once
modified, fairly extensively, by the emplacement of an upper floor. The room

was the final storeroom built on the site and was in good enough condition

when excavated to indicate that it was in use up to the time of final site
abandonment.

Occupation Surface 3 (Figs. 45, 48) is seen as the upper, major, and

probably also terminal surface for the site. It was established ca. 40 cm.

above the initial surface. During excavation, it was effectively traced well
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out from the structures and over the "plaza" area to the front. It provided

the level of origin for all three of the surface structures, as well as for

minor features to the front of the structures. It more or less marks the top

of definable Stratum 5, and was commonly found covered directly by Stratum 7

blowsand.

While all definably later than at least the initial emplacement of all

three storage rooms, sequence between the surface rooms was not wholly
evident. Best lines of tenuous evidence are that they were built in reverse
numerical order; that is, Surface Room 3, set directly against Storage Room 1,

went in first and Surface Room 1 last. All three could have been in use at

the same time, but rooms 2 and 3 show some signs of having been abandoned
before room 1, which may have been in use right up to site termination.

The midden is not stratigraphically well tied to the room block, and there

are no particular evidences for any "ebbs and flows" over its life. There is

definable midden right off the far end of Surface Room 1, and part of the room
may have been established over light midden debris. This, in part, accounted
for early definitional problems with the room.

Unfortunately, as noted at the outset, the pithouse is the least well

placed of the site structures. It was quite apparent while the site was still

open that placement of the pit structure would be crucial to interpretation,
and the excavators attempted every device they could think of to make a firm
tie. There just was not enough to work with, however, and the sequence is not
definite. There is little question, however, that at least some of the

storage facilities were in place before the pithouse was built; it is entirely
possible that site development was actually well along before emplacement.

Architecture and Related Features

Here are described in detail the various features encountered during the

course of the excavations, excepting the general stratigraphic units and
occupation levels noted above. Included are a pithouse, a room block, and

some miscellaneous features found outside of structural context. The room

block is composed of six contiguous structural remnants; three apparently
represent storage units, and three appear to have been habitations of rather
light and ephemeral construction. The room block elements are described in

sequence as Storage Rooms 1, 2, and 3, and Surface Rooms 1, 2, and 3.

Pithouse

No depression or other surface evidence indicated the location (Fig. 44)

of the pithouse. Early in the excavation phase, however, the structure was
identified in the initial east to west exploratory trench at a depth of 20 cm.
in a matrix of fairly clean, compacted, yellow sand. After the initial
definition of the northern ca. one-half of the feature, fill was removed from
that portion in 20 cm. levels to create a full profile of the pit fill.

Eventually, all floor features within the structure were also explored by
sectioning after being defined in plan, and before full clearing.

Fill of the structure (Figs. 49, 51) was composed of two depositional

units: 1) structural fill resulting from the collapse of the superstructure
into the pit; and, 2) an upper, post-occupational fill which sealed the pit
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Figure 49. View south of the profile thru the fill of

the LM-2 pithouse.

Figure 50. Northern portion of the floor of the LM-2

pithouse showing the outlines of the sealed
subfloor bins.
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and continued out over the level of origin surface for the structure. The

upper level (Figs. 49, 51) consisted of lightly stained, yellow sand
containing an occasional sherd; it varied in thickness from 20 cm. to 40 cm.

The structural fill (Figs. 49, 51) was contained entirely within the pit

and was nearly level with its uppermost edge, indicating a substantial and
heavily constructed superstructure. Generally, and particularly toward the
interior of the pit, fill consisted of light pink, hardened clay chunks in a

matrix of fairly clean, yellow sand. Dense charcoal, ash, structural timbers
and gray daub sloped up against the interior pit wall and concentrated on the
bench. A large number of 5- to 12-cm. -thick logs were on or just above the

floor. The largest was nearly 2 m. long and was probably a stringer running
between support posts. Other than this, no particular pattern was discerned.

A detailed final definition of the structure is possible due to its

excellent state of preservation which resulted from burning of the
superstructure. The careful construction of quite formalized symetrical

internal features is obvious. The structure is nearly square (Fig. 53) with a

recess to the southeast. Its floor measures 3.63 m. (incuding the recess)
northwest to southeast and 3.05 m. northeast to southwest.

The bench may be considered the "three-quarter" type (Bui lard 1962) in

that it encircles the entire room with the exception of the recessed area.
The recess, although a formal feature, is little more than a gap in the
bench. The bench is 35 cm. above the floor on the northwest and averages 50

cm. wide. It terminates at the recess by gently rising to the elevation of
the structure's level of origin. Formality of the bench is enhanced by its

division into three discrete areas (or "compartments") separated by patches of

sand behind the roof supports (Figs. 52, 53). These areas were clay surfaced
with a slight lip on the inside edge with the clay then extending down to the

floor surface. This was most pronounced on the northwest "back" of the
structure (Fig. 52).

Four main roof supports (Fig. 53) were located in the floor, forming a

square pattern and set lightly into the bench with clay copings. Each of the

post molds was between 20 cm. and 25 cm. wide and contained charcoal and/or
rotted wood. The absolute depth of these holes was not determined although
rotted wood was found in the south hole at 40 cm.

Interior lower walls of the bench were plastered with gray clay which
lapped up from the floor, excepting in the recess where flat-sided cobbles
were embedded in the walls. On the north end, these stones had been pulled
away and were found, along with a pile of clean sand, on the floor. This
deposit was obviously the result of an excavation into the wall just prior to

the structure's collapse, but for reasons unknown.

A band of pink clay 5 to 10 cm. wide and 15 cm. high formed the base of an

exterior wall around the outside of the bench. The clay was nearly continuous
around the structure except for a meter or so on the southeast. Set into this

clay were closely spaced peripheral poles 5 to 8 cm. in diameter.
Preservation has obviously affected the apparent spacing of the poles (Fig.

53), although 20 cm. might be a good average. Although the clay band extended
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Figure 52. Detail of the northern

bench compartment, LM-2
pi thou se.

around the southeast no poles were visible. These "leaner" poles were
sectioned and found to be vertical, thus the walls of the house were slab
sided and the roof either flat or possibly domed from cribbing between the
main stringers which spanned the four post supports.

Five subfloor bins or pits were positioned in a slight arc (Figs. 53, 54)

across the northwest end of the structure. Their construction, fill and
positioning is a distinctive feature of Virgin Anasazi pithouses, although
their function remains an enigma. Each was sealed with a clay patch (Fig. 50)

at the time of excavation. The gray seal was nearly identical to the floor
clay although faint outlines could be discerned. It might be noted that these
pits are generally found in their closed state. Open they would have taken up
much of the floor space.

Subfloor Bin 1. Oval shaped and well formed, this pit measured 45 cm. by

35 cm. and was clay lined with vertical sides 27 cm. deep. Fill was nearly
sterile, light brown, blowsand. About 7 cm. from the surface was an angular,
vesicular basalt boulder.

Subfloor Bin 2. This oval -shaped, symmetrical and clay-lined pit measured

20 cm. deep. Sides are steep but slope to the center of51 cm. by 42 cm. by
the floor. Fill consisted of an orange/yellow, sterile sand
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Subfloor Bin 3 , This oval -shaped pit measured 46 by 26 cm. by 13 cm.

deep. It is fairly straight sided with a nearly flat bottom. Fill consisted
of fairly bright orange sand with an angular, flat, basalt rock taking up
about 50 percent of the floor.

Subfloor Bin 4 . An oval-shaped, clay-lined, straight-sided pit has a flat

bottom measuring 51 cm. by 35 cm. by 19 cm. deep. The brown blowsand is fill

similar to that in Bin 1.

Subfloor Bin 5 . This is an oval -shaped bin with straight sides and a flat
bottom; it measures 57 cm. by 46 cm. by 20 cm. deep. Fill consisted of brown
blowsand overlaid by 3 cm. of bright orange sand. A large basalt boulder
rested on the bottom covering two-thirds of the floor.

Subfloor vault . Located between the hearth and the series of bins was a

vault sealed over with floor clay (Figs. 50, 53). Elsewhere, similar features
have been called footdrums (Gummerman et al . 1972). The vault was excavated
into a consolidated deposit of gravel; it was straight sided and lightly
plastered. The vault itself measured 65 cm. by 35 cm. by 46 cm. deep. Fill
was clean brown sand (beach sand?) to 35 cm. The lower 11 cm. was a

lumpy-silty clay, brown in color. Extending out from each side of the vault
were shallow appendages about 5 cm. deep. Fill was prepared floor clay over a

clay surface.

Impressed into the floor of these wing-like vault features were shallow,

stick-like depressions, two on each side, paralleling the feature's long

axis. It is possible they once held sticks that facilitated support of a

cover for the vault itself. Overlying these sealed features was a smaller,
shallow, angular, bin-like depression which was open when the structure
collapsed. Perhaps the vault should be considered to be in association with
the subfloor bins because they were all sealed with the same gray floor clay
and apparently rendered nonfunctional. Possibly they were open simultaneously
and were thus associated with the same activity.

A few centimeters southeast of the vault lay a circular, clay-coped hearth

(Figs. 53, 55) measuring 80 cm. on the exterior and 50 cm. by 42 cm. on the

interior. The bottom was flat with fairly steep sides. Depth was 15 cm.

Fill consisted of a dense, light gray ash.

Adjoining the hearth to the southeast and on the main axis of access was a

shallow, oval-shaped depression (Fig. 53) sometimes called an "ashpit." The
feature measured 70 cm. by 60 cm. and was 13 cm. deep. Fill consisted of
clean, coarse, brown sand with sherds and a few charcoal fragments, but little
if any structural fill.

Two small socket-like holes 48 cm. apart (center to center), are located

on the edge of the "ashpit." The hole on the west was 8 cm. in diameter and 8

cm. deep. The hole on the east was lined with a small rock and a slab. It

measured 9 cm. by 7 cm. by 12 cm. deep. These could have functioned to

stabilize a ladder through the roof above the hearth.

Faired into the corner of the southeast support post (Fig. 53) and the

bench was a clay-coped, "pot rest" niche shaped like a slight basin. It

measured 30 cm. by 22 cm. overall and was elevated a few centimeters off the

floor.
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Figure 53. Plan and cross-section drawing, LM-2 pithouse,
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Figure 54. View northwest of fully cleared LM-2 pithouse.

Figure 55. View southeast of fully cleared LM-2 pithouse.
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Immediately east of the hearth (Fig. 53) was a well made, circular,

clay-lined pit or bin measuring 13 cm. deep and 18 cm. in diameter. Fill was

bright orange sterile sand. It was capped with 2 cm. of clay.

Floor contact artifacts were relatively few. They consisted of several

dozen North Creek Gray sherds scattered from the hearth south to the main
post, a projectile point, and a basalt mortar with a hole worn through its

bottom. On the floor in front of the northernmost post lay a two-handed mano;

on the east end of the back bench lay a thin, rectangular-shaped sandstone
object and to the west at the other end of the bench was a small shaped slab.

Most of the sherds were found to belong to one or the other of two partially

restorable North Creek Gray oil as of moderate size (Figs. 128, 129). Since
neither vessel was wholly restorable (ca. 65 and 90 percent), it appears they

were post-abandonment, pre-col lapse trash rather than in situ material crushed
when the roof came down.

As noted above, two dates were obtained on the main post supports. The

north post was found to be Douglas fir and was assigned a dendrochronological
date of 0422p - 0694+vv. Today Douglas fir occurs upstream on the plateaus of
Zion Park in the Transition Zone at 5,500 to 7,500 ft. The Pine Valley
Mountains to the north are also a potential source. Although this is a

noncutting date it is considered much too early to date the structure. It is

best considered an "old" timber, possibly salvaged from an earlier structure.

A charcoal sample from the outer rings of a support post yielded a radiocarbon
date of 950+60 B.P. (A.D. 1000). This date is congruent with the ceramics.
Also as noted above with the "Dating and Sequence" section, there are two
additional C-14 determinations for the pithouse of ca. A.D. 690 and ca. A.D.

1190. Neither, obviously, is of much help in temporal placement of the

structure.

Storage Room 1

This yery nicely preserved and rather exceptional structure (Figs. 56-62)

is definably the earliest construction in the room block, as well as the

earliest evidence of occupation seen on the site (Fig. 48). As such, it

should in itself provide ample evident that the people initially occupying the

site had come with thoughts of staying. While of basically similar
construction style to storage units from other project sites, as well as from
surrounding sites, it is on a different scale from previously described units.

The room contains exactly twice the floor area of Storage Room 3 (Fig.

57), which itself is above average size for known Virgin storerooms. It is

not just outline size, however, that makes the room remnant so striking.
Rather, it is set apart by the massive nature of the construction (Figs. 58,

61), as is detailed in following paragraphs. At this point, it will suffice
to note that there are several tons of rock involved, or several times what it

took to put Storage Room 3 together. It would also do to point out that this
major source of construction material was not mined following collapse. With
certain corroborating evidence, this should be a good indication that the

structure was in use until the termination of site occupation. Probably also
indicated would be no additional occupation on the bar.

The structure has two floors. This is a rather commonly occurring trait

with Virgin storage rooms. Particularly, it appears common with rooms built
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Figure 56. View northeast of initial

definition on the LM-2

storage rooms. Storage
Room 3 is in the foreground,

early in sequences of multiple rooms. Only a small section of the upper floor

was pulled to expose the lower, so it was not demonstrated that the lower
floor was in servicable condition when covered, as has been commonly (actually
exclusively) seen with other multiple-floor structures.

Failure to fully expose the floors and probe the walls further no doubt
cost a nuance or two. The field notes take the position that there was little
reason to invest considerable additional time in pulling and cleaning floors
and cutting walls when basic relationship and construction techniques were
well understood. This seems a proper and defendable posture, and in essence
is basically true. Equally true, however, is that when it came right down to

it, the excavator simply did not have the heart to tear one more stone out of
this elegant thing.

As is the common construction technique for storage rooms of the period,
this room was built in and over an excavated pit. Initial upright slabs, etc.

were set against the pit's walls, and the initial floor was set on the

excavated pit bottom. Remarkable, however, as indicated by exterior wall
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construction and the firm identification of the initial

construction/occupation surface, is just how shallow the original pit (Fig.

46) must have been, at least as compared to extant wall height. Apparently,
the original excavation was only 20 to 25 cm. in depth; total height of
interior wall lining, however, is up to 50 cm. This disparity is accommodated
by a unique outside wall construction, as detailed below.

While there are a couple of exceptions, most of the interior lining slabs
served both floors. The bulk of the interior lining is provided by rather
large sandstone slabs and flat-faced basalt boulders (Figs. 58, 61). While
there is use of extensive chinking, and smaller tabular material has been used
to span gaps and do some filling, the walls are nonetheless rather regular and
well aligned. The walls, as they appear above the second floor, do not at all

lend the visual impression of a patch job, as do those in Storage Room 3 (see
below).

The northwest interior wall is composed of five, large, flat-faced basalt

rocks ranging from 28 to 60 cm. wide, but extending only from 28 to 36 cm.

above the upper floor surface. However, they are all narrow (two actually
pointed) at the top, and have required extensive chinking. In two instances,
the chinked inverted "V's" formed by adjacent sloping sides reach the level of
the upper floor (Fig. 58). The liners are all surprisingly thin (only from 3

to ca. 7 cm.); all appear to have been set with the initial floor.

Three big pieces form the southeast wall. On the west is a nicely

dressed, evenly rectangular, purple sandstone slab 70 cm. long, 3 cm. thick
and 32 cm. above the upper floor. It is set well below the upper floor, and
appears to extend below the lower. Next east is a massive piece of basalt
with a flat face and a rather irregular outline. It is 60 cm. long, 12 cm.

thick, and extends to 23 cm. above the upper floor; it no doubt extends below
the lower floor, also. The third piece is again a rectangular sandstone slab
(red) 63 cm. long by 5 cm. thick but only extending 23 cm. above the upper
floor. Because of the irregular shape of the basalt liner, rather extensive
chinking has been required between it and the flanking sandstone slabs, even
though they are basically well aligned. Also, at least one secondary slab is

set behind the ends of the big dressed slab and the central basalt piece.

Both shorter walls have a core of a single, large, sandstone slab. The

one in the northeast wall is rectangular, measuring 76 cm. long, and extends
28 cm. above the upper floor, which is taken to mean it probably also extends
below the lower. The big slab ties to the east corner slab, but there is a

small (25 cm. wide), regularly shaped, patch slab set on the upper floor on

the north that overlaps the big slab and is tied with chinking to the narrow
north corner.

The big red slab in the southwest wall is 80 cm. long and extends up to 23

cm. above the floor; its top is somewhat irregular, however, and to the north,
only the base is in contact with the west corner slab. On the south, a

30-cm.-wide purple sandstone slab is closely set to the end of the big slab;

it angles in somewhat toward the south corner slab.

The south, west, and east corners are all rather similar in consisting of

a single, tabular stone of respectable size (27 to 40 cm. wide) tying
adjoining walls. The corner stones are set at something approaching 45 and
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tend to butt rather than lap adjoining slabs. The west corner slab, however,

is a piece of basalt with a very narrow top that has required extensive
chinking to tie it to the adjoining walls. The north corner also shows an

angled tie rather than a direct corner, but here are very narrow, doubled

sandstone pieces tieing across a gap about 8 cm. wide.

A unique feature of the room is a construction form that both backs the

interior slabs and provides a base for exterior masonry. The material also
adds measurably to the visual impression of rather massive construction.
Apparently fully intact only along the northwest side, there are reasons to

infer the backing and base material originally surrounded the entire structure.

As shown in Figures 58 and 59, the material on the north consists of a

wall of small, often angular, rocks packed/laid right against the backs of the
lining slabs. The packing extends from the level of origin of the structure
pit (Occupation Surface 1) to the approximate tops of the slabs. Covering the
packing is a facing of large, relatively thin basalt boulders; some smaller,

more spherical boulders; and fairly extensive chinking of cobbles of various
sizes. There is a lot of whitish clay (caliche binder?) extant between the

boulders and holding in the chinking stones, probably enough to suggest the
whole face was plastered. Inferred, but not demonstrated, is a pushed-up dirt
backing for the stone. The excavators were fully satisfied that the stone
construction was built up from the occupation surface right at the base of the

facing boulders, rather than emplaced in a trench.

The largest of the facing boulders (Fig. 59) is 36 by 26 cm. and is edge

set. Several are only slightly smaller, mainly end set, and are set just
slightly in from vertical. Height of the construction, from the base of the

boulders to the beginning of obvious horizontal masonry, is from 26 to 40 cm.

'*S&:33££>'

Figure 58. Storage Room 1, LM-2, on upper clay floor
surface. View northwest with Storage Room
2 left and Surface Room 3 right. Occupation
Surface 1 deep in foreground.
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Again at the base, and including the interior slabs, there are 60 cm. of stone

separating the room interior from the outside. The clay surface of the upper
floor along the northwest interior wall is only about 10 cm. below the base of
the facing; an additional 15 to 20 cm. accounts for both floors and reaches
the level of the original structure pit.

At the top of the outer wall construction, the base provided for standing
masonry is 20 to 30 cm. wide. As seen in most Virgin storage rooms, the

masonry courses per se begin just behind or just atop the wall slabs (Figs.

59, 61). However, due to irregularities along the tops of the liners, and in

this case in the base provided by the packing and facing, extensive chinking
and filling was required to accommodate the larger, horizontal material, as
well as to provide a seal. Remaining on this northwest section are up to

three courses. The masonry is composed mainly of cobbles, some of which are
rather large, measuring on the order of 25 by 15 by 6 to 10 cm. Over the
eastern portion of the wall, the base course above the packing is mainly
two-rocks-wide; width is only one rock on the western portion, but some may be

lost.

While the packing and facing found on the northwest are not present on the

southwest side, the material does come slightly around the west corner to a

point where it has obviously been truncated by the emplacement of Storage Room
2. The second structure is demonstrably later than Storage Room 1. It was
deeply emplaced and close enough to the exterior wall of the first room that
any packing and facing would have been removed. Masonry, then, is set on sand
and just at the top of the longer wall slab. Only one horizontal course is

over the south corner slab and adjacent minor slab in the southwest wall, but
this is also over a considerable build up of small cobbles and clay. Three
courses are over most of the larger slab, with one small section adjacent to

the west corner showing as five rocks high.

If ever present, backing and facing appear to be gone from the northeast.
Surface Room 2 butts right against the bottom masonry courses on the outside,

so there would appear to have been no reason to remove lower material to

emplace the little surface room. There is a nice section of masonry at this

end composed of cobbles of a variety of shapes and sizes. Many rocks in the

ca. five courses extant do not lie wholly horizontally, but they are well

fitted and tied, and the section is quite stable.

There does appear to be packing, at least, showing over the western
two-thirds (Fig. 58) of the exterior southeast wall. Here was found a mass of
angular basalt rocks sloping from the base of the masonry to the construction
surface that is very well marked on this side. Part of the rock was cut away
by the pothole intruding the area, but there is substantial material left, and
it does come just slightly around the south corner to a point of truncation by

Storage Room 2. Interestingly, several large, tabular, basalt boulders were
found on the upper, Occupation Surface 3 not far removed from the south corner
of the room. These could represent aboriginally removed facing.

At maximum extent, the base of the rubble is 50 cm. from an inside face of

a lining slab. Adding a 10-cm. -thick facing slab would give the exact same

measurement noted for the opposite wall (see above). Also similar to the

situation on the northwest, the clay floor surface just inside the southeast
wall slabs is only 6 or 7 cm. lower than the point at which the outside
packing contacts the construction surface level.
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Figure 59. Construction detail of northwest exterior

wall, Storage Room 1, LM-2.

Figure 60. Detail of stone axes (and sherds) on upper

clay floor surface, Storage Room 1, LM-2.
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Over the eastern ca. 1 m. of the southeast wall, however, not rock one of

facing of packing was found. All had been cut away aboriginally, and only

culturally stained sand remained for the extant masonry to rest upon, and as

backing for the slab liners. This seemed almost too easy evidence for a

burial pit dug down along the wall from the high occupation surface. In the

fertile mind of the excavator, this was just going to be wonderful. It seemed

to fit with everything else going on, as well as potentially tieing all kinds
of loose ends together. It would have done all this, too, except there was no
pit and no body.

Masonry on the southeast is quite heavy, showing the largest rocks used

anywhere around the structure. The base course is actually wholly below the

big, high slab adjacent to the south corner. Horizontally laid and stacked

material, however, is both above and well back from the tops of the two large
but lower slabs forming the rest of the lining. There is here, however,

extensive use of chinking/packing material, and an apparent satisfactory seal

is in place. In the main about three courses can be seen along the southeast
section.

Two things in particular are unusual as regards the floors of Storage Room

1. First, the upper floor surface was just littered with artifacts, including
two nicely made and apparently serviceable stone axes, a large mano, and
several poorly preserved bone artifacts (Figs. 57, 60). Actually, a third axe
was assigned to the lower fill, but may have been on a little pile of
floor-contact debris vicinity the north corner and the corner feature. It is

extremely unusual to find anything on a storage room floor, let alone a large
complement of serviceable and labor-intensive domestic artifacts.

Secondly, when the upper floor was initially cleared, breaks (Fig. 57)

were observed in the floor clay in each corner. Further investigation showed
these to be holes that actually came up through both floor levels.
Apparently, then, these are postholes for additional roof supports that were
in use for both buildings, although no sign of charcoal, wood, or stain was
found in the holes. All show some vertical lining separate from the floor
stones.

The holes in the south and east corners are set slightly out from the

corner slabs and are 15 by 25 cm. and 15 cm. in diameter in outline size,
respectively. The hole in the west corner may have been expanded to its

current 30 cm. diameter in the upper floor and is open against the basalt slab

in the corner. The north corner hole also seems to have been expanded to a 40

by 25 cm. outline size, although there is intact floor between it and the

corner. The hole was essentially filled with loose cobbles when found, but
those could have fallen in. There was some debris (slab pieces, clean sand,

etc.) on the floor and close around the hole that indicated it had been worked
on only shortly before room abandonment.

Most evident in the upper floor stone are three, big, slab-like pieces of
basalt (Fig. 61). These are 64 to 70 cm. long by 30 to 40 cm. wide by only 5

to 6 cm. thick. The bulk of the floor, however, is composed of pieces of more
modest size, and there are all kinds of shapes and sizes of chinking stones
(Fig. 62). Virtually the entire floor is composed of basalt, the larger
pieces angular rather than water-worn cobbles, and often slightly vesicular.
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Figure 61. View north of Storage Room 1, LM-2, with

upper clay removed from upper floor stone.

Figure 62. Representative stone from Storage Room 1

floors, LM-2. Upper floor stone on right,
lower on left.
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One exception is an inverted sandstone metate fragment; another is a large

quartzite flake. Notable are the numerous small stones/spalls set vertically
at the junction of the floor and the wall slabs.

Up to 6 cm. of clay was required to cover the rather irregular surface

presented by the stone; still, only a trace covered the larger stones and most
of that came off during excavation (Fig. 58). The clay lapped well up onto
the wall slabs and effectively covered the extensive chinking at the

juncture. Interestingly, a brownish clay was used almost exclusively toward
the room center, but a pinkish-whitish material was used on the margins. The
latter material seems to have a caliche binder and is very hard when dry.

As noted above, only a small portion of the upper floor was lifted to

expose the lower. The lower, however, could also be seen in all four corner
holes, and formed the nether reach of the pothole (Fig. 57) that came through

the center of the structure. The clay surface of the lower floor was
immediately under the upper stones; no fill was present, but the upper stones
did appear to be set in some separate clay that came cleanly off the floor

surface.

The lower clay showed a good surface, but proved to be quite sandy.

Although basically brown, it had a rather light cast and showed
fingernail -size pieces of caliche.

The rock of the lower floor, at least where directly observed, consisted

almost wholly of fist-size and smaller rocks and cobbles (Fig. 62) stacked or
packed two to three or even four deep. Probably some of this material is

directly from a portion of the bar that had to be leveled to accommodate the

floor in the first place; the bar is more or less identifiably directly under
the floor rock. Both rock and clay of the lower floor lap up on the wall

slabs, but no separable chinking materials were noted.

Fall from the walls to the outside of the structure was not particularly

heavy (Fig. 56) and did not extend more than a meter to either the northwest
or southeast. Important in establishing sequence, however, was that the fall

outside the longer walls was more or less on the upper and terminal Occupation
Surface 3. The little bit of apparent fall found to the northeast seemed to

be slightly above the floor of Surface Room 3, but there was not enough
material to establish a good relationship.

All the storage rooms were covered by a thick layer of blowsand; this also
composed the upper few centimeters of fill enclosed within the wall stubs of
Storage Room 1. Under this was an essential cap of fall from the walls. This
was ca. 10 cm. thick and was covered and partially encased by blowsand. Under
this was a ca. 15-cm. -thick layer of clean, yellow sand with a slight reddish
cast. This was separable from the blowsand above, but probably only because
it had been sealed. It "reads" as an aeolean deposition that accumulated
after the roof came down (see below), but before the bulk of the walls came in.

Under the clean sand is a ca. 25 to 30 cm. layer of material, noticeable
lower at structure center that, while not definably stratified, does contain a

variety of debris. In the clayey sand matrix were noted numerous lumps of
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clay, pockets of clean sand, and several non-extensive pockets of loose clay

and sand that contain a bit of burned clay and few small pieces of charcoal.
There are virtually no rocks in the lower layer, and very few artifacts.

Storage Room 2

In the excavation exposure that it believed to represent the final, albeit

collapsed, configuration of the storage room portions of the room block, this
construction appears to be sandwiched rather comfortably (Fig. 57) between
Storage Rooms 1 and 3. While firm construction (and probably occupational)
relationships were established with the closely flanking rooms, the excavators
were never fully confident about either exact use of the feature or its

configurational evolution. Of no help whatsoever was a large pothole in the
vicinity of the southeast edge. This intrusion did not appear to do a great
deal of damage, but it could have removed standing slabs from the southeast
wall (Fig. 63).

The feature shows some storage room characteristics as regards

construction. Particularly this is seen in the presence of two floors, both
made of clay laid over closely set stones. There is also some evidence that
all of the walls had slab liners at one time or another. Interestingly,
however, while it can be speculated that the unit may have had four slab walls
when first built, hard evidence shows that subsequent modifications always
included less than that number. Evidence for masonry is wholly lacking on
both the northwest and southeast; there is extant masonry on the other two
sides, but in both cases it "belongs" to the other room and may or may not
have been used in common.

All of the configurational nuances observed in the structure at the time

of exposure, and that seem to argue against use as a storage unit, can be

nicely accommodated by reference to the abstracted construction history - save
one. That is, there is an even slope to both floors from the high, northwest
end where there are extant slabs, to the open, southeast end (Fig. 63) that
may be damaged from potting but is nonetheless the structural limit. This
involves almost 20 cm. of vertical distance, and is just not the sort of thing
seen with storage rooms.

Three fairly large sandstone slabs, set somewhat back for vertical, form

the 1.30-m.-long northwest wall (Fig. 63). The slabs extend ca. 20 cm. above
the upper clay floor. There is no masonry or other obvious backing to the
outside, although on the east some of the backing for the wall of Storage Room
1 is behind the east portion of the last slab. In this instance, however, the
slab is intrusive into the older wall material.

Exact level of origin for the northwest slabs could not be established.
Butts extend only about 10 cm. below the level of origin for Storage Room 3,

but come nowhere near extending to the level of origin for Storage Room 1.

Slab tops are just a few centimeters above Occupation Surface 3.

Directly behind the slabs and lying on Occupation Surface 3 was found a

concentration of relatively small pieces of tabular sandstone plus some
cobbles. This material was restricted to the width of the upright wall and

extended, in a triangular shape, up to 2 ra. out from the wall, with a small
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Figure 63. View northwest of fully cleared
Storage Room 2, LM-2.

concentration of eight or ten cobbles at the apex that appeared to be just
slightly deeper than the material closer to the wall. The tabular sandstone
material appeared to represent perhaps three or four fair-size slabs; notable
were a few dressed edges. This material apparently represents a remodeling of
Storage Room 2 late in the site sequences, a building episode not suggested by

evidence abstracted from interior floors or adjoining structures.

As noted above, there are no extant walls for the structure - either slab

or other separate arrangement - on the northeast, southeast, or southwest.
The masonry walls for the adjoining rooms could, of course, have served double
duty, but without interior slabs, Storage Room 3 would not have had the sealed
wall -floor contact characteristic of storage units. On the southeast, there
is one short (20 cm.) section of doubled slab tied to the south corner of
Storage Room 1. This, plus the fairly crisp edge to the floor(s) on this
side (at least where not damaged by potting), indicates a slab wall at one
time or another. It is tempting to speculate that this is the locus of origin
of the debris on the north (see above), but that cannot be demonstrated.

When first exposed, the surface of the upper floor showed several sherds

and some stone artifacts, including an axe. As noted for the materials in

Storage Room 1, it is extremely unusual to find artifacts on the floors of the
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Virgin storage units. Strongly suggested is that both Storage Room 1 and

Storage Room 2 were being used right at the end of site occupation, but that

while they formed some sort of coherent unit, neither was being used for

storage.

The upper floor is of rather light construction, consisting of a thin coat
of clay over small rocks and a few tabular pieces. Notable are several thin

pieces that appear to be spall from larger basalt rocks (Fig. 63). In all,

the clay and stone is only 2 to 4 cm. thick. The floor is continuous over the

area defined for the structure - except , there is a ca. lO-cm.-wide "gap"
along the southwest edge between the edge of the floor and the masonry for the
northeast wall of Storage Room 3. Because of the slope of the floor, the

masonry is above it on the south, but it is below on the north, so the gap is

well established. While the floor was somewhat damaged on the northeast,
enough was intact to establish that the floor ties to the wall of Storage Room
1, more or less at the level of the base course.

The lower floor, found directly under the upper with no appreciable fill

in evidence, is also clay-over-stone, but is heavier and better laid than the

upper. It is composed mainly of tabular basalt cobbles measuring on the order
of 15 cm. in diameter, or more elongate at ca. 15 to 20 cm. by 10 to 12 cm.

The floor appears carefully laid and is extensively chinked with smaller
stone. The stone is laid on culturally stained fill about 15 cm. above the

construction surface for Storage Room 1. The situations along the northeast
and southwest walls are just reversed from those noted above for the upper
floor. That is, there is a gap between the lower floor and slabs in the
Storage Room 1 wall, but the floor is directly against the backs of the low
slabs lining the interior of the first building of Storage Room 3.

Evident, then, is a rather complex history for the little feature. While
all the possible wall, floor, and relational combinations could not be

accounted for, major events abstracted from available evidence include:

1. The structure was initially emplaced as an addition off the southwest

end of Storage Room 1. It went in, however, after Storage Room 1 had been
in use for an appreciable length of time, and it cut away an extensive
backing for the adjacent Storage Room 1 wall. The initial structure could
have been entirely slab lined and extended an unknown distance to the

southwest.

2. Probably not too long after Storage Room 2 was completed, it was
modified by the emplacement of Storage Room 3 immediately on the

southwest. An unknown amount of Storage Room 2 was cut away in this
process, with the lower floor of Storage Room 3 set substantially lower
than the truncated floor of Storage Room 2. Apparently, this

configuration did not include a separate wall on the southwest.

3. It is probable that a major remodeling or rebuilding of Storage Room 3

prompted the laying of the second floor in Storage Room 2. With the upper
floor, slabs were set on the southwest, but were pulled from the

northeast. Probable also is that there were slabs on the northwest and
southeast, as there had been from the initial construction.
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4. At some point before final abandonment, the slabs along the southwest
were pulled. It is inferred, but not demonstrated, that slabs on the
southeast were present until late in the sequence. Also inferred is that
use of the structure may have changed, along with that of Storage Room 1,

rather late in the site sequence.

Therefore, while not entirely demonstrated, it nonetheless appears the

best explanation of the structure is that it was originally constructed as a

fairly standard storage room. Then, it underwent several modifications,
finally coming to be some sort of lightly covered, use-surface adjunct to

Storage Room 1. This does not account for all observations in and around the
feature, primarily including the sloped floor, but it does accommodate much of
the complexity encountered with the room per se as well as adjoining
constructions and relationships.

Storage Room 3

This well-preserved room (Figs. 57, 64-66) is more on the order of the

outline size and and overall bulk of Early Pueblo II storage rooms in the

project sample, as well as in the larger sample available from geographically
very close areas (see Dalley and McFadden 1985; Walling et al. 1986).
Actually, the room is on the large and massive end of the scale in the
reference sample. Set close to Storage Room 1, however, it appears just a bit
anemic (Figs. 57, 72).

As is not uncommon with Virgin Anasazi storage rooms, particularly of the

period, the room has two full floors. Considerably less common is evidence,
unfortunately not wholly conclusive, that there was fairly extensive rebuilding

Figure 64. View northwest of Storage Rooms 2 (right)

and 3 (left), LM-2. Most of the area close
around Storage Room 3 is on Occupation
Surface 2.
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Figure 65. View northeast along Storage

Room 3, LM-2. Upper floor as
found under fill

.

of the room associated with laying the upper floor. Most often, the available

lines of evidence indicate second floors were going into standing, wholly
serviceable structures.

Good evidence indicates the structure is the latest of the three storage

units in the room block; it is, however, earlier than any of the surface rooms
(Fig. 48). There is no compelling evidence, however, to indicate differential
abandonment of any portion of the room block. It could have all been in use
at once.

Interior dimensions of the sub-rectangular (rounded corners) room are ca.

2.0 by 1.2 m.; exterior measurements on the same axes are 2.55 by 1.99 m. As
with Storage Room 1, and despite the visual impression, the structure was
built in a rather shallow pit, apparently not over 20 cm. in depth. By the
time the second floor was laid, its surface was at about the same level as the
initial construction/occupation surface to the outside. However, with

cultural/natural accumulation to the outside, the upper floor ultimately was
ca. 20 cm. below the site's major and final occupation surface.
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Figure 66. View northeast of fully

exposed upper floor stone,

Storage Room3, LM-2.

Original pit walls were apparently lined with slabs of rather modest
dimensions, particularly as regards height, since nowhere did original slab

tops extend more than 10 cm. above the level of the upper floor, and in most
areas they were even lower or not visible at all. It is entirely possible
that the slabs were originally higher, but were snapped close to flush with

the floor in a collapse of the original structure. This is inferred rather
than directly demonstrated, however, as the lining slabs show no evidence of
having been shaped or dressed, and thus post-setting breakage cannot be

segregated from other irregularities. It is not at all unusual for an

alignment of slab tops in a room of this sort to be quite uneven and show
extensive chinking and filling.

The interior walls above the upper floor are marked by the use of numerous

small slabs, extensive chinking and copious clay. In short, they look rather
jerry-rigged and patched. The butts of many of the small lining slabs rest on

the surface of the floor, or actually slightly above it; most of the balance
are only shal lowly set behind the floor stone. Apparently, the point of the
patching was to get interior wall height up to (or more likely back up to) the

level of the base of the exterior masonry wall and thus seal (or reseal) the

structure.
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Something, however, seems to be amiss with the northeast wall. As

excavated, there is a 20 to 25 cm. high exposure of clayey cultural debris
(Fig. 65) between the low tops of the slabs coming up from the original
building and the base-course masonry set between Storage Rooms 2 and 3. In

view of the extent of patching seen with the other walls, it seems unlikely
that this one would have been given short shrift. Further, there is no
supportive evidence for an unfinished second building, and the wall may
represent subsequent sluffing or even excavation removal of loosened/damaged
materials. Also plausible is that the builders considered the placement and
amount of rock in the two Storage Room 2 floors as sufficient for a proper
seal; or, there may have been slabs in place along the southwest Storage Room
2 wall at the proper time to serve dual purpose (see Storage Room 2 , above).

Wholly associated with the second building was modification of the

interior corners to make them more rounded. This was accomplished by tying
across the adjacent walls with narrow slabs, or in the case of the south
corner, small cobbles. These were then covered with rather copious clay that
runs up smoothly from the floor. The angled slab in the west corner is

exposed, but may have been handled similarly as there is some clay present
that is probably remnant.

The lower floor, only about 60 percent exposed, is rather variable in

composition. One sandstone slab covers about 30 percent of the exposed area,
and three, large, flat-faced pieces of basalt account for another 30 percent.
The balance of the area, mainly an interior portion, is taken up with a mass
of clay and smaller (one to two fist size), stacked cobbles. Cobbles have
also been used to chink around the larger stones. The floor stones are set
directly on clean, yellow (Stratum 3) sand, and are covered with 3 to 4 cm. of
somewhat loose, rather sandy clay that does not present a particularly compact
or even convincing surface.

The upper floor stones were laid directly over the sandy clay of the

lower; no intervening material was identified (compare Storage Rooms 2 and 3,

42Ws404) . Stones are mainly rather large and nicely fitted sandstone slabs
(Figs. 64-66). Basically, these are laid about the perimeter of the room,

with something of a residual -central portion done with smaller, overlapping
slabs and a few cobbles (Fig. 66). The large stones are fitted so well that
chinking is not nearly as extensive as in many storeroom floors. In addition
to the more standard cobbles, some chinking is provided by small spalls and
tabular pebbles edge set into narrow spaces. Clay was very thin on the faces
of the big slabs, but was heavy at some joints and ran well up onto the walls,
as far as 12 cm. in a couple of places.

Exterior masonry (Figs. 64, 65) on the southeast, southwest, and northwest

is similar and shows most of three courses preserved. The northwest wall has
a base course composed almost exclusively of pieces of slab, and fully
one-third of the southeast wall is based on a long, narrow slab fragment.
Otherwise, walls are composed of cobbles and rocks of various shapes and
sizes, with considerable use of oval, tabular cobbles. Some doubling of
individual courses is in evidence, as is limited use of cross stacking.

The base-course masonry is set on or near the construction-initial

occupation surface (Occupation Surface 2) identified for the structure. It is

set just at or just behind and below the tops of the interior lining slabs,
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with the extensive use of various chinking materials to seal the junctures.

As noted above, however, the northeast wall is an exception with the one to

two courses of rather light stone well above such slabs as exist.

Exterior stone fall from the masonry walls was not seen to pattern and

consisted mainly of cobbles, with several pieces of slabs noted on the
southeast. Most of the material was high and identified as lying on
Occupation Surface 3. In the vicinity of Storage Room 3, this surface was on
quite clean sand, and was likewise covered by rather clean sand. Artifacts,
however, were fairly abundant at about the level of this high occupation
surface, or somewhat below it.

When the fall stones were initially exposed, they were observed to slope

down away from the structure. Particularly this appeared so on the northwest
and southwest where the general site slope is neutral or slightly in the

opposite direction. The major occupation surface under the bulk of the rock
did not hold the slope in final excavated definition, so it is assumed that
some dirt had accumulated or perhaps had been stacked close to the walls;
this, however, was not directly observed and confirmed.

Off the southwest end particularly, but also around the south corner and

along a portion of the southeast side, apparent fall material was found under
the abundant material marking final collapse, but somewhat above the
construction surface. This could be residue from an earlier collapse, with
most of the stone having gone back into the walls. As noted above, the

interior walls show more signs of patching and/or rebuilding than generally
seen with other structures of this type, even those with double floors.

Further, while the base-course masonry does, as noted just above,

obviously associate with Occupation Surface 2, the "surface" is not a finite
vertical marker; rather, it is quite generalized, and in excavation
definitions could easily have been established over at least a +5 cm. area of
tolerance. Thus, the extant walls of the room could actually be based on
material built up a few centimeters above the original construction level, and
could be from a rebuild following an early collapse. Offering some additional
support here is the obviously remnant bin-like construction (Fig. 57) just
outside the approximate center of the southeast wall; this appears to have
originated a few centimeters below the base of the wall.

Fill of the room was not remarkable and was not seen to be obviously

stratified. Under the fairly substantial capping seal of blowsand (Stratum 7)

found on this part of the site, and here found also filling the room to the

approximate tops of the interior lining slabs, was a ca. 25-cm. -thick layer of
sandy clay showing some lumps of clay and some scattered rocks; the rocks no

doubt represents fall from the walls, but were seen as neither concentrated
nor extensive.

Surface Room 1

One of the initial exploratory trenches (Figs. 44, 67) cut across and
through the southern portion of this structural remnant. However, while the

profile showed about as much as there ever was to see, the feature, as
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representing a structure, was not dealt with until late in the excavation

program. Perhaps the exceptional pithouse and the equally exceptional larger
storage room had something to do with this.

The structure as finally defined was almost wholly under the most
prominent surface feature on the site. This was a distinctly mounded area,
regular and linear in shape, measuring about 5 m. by 2 to 3 m. Orientation
was just slightly east of north, and maximum relief from 30 to 40 cm.,
although it appeared to be more. The mounded area (Fig. 44) covered virtually
all of Surface Room 1, and continued well to the south.

The exploratory trench that defined the presence of the structure was
oriented so as to cut through the northern but still high portion of the
mounded area. This showed the mound to be composed exclusively of Stratum 7

blowsand, essentially devoid of culture content. This lay directly on the

material defined as the fill of the collapsed structure (Fig. 48). South of
the structure, the mounded blowsand lay directly over rather light midden
material. West of the light rock alignment marking the west edge of the
structure, a much reduced blowsand deposit lay directly over Stratum 5 and
Occupation Surface 3. Depth of the blowsand again increased markedly,
however, over the storage rooms, where another (but less regular) mound was
surface observable.

The mounding over the fall and debris in and around the storage units

seemed reasonable enough. The nice, linear mound, however, never did make any
real sense. There just did not seem to be any reason for it to be where it

was located.

Whatever the reason for the overburden, finally defined as the structure

area (Fig. 67) was a shallow basin bounded on the south and east by low
earthen walls, on the west by a light rock alignment, and on the north mainly
by faith. The structure either intrudes slightly into, or more or less abuts
the midden on the south and southeast, so the structural limit is good in that
area, as it is with the rock and low earthen walls on the west and east,
respectively. To the north, however, there may or may not actually be a

separation between this and the area designated Surface Room 2. While vague
and somewhat ill -defined, there are some indications of a separation, and the

selection made herein is to treat it as such and present a Surface Room 2,

below.

The profile seen in the exploratory trench indicated that working the

walls and the floor of the structure was going to present problems with close
definitions. For the edges, the materials to the inside and outside were
quite contrastive, but the marked contrast was achieved over several
centimeters. There was not a finite point at which one could place the dark
material to the inside and the lighter to the outside. The low pit walls on
the east and south dug just that way, too. An eventual reasonable and fairly
convincing accommodation was reached, but a good case could probably have been
made anywhere along a 5 to 10 cm. area.

Definition on the south was particularly difficult as the remnant to that

side of the exploratory trench had been cut loose from the rest of the

structure and, further, had midden material to the outside that was only
slightly contrastive in color to the fill. As finally exposed, the south
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margin is a 4- to 6-cm.-high, sloped edge that runs relatively straight for

2.5 m. A southwest corner is gently rounded; the southeast corner apparently
was lost to the initial trench (Fig. 67).

The somewhat better contact on the east (Fig. 67) produced a vertical to

slightly sloped edge ca. 10 cm. high that runs in a very gently outcurved arc
for 3.6 m. from the north edge of the trench to the near corner of one of the
bins assigned to Surface Room 2. Over the last 20 or 30 cm. on the norther
end, the wall pulls in rather quickly to the corner of the bin (Fig. 67).

The edge on the west is mainly demarked by a "one-deep" alignment of
cobbles (Fig. 67) continuous over 2.5 m. , but stopping about a meter short of
the southwest corner, and becoming rather vague where there is an apparent
sharp turn to join the southeast corner of Surface Room 3. The stones are set
directly on Occupation Surface 3 and comprise what relief there is to the edge
- there is no excavation apparent. When initially exposed, there were a few
additional cobbles scattered to both sides of the alignment, but no more than
enough to account for one additional course. This would, however, have
brought the alignment closer to the height of the opposite edge, as the 20- to
30-cm. -long by 10- to 15-cm.-wide cobbles are mainly 6 or 7 cm. thick.

As noted above, there is little firm evidence for a separation from the

putative Surface Room 2 on the north. Over a fairly wide zone of transition,
there were fill differences between the two areas. Further, over most of the
course of work in the little surface complex, a vague line of stones were in

place more or less connecting Bin 1 with the area where the western edge
alignment contacts the southeast corner of Surface Room 3. This is about
where the separation seemingly ought to be, but the alignment was eventually
found to be footed in fill above a continuous floor surface connecting the two
areas, and was removed. Still, based on the little bit of symmetry that can
be salvaged from the areas, plus size and other considerations, the room 1 and
room 2 designations have been retained (Fig. 67).

The floor of the room was finally defined as being simply use-packed sand,

probably Stratum 5 without the clay stain seen close to the storage rooms, but
possibly some isolated Stratum 3 sand. Considerable time, however, was
invested in trying to make a separately laid clay floor out of the whitish,
patchy, clayey material first noted in profile and essentially defining the
bottom limit of the feature. The clay, often 2 to 4 cm. thick, was found over
most of the defined room area, but never as a continuous layer or regular
surface. While the clay had a lot of appeal, it just was not going anywhere
as regards definition, and the excavators finally had to bite the bullet and
take it up. This provided a workable surface almost immediately beneath, and
also placed the clay in proper perspective as light roofing material.

When freshly exposed, the floor surface worked rather nicely and actually
showed what appeared to be use staining. With drying and a little traffic,
however, it essentially disappeared. On the short axis, the floor shows a

slight basin shape; on the long axis it is quite flat (Fig. 67). Floor
associated features included a hearth (Fig. 68) and four burned post butts.

Given the above-described separation from Surface Room 2, the hearth in

the floor of Surface Room 3 is almost exactly centrally located (Fig. 67). It
is a shallow basin with cobbles set at low angles about the perimeter and
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extending slightly above the floor. Two cobbles that show in the drawing and
photos are either slightly out-of-place, or are actually extraneous .

The interior portion of the hearth is thickly lined with clay, but this is

over sand rather than stone. There is enough clay on the edge liners to

indicate they were mainly covered, also. There is little indication of
intense and/or protracted heat showing on either the clay or the stones.

The shal lowly basin- shaped interior held only 6 to 8 cm. of fill. This

was only slightly darker material than found as room fill to the outside, but
it had a noticeable ash content and was distinct. Squarely atop the fill was
found a trough metate (Fig. 68); a minor break at the open end probably did
not preclude this from being a serviceable artifact.

As located in Figure 67, four burned posts were

are 7 to 10 cm. in diameter. The one within the

trench extends ca. 50 cm. below floor surface, the

a few centimeters below the floor.

found at floor level. All

limits of the exploratory
balance are butts set just

Definable fill within the room was only up to 10 to 12 cm. deep. It was

darkly stained sand with a heavy charcoal content (but in small pieces). Just
a few pieces of burned clay were noted spread through the fill; apparent roof
clay found in abundance at floor level is described above. Numerous artifacts
were taken from the fill, but most would do as well as trash as anything.

The structure was emplaced over about 40 cm. of Stratum 5 material, a

deposit that accumulated quite rapidly following the construction of the

storage rooms. It was dug from the approximate level of Occupation Surface 3

Figure 68. Metate on the fill of the hearth in

Surface Room 1 , LM-2.
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and is thus rather late in the site sequence. Probably the south end cut

through some minor midden deposit when constructed, but that was not well

established. The midden is right there off the south end, however. No

stratigraphic or firm construction-based sequence could be established among

the surface rooms. From positioning and condition, however, this would appear

to be the latest. As established elsewhere, all of the surface rooms were

constructed after all of the storage rooms were in place. Surface of origin
for the surface rooms and the pithouse appears to be about the same

(Occupation Surface 3), but exact sequence could not be established.

Surface Room 3, as well as the other surface rooms, appear to reflect

rather light construction, but they were apparently covered and seemingly
extensively used. No evidence of jacal was noted, but the scattered posts and

other evidence may indicate something on the order of ramada-type construction
with light pole, brush, and clay roofs and, perhaps, light brush over leaner
pole wall s.

Surface Room 2

The "reality" of this piece of the surface room complex (Fig. 67) has been

aired sufficiently in the discussion of Surface Room 1, above, and needs not
be much pursued here. The good internal separation with the complex is

between Surface Rooms 2 and 3, so the choice with 1 and 2 is between one yery
large (but not very symmetrical) room, or two rooms of more modest dimensions

and slightly better symmetry. While we did not entirely make up Surface Room
2, it did not exactly force itself on us, either.

The room has good edges on the east and west sides. On the east is the

trace of the backs of the bins (Figs. 67, 69) plus an additional 80 cm. to the

north where removal of apparent fill left a low, vertical edge similar to that

along the east margin of Surface Room 1. It was not forcing things too much
to see this around a gently curved corner before good definition was lost.

The balance of the north edge, however, is just a matter of the approximate

trace of where definable fill finally wholly feathered out and only clean,
yellow sand continued northward. Fortunately, that trace more of less aligns
between the northeast corner and the better defined north edge of Surface Room
3 (Fig. 67).

On the west, a separation from Surface Room 3 is clearly marked by a ca.

2- to 4-cm.-high ridge formed partially by the meeting of the gentle up-slope
of the floors of the rooms to either side. About half of this area is 6 to 8

cm. wide and covered with clay; there are in addition a couple of rocks, but
the balance is earthen (Fig. 67).

At the proposed south limit, the 10- to 12-cm. -thick fill of this room

was very similar to that described above for Surface Room 1. Fill, however,
became light in color and showed less charcoal (and less depth) with distance
north of the south bin. Virtually limited to the area over the bins, and
right at the top of the room fill, was a slightly mounded concentration of

sandstone slab fragments. As some of the slab uprights in the bins also

showed at this level, it appears the concentration represents in situ breakage
of the lighter slab tops after the room collapsed, rather than intrusive
damage (although parts of the deeper bin linings are in poor shape).
Interestingly, the marked, linear mound of blowsand covering Surface Room 1
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(see above) had about lost definition at the south edge of Surface Room 2;

thus, the bins were only covered by 10 to 15 cm. of blowsand and the north
room margin by about half that much.

The use-packed, use-stained sand floor of the room is essentially
continuous with that of Surface Room 1, at least it was traced across the area
of proposed room separation without incident. The floor is slightly basined
from east to west; it slopes down slightly from the north, but then runs level
into the Surface Room 1 area. Associated with the floor are the
aforementioned bins, two pits, and a low clay-covered ridge of some sort.
Additionally, one burned post butt is between the bins.

Bin 1 . This little feature (Figs. 67, 69-70) was constructed in and
around a pit dug to about 15 cm. below the floor of the room. The surface of
the stone-lined bottom, however, is only 4 to 5 cm. below the floor. The
construction is somewhat irregular in outline, but measures about 75 by 55

cm. There is enough thin, tabular sandstone material in place to indicate a

full lining of slabs. The bin is set just 10 cm. from the edge of Bin 2, but
there is a block of clay -covered native earth between the two; thus, they are
wholly separate, although obviously closely related constructions.

Three overlapping slabs (Fig. 70) at the back (east) may be full height,

extending up to 22 cm. above the floor surface. In part, this group provides
the east edge of Surface Room 2, also. While the rest of the slabs have taken
considerable abuse, there are extant butts providing nearly complete outlining
of the north and south; material found in the fill appeared fairly
conclusively to represent lining to the front, but perhaps not deeply set.

Small uprights adjacent to the south edge indicate another - perhaps older -

alignment. Apparently integral is one of the post butts "counted with the

other three in Surface Room 1. A larger butt is set directly to the front of
the little baulk between the bins, more or less at adjacent bin corners.

At the bottom of Bin 1 is a slightly used, grinding-face-up, slab metate,

possibly broken in situ. This is horizontal and set across the slightly
longer east to west axis of the bin. The metate takes up about the western
two-thirds of the interior; on the east are several small, closely fitted slab
pieces and rocks. The entire package fits very snugly within the existing
liners. There is, however, \/ery little evidence of clay sealing the
junctures, or the interstices among the horizontal stones. Still, the

excavators are prepared to propose that the metate is functionally a lining
stone, and not an artifact used in situ.

Fill of the bin for 10 to 12 cm. above the bottom liners was very heavy to

clay mixed with some stained sand. Above this was room fill and the

concentration of broken tabular material noted previously.

Bin 2 . This consists of a single, horizontally set, sandstone slab (Fig.

70) with evidence of outlining vertical slabs, at least on the east, north,

and south - the west or room interior side may have been open. The rather
rough-surfaced base slab measures ca. 60 by 65 cm. and is 3 to 5 cm. thick.
It is set so its surface is essentially coextensive with the floor of the room.

There is one small vertical slab with some remaining height on the east,

this is also part of the east wall of the room. A line of low, small butts is

along the south edge; just a couple of minor butts are on the north. There is
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Figure 69. View east (to outside) of the initial

definition on the bins in Surface Room
2, LM-2.

Figure 70. Detail view east of fully cleared bins

along the eastern edge of Surface Room
2, LM-2. Bin 1 is on the right.
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no evidence at all for slabs on the west, or room side. Some remnant clay was

found at the junctures of the horizontal slab and the vertical pieces,
possibly indicated a seal. Only room fill lay over the big slab.

Pit 1 . Initially defined as a slightly mounded area of clay on the floor

of Surface Room 2, this feature (Fig. 71) proved to be a shal lowly
basin-shaped, unlined pit entirely filled with a pinkish clay. Diameter is 40
cm., depth is 10 cm. This seems to be a little pit for mixing clay, left
full to overflowing in this fortuitous instance.

Pit 2 . Located 35 cm. northeast of Pit 1, this pit (Fig. 67) was not

obvious as to use. Slightly oval in outline, it measures 36 by 30 cm. It is

up to 15 cm. deep and distinctly basin shaped in cross section. The bottom 3

or 4 cm. was covered with a fairly clean, yellow- tan sand. The balance of the

fill was a dark brown, ashy sand - excepting an up to 5-cm. -thick,
surface-observable pocket of lighter-colored sand showing on about 20 percent
of the surface on the southeast. A small, edge-set cobble is near the pit
edge in the area of the pocket, and a small, thin slab is set just at the

interior edge of the sand pocket. This is 8 cm. long and extends about 7 cm.

above the surface of the fill (and the room floor surface); it is set just a

centimeter or two into the lighter sand. This may have been a light-use
hearth put to a second, minor use after it filled.

Clay Ridge . The clay ridge is found in the the south portion of the room

and is quite a distinct feature (Fig. 67), but there is no indication of why
it is there. It is 1.20 m. long, 10 to 12 cm. wide, and 4 to 6 cm. high.

Orientation is close to east to west. We were, of course, extremely anxious
for this to be part of a south wall for Surface Room 2, but it just does not
seem to be in quite the right place.

JWWwtt-i* ry
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Figure 71. Detail view of a section thru the fill of

Pit 1, Surface Room 2, LM-2. Final definition
of vague floor surface surrounds.
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Figure 72. Surface Room 3, LM-2, in

the near background as

viewed to the northeast
over the alignment of
storage rooms.

Surface Room 3

This is the better delimited of the three surface rooms (Fig. 67), in part
by virtue of being securely attached to the northeast exterior wall of Storage
Room 1. The room is basically square in outline, measuring ca. 2.6 by 2.6 m.

;

although, it is not wholly regular in shape (Fig. 67).

The surface room pulls in to the south only slightly from the quite
straight alignment projected through the storage rooms (Figs. 44, 72). This,
however, is sharply different from the long axis through Surface Rooms 1 and
2. The quick alignment change does not appear particularly non-conformable.
It does, however, lend more of an aborted "L"-shape to the final and total

room block configuration, rather than the smoothly curving arc or "C"-shape
commonly seen on Virgin sites.

No apparent separate accommodations have been made for a west wall for the
surface room. The eastern masonry wall of Storage Room 1 seems to have served
both. The north edge is fairly well delimited by: 1) about a meter of light
rock alignment directly off the wall of the storage room; 2) an adjacent meter
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of low, earthen bank; 3) a final section of low bank, a couple of rocks and a

few small slab butts. The little slabs form part of a long curve around the

northeast corner and are set directly behind a cluster of floor pits in that
corner (Fig. 67).

The floor ridge separating Surface Rooms 2 and 3 is on the east and was

described previously (see Surface Room 2 , above). There is no evidence of any
wall construction above the ridge, but it is a nice separation. On the south,
in a few places, is just a hint of an earthen bank. The edge is also marked,
however, by the south edge of a corner bin, then the rim of a hearth, and
finally by a discontinuous line of small rocks and clay continuing to the

vicinity of the end of the aligned stone marking the westward limit of Surface
Room 1 (Fig. 67).

The use-packed floor is quite similar to those found in the other surface

rooms. Also similar was the occurrence of apparent roof clay just above the
actual use surface; this initially made definition rather difficult. Besides
a definable general stain on the sand of the floor, there was an appreciable
deposit of dark ash and sand on the floor bordering the little hearth along
the south wall

.

The floor of the room laps right up on the lower masonry course of the

storage room. It is just a few centimeters below Occupation Surface 3 found
outside to the south, and is dug slightly in below that level. The room is,

then, later than the initial construction of any of the storage rooms; it
would not necessarily have to postdate subsequent modifications of the storage
facilities, however. While good physical evidence is generally lacking, it
appears reasonable that Surface Room 3 would have been initially added
directly off the storage room, rather than squeezed in later. It is thus

assumed to be the earlier of the surface rooms, though it would not have to be

by much.

As alluded to above, there are several floor features (Fig. 67) associated

with the room. Included are three pits of unknown use closely aligned in the

northeast corner, a shallow hearth along the south wall, and a stone-lined bin

of some sort essentially forming the southeast corner of the room. These are

individually described in following paragraphs.

Bin . This nice little feature (Fig. 73) was a real bastard child for most

of the excavation phase. It was seen early in the clearing of Storage Room 1,

but to associate with that structure seemed to require that it literally hang
in space off the corner. Eventual definition of the surface room and

association of the bin with that feature was a considerable relief.

The basically rectangular construction is set right against the south

corner of Storage Room 1. The other walls are of edge- or end-set stone, and
a partial stone pavement is enclosed by the outlining stones. It extends up
to 70 cm. out from the wall of the storage room; at the junction with the

storage room wall it is 70 cm. wide, narrowing to almost 45 cm. at the damaged
eastern end. Comparable interior dimensions run about 25 cm. less.

The south side is composed of two, small, shal lowly set cobbles and a

minor slab fragment. On the north are two larger cobbles, little more than
set on the surface room floor. On the east is one vertically set cobble
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Figure 73. Detail view to the northwest of the bin in

Surface Room 3, LM-2.

adjacent to the slab in the southern

in the shorter northern wall is a 25

surface. No doubt the channel held

completed the enclosure.

wall; angling from that to the end cobble
cm. long, 5-cm.-wide channel in the floor

additional outlining material that

A partial stone pavement on the interior is provided by closely set

cobbles. This was probably a full pavement when initially laid, with a

portion later damaged and/or removed. In a gap in the pavement at the

northwest corner was found a fist-size, fully grooved, stone maul.

Fill of the bin, while quite clayey, was more similar to the general

Stratum 5 accumulation outside the

the interior pavement surface was
Some clay was found around both
original extent was not evident.

room than to the room fill,

about the same as the room
the vertical and horizontal

The level of
floor level.

liners, but

Hearth . This oval feature is located ca. 30 cm. east of the bin

(Fig. 67). Its south edge is apparently right at the trace of the south edge
of the surface room, and it is actually set on a very gentle little slope down
to the mainly level room floor. It measures 60 by 45 cm.

The very shallow basin is fully clay lined, with the faces of a

horizontally set cobble and sandstone slab piece showing slightly above the
clay and occupying about 40 percent of the interior area. Two large stones on
the clay on the south edge were drawn (Fig. 67) as part of the feature, but
are 10 to 15 cm. high and are probably extraneous, perhaps fall of some sort.

Only from 2 to 4 cm. of ashy sand, quite light in color, covered the clay and

stone at the time of exposure.
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Pits . Three sub-floor pits are in the northeast corner (Fig. 67). All

are set close to one another, with parallel northeast to southwest long axes.
The pits are quite different in size and exact shapes, but share several
characteristics. All are lined with light-colored, rather pinkish clay. Pits
1 and 3 are fully lined; Pit 2 shows clay on the lip and in patches in the
bottom. All showed rather clean, brown to tan sandy fill with no artifacts
present; in addition, Pit 2 showed some clean, orange sand on about the west
one-half.

All of the pits are rather straight-sided with flat or just slightly
basined floors. Pit 3 is slightly stepped with the north one-third of the
floor 3 cm. higher than the southern portion. Notes indicate that there was
light colored clay over all of the pits. However, as noted elsewhere, the
surface rooms all showed a lot of roof clay laying just above the floors, and
that is probably what was over the pits rather than seals.

Pit 1 is somewhat irregular in outline and measures 40 by 28 cm. by 12 cm.

corners and measures 52 by 42
but with straight sides; it

deep . Pi t 2 is somewhat squari sh wi th rounded

cm. by 18 cm. deep. Pit 3 is rather elongate
measures 40 by 20 cm. and is 6 an d 9 cm. deep.

The ca. 10 cm. of definable fill in Surface Room 3 was a rather trashy
sand with some dark stain, but not nearly as dark as found in Surface Room 1.

Artifacts were not nearly as common as in the other surface rooms (Table 4).

Miscellaneous Features

A few minor features were found outside of structural context and are
individually described.

Figure 74. Detail view of fully cleared outdoor
firepit, Occupation Surface 3, LM-2.
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Outdoor Firepit . This was found in the apparent plaza area to the front

(south) of the room block (Figs. 44, 67, 74-75). It is 1.3 m. south of the

wall common to Storage Room 1 and Surface Room 3. Association is firmly with
Occupation Surface 3 (Fig. 48).

The feature is in poor condition (Fig. 74). Indicated, however, is a

shallow, nicely made, fully clay-and-stone-lined firepit. From pieces still

in place, there appears to have been an edge and slope lining of rather small,

thin, tabular pieces of sandstone and basalt set at rather low angles. Two of
these pieces show dressed tops, and on the north, three small liners are

thickly covered with whitish clay (Figs. 74, 75). The nearly flat bottom was
composed of closely fitted rock, mainly thin slab fragments; a fair amount of

this material is still in place. Probably all of the lining rock was
initially covered with clay, which still covers and smooths the juncture
between the extant edge and bottom liners.

Fill at the time of exposure was mainly reddish sand essentially identical

to that on the surrounding occupation surface. A bit of dark, ashy sand,

however, was found on the bottom liners as well as on the areas where the

liners were missing.

LITTLE MAN SITE 2

42WS1346
FIREPIT - ASHPIT

'.'Hi
clay

r^2> rock

Figure 75. Plan and cross-section drawing of the

outdoor firepit and ashpit, LM-2.
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Ashpit . This tiny but tidy construction (Figs. 67, 75) is located just 15

cm. from the closest edge of the firepit just described. The two are at
exactly the same level and must be seen as associated. As opposed to the
firepit, however, the little pit is in good condition. Small as it is, it
nevertheless appears to have been remodeled once and possibly twice.

The original feature was a 20-cm.-deep hole, edge and bottom lined with

small, thin sandstone slabs. Six vertically set slabs line the edge. These
are set in a hexagonal pattern, with slightly disparate side lengths (10 to 15

cm.) and angles of juncture. The bottom lining is set inside the edge
liners. More than one piece is involved, but little else was specifically
noted. The bottom was covered with up to 1 cm. of very dark, very fine sand,
ash, and charcoal

.

At some point, and for some reason known only to the builder, two little
slabs were set within the feature. They run about two-thirds of the way
across the feature, angel noticeably where the ends touch, and partially
demark ca. one-fourth to one-third of the outline area of the feature. The
slabs bottoms are 3 cm. above the pit bottom, and nearly 10 cm. below the
top. To the small, demarked side is a deposit of clean, light-colored sand;

vertically, this is coextensive with the height of the slab. Under, around,
and over the light material is a deposit of dark sand and ash.

Found 3 or 4 cm. above the tops of the secondary liners were four pieces

of slab (Fig. 75) laying more or less horizontally, and more or less providing
a high "bottom." There is some chance that these were fortuitous, but
although rather sloppy, they were probably purposefully set. Fill above these

was similar to the surrounding sand, while below is the dark, ashy material
just noted.

Isolated Pit and Post . These two features were found within a meter of

one another in the shorter of the east to west exploratory trenches (Fig.

44). Both were defined at ca. 40 cm. below site surface. The pit could be

seen to originate at this level; the post, a channel 7 cm. in diameter but
just a few centimeters long, could have originated well above.

The pit, actually cut in profile by the north edge of the trench, was seen

to originate at the top of light gravels and caliche (Strata 1 and 2) at the

base of the sandy cultural deposits. While not carried into the area of
definition, this appeared to be 10 or more centimeters below Occupation
Surface 1

.

The 25 cm. in diameter, circular pit was cut 30 cm. into the loose,

culturally sterile deposit. Walls are quite straight and covered with a

caliche deposit, as is the basin-shaped floor. Fill was described as a tan

sand with some apparent ash and charcoal, although there is not the slightest
additional indication that the feature was a hearth.

Surface Ground Stone . While numerous artifacts were found on the surface

of the site, this concentration was fully isolated from any other appreciable
grouping, and seems to deserve note. It might actually represent an entirely

different occupation than that of the balance of the site, although there is

no convincing evidence for such an assumption.
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Observed at site surface about 5 m. southeast of the pithouse was a ca.

2.5 m. by 1 m. concentration of stones, mainly smallish cobbles, but including
some ground stone artifacts. Recovered from the surface were four small mano
fragments and a slab metate fragment. A trench cut through the concentration
found it to be essentially one-rock-deep. There were, however, other
materials recovered subsurface from the trench, including Anasazi sherds.

Discussion

In some respects, this site presents quite an opposite set of

circumstances to those seen at LM-1. That is, LM-2 is not structurally large
at all, but yielded a great deal (for the project) of debris, and seems to

indicate a considerable length of occupation. LM-1, of course, showed a

number of structures but very little material and an apparent short duration
of occupation.

It is proposed that the site, in the main, reflects strong evidence for

permanent, full-time occupation of appreciable duration. There are present
substantial storage facilities, habitation facilities suitable for both cold
and warm season use, a complex building and remodeling sequence tied to other
occupational phenomena, and abundant occupational refuse in an areally large
and relatively deep midden.

An agricultural base for the occupation can be inferred in the first
instance from the defined type of site, but also artifact types, in-site
structures and associations, as well as the location in a highly favorable
setting. Use of agricultural products is directly shown by the presence of
charred corncob pieces in several flotation samples from different contexts.

Other subsistence activities are seen as poorly represented in either
direct or inferential fashion. Bone scrap is virtually absent and the tools
normally thought to be contained in a hunting kit are very scarce. Use of
wild plants, while directly indicated via flotation, is not shown to be
extensive and perhaps not of subsistence significance.

Recovered from 23 flotation samples (Heath, Appendix I , this report) were
rather minor numbers of seeds representing Chenopodium spp. (goose foot,
pigweed), Potentilla spp. (cinquefoil), He! ianthus annuus (sunflower), and
Brassicacea~e (mustard), as well as budscales from Juniperus (juniper). The
seven sunflower seeds and eight budscales are unburned and therefore suspect
in the first place. Chenopodium spp. was commonly found in the other Little
Man sites as well as in the Red CI iffs site (Heath, Appendix II , this report)
and the Quail Creek sites (Heath 1986:477-495). Many species of Chenopodi urn

are weedy, and constant representation in agricultural sites probably
indicates they are cultivation weeds. Thus, use is probably simply as a

companion to agriculture, not an instance of extensive wild seed gathering.

Five mustard seeds were recovered from one sample. These were charred and
probably represent aboriginal use, which is normally reported in the
ethnographic literature as other than direct dietary. The cinquefoil seeds
are also charred and thus are probably legitimately associated with site

occupations; also, the nine seeds are from three loci. However, the seeds
were probably not the reason the plants were brought to the site; most
literature (e.g. Harrington 1967:202-203) represents primary use was of the

large, starchy roots.
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As emphasized elsewhere, however, it is not just the rather sparse direct
representation of the native species that appears significant. Rather, it is

the complete absence of many species of local or area abundance that are also

well documented in the ethnographic literature as extensively utilized. The
absence, of course, may relate to prehistoric methods of procurement,
processing, and use; or, it could be due to sampling. It is nonetheless very

suggestive.

Three of four radiocarbon dates run for the site are essentially useless

for establishing the period of occupation, or even for establishing
parameters. Two in the A.D. 600s are from 300 to 400 years too early; one

approaching the thirteenth century is considerably too late. The single
determination of ca. A.D. 1000 is precisely when it is thought the site should
date. Selecting a single, best-liked date, however, is on the order of not
playing fair.

That carbonized samples from the site were found to be amenable to

tree-ring dating is highly significant for future work (and backlog material);
however, the two determinations obtained are as early as the two early C-14
readings. While disappointing in the immediate context, the tree-ring dates
are nonetheless very helpful in another respect. That is, the very close
similarities of the tree-ring and the two early radiocarbon determinations
tend to confirm that we are, in fact, and as suspected, dealing with older
wood rather than lab or other sample problems.

Artifacts are relatively abundant (Table 4), at least as compared to the

other sites in the project area. Particularly notable are the several axes
and mauls, as well as the only mortar from the project and one of the few

known from the Virgin area. Also of note are the only bone tools from the

Little Man sites, all recovered from the same context (Fig. 57). However,
other than a few examples of unusual types, the overall artifact assemblage is

seen as quite similar to that from the other sites - there are simply more
here.

The locus of recovery of some of the artifacts may be significant,

especially so some of the forms, such as the axes, that require considerable
effort of manufacture and seemingly would not be abandoned lightly. In the
case of the several axes, particularly, these were all recovered from what can
be seen as terminal occupational contexts; that is, Occupation Surface 3

(which held numerous additional heavy artifacts) and the upper floor surfaces
of Storage Rooms 1 (Fig. 60) and 2. It is as though the inhabitants just
walked away from these obviously valuable and apparently serviceable artifacts.

There are a couple of other rather unique features noted for the site that

bear another specific mention here. First, while in a very appealing general
locational situation (Figs. 6, 42), the specific positioning of the site is

such that it has a slight upslope orientation. The little room block is open
to the southeast but noticeably downslope from the big midden. No particular
reason is abstracted to explain why this rather unpleasant-seeming situation
was developed; although, one might be tempted to present this as evidence of
just how important the southeast orientation was seen to be.

Secondly, there is quite compelling evidence that the big Storage Room 1

was being used for a different purpose at the time it was ultimately

abandoned. Particularly, when exposed by excavators, the floor was simply
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littered with apparently serviceable, high-value artifacts such as stone axes,

as well as awls, fleshers, and counters of bone and antler. The awls, etc.

were not simply the only such artifacts from the project, they represented
virtually the only faunal remains from the project; while not in top
condition, they retained complete form and considerable substance.

Anyway, the bone digression aside, the floor associations must be seen as

important, or at least unusual data as the clearing of dozens of storage units
at Red Cliffs, Quail Creek, and the other Little Man sites yielded hardly a

single, in situ artifact. Since no hearth was present, the evidence is not
compelling that the unit had been totally converted to a full-time habitation,
but it certainly appears to have become an activity locus, as had the closely
attached pavement remnant of Storage Room 2.

As elsewhere in the project area, great care was taken in the excavations

of LM-2 to establish an internal developmental sequence. This was quite
successful with the room block and related surrounding features, especially
the well-defined levels or surfaces of occupation. In ways, however, close
control over the occupational sequence raised more problems of interpretation
than were solved. While control is not the best via-a-vis the pithouse, it

nevertheless appears that there were storage facilities on site for an
appreciable period prior to establishment of formal -recognizable habitation
units, either the pithouse or the surface rooms.

On the other hand, at some point after all the structures were in place,

there was seemingly a great glut of habitation facilities along with an
apparent shortage of storage space. A decent case can be made that at some

point, probably toward the termination of occupation, not only were the
pithouse and surface rooms available for habitation use, the big Storage Room
1 had been converted to some sort of occupation use, and the adjacent Storage
Room 2 to use as something on the order of a work patio. Thus, at some
particular time, it is possible that only Storage Room 3 was active as a

storage unit.

Especially in the light of a similar observation of LM-1 (see above), the

finding of storage units on site for some period of time before establishment
of habitation units is significant in the elucidation of Virgin subsistence
practices and demographics. Several implications are noted with the

discussion of the LM-1 materials, above, and need not be repeated here. To be

again abstracted specifically from the LM-2 observations, however, is that
while sites may be established with only storage units, the trend in

development is to full-time, permanent habitation sites with a full complement
of facilities.

Using the number of distinct building actions established for the LM-1

room block, a perhaps not wholly unrealistic figure of about five years was
abstracted as the duration of occupation for that site. Further, a

non-weighted comparison of sherd counts between LM-2 and LM-4 (seen as of ^ery
short occupational duration) seemed to generally confirm that line of
reasoning. However, neither estimating device is seen as of much value here.

Particularly, the number of definable construction occurrences elicited
for LM-2 is only a couple more than abstracted for LM-1. All other
indicators, however, indicate a much longer duration for LM-2 than for LM-1.
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TABLE 4

COLLECTION SUMMARY LM-2 (42Wsl346)

Test Trenches - Room Block Vicinity -

Strata 5/7 •

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray
St. George B/G (1 fr.)

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G '_

Lithics.

D - metate frag.

Q - abrading stone

Q - edge grinder
S - ground stone frag

.

B - maul frag.

PW- edge grinder
L - cobble scrapers
C - scraper
C - utilized flakes

C5- utilized flakes
LL- utilized flake
C5- core
C - core flakes (1 cortex)
C - core shatter flake
C4- core flake
LL- biface flakes
LL- core flakes (4 cortex)
LL- core shatter flake (cortex)_

Q - core flakes

Q - u/i flake (cortex)

60

3

Test Trenches - Room Block Vicinity -

Stratum 5_.

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray
u/1 Virgin Ser. B/G (1 fr.).

Unidentified
Lithics .

S - mano frag ._

16

6

S - abrading stone
Q - edge grinder
S - ground stone frags.

Q - edge pounder
Q - cobble scraper
LL- scraper
C - utilized flakes
Q - core
C5- core flake
LL- core shatter flakes (2 cortex)_
LL- u/i flake (cortex)
Test Trenches - Pithouse Vicinity -

Strata 5/7 -

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray
St. George B/G
u/i Virgin Ser. B/G
Lithics .

L - mano
S - mano frag

.

L - mano frag.

Q - abrading stone frags.
S - abrading stone frag.

142

3

B - abrading stone frag. 1

Q - polishing stone frags. 2

B - polishing stone frag. 1

S - ground stone 1

S - ground stone frags. 4

L - ground stone frag. 1

B - maul 1

Q - edge pounder 1

LL- abrading stone/scraper 1

LL- core scrapers 2

L - cobble scraper 1

C5- scraper 1

LL- scraper 1

C - core knife 1

C5- core knife 1

C - utilized flakes 4

C5- utilized flake 1

C6- utilized flake 1

C7- utilized flakes 3

- utilized flake 1

LL- utilized flakes 4

C6- core 1

C - core flakes 2

C - u/i flakes (2 cortex) 3

C3- core shatter flake 1

C5- core flakes (2 cortex) 3

C5- core shatter flakes (2 cortex)_ 3

C5- u/1 flakes (2 cortex) 2

C6- u/i flakes 5

LL- core flakes (8 cortex) 12

LL- u/i flakes (2 cortex) 5

Q - core flakes (1 cortex) 1

Test Trenches - Midden - 0-20 cm.

Ceramics.
Mesquite Gray 2

North Creek Gray (1 fr, 2 slip) 293
St. George B/G (2 fr.) 11

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G (1 fr.) 37

Lithics.
S - mano frag

.

1

B - mano frag

.

1

D - mano frag

.

1

S - abrading stone frag. 1

B - abrading stone frags. 2

S - modified stone 1

S - ground stone frags. 3

LL- scrapers 2

C5- scraper 1

C - utilized flakes 15

C4- utilized flake 1

C6- utilized flakes 6

LL- utilized flakes 12

Q - utilized flakes 2

C2- core 1

C5- core 1

C6- core 1

C - core flakes (1 cortex) 4

C - core shatter flakes 2
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

C1- core shatter flake (cortex)
C2- core shatter flakes (1 cortex)_

C2- core shatter flake (cortex)
C5- core flakes
C5- core shatter flake (cortex)_

C5- u/1 flake "_

C6- core flakes (3 cortex)
C6- core shatter flake
C8- core flake (cortex)
C8- u/i flake
C9- u/i flake
LL- core flakes (16 cortex)
LL- core shatter flakes (4 cortex)_
LL- u/i flakes (5 cortex)

Q - core flakes (2 cortex)
Q - u/i flakes (2 cortex)
B - u/i flake (cortex)

Test Trenches - Midden - 20-40 cm .

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray (2 fr, 2 slip)
Washington B/G
St. George B/G
u/i Virgin Ser. B/G (1 fr, 2 slip)_
Lithics.
S - ground stone

S - ground stone frag

.

Q - edge pounder
LL- core scraper
LL- scraper
C

C

C - utilized flakes_

C6- utilized flake_
LL- utilized flakes_
C - cores

bifacially modified frag,

scraper/graver

LL- core
coreC - flake (cortex)

C - core shatter flake
C1- core flake
C1- u/i flake (cortex)
C5- core flake (cortex)
C5- core shatter flake (cortex)_

C6- core flake
C6- u/i flake
LL- core flakes (11 cortex)
LL- core shatter flake (cortex)_
LL- u/i flakes (1 cortex)
Q - u/i flake

1

2

1

3

1

1

10

1

1

1

1

31

5

5

3

2

1

195
1

4

17

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

5

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

23

1

4

1

Excavation Units - Room Block Vicinity -

Strata 5/7 -

Ceramics.
North Creek Gray (9 fr, 2 sherd)
Washington B/G (2 fr.)

]

St. George B/G
u/i Virgin Ser. B/G (1 fr.)

Lithics .

L - mano
S - mano frag.

543

3

13

41

1

1

B - mano frag

.

1

D - mano frag

.

1

S - abrading stones 3

Q - abrading stone 1

B - abrading stone 1

Q - polishing stone 1

B - polishing stone 1

S - sphere 1

S - modified stone frag. 1

S - ground stone frags. 5

LL- core scraper 1

L - cobble scrapers 2

LL- scrapers 2

Q - flake knife 1

C5- Parowan Basal-notched point 1

C - point preform 1

C - preform 1

C - utilized flakes 21

C1- utilized flake 1

C2- utilized flake 1

C4- utilized flake 1

C5- utilized flakes 6

C6- utilized flakes 3

C7- utilized flake 1

LL- utilized flakes 8

C - core 1

LL- core 1

C - biface flake 1

C - core flakes (1 cortex) 7

C - core shatter flakes (2 cortex) 7

C - u/i flakes 4

C2- core flae 1

C5- biface flake 1

C5- core flakes (1 cortex) 9

C5- core shatter flakes (2 cortex) 6

C5- u/i flakes (1 cortex) 5

C6- biface flakes 2

C6- core flakes 2

C6- core shatter flakes (1 cortex) 2

C6- u/i flakes 2

C7- core flakes 2

C7- core shatter flake (cortex) 1

LL- core flakes (11 cortex) 27

LL- core shatter flakes (3 cortex) 3

LL- u/i flakes (4 cortex) 12

Q - core flakes (4 cortex) 11

Q - u/i flakes (1 cortex) 3

SS- core flake (cortex) 1

SS- u/i flakes (3 cortex) 4

B - u/i flake 1

Excavation Units - Room Block Vicinity -

Stratum 5

.

Ceramics.
North Creek Gray 55
St. George B/G 1

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G (1 slip) 6

Lithics.
S - abrading stone 1

Q - abrading stone 1
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

B - abrading stone_

L -

L -

LL-

abrading stone
abrading stone frag,
pestel

S -

Q -

Q -

ground stone frags,

pounding stone
edge pounder

L - edge pounder
LL- core scrapers
LL- scrapers
LL- flake knife
C -

C5-
LL-

C4-

utilized flakes
utilized flake
utilized flakes
core

C6- core
C7- core
LL- core
C - core flake
C6- u/i flake (cortex)
LL- core flakes (3 cortex)
LL- core shattrer flake (cortex)_
LL- u/i flakes (3 cortex)
Q - u/i flake (cortex)

North Creek Gray (5 fr.)_

St. George B/G
u/i Virgin Ser. B/G
Lithics .

B - mano
S - abrading stone
S - abrading stone frags ._

L - modified stone frag._
S - ground stone frags.
B - ground stone frag.
L - ground stone frag.

C - edge pounder
LL- 3craper
Q - pendant frag.
C - utilized flakes_

utilized flakeC4-

C6- utilized flakes
LL- utilized flakes
C - biface flake (edge ground)_
C - core flakes

core shatter flakes_

u/i flakes
u/i flake

C

C
C2

C5- core flakes (2 cortex)_
C5- core shatter flake
C5- u/i flakes
C6- core flakes
C6- u/i flakes (1 cortex)
LL- core flakes (10 cortex),
LL- u/i flakes (1 cortex)
Q -

Q -

Q -

PW-

core flakes (1 cortex)
core shatter flake (cortex)_
u/i flake

Excavation Unlt3 - Plthouse Vicinity -

Excavation Units - Plthouse Vicinity -

Strata 5/7 -

Ceramics.

core shatter flake (cortex)

165
4

19

1

1

2

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

12

1

2

4

1

8

5

6

1

5

1

5

2

3

19

15

2

1

1

1

Stratum 5.

Ceramics.
North Creek Gray 28
St. George B/G 5

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 6

Lithics.
S - abrading stone 1

S - ground stone frag. 1

L - ground stone frag. 1

Q - edge pounder 1

LL- scrapers 2

L - mineral pigment frag

.

1

C - utilized flakes 3

C - u/i flake 1

C4- core flake 1

C5- core flake 1

LL- core flakes (2 cortex)

South Midden Area - 0-10 cm .

Ceramics.
Mesquite Gray
North Creek Gray_
Washington B/G
St. George B/G_
u/i Virgin Ser. B/G (5 fr, 5

Lithics.
slip).

- mano frags

.

- mano frags.
- abrading stones_
- abrading stone
- abrading stones_

abrading stone frags.

abrading stone frags.

abrading stone frag._

PW- abrading stone frag._

MO- abrading stone frag._

Q - polishing stones
polishing stone
edge grinder

- modified stone
modified stone frags,

modified stone frags,

ground stone

L

Q

S

S

L

S

S

Q

B

L

D

Q

PW- edge pounder

LL- abrading stone/scraper_
C - core scraper
C5- core scrapers
C5- cobble scraper
Q - cobble scrapers
L - cobble scrapers

scrapers

ground stone frags._

ground stone frag ._
ground stone frags ._

ground stone frags ._

ground stone frag

.

pounding stone

C5

LL- scraper3_

C - Eastgate Expanding Stem point
C - point frag.
C - drill

3

1242

2

13

137

5

2

4

1

4

5

3

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

8

2

1

26

1

4

3

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

2

2

6

1

1

1
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

C5- drill frag. 1

C6- bifaclally modified tool 1

C - blfacially modified frag. 1

C - graver 1

C1- graver 1

c - utilized flakes 30

C2- utilized flake 1

C4- utilized flakes 2

C5- utilized flakes 8

C6- utilized flakes 7

C8- utilized flake 1

- utilized flake 1

LL- utilized flakes 26

Q - utilized flake 1

C - core 1

Cj- cores 2

LL- cores 2

C - biface flakes (1 edge ground) 4

C - core flakes (1 cortex) 17

C - core shatter flakes(2 cortex) 5

C - u/i flakes (1 cortex) 13

C2- biface flake 1

C3- core flake 1

C5- biface flakes 3

C5- core flakes (7 cortex) 33

C5- core shatter flakes (2 cortex)_ 4

C5- flakes (5 cortex) 13

C6- core flakes (3 cortex) 13

C6- core shatter flake 1

C6- u/i flakes (1 cortex) 6

C7- core flake (cortex) 1

C7- u/i flake 1

C8- core shatter flake 1

C9- biface flake 1

C9- u/i flakes 2

LL- core flakes (38 cortex) 79
LL- core shatter flakes (9 cortex) 17

LL- u/i flakes (16 cortex) 47

Q - core flakes (9 cortex) 21

Q - core shatter flakes (1 cortex) 2

Q - u/i flakes (6 cortex) 14

SS- core flakes (3 cortex) 7

SS- core shatter flake (cortex) 1

SS- u/i flakes (1 cortex) 10

B - core flakes (1 cortex) 3

B - u/i flakes (1 cortex) 5

PW- u/i flakes 2

South Midden Area - 10-20 cm.

Ceramics.
Norl;h Creek Gray (8 fr.) 389

St. George B/G (3 fr.) 11

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 33

Lithics.
B - mano 1

S - abrading stones 5

Q - abrading stone 1

B - abrading stones 2

Q - polishing stone 1

S - modified stone 1

S - modified stone frags. 3

S - ground stone frags. 11

ground stone frags._
edge pounder

L - cobble scrapers_
L - cobble knife

- chalky white mineral pigment
C - dart point base frag.

C5- blfacially modified frag.
C - utilized flakes
C5- utilized flakes
C6- utilized flakes
C7- utilized flake
LL- utilized flakes
C - core
C5- core
C - biface flakes (edge ground )_

C - core flakes
C - core shatter flakes (1 cortex)_
C - u/i flakes (1 cortex)
C5- core flakes (1 cortex)
C5- u/i flakes (2 cortex)
C6- core flakes
C6- core shatter flake (cortex)_
LL- core flakes (14 cortex)

LL- core shatter flakes (8 cortex)_
LL- u/i flakes (4 cortex)
Q - core flakes (5 cortex)
Q - u/i flakes (1 cortex)
B - u/i flakes
S - u/i flake
South Midden Area - 20-30 cm .

Ceramics .

Mesquite Gray
North Creek Gray (2 fr, 2 slip)
St. George B/G (1 fr.)

"

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G (1 fr.)
Lithics.
B - abrading stone
S - ground stone frag.
C - utilized flakes
C5- utilized flake
C?- utilized flake
LL- core
C - biface flake_
C- core flake
C - core shatter flake_
C1- core shatter flake_
C5- core flakes
C6- biface flake
C6- core flake
C6- u/i flakes
C7- core flake
LL- core flakes (3 cortex)
LL- core shatter flake (cortex)
LL- u/i flakes

\

Q - core flake

North Midden Area - 0-10 cm .

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray (15 fr, 3 slip)
Washington B/G

"

2

1

3

1

1

1

1

13

4

3

1

9

1

1

3

4

2

5

6

5

3

1

24

9

13

7

4

3

1

1

99
11

14

1

1

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

2

1

7

1

3

1

1287

1
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

St. George B/G (2 fr.)
u/i Virgin Ser. B/G (1 fr.)
Lithics.

23

grinding slab frag.
mano frag

.

mano frag

.

mano frag

.

- abrading stone
- abrading stone frag.
- polishing stone
- modified stone

modified stone frag,
modified stone frag,
ground stones

S

S

B

D

S

L

Q

S

s

L

S

S - ground stone frags
._

B - ground stone frags._

L - ground stone frags ._

Q - edge pounder
PW- edge pounder
LL- core scrapers
L - cobble scraper
SS- cobble scraper
LL- scrapers
C5-

C8-

C -

C7-

C -

C4-

C5-

C6-

C7-

flake knife
Parowan Basal-notched point_

drill frag.

graver
utilized flakes_
utilized flake_
utilized flakes_
utilized flakes_
utilized flakes_

LL- utilized flakes_

Q - utilized flaked
C3- core
C6- core
LL- cores
C - biface flakes (1 edge ground )_

C - core flakes (2 cortex)

C - core shatter flakes
C - u/i flakes (2 cortex)

C1- oore shatter flakes (2 cortex)

C1- u/i flakes '_

C5- biface flake
C5- core flakes (2 cortex)
C5- core shatter flakes (3 cortex)_

C5- u/i flakes (3 cortex)
C6- core flakes (2 cortex)
C6- core shatter flakes (1 cortex)_
C6- u/i flakes (2 cortex)
C7- core flakes
C7- u/i flakes
C9- core flakes (1 cortex)_
C9- u/i flakes (1 cortex)
LL- core flakes (32 cortex)
LL- core shatter flakes (12 cortex)
LL- u/i flakes (14 cortex)

Q - core flakes (10 cortex)

Q - core shatter flake (cortex)

Q - u/i flakes (2 cortex)
SS- core flakes (6 cortex)

2

26

2

2

48

1

8

6

3

24

1

1

1

5

9

18

4

17

2

3

1

15

10

12

4

2

6

3

2

2

2

86

14

41

24
1

9

10

SS- core shatter flakes (1 cortex 3
SS- u/i flakes (2 cortex) 9
B - core flakes (1 cortex) 2

North Midden Area - 10-20 cm.
Ceramics.
North Creek Gray (3 fr.) 188
Washington B/G 1

St. George B/G (2 fr.) 8

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G (1 fr.) 23
Lithics.
Q - mano 1

B - mano 1

S - mano frag

.

1

Q - abrading stone 1

B - abrading stone frag. 1

S - modified stone frags. 2
S - ground stone frags. 2
B - axe 1

Q - edge pounder 1

PW- edge pounder 1

MO- edge pounder 1

C3- core scraper 1

C5- core scraper 1

C5- scraper 1

LL- scraper 1

C - scraper 1

C - utilized flakes 6

C5- utilized flakes 4

C6- utilized flake 1

LL- utilized flakes 2

C - cores 2

C - biface flake (edge ground) 1

C - core flakes (1 cortex) 3

C - core shatter flake (cortex) 1

C5- core flakes 2

C5- core shatter flake (cortex) 1

C5- u/i flake 1

C9- core shatter flake 1

- core flake (cortex) 1

LL- core flakes (1 cortex) 10
LL- core shatter flake (cortex) 1

LL- u/i flakes (1 cortex) 6

Q - core flakes (4 cortex) 6

Q - u/i flake (cortex) 1

SS- core flake (cortex) 1

B - core flake (cortex) 1

B - u/i flakes 3
PW- u/i flakes (1 cortex) 2

North Midden Area - 20-30 cm.
Lithics.

Q - edge pounder
Q - core
C1- u/i flake (cortex)
LL- core flake (cortex)

Q - core flake (cortex)
C - u/1 flakes (1 cortex) 2

Occupation Surface 1

.

Ceramics

.

North Creek Gray 11

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 2
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

Lithics.
B - grinding slab frag.
D - mano
B - mano frag. 1

S - abrading stone 1

L - abrading stone 1

B - polishing stone 1

C - edge pounder 1

L - cobble scraper 1

LL- scraper 1

C - preform 1

C - utilized flakes
C - core flake

3

1

Occupation Surface 2

.

Ceramics.
North Creek Gray
Washington B/G

47

2

St. George B/G 1

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G
Lithics.
B - slab metate frag.
S - mano

8

1

1

B - manos 2

L - mano 1

S - mano frags.
L - mano frag

.

2

1

Q - abrading stones
B - abrading stones
L - abrading stones

2

2

2

S - abrading stone frag.
L - abrading stone frag.
S - ground stone frag

.

Q - edge pounder
PW edge pounder
Q - cobble scraper
L - cobble scrapers

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

LL- scrapers 2

C - utilized flake
LL- utilized flake
C2- core

1

1

1

C6- core 1

LL- core 1

C5- core flake (cortex)
C6- core shatter flake (cortex)
LL- core flakes (2 cortex)
LL- u/i flake (cortex)
Occupation Surface 3-

Ceramics.
North Creek Gray (2 fr.)

Washington B/G

1

1

2

1

80

1

St. George B/G 2

Lithics.
S - manos 2

S - mano frags.
B - mano frag

.

2

L - mano frag . 1

B - abrading stone 1

Q - abrading stone frag. 1

B - ground stone frag. 1

B - maul frag./mano 1

B - axe 1

C - edge pounder
Q - edge pounder
PW- edge pounder
B - cobble scraper_
L •

S

Q

C •

C1-

cobble scrapers_
cobble scraper
scraper
utilized flakes_
utilized flake_

C6- utilized flake_
C7- utilized flake_
C5- core
C8- core
C -

C -

C6- core flake
C6- u/i flake

core flake_
u/i flake

LL- core flakes (1 cortex)_

Pithouse Fill - 0-20 cm.
Ceramics .

North Creek Gray
Lithics .

B - abrading stone
C - utilized flake
C6- utilized flake

C - u/i flake
C3- core shatter flake (cortex)
C5- core flake
LL- core flake
LL- core shatter flake (cortex)
LL- u/i flake '_

Pithouse Fill - 20-40 cm.

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray
St. George B/G
u/i Virgin Ser. B/G_
Lithics .

S - mano frag

.

LL- core scraper
C - bifacially modified tool frag.
LL- utilized tool frag.
LL- core flakes (2 cortex)
LL- u/i flakes (2 cortex)

Pithouse Fill - 40-60 cm.

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray
Lithics .

S - grinding slab frag.

Q - abrading stone
L - ground stones
S - modified stone frag._
C - utilized flake
LL- core
C - core flake

Pithouse Fill - 60-80 cm.

North Creek Gray
C6- Elko Side-notched point_
LL- utilized flake

29

17

2

1

1

1

1

1

3

2
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

Plthou3e Fill - Undifferentiated ,

North Creek Gray
B - abrading stone
S - modified stone
C1- core flake (cortex)
C6- u/i flake '_

Q - core flake
'

Pithouse - Floor .

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray
Recon. Jars - North Creek Gray_

Lithics.
B - mortar
S - 1 mano
Q - mano frag

.

Q - abrading stone
Q - abrading stone frag._

L - polishing stone frag.

Q - edge pounder
C5- Eastgate Expanding Stem point_
C3- Parowan Basal-notched point

- Biface frag.
C - utilized flakes
C6- utilized flake

Q - utilized flake
C - cores
LL- core
C - core flakes
C - core shatter flake
C - u/i flake
C5- core shatter flake (cortex)

Pithouse - Bench Surface .

North Creek Gray
S - manos
S - modified stone frag

Pithouse - Hearth - Fill .

S - mano
S -

c -

c -

ground stone frag,
utilized flakes
core flakes

c - u/i flake
C5- core shatter flake (cortex)
C6-

C6-

core flakes (1 cortex)
u/i flake

LL- u/i flake

Pithouse - Southern Rece33 - Fill .

Q - pounding platform
B - cobble scraper
C - utilized flake
C - core flake
C5- u/i flake (cortex)
Q - core flake (cortex)

Pithouse - Southern Recess - Floor .

Ct- utilized flake
LL- core
C - core flake (cortex)
C5- u/i flake (cortex)

Pithouse - Bin SE of Hearth - Fill .

North Creek Gray
LL- core flake (cortex)

grinding slab frags,

grinding slab frag._

palette
mano

- mano frags._

Storage Room 1 - Fill .

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray (2 fr.)

St. George B/G
u/i Virgin Ser. B/G
Lithics .

S

B

S

S

s

s

Q

L

L

S

L

S

L

S

B

L
B

abrading stones_
abrading stone
abrading stone
polishing stone_
modified stone
modified stone
modified stone frags,

modified stone frag._

ground stone frag.
ground stone frag.
ground stone frag.
axe

C7- edge pounder_
LL- core scraper_
C -

C5-

utillzed flakes_
utilized flake

LL- utilized flake_
C - core
C1- core
LL- core flakes (2 cortex)

LL- u/i flakes (1 cortex)_

Storage Room 1_ - Floor .

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray
Recon. jar - North Creek Gray_
Lithics .

D - mano
Q - abrading stone_

B - axes
LL- scraper
C5- Elko Corner-notched point_

C - scraper
LL- scraper

16

1

68
2

5

Storage Room 2 - Fill .

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray
Washington B/G

Storage Room 1 - Stone in Upper Floor .

S - slab metate frags. 2

S - abrading platform frag. 1

Storage Rooom 1 - Wall Chinking Stone .

LL- pestle/pounding stone 1

Storage Room 1 - Floor Chinking Stone .

Q - core flake (cortex) 1
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G_

Lithics .

S - metate frag.

LL- flake knife/scraper_

Storage Room 2 - Upper Floor .

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray
u/i Virgin Ser. B/G
Lithics.

- mano frag.
abrading stone
pestle
ground
ground
ground
axe

stone
stone
stone

tool
frag.

frag.

edge pounders_
cobble scrapers_

utilized flake_
C7- utilized flake_
LL- utilized flakes_
C - core
C -

C5-

core flake_
core flake

LL- core flakes (1 cortex)_

LL- u/i flake (cortex)

Storage Room 2_ - Beneath Upper Floor .

North Creek Gray

Storage Room 3_ - Fill .

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray (3 fr.)

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G
Lithics .

Q - abrading stones
L - abrading stone
S - modified stone frag.

S - ground stone frags.
LL- core flakes
LL- core shatter flake (cortex)_

LL- u/i flakes (2 cortex)

Surface Room 1 - Fill .

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray (4 fr.)

Washington B/G (2 fr.)

St. George B/G (1 fr.)

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G (2 fr.)

Lithics.
metate frag,

mano
- mano frag.

S

S

s

s

Q

S - modified stone frags,
S - ground stone frag.

C1- hammerstone
Q - edge pounder
PW- edge pounder

abrading stone frag ._

edge grinder

12

1

2

1

1

4

2

1

3
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3

3

10

C3- core scraper 1

LL- core scraper 1

Q - cobble scraper 1

C - utilized flakes 2

C5- utilized flake 1

C - core flake 1

C - core shatter flake 1

C5- core flake 1

LL- core flake (cortex) 1

Surface Room 1 - Floor.
Q - edge grinders 2

Q - edge pounder 1

C6- utilized flake 1

Surface Room 1 - Hearth Fill.
B - metate 1

Surface Room 2 - Fill.
Ceramics.
North Creek Gray (2 fr.) 61
St. George B/G (1 fr.) 4

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G (9 fr.) 25
Lithics.
S - grinding slab frag. 1

D - mano 1

S - mano frag. 1

Q - flake knife 1

C - utilized flake 1

C3- utilized flake 1

LL- utilized flake 1

C6- core flakes 3
C9- u/i flake 1

LL- core flakes (1 cortex) 3

Q - core flake (cortex) 1

Q - core shatter flake (cortex) 1

Surface Room 2 - Floor.
D - mano frag

.

1

B - abrading stone 1

Surface Room 2 - Bin 1 Fill.
North Creek Gray 5

Q - scraper 1

Surface Room 2 - Pit 1 Fill.
North Creek Gray 2
Washington B/G 1

Surface Room 3 - Fill.
Ceramics.
North Creek Gray (1 fr.) 48
St. George B/G 1

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 2
Lithics.
D - mano frag

.

1

S - abrading stone 1

B - abrading stone 1

Q - edge pounders 3
L - edge pounder 1

C - cobble scraper 1

C5- cobble scraper 1

L - cobble scraper 1
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

C - utilized flake 1

C6- utilized flake 1

C - core flakes 2

C5- core flake 1

C8- core flake 1

LL- u/i flake 1

Surface Room 3 - Floor.
D - mano 1

B - abrading stone 1

Surface Room 3 - Bin Fill.
S - maul 1

North of Storage Rooms at 30+ cm.

Ceramics.
North Creek Gray (4 fr.) 86

St. George B/G 2

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 9

Lithics.
Q - abrading stone
L - abrading stone
B - abrading stone frag.

Q - polishing stone
B - polishing stone
S - modified stone frag.

Q - edge pounders 2

L - edge pounder
L - white/gray mineral pigment
C - utilized flakes 3

C - core 1

LL- cores 2

C - core flake 1

LL- core flakes (1 cortex) 3

LL- u/i flake 1

Exterior Firepit - Fill.

North Creek Gray 4

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 1

Site Surface.
S - abrading stone 1

Q - abrading stone frag. 1

S - ground stone 1

Q - edge pounders 2

LL- core flake (cortex) 1

Provenience Unknown.

Ceramics.
North Creek Gray 78
Washington B/G 1

St. George B/G (2 fr.) 6

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 2

Lithics.
S - grinding slab 1

B - abrading stone 1

S - modified stone frag. 1

L - modified stone frag. 1

L - ground stone frag. 1

C - utilized flakes 3

C7- utilized flake 1

LL- core flakes (2 cortex) 3

LL- u/i flake 1

Q - core flake 1

Possibly, then, LM-2 saw stable periods of some duration, or changes were
simply not seen as easily in this record - perhaps due to more intensive
occupation in the first instance. Projection of the method using sherd counts
to the LM-2 material yields a duration of over 40 years. This is probably
quite a bit too long. Still, if there is any value at all to the LM-1

estimates, simply the depth and amount of debris at LM-2 would seem to demand
an occupation of significantly longer duration.

There seems to be no reason to place much credence in the possibility of a

larger group occupying LM-2, thus accounting for the midden debris in a

relatively short time. There is actually not the aggregate storage space at
LM-2 that is represented at LM-1, although there could have been as much or

more in actual use at any one time at LM-2 as at LM-1. Counting the surface
rooms, there is more apparent habitation space at LM-2 than at LM-1. The view
taken here, however, is that the surface rooms probably are warm season
habitations, more or less the developmental equivalent of the light structures
tucked tightly into the storerooms at the Pueblo I LM-3 site. On the other
hand, the LM-2 rooms appear more formalized and of more substantial
construction than the Pueblo I examples. Thus, both in form and placement
they do seem to presage the in-the-room-block masonry units apparently used as
habitations in the later Pueblo II period (e.g. 42Ws288 - Walling et al

.

1986:132-162).
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Nonetheless, LM-2 is by no view or definition structurally a large site

and could not have accommodated many people at any particular time. Probably

the view taken for the rest of the Little Man sites that a single family

formed the occupation group is also the best perspective for LM-2. Thus, the

large accumulation of occupational debris is seen as a function of a

long-duration occupation, perhaps on the order of a generation.
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Little Man Site 3 (42Wsl349)

Introduction

This site is set at the extreme north end of the bar (Figs. 3, 6). It is

at the north margin of a relatively level to gently sloped area between the

northmost of the deeper cuts across the bar and the steep slope down to the
floodplain at the apex of the big meander (Fig. 6). The southern and higher
portion of the demarked area is strewn with boulders and cobbles and seemed to
show considerable promise for various alignments and other cultural features.
Close inspection and minor testing, however, showed no cultural debris at all

and only apparently fortuitous rock alignments at the top of the bar gravels.

Marking the actual site location on the north was a very light surface

scatter of sherds and flakes, some dark stain observable at the surface, and

some vague alignments. Eventually some of the surface alignments were found

to mark the locations of the pithouse and some of the structural features on

the east portion of the site. Many of the apparent alignments, however, were
again found to be fortuitous, and there were no surface indications for the

structural phenomena subsequently defined on the west portion of the site.

From the structural locations back to the margin of the cut across the

bar, there is a gentle but quite noticeable slope up to the south. Thus, as

with LM-2, this site shows a decided upslope orientation. For several meters

Figure 76. The Little Man,
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south of the structures, the surface of the site was generally clear of

significant rocks, particularly as compared to the adjacent area on the south
(see above). This area was no doubt aboriginally cleared and probably served
as something of a "plaza" area, but testing yielded nothing beyond a general
and light artifact scatter plus a tightly delimited little midden area (see
Fig. 79 below).

Site vegetation prior to excavation was quite sparse (Figs. 77, 78),

consisting of a few clumps of creosote, a general scattering of bursage and
ratany and a few Ephedra nevadensis plants. There is dense riparian
vegetation (Fig. 78) just below on the floodplain. Also, there is rather
dense vegetation on the steep flanks of the bar in this area; especially
noticeable are numerous small mesquite trees, particularly on the east slope.

The site area begins to slope down to the north (Figs. 77-79) quite

rapidly just "behind" the structural concentrations. On the southwest is some
extension of the more level, apparently cleared area before the steep slope
down to the river. To the east is a gentle to moderate, rocky slope running
for several meters before the steeper slope down to the river; at about the
top of the steep slope is the "Little Man" petroglyph (Fig. 76).

Excavation and Stratigraphy

Excavation of this site proved to be by far the most physically demanding

of the four in the Little Man series. In many ways, it was in addition the

most technically demanding in terms of structural definitions, sequence, etc.

Both "demands," however, relate mainly to a single site characteristic: in a

word, rock. It was necessary to contend with the gravel bar, to one extent or
another, at the other three sites, but this thing was bar from the top down -

the major difference in composition being in gravel sizes, and then from
gravel to cobbles to boulders. The site apparently went in on exposed bar

material and there was little or no sand accumulation during or after
occupation. Even the fills of the structures were essentially small gravels.

Besides being hard to dig in and move around, the extensive cobbles high

in the site deposits provided almost endless opportunities for seeing
"alignments" of various shapes, sizes, and kinds. Providing additional
complication here is the fact that some really vague but quite meaningful

alignments were eventually defined. Further, it was quite evident, but never
wholly demonstrated, that there were old, razed structures on some portions of

the site that were providing stone, clay and other debris, and obscure
alignments to the melange of site-associated phenomena.

Thus, while neither large nor deep, the site was nonetheless a real bear

to work. It continually beat up on the people trying to keep the "dirt"

moving, and it put several scars on the excavator trying to sort it out.

Actually, the ultimate winner in the fray is probably still up for grabs.

Actual excavation was initiated with a series of three, parallel,

one-meter-wide trenches, each oriented north to south. The exploratory
trenches exposed enough site features that all subsequent non-structural work

was accomplished in 2 by 2 m. excavation units. These were either expanded

off the trenches or one off another, and were used both to delimit know
features and to explore for new features.
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Figure 77. View north over the east portion of LM-3
;

start of excavations.

Figure 78. View east across LM-3 early in the excavations,

Seen across the river is the sandy bench and

then eroded Navajo outcrops.
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Once structures were defined, the trenches and excavation units were
normally abandoned and excavation conducted in the confines of the "real"

unit. All structures or other features with any depth, and not exhausted by

initial exploration, were sectioned prior to final clearing. Vertical control
in the trenches, excavation units, and initially in the features, was by
arbitrary levels measured from site surface. In some areas of the site,

subsequent recovery was by defined stratigraphic units. Most structural
fills, however, were taken simply by "fill" and "floor contact."

Cultural deposits at LM-3 were, outside of some depth in the structures,
quite shallow. Further, while there was considerable complexity found with
sequence and occupation, most of this was involved with structural building,
remodeling, rebuilding, etc. The general site stratigraphy did not become
much involved in these considerations.

Actually, there are only two site-wide strata to consider - a single
occupation deposit, and the underlying gravel of the undisturbed bar. In both
the east and west areas, however, are intervening but areally very restricted
deposits. While these occupy the same stratigraphic space, they do not
represent the same event. Both are noted here briefly as they are assigned
strata numbers, but full descriptions are with the sections on the east and
west complexes.

Stratum 3

This is the topmost and sealing layer at the site. It is also the general

occupational deposit; there is no cap of blowsand here, as distinct from the
yery deep cap found at the LM-2 site.

Over the area of the site, this material was found to range from just a

trace up to about 20 cm. in thickness. It provided an effective seal over all

but a few of the higher outlining rocks around the structures. Most
structural phenomena, however, were only covered by 10 to 15 cm. of the

stratum. Those on the west were more deeply covered and better disguised than

those on the east.

A rather high composition percentage of the stratum was small gravel. It

actually seemed like 100 percent, but there was probably more sand than those
wielding shovels were willing to credit. The material had an appreciable clay

content, but showed very little outright charcoal flecking or noticeable
stain. Larger rock composition was highly variable from place to place on
site. In general, artifact return from the stratum was relatively light.
Color was a dull grayish-brown, capable of appearing both darker and brighter
when damp. Depending again on site location, the stratum lay over either
clean gravel, occupation surfaces, or one of the two localized strata.

Stratum 2-E

This is a highly localized deposit found closely associated with the

storage rooms in the East Complex. It underlies Stratum 3, or various
structural debris, and lies directly on Stratum 1 gravels; it also provides
the base for Occupation Surface E-l. The stratum is distinct in composition
and placement. It is though to represent an initial, poorly recognized
occupation in the east area. It is, therefore, detailed in the section
dealing with the East Complex.
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Figure 79. Plan, contour, and excavation map, LM-3,
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Stratum 2-W

This material is closely associated with the West Complex, and occupies a

position closely akin to Stratum 2-E with the East Complex. That is, it

intervenes between the Stratum 3 overburden and the Stratum 1 gravels, and

apparently represents a poorly documented, early occupation of the West

Complex area. While detailed with the West Complex material, description and

assessment is spread over several short sections, rather than being accorded a

separate section as per Stratum 2-E.

Stratum 1

This is the gravel bar underlying everything else on site, and possibly

extending clear to the bottom of the world, or so it seemed at times. Where
undisturbed, there was often a bit of bright orange clay marking the top of

the clean gravels. Rock size at or near the top of the apparently undisturbed
bar was quite variable; particularly large material was on the slopes well

north of the East and West Complexes, while the native walls of Storage Room
W-l were essentially pea gravels.

Dating

A single radiocarbon determination was obtained from burned wood from the

pithouse (see below). This yielded a date of 1190 + 50 years : A.D. 760 (Beta
6286). This fits so well with various preconceptions and other site data,

that there was probably no real need for further analyses. Actually, other
than very similar samples from the pithouse, there was \/ery little else to use

as this site showed the apparently common Virgin trait of very little
appreciable charcoal in the deposits and features.

However, not being able to let well enough alone, we became greedy and ran

small, composite samples laboriously picked from the respective lower fills of

Storage Room W-l in the West Complex of features, and Storage Room E-5 in the
East Complex. As with dating the project sites in general (and LM-2 in

particular - see above), this served only to muddy the chronological waters.
Amazingly, both samples yielded essentially the same date - but each about 700

years earlier than makes any sense in view of other site factors. The
determination for Storage Room W-l is 2000+110 years: 50 B.C. (Beta 23052);
for Storage Room E-5 the date is 1980+150 years: 30 B.C. (Beta 23051).

While it showed abundant evidence of burning, the pithouse did not yield

timbers suitable for tree-ring analysis. In fact, it did not yield timbers at
all. Considering some of the radiocarbon and tree-ring determination from the
other three project sites, plus the nature of the pithouse fill, the authors
actually harbor some suspicions that timbers were dug out of the collapsed
LM-3 pithouse and used elsewhere, but that is purely conjectural.

Other evidences, particularly architecture and ceramics, do actually lend
good support to the ca. A.D. 760 date. It does appear to be a solid Pueblo I

site, although it does not have to be as near the early end as the date
indicates. We have no real idea of how to account for the B.C. dates. There
does seem to have been some earlier (than Pueblo I) occupation on site (see
Stratum 2-E and associates) that was not fully accounted for, but there were
no reasons to believe it was all that early, and it certainly did not directly
involve the structures yielding the early dates.
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Site Features

The major cultural -structural feature found at the LM-3 site was a large

pithouse (Fig. 79) dug deeply into the Stratum 1 gravels. Both east and west
of the pithouse were found rather tightly circumscribed little complexes of

various features. In some respects these are strikingly similar (Fig. 79),

although there are notable differences in detail.

Each complex is composed of an arc of apparent storage rooms, plus what is

taken to be the remains of a light structure of some sort. There is

considerable complexity involved in both the east and west sets of features;
of particular interest, each seems to show an earlier, but poorly preserved
occupation. In the separate "east" and "west" sections to follow, each
salient feature of the complex is described in some detail and related to

associated features. In particular, an attempt is made to work out a sequence
of events that best accounts for what was observed and recorded during
excavation.

Pithouse

Evidence for a pit structure (Figs. 79-84) was initially seen in the

central exploratory trench (Fig. 79), as a 5-m.-wide soil change. The change
was marked by a dark brown, ashy soil, a lack of larger cobbles, and a

considerable quantity of small gravel. The south edge of the pit was defined
by large sized but patchy gravel with soil a light brown color with a slightly
reddish cast. The level of origin for the pit on the north was indicated by a

relatively clean orange sand containing light rock and pea gravel. This

surface, into which the pit was originally dug, was 15 to 20 cm. below today's
surface.

'-*. *•*».- '«>
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'

Figure 80. View east of the profile cut thru the fill

of the LM-3 pithouse.
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LITTLE MAN SITE 3

42Ws1349

PITHOUSE

Figure 82. Plan and cross-section drawing, LM-3 pithouse.
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Standard excavation methods were used to define the feature and remove the

fill. The east profile of the trench (Fig. 80) was maintained while the

remaining fill to the west was removed from 2 by 2 m. excavation units. The
excavation units provided additional profile views of the fill which proved to

be very similar to the trench profile (Figs. 80, 81). Arbitrary 20 cm.

vertical units provided adequate control over artifact provenience.

As regards definition of surfaces, walls, and floor features, it should be

noted that throughout the structure these phenomena could often only be

approximated. This was because the gravel matrix into which the pit was dug
allowed culturally stained soil to sift between the rocks; thus, by the time

the sterile substrate was encountered the actual surface had probably been

exceeded.

Fill of the structure consisted of a single, essentially homogeneous unit

of ashy, dark brown, sandy soil with small cobbles throughout (Fig. 80).
Towards the edges of the pit, rising from the floor, the size and density of
the gravel fill increased (Figs. 80, 81). These gravels were poorly sorted
and ranged from fist size to a few that were nearly unmanageable. Notably,
the central area of the pit remained clear (Figs. 80, 81) giving the
impression that the rock tumbled into the pit, possibly from a collapsed,
encircling upper wall.

Although the profile gave no hint of stratification, the following
observations give the impression of subtle variation between levels. The soil

fill included a large number of sherds (over 500). While the heaviest
concentrations occur in the upper levels, a fair number of sherds occur
throughout the fill (Table 5). The fill also yielded small stick- and,

occasionally, timber-impressed (10 cm. diameter) daub throughout. Although
not precisely quantified, observations indicate that the size and amounts of

daub increased towards the bottom (below 60 cm.) of the pit. Occasional
patches of loose, orange, sandy clay were encountered within 20 cm. of the

floor, as were a few very small sandstone slab fragments.

Final dimensions of the essentially circular structure (Figs. 82-84) are

5.45 m. east to west by 5.20 m. north to south. Depth is approximately 95 cm.

below the surface of origin (Figs. 81, 82). This is a voluminous structure by

Virgin Anasazi standards. Considering the work involved in excavating some 20
cubic meters of terrace gravel, it is somewhat surprising that the level of
effort put into formal, interior features does not appear to be commensurate.
Apart from the generally poor condition of the structure due to weathering
and/or abuse, it still appeared that many typical floor features were lacking
and that walls and floors were quite rough (Figs. 83, 84).

The floor was defined by a few small patches of badly deteriorated clay at

approximately 1.10 m. below the present surface. Generally, however, the

floor level could only be approximated due to sifting of the fine, ashy fill

into the Stratum 1 gravels. It was irregular and quite sloped near the

walls. The walls were defined as the unaltered edge of the pit (Figs. 83,

84). There were no indications of plastering, although within the talus-like
rock fill ringing the pit interior, a sandy, orange, unfired clay occurred.
This could have been either deteriorated plaster from the lower wall or mortar
from an upper wall

.
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Figure 83. Overview northeast of the fully cleared IM-3
pithouse showing position at the toe of the

bar and the extremely rocky context.
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Figure 84. Detailed view of the fully cleared pithouse

at LM-3. Floor and walls are per final
definition, hearth and other floor features

are cleared and visible.
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Floor features are few, although others were undoubtedly obscured by the

condition of the floor surface, as well as the nature of the underlying coarse
gravels into which they were excavated. The only obviously well -constructed
feature was a centrally located vault interpreted as a hearth (Fig. 84). This
was constructed of four, slab-like basalt cobbles set vertically with their
tops protruding slightly above the gravel. One or two slabs on the north side
had apparently been pulled. The feature, then, formed a five- or probably
six-sided oval measuring 32 cm. by 26 cm. by 30 cm. deep. Fill of the feature
was a dark brown, ashy sand with a few small cobbles; that is, material
essentially undifferentiated from the surrounding fill. No evidence of
burning was noted. Three ground-stone implements were recovered from the

fill.

A single, slab-lined hole about 10 cm. out from the wall on the south side

of the structure is probably a posthole (Fig. 82). It measures 10 cm. in

diameter and 20 cm. deep. Its actual function is not without question,
however.

An unlined floor pit measuring 40 by 40, by 40 cm. deep was excavated into

the subfloor gravels about 15 cm. west of the posthole. Fill was
undifferentiated from that surrounding the pit. Several boulders and a

sandstone slab were located in the fill above the pit, although no association
could be established. Interpretation as a formal floor feature is

questionable.

Due to the structure's lack of architectural detail, opportunities for

close comparative analysis with other Pueblo I houses are limited. While
pithouses of this period often display highly formalized features and can be
constructed with great care and precision; others, like the present example,
are nearly devoid of detail. Admittedly, this amorphous type is often
associated with difficult-to-work, rocky subsoils (see 42Ws387 at Quail Creek
- Walling et al . 1986). Possibly such formality was not necessary in all

houses, or possibly such houses were simply not "finished."

The essentially unstratified and somewhat ambiguous nature of the fill is

best accounted for by collapse of the superstructure during occupation of the

site. Probably the house was integral to the rooms on the west side.

Continued occupation and probably construction of the storage units on the

east contributed to the filling of the depression with midden-like material.

This interpretation might be amended to account for another phenomena. At
LM-2 and LM-4, both Early Pueblo II sites, C-14 and dendrochronology samples

from timbers yielded dates considered much too early, while the LM-3 pithouse
was C-14 dated at ca. A.D. 760, a sound Pueblo I date congruent with ceramics
and architecture. Given the mixed nature of the pithouse fill (it is

otherwise difficult to account for the ceramics in the lower levels and the

daub in the upper levels), it is reasonable to postulate that large, charred
timbers were removed from the pithouse after abandonment of the site. Robbing
and reuse of slab building stone is a very common trait of Virgin Anasazi

construction, so it would not be surprising were wood similarly treated.

WEST COMPLEX

Located almost immediately west of the pithouse, this group of features
appears as quite similar to the East Complex (Figs. 79, 85, 95).
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Figure 85. Plan and cross-section drawing, West Complex, LNI-3.
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Functionally, the two areas seem to be have been very similar, consisting
basically of storage rooms and an apparent light habitation or special-use
structure. Development within the two complexes, however, was quite
different. Also contributing to marked differences was the state in which the

complex was left at final abandonment. The apparently older West Complex
(Figs. 85, 86) was found to be in poor condition. Partly this appeared to be

due to material robbing, most probably for use in the somewhat younger East
Complex.

While several separate storage rooms and several rebuil dings are seen as

reflected by observations in the East Complex, only one large storage unit can
definitely be accounted for in the present context. Others were no doubt
present and are probably represented by a stone pavement and various
alignments, but good, separate room definition and sequence is lacking.
Present, however, and presented almost with reluctance is fairly good evidence
that some initial portion of the complex was oriented north towards the river,

as distinctly opposed to the final, southeast orientation.

Storage Room W-l

This is the remnant of what was apparently a very nicely constructed
storage room (Figs. 85-89). Particularly striking is an unusual form of
interior wall construction that at first appears as rather expensive in terms

of consumption of resources, but probably simply reflects the great abundance
of local (actually on site) construction materials (Fig. 88). Of interest in

this regard is that post-abandonment robbing of the room left the easily
accessible local materials essentially untouched, but virtually cleaned out
the somewhat more exotic and markedly less accessible stone.

The room is the westmost construction found on the site, as well as the

westmost unit of the little West Complex (Figs. 79, 85). It appears to be

later than what are thought to be remnants of rooms represented by various

rock alignments directly to the east. The pavement immediately on the east,
however, laps up on the exterior masonry of Storage Room W-l, and is thus

probably contemporaneous, although it could as well be somewhat later.

Distinctly oval in outline, the room's interior dimensions are 2.90 m.

northeast to southwest by 1.85 m. Including the exterior masonry, the

dimensions are increased to ca. 3.6 by 2.6 m. The room was initially defined
under 10 to 15 cm. of Stratum 3 materials. The floor is about 60 cm. below
the level of origin, which to the southwest is clean, Stratum 1 materials, but

to the northeast appears to be the Stratum 2-W cultural deposition.

Save for one, 90-cm.-wide area of apparent sluff on the southwest (Fig.

89), the entire interior perimeter of the structure pit is lined with 33

substantial basalt boulders. These are tabular in section and oval to

somewhat squarish in outline; an average stone would measure 35 by 20 by 6

cm. The stones are either closely butted, or overlap slightly to give
something of a shingled effect.

In a few places, the basalt lining shows patching with smaller materials,

and chinking with small, round or angular stones is evident. Overall,
however, the larger basalt pieces appear carefully selected and sized, and fit
rather nicely (Fig. 88). There is some clay extant at the rock joints, but a

full clay facing for the boulders is not indicated.
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Figure 86. View east along the West
Complex features, LM-3,
with Storage Room W-l in

the foreground.

The boulders, however, did not comprise the entirety of the interior
lining for the room. While only three apparent butts (Fig. 85) are in place,
it is inferred that the balance of the lining was provided by sandstone slabs
that covered the bottom portions of the boulders and extended well below the

floor level

.

Evidence of this inference, besides the in situ slabs, includes the
observation that the bottoms of the basalt boulders are set a fairly constant
10 to 20 cm. above the floor of the room. Actually, they are set above a

projection of the floor level, as the second line of inference is a 20- to

30-cm.-wide break in the floor (Figs. 85, 88) virtually about the entire
interior circumference of the room. This seems rather obviously to mark a

trench used to dig out the interior lining slabs for use elsewhere, quite

possibly in the East Complex as that area postdates this and there are some
sandstone slabs in place in the collapsed eastern storage units.

It appears the slabs were removed before the structure collapsed as the

remnant clay floor is directly covered by a 5- to 8-cm. -thick layer of gravel
containing very extensive clay in lumps and pockets. Probably, this is

material from the trench. Where the floor is absent are clean, small gravels
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that represent some refilling of the trench by materials that literally pour
into the room when a wall liner is pulled. The three sandstone slabs that are
still in place appear to have broken tops (Fig. 86), and are additionally not
high enough to provide an effective seal against the bottoms of the boulders.
Probably these show the results of attempting to directly pull the slabs,
rather than dig them out.

Either just atop or slightly behind and below the tops of the lining
boulders are good remnants of an exterior masonry wall (Figs. 88, 89). Mainly
only a base course is present, although some areas on the west and northwest
show two and three courses. While there is a wide variety of stone present,
including some sandstone slab fragments and a few rough sandstone/limestone
rocks, most of the masonry wall stones are waterworn basalt cobbles (Fig. 89)
that seem to indicate purposeful selection for size and shape. A "standard"
stone is oval in outline, relatively thin and tabular in cross section, and
measures ca. 25 to 30 cm. long by 15 to 20 cm. wide by 5 to 8 cm. thick.

While the basalt liners are of regular shape and rather carefully matched
for height, their tops are not dressed and are thus generally rounded. It

has, then, required fairly extensive chinking to seal the junctures between
the base course and the tops of the liners. The chinking, however, is

certainly no more extensive than seen in storage units with sandstone slab
1 iners.

Only moderate to light fall from the walls was found on the vague
occupation surface outside the structure. There was considerable fall within
the structure fill (Fig. 87), but it was not sufficiently patterned to

determine number of courses, and no attempt was made to work with volume or
raw stone counts.

At the south "corner," there is a 1.5 m. section of marked inward slump,

involving both the liners and the masonry (Fig. 89). While basically intact,

some upper material is displaced by as much as 20 cm. Interestingly, this is

exactly the area where wash from upslope would first encounter structure
elements.

As noted, the clay floor of the room is almost wholly isolated to the

interior by the "trench" about the interior perimeter (Fig. 85). In only one

very restricted area on the south does the clay actually run to one of the

extant lower liners. The entire clay floor was not pulled, but enough testing
was done to establish that it was mainly laid directly over leveled gravels.
Only a very few obviously separately laid slab pieces or cobbles were found
under the clay, which is a fairly constant 4 cm. thick and rather sandy. The

clay presents a very crisp surface when first exposed, but begins to

deteriorate badly with drying and some use. Thus, the trench about the margin
is rather wider in the final photographs (Figs. 88, 89) than established by

the notes.

Enough floor was present to show a marked basin shape along both axes.

Very little stain was noted on the floor surface, and not a single artifact
was found in floor contact.

Along the southeast wall and extending well out into the room is a break

in the floor that was obviously aboriginally cut (Figs. 85, 89), but appears
to be something other than a portion of the trench used to pull slabs. The
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feature is oval in outline, measuring ca. 90 by 50 cm., and appears, to have

been cut slightly under the wall of the room.

Since the oval floor feature had about the right size and shape for a

burial pit, an attempt was made to expose it fully. This, however, was not
fully conclusive, even in establishing the feature as more than just a floor
break. An upper 10 to 15 cm. of gravel removed from within the confines of
the outline contained some clay. Below that, however, there was no pit
definition to follow in the very loose, poorly sorted but generally smallish
gravel. At about a meter in depth, the excavated pit collapsed from the east
and was literally flooded with gravel. No further exploration was attempted.

Fill of the room was quite markedly stratified, consisting of:

1. An upper ca. 30 cm. of material quite similar to Stratum 1 to the

outside. That is, sand and copious fine to medium gravel, with minor clay

and just a few rocks of any size. The material is, in fact, probably wash
from the outside.

2. Up to 30 cm. of clayey/sandy material with much less gravel than in

the material above. This band contains large amounts of rock, mainly from
the masonry walls, that is markedly concentrated along the margins. This
probably represents both roof and wall collapse.

3. The clay and gravel directly on the clay floor, as noted above with

the discussions of the lower slab liners and the excavation used to remove
them.

Figure 89. Excavated Storage Room W-l , LM-3. View

southwest into area of wall sluff.
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Figure 90. View east of initial clearing of the jumble
marking the pavement and the "alignments,"
West Complex, LM-3. Pithouse under excavation
in the background.

Pavement (Rebuilt Room? )

This nicely laid, level and even pavement (Figs. 85, 90-92) of basalt

cobbles was found under only a few centimeters of Stratum 3 material plus an

almost solid cap of rock. The covering rocks were mainly cobbles similar to

those in the pavement, and were essentially one rock deep. This led to some
difficulty in definition, as well as to some minor excavation damage to the
pavement before its purposeful nature was recognized. There was a little clay
associated with the pavement, but not enough to indicate a full covering, and
the stones were certainly not set in clay.

The pavement is outlined by a portion of the wall of Storage Room W-l on

the west and by basalt cobble (mainly) alignments on the north and south. On
the east, the pavement is sharply delimited (Figs. 91, 92). There was,
however, no outlining wall or any other sort of mechanism defined during
excavation. Found off the east end was only a jumble of stone in a matrix of

gravel with an appreciable clay content. The sharply demarked east end looks

like a situation where slabs have been pulled away from a floor that was
initially laid up against them, but there is no direct evidence of that having

happened here. Neither is there evidence of slabs elsewhere associated with

the pavement.

On the west, the pavement appears as running off a "corner" of the oval

Storage Room W-l (Fig. 85). As noted with the room description, the pavement
stones actually run up slightly on the outer wall stones for the room.
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Figure 91. View south of the pavement that may mark
a rebuilt room, West Complex, LM-3.

Figure 92. Detail of the crisp east edge of the pavement

overlying cultural fill, West Complex, LM-3.
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Therefore, the pavement per se is probably later than the room. Other
considerations, however, indicate that Storage Room W-l is later than whatever
constructions were initially represented by the alignments outlining the

pavement.

The north and south outlines are mainly only one rock high above the
pavement and extend east beyond the pavement with no apparent breaks, although
on the north there is something of a bend to the north just beyond the end of
the pavement. No slabs were found facing the alignment. No patterns were
noted indicating fallen walls, although there was sufficient rock close around
to support all kinds of wall.

Removal of the pavement stones showed them to be laid on ca. 20 to 25 cm.

of gravel containing very appreciable clay and other minor cultural debris
(Fig. 92). This material, in turn, lay directly on clean, Stratum 1 gravel;
no indication of a lower floor on surface of any kind was encountered.
Exposed by the pavement and fill removal was an additional rock or so in depth
to the north and south outlines, but no particularly good additional
structural evidence. Noted, however, was that the west portion of the north

alignment exposed with the pavement is appreciable further north than the
portion below the pavement. Also, the buried portion conforms more to the one

described by the east portion. That is, a shallow arc open and oriented to

the north.

Thus, while the physical evidence is not as convincing as might be hoped,

it does appear that the pavement was built in/over an older room that had been
substantially demolished. Further, the pavement and the balance of the later
portion of the West Complex are seen to have an almost exact opposite
orientation from the earlier portion. While taken as very unusual in the

context of Virgin architectural detail accumulated to date, there nonetheless
seems to be enough evidence to support such a contention.

Not entirely clear, either, is the exact function of the pavement. It

could be the floor of a rather badly damaged storage room, or it could be

pretty much intact and simply represent a paved use area. Particularly in

terms of initial definition as an unusually high pavement or floor, this

present feature has some marked similarities to Storage Room E-2 in the East

Complex. The eastern example, however, was in good condition and was
obviously set up as a storage unit, although it does have some unusual

features.

Alignments

Including those surrounding the "Pavement" (see above), there are cobble
(mainly) alignments running nearly 5 m. slightly north of east off the

northeast corner of Storage Room W-l (Figs. 85, 86). While some of these

about have to represent structural remnants, no good definitions beyond the

little pavement could be established - this despite the expenditure of just a

lot of highly skilled time in the area.

The alignments shown in the final drawing of the West Complex (Fig. 85)

are simply the best approximations of what seemed to want to "stay" after

exhaustive efforts to isolate and remove as much material as possible from the

area, and/or establish firm definitions/relationships for area materials. The
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pavement, of course, is "real" enough, and some of the alignments are two or

even three rocks deep ("courses" would be rather generous for the way the

pieces are stacked). Otherwise, however, there was just nothing to hang onto

in the area - no deep fill, no slab butts, no floor remnants, no holes -

nothing. There are some indications in the area of a lot of activity over a

considerable amount of time, but a good case cannot be made for this with the

structural evidence alone.

Frustrating as the lack of good definitions in and among the various

alignments may be, equally disconcerting is the obvious tendency seen in the

final drawing (Fig. 85) for the alignments to describe a slight arc oriented
to the north and the river. While data accumulated right to this point
strongly indicate the Virgin people did not do things that way, the

"Occupation Surface" and "Artifact Concentration" subsequently described in

this section provide decent corroborative evidence for a small, early
alignment of rooms oriented just about exactly opposite what a proper Virgin
site should be. The final (and properly oriented) configuration in the West
Complex, then, includes the big room on the west; the "Pavement'Vroom; the

apparent, light, Structure W-l; plus some continued use of other, older
alignments, at least those on the south adjacent of the rather ephemeral
structure.

Occupation Surface W-l

Found at from 15 to 20 cm. below site surface, this feature is best
defined just north of the "Pavement," the balance of the West complex
"Alignments," and the east portion of Storage Room W-l (Fig. 85). Here, found
under the clayey/gravelly Stratum 2-W material, masses of cobbles, and
significant amounts of broken slabs, is a rather clean, reddish, essentially
rock-free "surface" or shallow deposit of clayey sand. Where well defined,
the feature is quite remarkable in showing some color and being more or less
free of enclosed or protruding rock.

The surface (or 2- to 4-cm. -thick deposition) is directly on clean Stratum
1 gravel. The surface can be traced east of the initial exploratory trench,
but not close enough to the pithouse to establish a good relationship. The
surface loses color and clay content to the west, but something of a surface
relatively free of protruding rocks can be traced clear around Storage Room
W-l, and essentially to the edge of the Structure W-l depression.

The surface is fairly level for a short distance north of the room and

alignments, but then the ground begins to slope down to the north (Fig. 79)

rather quickly, and good definition is lost after about 3 m. distance from the
alignments, etc. The feature just north to the outside is 20 cm. below the

surface of the pavement; it is at about the level or slightly above the level
where excavation was finally abandoned on clean ground on the interior of the
al ignments.

Apparently, the feature initially represents some purposeful clearing and

leveling at the top of the bar. It then shows some construction debris,
fairly extensive wash from architectural features, heavy trash deposition,
(see Artifact Concentration , following), and finally, extensive remodeling or
outright razing of architectural features.
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Actually, this was one of the more pleasing features worked on the entire

site. Unfortunately, it was not the kind of help it seems it should have been
in sorting out what went on aboriginally in the West Complex area.

Artifact Concentration

This is perhaps a somewhat more diffuse aggregation than the naming
implies, but there was an area of noticeably high artifact yield with the West
Complex that merits special mention - in part because of placement, but as

well for implications therefrom. To some extent, the noted area of
significant artifact yield is coextensive with the better defined areas of the

"Occupation Surface" (see above) noted with the West Complex (Figs. 85, 86).
More specifically, however, the densest concentration was found to the north
of the pavement, on, or just above, the surface.

Rather than with the pavement per se, however, the artifact deposition
probably relates to a supposed earlier structure that the pavement is set high
within. Whatever the case, it is a more than passing strange placement for

the heaviest artifact concentration on site. Included are several heavy core
tools and a good ceramic sample, including some rather early pieces (Table 5).

Structure W-l

While not as well defined, and perhaps not as extensively and carefully

prepared, this feature is nonetheless very similar to Structure E-l in the
East Complex (Figs, 79, 85, 95). Similarity of placement with the balance of

the associated complex is likewise visually striking (Fig. 79) between the two

features, although the interpretation of the development of the East Complex
lessens the exactness. Terming this or the eastern counterpart a structure
remnant may be a bit generous. However, the presence of a hearth, the

evidence of preparation and perhaps extended use, and the exact delimited
nature of the feature sets it apart from the use areas and associated outdoor

firepits commonly seen on Virgin sites (see particularly LM-1 , this report).

First defined under only 10 to 15 cm. of Stratum 3 material, this feature

was excavated as a shallow, basin-shaped depression immediately south of the

"Pavement" and other "Alignments" of the West Complex. Outline shape is

rather irregular, although tending to round. It measures a maximum of 4.7 m.

east to west, but only 3.6 m. from the basalt alignments on the north to its

south edge. South of the hearth it is distinctly basin shaped in cross
section, with a maximum of 20 vertical centimeters involved. From the hearth

north to the basalt alignment, however, the interior surface is basically
flat, with just a few centimeters of steep slope marking the edges. There is

nothing on the north to indicate a building sequence between the structure and

the alignments. However, given the interpretation for the initial occupation
on the west area (see Discussion , below), it is probable that the structure

was added later.

There is a definable and workable surface marking the floor of the

structure (Fig. 93). This is composed of sand and some clay, and shows a

distinct surface stain when first exposed. The clayey sand ranges from barely

definable to a few centimeters in thickness. While not the extent of deposit

seen in Structure E-l, this is still probably a separately laid, sand floor

that has picked up some clay during use. It is laid directly on Stratum 1
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Figure 93. Structure W-l , LM-3, with hearth at photo
center. View south over south wall of

Storage Room W-l

.

gravels that have obviously been leveled, probably after the shallow structure
pit was dug. There is actually a vague, low bank of heavy gravel (but no

large rocks) outlining most of the structure pit, save on the north where the

basalt alignments are present. This is probably spoil from the pit, but may
also relate to the final configuration of the structure.

Markedly off center to the northeast is an obvious hearth (Figs. 85, 93),

although the extant feature is probably the badly abused remains of a more
formal construction. Present is a shallow, noticeably oblong basin measuring
60 by 80 cm. About two-thirds of the up to 6-cm.-deep basin shows a thin
lining of clay, and there is one slab set at a very low angle along the

northwest edge. There was about a centimeter of fine ash over the clay; the

balance of the fill was indistinguishable from that of the structure.

The general matrix of the fill of the structure pit was basically not

separable from the gravelly Stratum 3 covering most of the site. A lot of
rock was in the fill, however, particularly on or close to the floor surface.
The rock consisted of basalt cobbles and boulders, mainly of useful
construction size.

Notable and particularly common in close to the north limit were fairly

numerous fragments of sandstone slabs. Some of these, as well as some of the

cobbles in the fill, could have come from some sort of structure outline.

More likely, however, is that most of the stone came from dismantling or
robbing of the West Complex.
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The closest edge of the pithouse is only about a meter from the edge of
Structure W-l . As with the West Complex in general, however, no clear
relationship could be established. There seems to be no pit spoil in the
narrow area between the east margin of the complex and the pithouse; this
could indicate contemporaneity, but does not have to.

As with Structure E-l, it is believed that the current feature represents
a light, perhaps ramada-type structure tucked in closely to a set of storage
rooms. Also as with the east structure, this is seen as quite similar to

Structure A-l at the Red Cliffs site (Dalley and McFadden 1985:73), and may be
a good Pueblo I characteristic in the Virgin area.

Midden

This small deposit was first noted as a vague surface stain about 15 m.

due south of the West Complex (Fig. 79) in an area relatively free of surface
rocks. As it was several meters south of the end of the nearest exploratory
trench, an isolated 2 by 2 m. unit was spotted on the center of the stained
area. This showed a 15 to 20-cm. -thick deposit of Stratum 3-1 ike material,
but with a darker color and somewhat higher artifact content than found
generally over the site area. The material lay directly on clean gravel.

Placement of one additional 2 by 2 m. unit to the west and two to the east
virtually exhausted the deposit on that axis. Limit of surface stain, and

limiting rock on the south, indicated only about 5 m. of definable deposit on
the north to the south axis. There is, then, a small, shallow, and very
discrete depositional feature involved, no doubt a trash deposit associated
with some portion of the West Complex occupation.

EAST COMPLEX

This is perhaps more pointedly named than originally intended. The rather

tidy-appearing cluster of features (Figs. 94, 95) is, quite obviously, on the

east portion of the site (Fig. 79). Less apparent from the final drawings,

however, is the level of complexity involved, particularly with the little
block of storage rooms. There has been extensive rebuilding and partitioning
of the extant rooms. But further, those rooms appear to have been built over
the poorly preserved and poorly understood remains of an earlier complex of
some sort, apparently represented only by the Stratum E-2 deposit of debris.
Also less than well understood is a substantial concentration of what appeared

as aligned and patterned cobbles (Fig. 94), but which could not be developed
into more precise features.

Five storerooms are present in the slightly arcing room block (Fig. 95).

Four (Storage Rooms E-2 to E-5) are aligned and essentially contiguous (Figs.

95, 96); the fifth and initial in the series (Storage Room E-l) is partially

buried under Storage Rooms E-3 and E-4 (Fig. 97). Also found buried under the

floor of Storage Room E-2 were the remains of a circular, slab-lined cist,

probably associated with the numbered rooms rather than the supposed earlier,
but apparently thoroughly razed buildings. Also apparently associated with

the observable room block is an occupation surface best defined on the north

atop Stratum 2-E, but also traced pretty much around the rooms.

The final feature in the complex is the big, shallow, pit (Figs. 94, 95)

outlined south of room 2. This contains a separately laid floor and a
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Figure 94. General view north of the East Complex,

LM-3. Structure E-l is in the foreground.

firepit, and is thought to represent at least

Designated Structure E-l, this is very similar to

Structure W-l in the West Complex (Figs. 85, 95).

a ramada-type structure,

the feature described as

As the material to follow deals in a lot of minutia, this may be a good

place to present an abbreviated version of what appears to be the sequence of

events in the East Complex. This seems quite complicated for a small area
with no particular depth of deposit, but if anything, a rather incomplete

picture has been abstracted. Particularly unfortunate is the lack of a clear
understanding of an apparent early occupation and building episode.

The early activity is seemingly directly reflected only by the Stratum 2-E

deposition. However, because of restricted placement characteristics, it is

felt that the material represents very poorly preserved, essentially
unrecognizable structures placed in much the same area as the later Storage
Rooms E-l to E-5. No old alignments, etc. could be found, but the Stratum 2-E

material lies in such a way as to suggest previous buildings, extensively
modified by later construction and other mechanisms.

The earlier of the definable rooms comprising the observable room block is

Storage Room E-l. In the course of the excavation, this was found buried
under portions of Room E-3 and E-4 (Fig. 97). Cist 1 (Fig. 100) may have
been a contemporary, but this was not convincingly demonstrated.

The exact size and shape of Storage Room E-l was not evident. It does

appear to have had two floors. It was extensively modified by placement of a

partition. This seems to have led to the abandonment of the portion demarked
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on the east, and the modification of the west portion to the configuration

excavated and described as Storage Room E-4. It is assumed that Storage Room
E-5 was in place by this time, if not earlier.

The next major event was the placement of Storage Rooms E-2 and E-3 (Fig.

95). It is thought that these went in at the same time as there is only a

partition between them with a continuous slab floor running under it. Some
additional modification over time is indicated, however, as the excavated
configuration strongly emphasizes two separate units. Apparently, sometime in

the Storage Rooms E-2 and E-3 sequence of occupation, the concentration of
cobbles was deposited on the existing occupation surface, and the final

occupational episodes involving at least Storage Room E-2 used an occupation
surface atop the cobbles.

Emplacement of Structure E-l (Fig. 95) is not well defined in the

sequence, at least solid, stratigraphic evidence is generally lacking. The
structure is firmly associated with Storage Room E-2, however, which strongly
suggests it went in rather late in the sequence, perhaps at about the time of

the episode with the cobbles, as the structure could have either cut through
that deposit, or contributed to it.

Based mainly on state of repair, it appears that Storage Rooms E-2 to E-5

were more or less sequentially abandoned from west to the east. Also based on
condition, it appears the West Complex wholly predates the east. Storage Room
E-2, then, may have been the only storage unit in active use at the time of
final site abandonment.

Storage Room E-l

This was the early storeroom (Figs, 95, 97, 101) in the room block, at

least it is earlier than Storage Rooms E-2, E-3, and E-4, and probably E-5.
It could be a contemporary of the little cist found under Storage Room E-2.

While there is no direct evidence, it no doubt predates Structure E-l. It

does, however, belong to the occupation represented by Storage Rooms E-2 to

E-5 and the structure, and is simply the initial of a continuous series of
constructions. It is somewhat unusual in the sequence only in that it was
essentially wholly disguised by subsequent building activity. However, as

with the covered cist, it does not appear to be associated with the

occupation/activity that generated the Stratum 2-E accumulation.

It was not possible to wholly reconstruct the exact size and shape of

Storage Room E-l. There was simply too much subsequent modification. Some
estimates can be made, however, in the context of describing what could
actually be observed, as well as what can be inferred relevant to the

construction/occupation sequence involving Storage Room E-l and later, but
clearly associated, rooms in the room block.

The eastern end of Storage Room E-l was found beneath the floor of Storage

Room E-3, and occupies ca. 60 percent of the western portion of the latter
unit (Fig. 97). Present is a ca. 20 cm. deep structure pit, fill in the pit,

and a slab floor at the bottom of the pit. No lining slabs were present and
no exterior masonry was found, but there was some clay over the floor stones.
The pit could be full original depth, or it could have been markedly reduced -

there is simply no way to tell. Most of the rooms on site are deeper than 20
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Figure 96. View northeast along storage
room alignment, East Complex,
LM-3. Storage Room E-5 is in

the foreground.

cm., and marked depth in relation to overall size is considered a

characteristic of Pueblo I storage rooms in the Virgin area. Storage Room
E-2, however, in this East Complex is very shallow, and Storage Room E-3 set
above Storage Room E-l is not much over 20 cm. in pit depth.

Orientation of the room appears to have been much closer to east to west
than either Storage Rooms E-3 or E-4. The eastern floor margin is nicely
squared-off, although the actual pit wall appeared to be somewhat outcurved.
The short section of southern wall -floor edge present appears to more or less
follow the projection of the Storage Room E-3 wall above it, and thus may have
been somewhat modified.

There is a ca. 1.3-m.-long section of the northern edge, however, that is

wholly separated from the northwest wall alignment of Storage Room E-3. This
appears as rather markedly outcurved, and may have reached the deepest point
of the curve slightly before reaching the partition (or southwest wall of
Storage Room E-3). This can be taken to indicate the wall extended about
another meter on the Storage Room E-4 side of the partition. This could about
be accommodated with the present configuration of Storage Room E-4 without
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requiring either some Storage Room E-l wall behind the northwest wall of

Storage Room E-4, or an obvious separation at floor level. Since neither
situation was found to obtain after cutting into the room 4 wall, it is

assumed that the two edge/wall alignments were yery close to the same over the

extent of Storage Room E-l.

The slab floor of Storage Room E-4 is in some measure also the floor of

Storage Room E-l. The slabs run continuously under the partition (Fig. 102),
and the portion of the floor in the Storage Room E-3 area slopes smoothly down

from the east end to where it runs under the partition. The floor on the

Storage Room E-4 side, however, has apparently been reworked. It is different
in composition in that it is all big slabs (Fig. 103), and it has its own
slight basin shape. It is highly unlikely, also, that it fits the old Storage
Room E-l configuration exactly.

There is some evidence with the partition, as well as on the Storage Room
E-3 side, that Storage Room E-l had a second, higher floor. Rather than on

the floor slabs that run under it, the partition is set on 6 to 12 cm. of

apparent cultural fill (Fig. 102). At about the juncture of the Storage Room
E-l and E-3 northern walls and the partition, plus a couple of other places
along the partition on the Storage Room E-3 side, are a few, small, horizontal
slab pieces that are right against the partition, or perhaps in it just a

bit. These are at the same level as the fill the partition is on.

While quite suggestive, the evidence for a higher floor is not

conclusive. Actually, it makes no sense at all for there to have been an

upper floor. Following placement of the partition, it would then be necessary
for the upper floor to be torn out on both sides of the partition to obtain

Figure 97. A remnant of Storage Room E-l is exposed
beneath the floor of Storage Room E-3 that
is centered in the photo. View north with
Storage Room E-2 on the right and the partition
and then Storage Room E-4 on the left.
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the configuration found at the time of excavation. Still, while the little

slab pieces can be ignored without much problem, the material under the
partition still begs a resolution that is not completely forthcoming.

Whatever the case with the floor(s), the partition (Fig. 96) represents
the major modification to Storage Room E-l. It also carried through most of
the rest of the development of the room block, and is vital in the
interpretation of that development.

The partition is, itself, a very nice feature (Fig. 102). It is

essentially a freestanding wall composed of a single thickness of stone
obviously selected for size and shape, but not dressed or worked to size or
shape in any way. While not wholly regular, six courses can be counted in

some places, although five is the more common number. The wall is noticeably
outcurved into Storage Room E-3 and is fully 1.4 m. in length. It is well
tied by slab liners and exterior masonry on the north, but only butts against
pit edge on the south.

While there is some variability, the stones in the partition wall are

mainly oval to elongate oval, basalt cobbles that are quite thin and tabular
in cross section. Larger stones are in the lower course or two; these run

from 24 to 30 cm. long, 12 to 15 cm. wide, and from 8 to 10 cm. thick. Stones
in the upper courses are mostly in the range from 12 to 18 cm. long and 2 to 4

cm. thick. A few small pieces of tabular sandstone have apparently been used
as fillers.

While much has apparently been lost and replaced by fill, there is still

considerable clay among the stones. Probably, then, the wall was wet laid.

Both faces are quite even and could easily have been plastered, but there is

no real evidence for this.

Placement of the partition probably cut Storage Room E-l into about equal

parts, perhaps with a slightly larger piece going to the Storage Room E-4
side. The curvature of the partition seems to have emphasized the Storage
Room E-4 portion, and that part also seems to have been remodeled to some

extent. Possibly, then, Storage Rooms E-4 and E-5 (which surely was in place
by this time) were used for some period with the Storage Room E-l portion to

the northeast of the partition falling into disuse. This is neither wholly

necessary nor fully demonstrated, however, and the northeast portion could
have been used as a small, separate compartment until Storage Room E-3 was

placed over it.

Storage Room E-2

This is the nicely preserved room remnant found at the east end of the

East Complex room block, and that directly adjoins Structure E-l. As noted
elsewhere, a concerted effort to identify additional constructions east of

Storage Room E-2 met with no success, so it is the eastmost and terminal room

in the block. Its condition indicates it was also the last in the block to be

occupied. Further, since it is believed (but without a great deal of hard

evidence) that the East Complex postdates the West Complex, the Room may also
represent the termination of site occupation.
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Figure 98. View north of Storage Room E-2, LM-3, with

clay floor surface exposed.

In outline form, the room is a smooth and regular oval (Figs. 95,

98-100). Interior dimensions are 2.1 by 1.5 m. At this end of the arc of
rooms, orientation of the long axis is much closer to east to west than the

rest of the unit, which run closer to northeast to southwest.

The floor of the room is very high (Figs. 98, 99). That, in combination

with certain wall characteristics, lends to the feature the look of a

carefully constructed, outlined pavement, rather than a storage room. While
somewhat differently arranged than other rooms on site and in the project
area, the room shows interior liners forming a seal with the floor, as well as

provisions for exterior masonry. Thus, it meets basic storeroom criteria.

The majority of the interior lining is provided by 13 large, oval, tabular

cobbles (Figs. 98-100) set at rather low angles. These are essentially
continuous on the east, around the north, and on most of the west. An average
stone for the group would run about 30 by 25 cm. in outline size, by 12 cm.

thick. These are set from slightly to well below the floor, and with the low

angle of setting, mainly extend only 10 to 15 cm. above the floor. Still, the

tops of several were observable at site surface at the start of excavations.

On the west, the three cobbles present are less oval and more vertically

set, and they function both as liners as well as base course for the two
additional courses forming the partition between Storage Rooms E-2 and E-3
(Fig. 95). The balance of the stones still present in the partition are
rather large and irregular in shape, possibly indicating the partition was
never much higher than as found.
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About most of the northern and eastern exterior perimeter, there are
rather substantial basalt blocks or cobbles just behind and generally slightly
below the lining material (Figs. 98-100). In a couple of instances, it
appears that the liners ride over some of the cobbles found in such profusion
to the north and east. Also, over a short portion on the southeast, there
appears to be a low, separately laid band of fist-size cobbles with the liner
laid against it to the inside, and large base-course material laid atop and on
the outside slope.

A 1.8-m.-long section of the south wall is gently outcurved and smoothly
continuous with the rest of the room perimeter, but shows somewhat different
wall construction. Large cobbles or blocks are used as lining here, as in the
rest of the wall, but they are vertically set, and there appears to be a

double-wide masonry base course over and behind the liners.

Slightly east of center on the southern wall section, and just a few
centimeters interior of the liners, is a cobble similar in size and shape to
the liners that is nearly vertically set slightly into the floor (Fig. 95).
To each side of this are the two large pieces of sandstone in the upper,
mainly cobble, portion of the floor. These directly abut the vertical liners
noted for this section of wall.

While some case can be made for two floors in the room, there are not two,

wholly separable layers. The material present can be easily viewed as one
floor of considerable substance. The clay coating over the floor stones was
rather thick - up to 5 cm.- but probably due to being only 15 to 20 cm.

beneath site surface, it was somewhat broken and friable when exposed. Two
mano fragments were on the clay surface along the north wall, and two metate
fragments were on the southern portion.

Under the clay is a layer of stone composed mainly of cobbles, plus just a

few angular pieces of sandstone slab (Fig. 99). The cobbles are rather small,
being mostly in the one- to two-fist-size range, although a few larger

examples are included. While there are just a lot of them present, the
cobbles do not form a good seal. They are not particularly well fitted and

there is only minor overlapping.

Directly under the cobbles is a full layer of tabular sandstone pieces
(Fig. 100). While of some size, there is a not a really big slab in the lot.

These are well fitted and have cobble junction ties and cobble ties along the

walls. There is no clay on the slabs, and there was no intervening material
of any sort between the cobble layer and the slabs.

Possible tipping the balance to the side of two floors, or at least

substantially separate construction events, is what happens at the partition

on the west. Here, the cobbles and clay ride up slightly on the base course
material of the partition, while the slabs run under and are continuous with
the slab floor in Room 3 (Fig. 101).

As noted with the pertinent feature description, the east portion of the

Storage Room E-2 floor(s) is laid directly on remnant portions of a slab-lined
cist. The west portion is laid on Stratum 2-E material.
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Figure 99. View northeast of Storage Room E-2, LM-3,

with clay floor surface exposed.
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Figure 100. View northeast of the east portion of

Storage Room E-2, LM-3, with cobbles
removed and slabs exposed. The cist
is in this area, but sealed under the

slabs.
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There was such a mass of cobbles north and east of Storage Room E-2 that

it was virtually impossible to tell which, if any, represented fall from the
room's masonry walls. As noted above, there was some evidence that the wall

liners and base-course materials intruded on the cobbles when emplaced. That
would put the level of origin/occupation surface associated with Storage Room
E-2 on or slightly over the cobbles. Actually, this works well as the major
occupation surface to the north that is atop Stratum 2-E and under the cobble
mass is also at or near the bottom of the Storage Room E-2 base-course
material, and is actually lower than the surface of the Storage Room E-2 floor.

Additionally, the occupation surface on Stratum 2-E was traced around the

east end of Storage Room E-2 and came in several centimeters lower than the
surface in Structure E-l containing the hearth. The floor surface in the
structure does go nicely with Storage Room E-2, riding up slightly on the
base-course stones for the exterior masonry wall.

The shallow fill above the floor was, as everywhere on site, heavy to
gravel but showed a little clay and a few artifacts. Numerous cobbles of good
size were found on or slightly above the floor, but were not noted as
patterned.

Storage Room E-3

This rather irregularly shaped room (Figs, 95, 97, 101) is built over the

east ca. one-half of Storage Room E-l. Only the partition ultimately used to

divide Storage Room E-l into two parts (Storage Room E-4 and the apparently
abandoned portion in Storage Room E-3) was carried forward and used in the
construction/final configuration of Storage Room E-3. All other evidence of
Storage Room E-l was buried under the Storage Room E-3 floor. Unfortunately,
when Storage Room E-3 was being initially exposed, the excavator broke through
the cobbles of the Storage Room E-3 floor and followed the Room 1 fill to the

slab floor. Thus, quite a bit of the Storage Room E-l floor in the west half
of the structure was removed before the mistake was seen. Sufficient material
remained, however, to show what the situation was and provide for a complete
interpretation. Mainly lacking are what could have been rather striking
photographs.

The relatively straight northwest pit wall is fully slab lined and is ca.

1.7 m. long. The five slabs in the wall (Fig. 97) roughly abut rather than

overlap. The larger of the group is 60 cm. long and extends 28 cm. above the

floor; the balance are considerably smaller, ranging only from 20 to 30 cm.

wide. On both the east and west, the end slabs pull in rather sharply to tie

to the partitions at the opposite ends of the room.

The southeast wall is markedly outcurved and 1.4 m. long. About 60

percent of the eastern portion of the wall is lined with slabs ranging from 25

to 30 cm. in length. There is a good trace of earthen pit edge over the

western portion, where either one large or two smaller liner pieces may be

missing.

Because of the curve of the southeast interior wall plus the pulling in of

the ends of the northwest wall, only about 45 cm. of the ca. 1.5-m.-long

partition on the southwest is actually used as Storage Room E-3 wall. This
also effectively takes out much of the curve of the partition and makes the

segment with Storage Room E-3 relatively straight. The partition itself is

described with Storage Room E-l, above.
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Visually, and as drawn (Fig. 95), the wall on the northeast appears as a

continuation of the smoothly curved perimeter of Storage Room E-2. Again,
however, with the curve on the south and the angled tie on the north, the

rather short section involved (ca. 70 cm.) is relatively straight. Further,
the section is of different construction than the balance of the Storage Room
E-2 walls. Extant is a partition of relatively large basalt cobbles stacked
to three deep. The stones are rough and of irregular shape, however, and the
wall (Fig. 96) is nowhere near as nice as the stacked partition on the
southwest that shows stones obviously selected for regular size and shape.

Outside on the northwest (Fig. 97) is an excellent section of base-course
masonry composed of rather large cobbles or blocks set just behind and/or just
below the slab tops. Also present are a few smaller stones indicating a

second course. At the junction with Storage Room E-2, the large base blocks
run rather smoothly across between the two units, while the partial second
course present curves smoothly from both sides to tie to the stacked
partition. Very little obvious fall from the walls was found north of Storage
Room E-3. Some stone and broken slab were on the occupation surface more or
less evident in the area, but the masses of cobbles found north of Storage
Room E-2 (Fig. 94) did not extend much further west than the room 2-3 juncture.

On the southeast, there are only a couple of cobbles and some minor
scatter just outside of the slab tops to indicate a base for a masonry wall
(Fig. 97). The edge of the Storage Room E-3 pit is only separated from a

relatively straight section of Structure E-l edge by 20 to 25 cm., this for
about 90 cm. on the east portion of the southeast wall. There would be room
over this area for a standing wall, but little else.

The floor of the room (Fig. 101) consists of clay laid over a pavement of

cobbles and pieces of slabs. The stone is rather jumbled in some areas, and
often shows a depth of two stones. It is, however, not as distinctly in two

layers as seen in Storage Room E-2. The clay found over the floor stones was
rather thin, and in some areas somewhat broken; in other areas it presented a

decent surface when fill was first removed.

In the east 40 percent of the room, the floor was laid directly on the

apparently culturally derived Stratum 2-E material, which is very solid and
hard. The balance of the floor in the western portion of the room was laid
over Storage Room E-l fill, which was rather loose and not much different from
the fill of Storage Room E-3 itself. The fill was ca. 20 cm. thick and lay

over the clay, slab, and cobble floor of Storage Room E-l.

The floor laps up noticeably on the extant slabs on the northwest and

southeast. It comes up slightly, also, where it ties against the partition on
the southwest. The clay and some minor stone ride up just slightly on the
partition between Storage Room E-2 and Storage Room E-3, but the major floor
stones run under the partition and are continuous with the floor stones in

Storage Room E-2.

The fill of Storage Room E-3, while not markedly stratified, was quite
similar to that found in the other rooms in the East Complex. It is basically
small gravel and sand containing some clay, construction stone, minor cultural
debris, and bits of charcoal. Not obviously patterned construction stone was
more common in the upper fill, while clay became rather dense lower in the
fill - particularly just above the floor.
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Figure 101. Centered is Storage Room E-3, LM-3, with
cobbles removed and slabs exposed. Cist
is in this area, but sealed under the slabs,

Figure 102. Detail view east of the partition between

Storage Rooms E-3 and E-4, LM-3. Shows
fill between the E-4 floor slabs and the

partition stones.
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Storage Room E-4

This is the partitioned west end of the original Storage Room E-l It is,

however, a separable unit (Figs, 95, 96, 103) and will be described as such.

It was actually fully excavated and described before there was any real

indication of the early structure.

The room is quite small, relatively deep, and distinctly triangular in

outline (Fig. 95). It measures 1.4 m. northeast to southwest, or along the

general axis of orientation of the room block. It is, however, also about 1.4

m. "wide" just southwest of the partition between it and Storage Room E-3.
The slab floor is from 50 to 60 cm. below the apparent level of origin atop
Stratum 2-E.

The northwest pit wall is fully lined with four sandstone slabs ranging
from 23 to 40 cm. wide and extending from 30 to 48 cm. above the floor. The
western three overlap one another noticeably, while the eastern and smaller of
the group angles in onto the partition and may be a replacement. All of the
slabs are unusually thin for overall size; the western three are actually
badly broken, but remain in place.

There is virtually no extant lining on the southeast (Fig. 103).

Nevertheless, excavation on this side established a very satisfactory contact
between room fill and obvious outside material. At the top of the pit,

however, this is up to 20 cm. outside the trace of the floor, indicating some
pit wall loss when the lining slabs were taken, as they surely must have been
at some point. Using the floor trace on the southeast rather than the pit
trace gives the little structure an even more distinct triangular shape.

On the northeast, of course, is the partition (Fig. 102) described in

detail with Storage Room E-l. Of particular note in regard to the
relationship between Storage Rooms E-3 and E-4 is that the partition is

noticeably outcurved from the E-4 side into the E-3 side. This would seem to

indicate that when Storage Room E-l was partitioned, the portion to the

southwest (Storage Room E-4) was emphasized, and the northeast portion
(Storage Room E-3) essentially cut off.

There is good base-course masonry (Fig. 103) along the northwest wall.
This is composed of fairly large cobbles (ca. 20 to 25 cm. by 12 to 15 cm. by

6 to 8 cm.) set just behind or slightly below the lining slabs. This is

essentially continuous with similar material on the northwest of Storage Room
E-3. There is a tie to large stones that crosses the gap between Storage
Rooms E-4 and E-5 (Fig. 95), but this is not smoothly continuous and it
appears that substantial amounts of base-course material have been lost on the
northwest side of Storage Room E-5.

On the southeast side (Fig. 103) of Storage Room E-4, there is only one
large block in place that may represent a masonry base course. This is at the

eastern end of the side, and the upper courses of the partition tie smoothly
against it. There is no evidence of masonry on the baulk between Storage
Rooms E-4 and E-5. The partition, again, is on the northeast.

There is only a single floor in the room. It is composed of rather large,

relatively thin, sandstone slab pieces (Figs. 102, 103) and just a little

miscellaneous chinking material. While closely and carefully laid, the floor
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slabs are not at all firmly set, appearing (and feeling)

jumbled. There was simply no good evidence found for a clay
slabs.

rather loose and

covering over the

On the north, the wall-lining slabs are set on the floor or just behind
it. In either case, the bottoms of the liner slabs are right at floor slab
level, not below it. There are no chinking of tieing stones along this
section, either.

The floor slabs run under the partition and well into the Storage Room E-3
side (Fig. 102). Notable is that the partition stones do not rest on the
floor slabs; rather, there is an up to 12-cm. -thick layer of intervening
cultural fill (Fig. 102). On the Storage Room E-3 side, there is also some
evidence for a higher floor that the partition was laid on. This would
account for the fill, but there is no evidence of the second floor on the
Storage Room E-4 side.

The floor of the room is laid over fully 15 cm. of what appears to be

Stratum 2-E material. Pulling the western three slabs from the northwest wall
showed the same material to be immediately behind. Not found, however, were
any indications of older alignments, floors, or other structural associates.

Fill of the structure was not noticeably differentiated with depth. It

was, of course, based on a heavy gravel content. Included, however, were
substantial amounts of sandy clay and apparent structural rock; scattered
charcoal and minor cultural debris were also components.

Figure 103. Overview of the fully cleared Storage Room

E-4, East Complex, LM-3.
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Storage Room E-5

This is the small, deep room at the west end of the room block portion of

the East Complex (Figs. 95, 96). It is rather irregular in outline, but

tending somewhat more to oval than round (Fig. 95). Maximum length northeast

to southwest is ca. 1.6 m., width is ca 1.2 m., and maximum pit depth below
the Stratum 3 level of origin is ca. 60 cm.

As opposed to the masonry partitions separating the other rooms in the

block, there is an undisturbed earthern baulk (Figs. 96, 104) between the

northeast end of this room and the southwest end of Storage Room E-4. As the
adjoining ends of both rooms curve out markedly, there is a close point of

separation at only 20 cm. that rapidly becomes larger with distance in either
direction.

The room is obviously set up as a storage unit, so its walls were no doubt
once fully lined. Only a partial lining, however, was in place at the time of

excavation (Figs. 104, 105). Since there were only minor indications of
collapse or sluff of the rather loose gravel walls, it is assumed that the pit

was not long open after the wall lining was taken. Possibly it was pulled
after the structure had collapsed and the pit partially filled. Some support
for this latter assumption is provided by a single slab butt on the north.

This is a substantial stone 50 cm. wide by 3 cm. thick that extends 30 cm.

above the floor, or about halfway up the wall. The butt could very well

represent the attempt to pull a full -height slab partially buried in rubble -

the result being a snapped slab rather than a clean pull. Obviously
cannibalized rooms often show liner butts of various heights with apparent
broken tops.

The only other in situ wall lining is on the southeast where a large

basalt boulder with a flat face (Fig. 105) was obviously simply left in the

wall when the structure pit was initially excavated. The rock is 80 cm. long
and 25 cm. high, and while about centered on the height of the wall, it dips
down rather sharply from west to east. Tied under it, or in two instances
slightly overlapping its face, are three pieces of sandstone slab and one
cobble. These are also tied to the floor and provide an effectively sealed

section of wall. Interestingly, the boulder could not have been removed by
scavengers save via extensive digging; and, the material below it would have

been difficult to see or remove in a partially filled-pit situation.

Direct evidence for exterior walls is rather minimal, but there is enough

material present to strongly suggest the presence of such walls, at least most
of the way around the room (Figs. 95, 104). Large blocks on the north
indicate a tie across from the wall that is continuous along the northern side
of the other rooms in the block (Fig. 95). There are also a couple of large
blocks on the south, and a scatter of smaller material on the northwest and
southwest. There is, however, not the slightest indication of a wall atop the

baulk separating this room from Storage Room E-4.

The single floor in the room is essentially intact and is composed of ca.
4 cm. of brown clay (Fig. 104) laid over a closely fitted pavement of basalt
cobbles and just a few small pieces of tabular sandstone (Fig. 105). Some

pebbles and smaller material are present for chinking, but mainly the more or
less tabular stones are well fitted and/or slightly overlapped. The clay
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Figure 104. View northwest of Storage Room E-5, LM-3,

cleared to the clay floor surface.
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Figure 105. Cobbles underlying the clay in the floor

of Storage Room E-5, East Complex, LM-3.
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presented a very nice, crisp surface when freshly exposed, and it held up well

to light traffic and use. Directly under the floor stones was a 3- to
4-cm. -thick layer of apparent Stratum 2-E material that lay, in turn, on

clean, Stratum 1 gravel.

Fill of the structure was separable into two components. The upper was a

25- to 30-cm. -thick layer of small, sandy gravel with an appreciable clay
content, noticeable but small pieces of charcoal, and abundant cobbles in the
15 to 20 cm. length range - about the common size for outside wall material.
The cobbles were not noticeably patterned, but did seem to cluster in groups
of four to six, although lying at various angles.

The lower 15 to 20 cm. of fill had a very heavy clay content, but rocks

were generally lacking. The clay was mainly rather lumpy and loose; the most
dense concentration being found right on the clay floor. Charcoal was very

scarce in the lower material.

There is no really convincing evidence relevant to when in the room block

sequence this room was built. It could have been essentially at the same time
as Storage Room E-l, or it could have been after all the remodeling and the
establishment of the final configuration of Storage Rooms E-3 and E-4. Mainly
because of the poor condition of the room, the early alternative is favored
here. It is likewise assumed that the room fell into disuse prior to the rest
of the block, and it was then scavenged for construction material for use in

one or another of the later rooms.

Structure E-l

In size, shape, and placement, this feature is strikingly similar to

Structure W-l associated with the West Complex; even the hearths are set well
off center in a very like manner (Figs. 85, 95). Further, the two features
seem to reflect the same basic construction form, insofar as that can be

abstracted. Structure E-l, however, is obviously a much better preserved
remnant, and it appears to have been somewhat more substantial in the first
instance.

At site surface, there was some indication of the feature in the form of
vague basalt alignments on the north and east. In the north to south
exploratory trench (Fig. 79) that cut across this feature (as well as Storage
Room E-2), the outline of the structure was quite evidence at only about 10

cm. beneath site surface. Here was an area nearly 4 m. across that showed no

large rock, while abundant rock was exposed at the same level both north and
south.

Expansion and full excavation revealed a large, shallow pit of rather
irregular outline (Figs. 94, 95). Greatest north to south dimension is ca.

4.3 m. ; east to west the widest area is 4.1 m. Gravel and protruding rock had
been cleaned from this area to a depth of 20 to 25 cm. Then, it appears that
5 to 10 cm. of sand was placed over the bottom of the excavation to provide a

clean, rock-free surface. No evidence of extensive use of clay was noted,

however.

The edges of the pit range from gently to rather sharply sloped. While
there are no vertical sections, the steepest is where the outlining rocks are
shown on the east (Fig. 95). Actually, there is a great deal of rock about
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the entire circumference (Fig. 94). By the time the final map (Fig. 95) of
the feature was drawn, however, virtually all of this had lost appeal as

either structural or outlining stone, and only the few pieces on the east plus
the exterior wall material for Storage Room E-2 were drawn. Some of the
material around the edges probably came out of the pit excavation; other is

actually in situ bar material. On the south is an obviously high area of bar
material (Fig. 94) that is coincident with the edge of the structure. Much of
the material on the east and northeast is simply that "left" at the edge of
the structure pit when the excavator cleaned away the cobble mass up to the
edge.

In short, there is effective outlining stone virtually about the entire
circumference of the structure. There is, however, no evidence that this was
integral to the structure. Save for the Storage Room E-2 material, it could
all be fortuitous or an artifact of pit excavation and/or placement.

Upper fill of the structure was a brown sand with a very marked small

gravel content, and just a hint of a dark stain. This lay on a dark, sandy,
apparently use-packed surface essentially free of gravel. Under the surface
initially worked, and that more or less associated with the hearth, was an

additional 6 to 10 cm. of gravel-free, stained sand lying directly on clean,
Stratum 1 gravel s.

Apparently what has happened with the "floor" and the deeper sand is that
the clean sand originally placed in the pit has mixed over several centimeters
during use and represents several occupational layers rather than a single,
finite "surface." Without a confining clay cap, the sand in the pit would
react to intensive use like that forming occupation "surfaces" on sandier
sites. That is, the dry, loose sand mixes over an appreciable vertical
distance, and any surface subsequently exhumed and worked by the archaeologist
is generally an approximation of reality rather than a wholly concrete and

finite "thing."

Located in the floor of the structure, well northeast of center, is an

obviously carefully constructed, fully slab-lined hearth (Fig. 95). The
feature is circular, measuring ca. 65 cm. in diameter. From the level of
origin on the "floor" of the structure, however, it is only a maximum of 10

cm. deep. As found with most of the hearths or firepits in the project sites,

the lining slabs are set at very low angles, so depth is minimal. Actually,
most of the interior surface area is composed of the low-set slabs; only one

piece of slab of any size is fully horizontal on the bottom (Fig. 106).

There are a couple of patches of heavily burned clay around the slab piece
in the bottom of the hearth. There is no evidence, however, of a clay rim or

a full clay lining. Some of the slabs are distinctly discolored from burning.

Fill of the hearth was mainly a mix of sand, minor clay, and some ash.

Toward the bottom, ash was more common in the form of "patches" or small

lenses. No good, heavily burned fill of the type that makes good flotation
samples was present - another characteristic of project site hearths.

Despite the amount of area it takes up, there was little to indicate when

Structure E-l became involved in the East Complex sequence. It is visually

(Figs. 94, 95) rather firmly attached to Storage Room E-2, but the in-the-dirt

physical attachment is much less dramatic and not at all straightforward as to
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Figure 106. Fully cleared hearth in Structure E-l

,

East Complex, LM-3.

what the exact relationship is between the two. Probably the structure went

in at the same time Storage Room E-2 (and therefore Storage Room E-3) was
built, and is therefore rather late in the sequence. Another "late"
indicator is that it apparently was cut through at least some of the mass of
cobbles in the vicinity of Storage Room E-2. Also, there was little heavy
stone over the fill, that was itself only a few centimeters under site surface.

As with Structure W-l in the West Complex, it is proposed that this

feature represents at least a ramada-type structure, and perhaps even a

structure of more substance. No direct evidences of posts or other structural
materials were found, but in the absence of burning in a shallow,
sandy/gravelly context, very little could be expected to preserve.

Cist

Evidence of this small construction was found under the east portion of
the floor of Storage Room E-2 (Fig. 100). Apparently represented is a

circular, slab-lined cist about 90 cm. to 1 m. in diameter. No indication of
original full depth was present, but the rather small size and relative
thinness of the extant liners indicates no particular height.

Actually observed directly under the slab layer of the storeroom floor was
a ca. 15-cm. -thick layer of clayey-gravelly material similar to the cultural
fill of Storage Room E-2 and the other rooms in the alignment,
this material was a pavement of thin slabs with some small

junctures, etc. Some clay was on the slabs, but a full

Directly under
cobbles set at
cover was not

definitely indicted. The slabs were initially set on clean, Stratum 1 gravels.
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Both the fill and the slabs are sharply truncated on the west and north,

but no lining slabs are present. On the southeast are two adjoining slabs,
each about 20 cm. wide, that are about 15 cm. interior to the big outlining
stones of Storage Room E-l. The apparently broken slab tops are just slightly
higher than the bottoms of the big lining stones for Storage Room E-2. Two
additional and similar slabs were found a short distance to the north,
actually directly under the big lining stones at the northeast corner of room.

Stratum 2-E (Older Structural Debris)

This material, noted as Stratum 2-E with the introduction to this section,
is a close associate of the little block of rooms in the East Complex. While
much thicker and much more evident on the north, there is at least some
material on the south of the rooms. Even more striking, there is appreciable
material under the floors of all the rooms in the block. Even under the floor
of the deepest and most westerly Storage Room E-5, there were 3 or 4 cm. of
what appeared to be Stratum 2-E material.

As noted, the stratum is composed mainly of gravel, markedly larger and
more dense than found in the upper, Stratum 3 material that seals the site.

There is noticeable clay present in the form of "lumps" and apparent wash.
Fairly numerous small fragments of sandstone slabs are quite characteristic;
other forms of construction stone, cobbles particularly, may be disguised by
the large size of much of the gravel matrix. Only a few sherds, flakes, and

other artifacts were recovered, but they are present throughout (Table 5).

There may be a bit of dark stain to the material, but charcoal was not
generally noticeable and no datable material was recovered.

In reference to this material, the field notes often reflect the term
"ugly." While not a bit objective and perhaps not overly precise, the term is

nonetheless quite apt. In the first instance, the material was rather
visually displeasing. More particularly, however, even in the context of a

hard-digging site, this stuff was just terrible to work. It was buried and

difficult to get at, hard, rocky, and wholly frustrating; ugly was actually

the only printable term used to describe it.

While not nearly coextensive, the material was very evident under the

cobble concentration where it ran to 15 to 20 cm. in thickness and lay over
clean, Stratum 1 gravel. Also, a particularly clayey, topmost portion of the

material under the cobbles provided definition of Occupation Surface E-l,

which is likewise more extensive than either the cobbles or the Stratum E-2
material

.

The material is very closely associated with the block of rooms (Fig.

95). There is a good deposit to the north, a bit to the south, and some off
both ends, particularly on the east. It is under the floors of all the rooms

and, where checked in a couple of places, behind the northern wall slabs of
the rooms. While not pursued to the point that a good cross section was ever

established, it appears that the material was quite thick along an old

alignment essentially the same as the later block of rooms. Probably there

were older structures through here, but no good evidence was ever found in the

form of alignments, surfaces, slabs, or even definite pits.

Both Storage Room E-l and the cist, definably the earlier room block

units, are cut into the material and thus associate with the rest of the later
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rooms and occupation. There is simply nothing structural that seems to be

even tentatively associated with the obviously older material, although it

nonetheless appears to be structural in origin. The thick deposit of the

material to the north could be simply an occupation accumulation; more likely,

however, is that it represents debris thrown out to the north when the younger
rooms of the defined room block were dug.

An attempt should probably have been made to pursue this material to a

more complete resolution. There was some deposit left when the excavations
were terminated, and the upper rooms were never wholly dismantled. However,

not only was time becoming a big factor, there were at hand the experiences of
putting considerable effort into the cobble concentration and the older
alignments in the West Complex - both to essentially no effect. Thus, the

time was not invested and there is only the interpretation pieced together
from the observations noted above. The deposit represents some sort of older
structures on approximately the same alignment as the younger room block, but
razed/dismantled or otherwise abused to the point that precise identification
was not possible.

Occupation Surface E-1

This was established as a viable feature on the north of the arc of
storage rooms in the East Complex (Fig. 95), and was best defined under the
concentration of cobbles subsequently noted in this section. Probably the
definition is best under the virtual seal of rock simply because of
protection, rather than due to any meaningful relationship between the two

features. Particularly north of the storerooms, and to some extent mixed with
the cobbles, are a lot of pieces of sandstone slab on or near the surface.

Initial and best definition of the feature was as the surface of Stratum

2-E. It was possible, however, to carry something of a free-of-large-rocks
level or surface around the east end of the block of rooms and to the front or
south where there was no Stratum 2-E. The sharply defined clayey surface,
however, was restricted to the east portion of the north side of the room
block, and then on around the east end to the edge of Structure E-1.

The surface represents, apparently, the initial and major occupation of
definable and extant structural remnants in the room block. It is obviously
later than whatever went on previously that provided its level of origin. As
noted with Storage Room E-2, there is probably a slightly later, poorly
defined occupation level associated with the occupation of that room and
Structure E-1

.

While nicely defined and an aid in disposing of the cobble concentration,
this particular feature was not overly useful in sorting out relationships in

the East Complex area. Similar surfaces at other project sites provided much
more information (see LM-1 and LM-2

, particularly).

Cobble Concentration

Both north and east off Storage Room E-2, and then to some extent curving
rapidly south around the defined perimeter of Structure E-1, was a literal
mass of cobbles (Figs. 94, 95) found under only 10 cm. or so of Stratum 3

material. When initially cleaned, there appeared to be all kinds of
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alignments and fall patterns involved with the material. Further, Storage
Room E-2 in particular, but to some extent the other rooms in the block, had
been sorted out of a matrix of similar material. Finally, as other work
progressed, it was becoming painfully apparent that there had been more
activity in the East Complex area than was being accounted for by the
well-defined features.

Thus, with all manner of questions and obvious potential at hand, a great
deal of time was invested in attempting to tease answers and wonderful new
features out of the material. The entire venture, however, came to naught.
The alignments and patterns (and rocks) just simply "went away." No

additional structures were involved, and no new features of any kind were
defined. The cobbles, along with some other debris (particularly sandstone
slab fragments) lay essentially one deep on or near the surface of Stratum
2-E, also defined as Occupation Surface E-l.

While rock was not uncommon elsewhere around the rooms in the east block,

the markedly patterned material noted here extended about 1.5 m. north of
Storage Room E-2 and at least 3 or 4 m. east and southeast of that room.
Further downslope to the north was obvious, jumbled bar material; the top of
dense bar materials also became obvious on the east, but was less distinct
than to the north. Structure E-l had apparently truncated the concentration,
but it was not present on the west side of the structure. Although rocks were
present in quantity on to the west-southwest, the west limit of Storage Room
E-2 was also the limit of the definable concentration north of the room block.

No good explanation can be provided for what all this material actually
represented. There is no possible way it could all be associated with Storage
Room E-2. In fact, very little was convincing as fall from the Storage Room
E-2 walls. It appears, however, that an ill -defined occupation surface for at

least the latest episode with Storage Room E-2 may be about atop the cobbles,
so some could be fall from an earlier building, or remodeling debris, or both.

The material seems much too well sized and patterned to be spoil from the

excavation of the pits for Storage Room E-2 or Structure E-l. Also, it seems

much too high to be associated with whatever is represented by the Stratum 2-E
deposition. However, resting on that stratum and the occupation surface
virtually precludes it from being a natural phenomenon. Despite diligent
effort, it is simply not known what was represented here.

Discussion

This site at the extreme north end of the bar proved to be definably the

earliest of the Little Man group. A good sample of painted ceramics (Fig.

130) shows the Pueblo I type Washington Black-on-gray almost exclusively (see

Thompson, this report), with just a few earlier Mesquite Black-on-gray and
later St. George Black-on-gray sherds present, also. With the rims from the

plain gray jars, seen is the moderate or intermediate eversion that has been
found to be diagnostic of the Pueblo I period. Again, and in the context of a

fairly large sample, only a couple of rims are even suggestive of later

materials. Thus, the ceramic assemblage is both remarkably consistent and

strongly tied to the Pueblo I period.

Nicely dovetailing with the ceramic definition is the ca. A.D. 760

radiocarbon determination obtained from materials from the pithouse. Also
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showing as early, but not helping much in other matters, are dates obtained
from small, composite samples from Storage Rooms E-5 and W-l in the East and
West Complexes. Remarkably similar at ca. 30 and 50 B.C., the dates are

nonetheless 700 or 800 years too early for the well-defined archaeology. As

finally demonstrated with the LM-2 radiocarbon and tree-ring determinations,
there was apparently extensive use of "old" wood in the Anasazi sites along
the Virgin system. Still, it is hard to accommodate 700-year-old wood showing
up as tiny fragments in the deep fill of a storage unit. Even less palatable
is essentially the same ancient material in similar contexts on opposite sides
of the site (Fig. 79). The authors simply have no notion of what brought
about this passing strange situation.

The pithouse, in the main, lacks formal features, and is thus not
obviously time sensitive. Rather than an actual lack, however, features
probably simply did not preserve in the heavy gravels into which the house was
cut. This is a situation somewhat similar to that found at 42Ws390 in the
Quail Creek project area (Walling et al . 1986:227-242) where a pithouse that
had been cut into bar gravels proved quite non-diagnostic and generally devoid
of features. Dating of the site was tenuous, but with some indications of a

Pueblo I occupation.

That most features were cut into the gravels was not much help in

definitional matters anywhere on the LM-3 site, but it was the greatest
impediment with pithouse definition. Actually, rather extensive inventory
along the river system indicates that it may have been a Pueblo I

characteristic to select exposed bar materials for site placement.

Most, but not all, of the storage units on site show such early
characteristics as oval shape and considerable depth in relation to outline
size. There is a lot of variation in the units plus some unique or
exceptional features, such as the little partition wall between Storage Rooms
E-3 and E-4 and the construction of the interior wall lining of Storage Room
W-l.

Both sets of storage units showed considerable complexity of development,

particularly so those of the East Complex. This can, and probably should, be
taken as a indicator of a relatively long period of occupation, particularly
in view of a fairly heavy artifact yield, at least for an early site (Table
5). Unfortunately, sequence between the two little complexes could not be

firmly established, nor could the pithouse be firmly tied to one or the other
(or both).

Very nicely defined is the close association of some sort of additional

structure with each of the sets of storage rooms. In each case, the shallow,
basin-shaped pit remnant seemed to indicate a light (but covered)
construction, possibly a warm-weather habitation. While there are differences
in detail between the two "structures," and particularly between the
associated groupings of storage rooms, the overall visual similarity between
the two complexes is very striking (Figs. 85, 95).

Again in view of extensive inventory along the Virgin and Santa Clara, it

appears that Pueblo I sites often show surface manifestations suggestive of
the East and West Complexes excavated at LM-3. Often seen are alignments or
other structural indications tied closely to the "fronts" of obvious storage
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unit alignments. This is seen enough on sites yielding good Pueblo I ceramics
that, in view of the current excavated data, it is suggested as a strong
Pueblo I indicator for the Virgin.

Also common to both complexes on the site are strong indications of
remnants from earlier occupations essentially co-extensive with at least
portions of the structures and alignments defined in the descriptive sections,
above. On the west, there actually appears to be an old alignment oriented to
the north and the river, or just opposite the defined West Complex
orientation. On the east was defined only a deep accumulation of material
appearing, in part, as structural rubble (Stratum 2-E), and following closely
the alignment of the storage units in the East Complex.

In both instances, but particularly on the east, considerable effort was
invested in trying to obtain better definitions for the earlier materials and
indications. Very little could be accomplished, but not for lack of effort -

there was simply nothing to get a firm hold on and pursue. Whatever the
earlier materials represented, there is no real reason to think the early
dates from the site (see above) were derivative therefrom.

Besides the substantial and consistent sample of Pueblo I ceramics, the

site yielded a fair number of other artifacts and types. Notable are two

axes, an oft-recovered tool from the Little Man locality, but not particularly
known as a common part of the Virgin kit. Very common in the stone tool

collection are grinding and other implements usually associated with
processing of seeds and plant remains.

Chipped stone debris is common, although not particularly abundant. Quite

uncommon are finished pieces such as points, bi faces, knives, etc. generally
associated with hunting or refurbishing of hunting gear.

Also notable with the non-ceramic artifact assemblage from the LM-3 site
is that it does not differ noticeably in kind from the other Little Man
sites. While totals are larger than found at LM-1 or LM-4 and smaller than

taken from LM-2, type percentages are seen as rather similar, and

approximately the same kit is reflected at each site (Walling, this report).

Reflected by the flotation samples (Heath, Appendix I , this report) is a

small array of utilized plant species somewhat different from that seen at the

other Little Man sites. Zea is not directly represented, nor are other
cultigens present. The tiny seeds from the genus Chenopodium are abundant,
particularly so in unburned condition but also in charred form and from

several contexts. Marking the LM-3 materials, however, are numerous seeds of
the family Lamiaceae (mint) and the Brassicaceae (mustard) family. Seeds of

both types were found in charred as well as unburned condition, but were from

a single sample taken from the floor of Storage Room E-l.

No great weight is assigned to the lack of direct evidence for cultigens,

particularly corn ( Zea mays ) . Only a dozen samples were analyzed, and
three-quarters of these empnasized a single context - the floor and floor

features of the pithouse - where only Chenopodium spp. seeds were found,

mainly in unburned condition. Further, the presence of Zea in Pueblo I

contexts is well documented from the Quail Creek sites, and in percentages not

shown as significantly different from figures for later sites (Heath 1986:493).
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Neither is much credence given to the possible implication that the other
taxa present indicate any particular level of reliance on wild plants as

subsistence items. All but about seven percent of the recovered Chenopodium
seeds are unburned and thereby suspect in the first instance. Further, most
of the species of Chenopodium are weedy and are thus likely to be concomitants
of agriculture, rather th~an replacements or even supplements. Also,

documented ethnographic use for mint and/or mustard seeds are for other than

subsistence uses (Heath, Appendix I , this report).

As, of course, is also true for the other sites on the bar, LM-3 is in an

excellent situation for small-scale agriculture. Permanent water is right at
hand and in conjunction with arable land found in several slightly separated
situations. Primary drawbacks appear to be the volume and often extreme
fluctuations of the water source, and the susceptibility of the floodplain
(and most obvious agriculture area) to damage from the fluctuations.

In the introductory section to this volume, and more particularly in

certain sections of the volume reporting the Red Cliffs site excavations
(Dal ley and McFadden 1985:11-21), no little effort was expended in an attempt
to expose, highlight, and explicate the varied and abundant native plant
resource in and around the St. George Basin. The point, of course, being that

this resource would have been available for use to any prehistoric group with
both the knowledge and the technology to effectively exploit it, as surely
must have been the case with the Virgin Anasazi.

While not exactly dropping seeds into the storage units on LM-3, there are
nonetheless some potentially important plants very near the site locale, and
many others available not far away (see Environmental Considerations , above).
As just noted, none of these were directly recovered in excavation, nor were
they found in the rather limited number of analyzed flotation samples; more
telling is that they have not appeared in any quantity in a large number of

samples from numerous sites representing several periods (Heath 1986:477-495;
Heath, Appendix II , this report). Probably even more convincing (but not
documented in the literature) is that extensive inventory in and around the

St. George Basin is turning up very little in the way of definable Virgin
exploitive/processing sites or camps/stations - some, but certainly not enough
to support any significant portion of a subsistence pattern that lasted any

significant part of several hundred years. There are sites to suggest and
support a definable Paiute pattern, but not so the Anasazi (see also
Conclusions , below).

Also, there were no bones of any sort taken directly from the LM-3
deposits, although a large volume of material was shifted to get at and clear
the structural phenomena. The few, minute splinters recovered from the
flotation samples may reflect a prehistoric presence that has badly
deteriorated; more likely, they represent recently deceased site denizens of
minor proportions.

If nothing else, a number of mammal and bird species directly associated

with the riparian zone would have been immediately available to the
prehistoric site inhabitants. Further, as alluded to in the Quail Creek
volume (Walling et al. 1986:40), a surprising number of mule deer feed along
the riparian zone, as well as use it for covered passage from one area to

another. While bone is not wholly lacking from all Quail Creek sites (Walling
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TABLE 5

COLLECTION SUMMARY LM-3 (42Wsl349)

Teat Trench 1 - Stratum 3_.

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray
Washington B/G
Lithics.

grinding slab frags._

grinding slab frag._
grinding slab frag ._
mano

- mano frags._
- mano frag ._
- mano frag ._
- mano frags._

abrading stone_

Q - abrading stone_

B - abrading stone_

abrading stone frag,

abrading stone frag.

polishing stone
edge grinder
modified stone frags.

_

ground stone frags.

edge pounders
LL- core scraper
PW- scraper
L cobble chopper^

C - Rose Spring Corner-notched point

C - bifacially worked flakes
C9- bifacially worked flake

C - scraper
C - utilized flakes
C5- utilized flakes

C6- utilized flakes
LL- utilized flakes
Q - utilized flake

core

122

11

2

1

1

1

3

1

1

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

3

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

13
it

2

4

C3- core
C6- core
LL- core
c - biface flakes
c - core flakes
c -

c -
core shatter flakes
u/i flakes

C5-
C5-

C6-

core flakes (2 cortex)
u/i flakes (2 cortex)
core flake

C6- u/i flakes
LL- core flakes (5 cortex)
LL- core shatter flake (cortex)
LL- u/i flakes (2 cortex)
Q - core flakes (1 cortex)
Q - u/i flake
SS- core flakes

Test Trench 2 - Stratum 3_.

Ceramics .

Mesquite Gray
North Creek Gray
Washington B/G

2

3
4

6

5

5

1

6

11

1

5

3

1

2

50

68

16

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G_

Lithics.
S -

B -

B -

PW-

S -

C6-

C -

C5-

abradlng stone_
abrading stone_
axe
pounding stone_
scraper
scraper
utilized flakes_
utilized flakes_

C - core
LL- core
c - core flakes (1 cortex)
c - u/i flakes (1 cortex)

C1- u/i flake

C2- core flake
C5- core flakes
C5- core shatter flakes
C5- u/i flakes (4 cortex)
C6- biface flake
C6- core flakes
C6- core shatter flake (cortex)
C6- u/i flake (cortex)

C8- core shatter flake (cortex)
C8- u/i flake (cortex)
LL- core flakes (3 cortex)
LL- u/1 flakes (1 cortex)

Q - core flakes (2 cortex)

Q - u/i flakes

Test Trench 3_ - Stratum 3_-

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray
Washington B/G

Lithics .

S

B

L

S

Q

B

S

S

Q

c

abrading stone
abrading stones
abrading stones
abrading stone frags,
abrading stone frag ._

polishing stone
modified stone frag._

ground stone frags.
edge pounder
utilized flakes_

C6- utilized flakes_

C7- utilized flake_
LL- utilized flake_

utilized flake_
core

Q -

ct-

cs- core flake_

C6- u/i flake
"

LL- core flakes (2 cortex),
LL- u/i flakes (2 cortex)_
Q - core flake

Excavation Units - West Area
Stratum 3_.

Ceramics .

Mesquite Gray

78
21

1

3

2

3

1

1

1

3

1

6

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

3

1

23
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TABLE 5 (Continued)

North Creek Gray 247
Washington B/G 26
Lithics.
S - metate frag. 1

S - slab metate frags. 2
S - grinding slab frag. 1

B - manos 2

D - mano 1

S - mano frags. 1

Q - mano frag. 1

B - mano frag

.

1

S - abrading stones 2

B - abrading stones 2

Q - polishing stone 1

B - polishsing stone 1

S - modified stone 1

S - modified stone frag. 1

Q - ground and modified stone 1

S - ground stone frags. 14

Q - edge pounders 3

C5- core scraper 1

LL- core scrapers 2
L - cobble scraper 1

Q - cobble scraper 1

C - side-notched point 1

C - scraper 1

C6- scraper 1

C - utilized flakes 15
C2- utilized flake 1

C4- utilized flake 1

C5- utilized flakes 4

C6- utilized flakes 3
C7- utilized flake 1

C8- utilized flake 1

C9- utilized flake 1

LL- utilized flake 1

Q - utilized flake 1

C - cores 2

C5- core 1

LL- core 1

C - core flakes (2 cortex) 7
C - core shatter flakes 2

C - u/i flakes (3 cortex) 13
C3- core flake (cortex) 1

C5- core flakes (3 cortex) 8

C5- u/1 flakes (1 cortex) 3

C6- biface flake 1

C6- core flakes (4 cortex) 7
C6- core shatter flakes (1 cortex) 2
C6- u/i flakes 3
LL- core flakes (7 cortex) 12
LL- u/i flakes (6 cortex) 8

Q - core flakes (4 cortex) 5

Q - u/i flakes (2 cortex) 4

Excavation Units - East Area -

Stratum 3

.

Ceramics.
Mesquite Gray (1 fr.) 31
North Creek Gray 228
Washington B/G 35

Lithics.
s - grinding slab frag. 1

B - grinding slab frag. 1

S - mano 1

S - mano frag

.

1

L - mano frag

.

1

S - abrading stone frags. 2

Q - edge grinder* 1

S - modified stone frags. 2

S - ground stone frags. 2

Q - edge pounders 5

C6- pounding stone 1

LL- core scraper 1

Q - cobble scraper 1

B - cobble scraper 1

L - cobble scraper 1

L - scraper 1

C - scraper 1

C6- scraper 1

C - utilized flakes 18

C1- utilized flake 1

C2- utilized flake 1

C3- utilized flake 1

C5- utilized flakes 9

C6- utilized flakes 6

C7- utilized flake 1

C8- utilized flake 1

LL- utilized flakes 8

Q - utilized flake 1

C - cores 4

C3- core 1

C5- core 1

C6- cores 2

LL- core 1

C - biface flake 1

C - core flakes (2 cortex) 9

C - core shatter flakes (2 cortex) 3
C - u/i flakes (1 cortex) 8

C1- core shatter flakes (1 cortex) 2

C2- u/i flakes (2 cortex) 3

C3- core flakes 2

C3- core shatter flake (cortex) 1

C3- u/i flake 1

C4- core flake (cortex) 1

C4- core shatter flakes (1 cortex) 2

C5- biface flake 1

C5- core flake (cortex) 1

C5- core shatter flakes (3 cortex) 3

C5- u/i flakes 2

C6- biface flakes 3

C6- core flakes (1 cortex) 6

C6- core shatter flake (cor'tex) 1

C6- u/i flakes 5

C8- u/i flake 1

C9- u/i flake 1

LL- core flakes (8 cortex) 17

LL- core shatter flake (cortex) 1

LL- u/i flakes 8

Q - core flakes (4 cortex) 5

SS- core flakes (2 cortex) 2
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TABLE 5 (Continued)

Artifac t Concentration - Stratum 2W.

Ceramics .

Mesquite Gray
North Creek Gray
Washington B/G
Lithics.
S -

D -

S -

S -

Q -

B -

S -

Q -

PW-

Q -

Q -

S -

s -

s -

Q -

Q -

metate frag.
metate frag.
grinding slab frag._

mano
mano
mano
mano frag

.

abrading stone
abrading stones
polishing stones
edge grinders
modified stone
modified stone frags.

ground stone frag.

edge pounders
core scraper

LL- core scrapers
Q - cobble scrapers_
L - cobble scrapers_
LL- scrapers
LL- core knife
C - utilized flakes
C2-

C5-
C6-

C -

utilized flakes_
utilized flakes_
utilized flake_
cores

C1- core
c - biface flake (edge ground)
c - core flake

c -

c -
core shatter flake (cortex)

u/i flakes
C5-
C6-

C6-

core flakes (1 cortex)
core flakes (1 cortex)
u/i flakes

LL- core flakes (1 cortex)
LL- core shatter flake (cortex)_
LL- u/i flakes (2 cortex)

Q - u/i flake (cortex)

Stratum 2-E .

Ceramics .

Mesquite Gray
North Creek Gray
Washington B/G
Lithics .

S

S

s

Q

L

S

Q

metate frag,

mano frag
abrading stone frag,

abrading stone frag,

edge grinder
ground stone frag,

edge pounders
LL- core scraper
L - cobble scraper
LL- scraper

29

92

15

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

5

1

3

1

8

1

6

2

2

5

1

6

2

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

5

3

5

3

7

1

2

1

16

84

9

utilized flake

C1- utilized flakes 2

C5- utilized flake
LL- utilized flake

Q - utilized flake

SS- utilized flake

LL- cores

1

1

1

1

3

C - core flakes 2

LL- core flakes (2 cortex)

LL- u/i flakes

5

2

Pithouse Fill - 0-20 cm.

Ceramics.
Mesquite Gray 36

North Creek Gray
Mesquite B/G

167

1

Washington B/G 30

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G

Lithics.
B - slab metate

B - abrading stone

L - abrading stone

Q - abrading platform

2

1

1

1

1

Q - polishing stones 2

q - polishing stone frag

.

S - ground stone fraKS.
I. - ground stone fraK .

- edge pounder
PW- scrapers

1

5

1

1

3

C - scraper 1

C - utilized flakes

C2- utilized flakes

10

2

C3- utilized flake

C5- utilized flake

C6- utilized flake

C8- utilized flake

LL- utilized flakes

1

1

1

1

3

C. - cores 2

CM- core 1

C - biface flake
C. - core flakes

1

9

C - core shatter flakes 4

C - u/i flakes (1 cortex)

C3- core flake

7

1

C5- core flakes (1 cortex)

C5- core shatter flakes (3 cortex)_

C5- u/i flakes (1 cortex)

C6- u/i flakes (1 cortex)

C8- core flake (cortex)

4

4

4

2

1

LL- core flakes (2 cortex)

LL- core shatter flakes (2 cortex)_

LL- u/i flakes (2 cortex)

Q - u/i flake (cortex)

12

2

5

1

Pithouse Fill - 20-40 cm.

Ceramics.
Mesquite Gray 9

North Creek drav
Mesquite B/G

83

1

Washington B/G 17

Lithics.
Q - abrading stone 1
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TABLE 5 (Continued)

L - abrading stone

B - abrading stone frag.

S - ground stone frags._

LL- scraper

C - utilized flakes_

C4- utilized flake_
C5- utilized flakes_

C6- utilized flake_
LL- utilized flakes_

C - core flakes

C - core shatter flakes (2 cortex)_

C1- core flake__
C5- core flake

•

C5- u/i flake

C6- core flakes (1 cortex)_

C8- core flake

LL- core flakes (5 cortex),

LL- u/i flake

Q - u/i flake

Pithouse Fill - 40-60 cm.

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray
Washington B/G
u/i Virgin Ser. B/G

Lithics .

LL- core scraper
Q - graver
C -

C5-

LL-

C -

C -

C -

utilized flakes_
utilized flakes_
utilized flakes_

core flakes

core shatter flake (cortex)_

u/i flake
C5- core flakes (1 cortex)

C6- core flake (cortex)

C6- u/i flake (cortex)

C9- u/i flake
LL- core flakes (3 cortex)_

LL- u/i flake
"

Pithouse Fill - 60-80 cm.

Ceramics.

Ceramics .

Mesquite Gray
North Creek Gray_

1

1

2

1

5

1

3

1

3

2

2

1

1

1

3

1

10

1

1

86

18

1

1

1

7

2

2

5

1

1

4

1

1

1

5

1

Washington B/G

Mesquite Gray 5

North Creek Gray
Washington B/G

52

13

Lithics.
S - mano 1

Q - core scraper
C - utilized flakes
LL- utilized flakes

C - core flake

1

2

2

1

C6- u/i flake 1

LL- core flakes (3 cortex)
LL- u/i flakes

4

2

Q - core flakes (1 cortex)
Q - u/i flake

2

1

Pithouse Fill - 80-100 cm.

16

22

Lithics.
B - mano 1

L - mano 1

Q - edge pounders
PW- scraper

2

1

C - bifacially worked flake

C - utilized flakes
C5- utilized flake
LL- utilized flake

1

5

1

1

C - core flakes (1 cortex)

C5- core flakes
2

2

C5- u/i flake 1

C9- u/i flake (cortex)

LL- core flakes (5 cortex)
LL- u/i flakes (3 cortex)

Q - core flake

1

6

4

1

Q - u/i flakes (1 cortex) 4

Pithouse - Undifferentiated Fill.
Ceramics.
Mesquite Gray 16

North Creek Gray
Washington B/G

22

3

Lithics.
S - grinding slab frags.

S - mano
2

B - mano
S - abrading stone
S - ground stone frag.

L - cobble scraper
C - utilized flakes

C5- utilized flake
C6- utilized flake

C - biface flake (edge ground)

C - core flakes 4

C1- core flake
C5- core flakes (1 cortex)

C6- biface flake
C6- u/i flake

3

LL- core flakes (2 cortex)
LL- u/i flakes (1 cortex)

8

4

Pithouse - Floor.
Ceramics.
North Creek Gray
Washington B/G

56

7

Lithics.
B - mano 1

Q - abrading stone
B - abrading stone
B - sphere

1

1

1

S - ground stone frag.

LL- core scraper
C3- chopper

1

1

1

C - utilized flakes
C6- utilized flakes
C7- utilized flake
C8- utilized flake
C?- utilized flake
LL- utilized flakes

2

2

1

1

1

4
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TABLE 5 (Continued)

C3- core

c -

c -
core flake (cortex)

u/i flakes
C5- core flake
C5-
C5-

core shatter flake (cortex)

u/i flake
C6-
LL-

u/1 flake (cortex)
core flakes

LL- core shatter flake (cortex)_

LL- u/i flakes (1 cortex)_

Q - core flake (cortex)

Pithouse ^ Slab- lined Feature - Fill ,

Ceramics .

Mesquite Gray
Lithics.

Pavement Surfaoe.

S - manos 2

C7- utilized flake
C - core flake

1

1

C6- core flake 1

C6- u/i flake 1

Pithouse - Pit - Fill.
Mesquite Gray 2

S - abrading stone
B - axe

1

1

LL- scraper 1

Pithouse - Hearth - Fill.
North Creek Gray
LL- utilized flake

1

1

Storage Room W-1 - Fill.
Ceramics.
North Creek Gray
Washington B/G

81

19

Lithics.
S - grinding slab frag.

Q - polishing stones
S - ground stone frags.

Q - cobble scraper
C - utilized flake
C6- utilized flake
LL- utilized flake
LL- core

1

2

3

1

1

1

1

1

C5- core flake 1

LL- core flakes (1 cortex)

Q - core flake
2

1

Fill Above Pavement.
Ceramics.
North Creek Gray
Washington B/G

14

4

Lithics.
PW- abrading stone
L - ground and modified stone
C - utilized flakes
C - core flakes

1

1

3

2

C1- core flake 1

C5- core flakes 2

Q - core flakes (1 cortex) 2

Ceramics.
North Creek Gray
Washington B/G

14

1

Lithics.
B - mano 1

D - mano 1

Q - polishing stone 1

PW- pounding stone 1

C5- core 1

Occupation Surface W-1

.

Ceramics.
Mesquite Gray 11

North Creek Gray
Washington B/G

15

7

Lithics.
S - slab metate frags.

S - abrading stone

Q - abrading stones
S - ground stone frags.
Q - edge pounders

3

1

2

7

2

B - core scraper
Q - cobble scraper
L - cobble scraper
C5- biface frag.
LL- scraper

1

1

1

1

1

C - utilized flakes
C5- utilized flakes
C7- utilized flake

Q - utilized flake
C3- core

8

3

1

1

1

C - biface flake
C - core flakes (1 cortex)

C - u/i flakes

1

7

5

C2- core flake 1

C3- core flake 1

C5- core flakes (1 cortex)

C5- core shatter flake

C6- core flakes

5

1

2

C6- u/i flake 1

C8- u/i flakes (3 cortex)

LL- core flakes
4

3

Q - core flakes 2

Structure W-1 - Floor.
North Creek Gray
LL- core flake (cortex)

Structure W-1 - Firepit - Fill.
Mesquite Gray

1

1

1

Midden - 0-20 cm.

Ceramics

.

Mesquite Gray 64

North Creek Gray
Washington B/G

172
26

Lithics.
B - metate frag.
B - slab metate frag.
S - manos

1

1

3

B - manos 5
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TABLE 5 (Continued)

S - mano frags. 2

S - abrading stone 1

Q - abrading stone 1

PW- abrading stones 3

Q - polishing stones 2

S - modified stone 1

S - modified stone frag. 1

Q - edge pounder 1

LL- core scraper 1

B - cobble scraper 1

L - cobble scraper 1

Q - scraper 1

L - choppers 2

C - biface frag. 1

C - graver 1

C - utilized flakes 6

C2- utilized flakes 3

C5- utilized flakes 3

C6- utilized flakes 2

Q - utilized flakes 3

C - cores 3

C - biface flake 1

C - core flakes 2

C - u/i flake 1

C1- core flake 1

C2- core flake 1

C3- core shatter flake 1

C5- core flakes 2

C6- biface flake 1

C6- core flake 1

C8- u/i flake 1

LL- core flake3 (4 cortex) 9

LL- u/i flakes (3 cortex) 5

Q - core flakes (2 cortex) 2

Storage Room E-2 - Fill.

Ceramics.
North Creek Gray 9

Lithics.
S - metate frag. 1

Q - core scraper 1

C - utilized flakes 2

C - core flakes (1 cortex) 2

LL- core flake (cortex) 1

LL- u/i flake 1

Q - core flake 1

Storage Room E-2 - Floor.
North Creek Gray 1

Washington B/G 2

S - slab metate 1

S - slab metate frag

.

1

S - mano 1

D - mano 1

L - cobble scraper 1

Storage Room E-2 - Floor Slab.
S - slab metate 1

Storage Room E-3 - Fill.
Ceramics

.

North Creek Gray 28
Washington B/G 4

Lithics .

S - slab metate frag.
S - grinding slab frags_
S - mano frag.

B - abrading stone
S - abrading stone frags ._

S - modified stone
S - modified stone frags.

_

S - ground stone frags.
C - utilized flakes
C - core flake (cortex)
C5- core flake (cortex)
LL- core flakes (2 cortex)_
Q - core flake

Storage Room E-4 - Fill -

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray
Washington B/G
Lithics .

B - abrading stone
edge grinder_

L - modified stone frag._

LL- core scraper
C -

C6-

C -

utilized flake_
utilized flake_
core

LL- core flake (cortex)_
Q - core flake (cortex)_

Storage Room E-5 - Fill .

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray
Washington B/G
Lithics .

Q - mano
S

L

modified stone frag.
ground stone frag.

C - utilized flake
Q - utilized flake
C6- core flake
LL- core flake
C - core flakes (1 cortex)

Structure E-1 - Fill .

Ceramics .

North Creek Gray
Washington B/G
Lithics .

S - grinding slab frag.
S - mano frag.

Q - abrading stone
Q - polishing stones
S - gound stone frags.
B - ground stone frag ._

C3- edge pounder
Q - edge pounder
Q - core scraper
Q - cobble scraper
LL- scrapers
C - utilized flakes
C2- utilized flake
C5- utilized flakes

20
5

26

6

112

7

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

3

8

1

2
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TABLE 5 (Continued)

C6- utilized flakes
Q - utilized flake

3

1

C - core 1

C5- core 1

C - biface flake (edge ground)

C - core flakes (1 cortex)
C - core shatter flakes (1 cortex)_
C - u/i flakes

1

2

2

3

C2- core flake 1

C2- u/i flake 1

C3- core flake (cortex) 1

C5- core flake 1

C5- u/i flake 1

C6- core flakes 2

C6- u/i flakes 2

LL- core flakes (1 cortex)
LL- u/i flakes

3

4

Q - core flakes (2 cortex)

Q - u/i flakes (2 cortex)
3

2

Structure E-1 - Firepit - Fill.

North Creek Gray 7

Structure E-1 - Floor.
Ceramics

.

Mesquite Gray 9

North Creek Gray
Washington B/G

10

3

Lithics.
L - slab metate frag.

C - utilized flakes
C - core flake

1

2

1

C6- core flakes 2

C6- u/i flake (cortex) 1

Occupation Surface E-1

.

Ceramics

.

North Creek Gray 7
Washington B/G 2
Lithics.
S - metate frag. 1

S - mano 1

Q - edge grinder 1

Q - edge pounder 1

LL- core 1

Q - core flake (cortex) 1

Cist - Fill.
Lithics.
C - utilized flake 1

C - biface flake (edge ground) 1

C - core flake (cortex) 1

Q - core flake (cortex) 1

Site Surface.
Ceramics.
North Creek Gray 10
Washington B/G 2

Lithics.
C - side-notched, shouldered point 1

C6- side-notched , shouldered point 1

Provenience Unknown.
Ceramics.
North Creek Gray 25
Washington B/G 4

Lithics.
B - metate frag.
S - slab metate frag

.

Q - abrading stone
L - abrading stone
S - abrading stone frag.
S - ground stone frags. 2

Q - edge pounder/scraper 1

et al. 1986) or from Red Cliffs (Dal ley and McFadden 1985), it is in all

instances quite rare. For the Little Man sites where no scrap at all was
recovered, it seems entirely remarkable that the available evidence would
indicate no use of a normally important and sought-after resource.

Abstracted from the foregoing discussion is that LM-3 is best seen as a

site with strong indications of permanent, year-round occupation. There are
substantial storage facilities, numerous and varied artifacts, two habitation
forms individually suitable for cold and warm season use, and also evidence of
extended use and occupancy in the form of complex structural sequences and
extensive refurbishing/remodeling of structural elements. While in this

particular instance inferential, the base for a site of this description about
has to be agriculture - the situational factors are near ideal. Further,
there are simply no firm and supportable lines of evidence to the contrary.
Despite abundant native resources demonstrated for the area, virtually none
can be documented as used by the site inhabitants.
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Little Man Site 4 (42Wsl348)

by Julie B. Howard

Introduction

While somewhat spread out (Fig. 108) this is, in most

smallest of the Little Man sites. Only a few features are

108), and the artifact return (Table 6) is minimal. There are

of either long-term or intensive occupation. Nothing found at
of neccessity require an occupation of a duration longer than a

respects, the

involved (Fig.

no indications
the site would
single year; a

period shorter than a year would likewise seem as probable as one involving a

longer period.

The site is set toward the north end of the bar, still well back from

LM-3, but closer to that site that is on the extreme toe of the bar than to

LM-1 and LM-2 at the back or south. The site is on the north portion of a

small, level, wholly isolated area - just a ^ery nice and obvious site

location (Figs. 3, 6). On the south is the larger of the east to west cuts
across the bar; the steep drop into this is only ca. 15 m. south of the

pithouse (Figs. 3, 110). Somewhat further to the north (70 to 80 m.) is a

marked, but less wide and less deep cut separating LM-4 from the toe of the

bar and LM-3. Some 20 to 30 m. east of the east complex of feature (Fig. 108)

is the steep bank down to the floodplain and the river; about 30 m. west of
the storage room is a sharp little drop to a marked bench some 50 m. wide
that, in turn, drops away to the west floodplain and the river.

I 5* v

*fc :

*«*

Figure 107. View southeast across the east portion of

LM-4 into a big bend in the Virgin River.
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The little level area was rather sparsely vegetated, showing mainly
bursage, some ratany, a few creosote plants, minor Ephedra , and a few
grasses. Over much of the site area the surface was relatively free of rock,
save those associated with the various features. To one extent or another,
all of the major site phenomena were visible at site surface as stone
alignments and/or concentrations. Surprisingly, the site had taken no abuse
whatsoever from pot hunters.

Probably due to the types of the features involved, orientation, or any
other of a number of prejudices and preconceptions, the site was viewed all

through the course of the excavations as being very distinctly in two parts:
the pithouse and storage room strongly associated on the west, and the rest of
the features tightly clustered on the east (Fig. 108). In fact, the view of
two distinct sites is not an uncommon reference in the notes. There is,
however, nothing compelling to support a two-site or separate occupation
hypothesis, least of all on spatial ground. A review of the final site map
(Fig. 108) shows the three major features to be very close to forming an
equilateral triangle, so segregation of the east complex on the basis of
distance does not hold up. Unfortunately, lack of stratigraphy and marker
artifacts makes it easier to logically argue against separation than to

demonstrate association.

Excavation and Stratigraphy

The site was initially cleared of vegetation over an area ca. 30 by 30 m.

,

and then a skeleton grid of 2 by 2 m. units was laid over a somewhat larger
area to facilitate contour mapping (Fig. 108). Actual excavation was
initiated with a series of three, one-meter-wide trenches, all oriented north
to south, but each with a different task (Fig. 108). The western trench was
placed so as to cut across what appeared as the spoil ring of the apparent
pithouse, as well as to either partially isolate or cut across a possible
hidden portion of the rather obvious storage room(s). The center trench was
to cut across the circular outline located in the east area, as well as serve
an exploratory function. Finally, the eastern trench was set so as to

investigate the outlines appearing as linear at site surface.

While formal excavation units were established to isolate and explore the

storage room (Fig. 108), the very shallow deposits and extremely light
artifact return from other site areas led to the use of shortcut procedures.
With the pithouse and the east complex phenomena, it seemed expeditious to

simply move back enough material to wholly expose and isolate the feature
being worked, without establishing a lot of squared-off units virtually devoid
of materials. This worked very well in the particular instance here reported,

but would probably not do for very many situations.

In view of the excavation procedures, then, the site was better explored

than seems to be reflected on the final map (Fig. 108). Further, numerous
little trowel and shovel tests were informally done in the area between the

storage room-pi thouse and the complex on the east. These all showed a yery

thin cap of Stratum 3 material and no reason whatsoever to conduct more
extensive testing.

Site stratigraphy was wholly uncomplicated and figured little in either

excavation or interpretation, save in the sense that the very minor occupation
and post-occupation accumulations did little to cover features, thereby making
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Figure 109. View east of initial trenching, clearing,

and definition involving Storage Room 1,

LM-4.

-I*

Figure 110. Initial work in the LM-4 pithouse. View is

southwest into the big cut across the bar.
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location and excavation fairly easy, and also contributed to the general

impression of a light, short-term occupation. Stratum 1 was the gravel bar

encountered at all of the Little Man sites; here it was found no more than 30
cm. beneath the surface, and mainly much less. Stratum 2 was an intermittent
layer of clean, rather gravelly sand found on portions of the site directly
over the dense gravels of the bar. Stratum 3 was the shallow capping and

occupation layer composed of rather grayish to brownish sand containing some
gravel, rocks, and a few artifacts. This was 10 to 15 cm. thick and did not
obviously change in character from one site location to another. Probably it

is mainly a post-occupation accumulation, but it could not be further
separated.

Dating and Sequence

Two radiocarbon determinations were obtained for the site, both from the

pithouse. It would, of course, have been desirable to directly date the east
complex features, but nothing even approaching an adequate C-14 sample was
collected. As commonly seen on the Virgin sites, datable materials were
absent from the storage room, also.

The sample taken from a small log found lying horizontally along the wall

of the little recess on the southeast of the pithouse yielded a determination
of 1230+60 years: A.D. 720 (Beta 7728). From the in situ support post at the
east corner of the pithouse came a determination of 890+60 years: A.D. 1060
(Beta 7729). The ca. A.D. 720 date is much too early for either the
architecture or the limited ceramic sample. The ca. A.D. 1060 date, however,
is quite acceptable for the apparent Early Pueblo II occupation (Dal ley and
McFadden 1985:43-44), or at least it does not do particular violence to the
yery scattered dates coming from Virgin sites with Early Pueblo II

characteristics.

In the Little Man sample, this site is clearly later than LM-3, the

excellent Pueblo I example, but does not obviously segregate from either LM-1

or LM-2, both of which are Early Pueblo II sites. On a variety of evidence,
however, LM-2 is taken to be later than LM-1. Additionally, the storage room
at the present site shows evidence of having been robbed for slabs, with no

indication they were for reuse at this site. Therefore, it might be
abstracted that LM-4 is earlier than one or another (or both) of the LM-1 and

LM-2 sites. Finally, a comparison of the rather scattered and somewhat
aberrant (in some cases) C-14 dates would seem to indicate that LM-4 fits

between LM-1 and LM-2, but this is certainly not fully demonstrated.

In terms of internal sequence, this is the only site in the Little Man
sample that does not show considerable evidence of development over time,
particularly in terms of modifications to the storage rooms, as well as
sequence in the development of blocks of storage rooms. The storage room at
the present site collapsed in the same configuration in which it was built.
As noted above, there was no way to demonstrate either full contemporaneity or
sequential placement of the scattered site features; the best evidence,
however, as well as the "feel" of the site, is that everything belongs
together and to a very short-term occupation.

Site Features

Site features are rather limited in number and quite scattered over the
site area (Fig. 108). All seemed to be in good condition when excavated,
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although not all were entirely obvious as to use or function. Individually
described in the following sections are a pithouse, a two-compartment storage
room, a small storage cist, an apparent remnant of a light structure, and some
stone alignments of less than apparent use.

Pithouse

The pithouse (Figs. 108, 110-116) was initially recorded as a slight

depression ringed by an alignment of basalt boulders (Fig. 110) totaling 5 to
6m. in diameter. Subsequent augering revealed a charcoal -stained, dark-brown
fill, and further suggested the presence of a feature. The depression was
located within a shallow drainage which cut into course bar gravels.
Undoubtedly the accumulation of alluvium here had made excavation of the
structure pit easier. The pithouse was positioned about 10 m. south of
Storage Room 1 and 50 cm. lower in elevation (Fig. 108). While such a layout
is certainly not uncommon, it is worthy of note that it is the storage
facility which is better drained.

Excavation was initially with a l-m.-wide north to south trench positioned
slightly west of the apparent center of the depression (Figs. 108, 110-111).
This offset was a successful attempt to initially avoid both centrally located
floor features and a presumed recess or ventilator system on the southeast.
The trench defined substantial mounds of cobble and some larger boulders on

the north (Fig. Ill) and south edges of the depression. They were HO cm. and
120 cm. wide, respectively. The fill interior to the cobble mounds extended
to nearly 60 cm. below the average surface level. It consisted of brown sand,
homogenous top to bottom, flecked with charcoal, and containing only minor
cobbles. Artifacts within this material amounted to only a few sherds and
flakes (Table 6). Basically, the fill of the structure was removed in two

excavation units, one east of the trench and one to the west. This approach
provided for a complete profile until full control over the excavation of the

structure was achieved.

At one point, it was assumed that the floor, or at least a floor-contact
deposit, had been encountered at about 60 cm., just under the sandy fill.

Additional probing, however, showed that underlying the upper,
undifferentiated fill was an additional 10 to 30 cm. of structural material
consisting of ashy sand, and considerable amounts of clay, daub, and charcoal.

Final definition of the pit and the encircling bench (Figs. 111-113) was

achieved with the removal of a fairly massive bank of cobbles which sloped up
against the pit edges or the north, east, and west. Undoubtedly, these
cobbles were the original spoil from the pit excavation. They rested on the

bench surface and extended into a pit a short distance. Although there is

little direct evidence, this rock was also likely incorporated into an upper
wall encircled the bench. Fill, then, may be considered typical of a burned
structure which collapsed during or shortly after site abandonment,
subsequently filled with local surface material, and was not disturbed until

excavation began.

The structure appears to have a full, encircling bench which is expanded
on the southwest, giving the impression of a stubby recess or "antechamber"

(Fig. 113). The surface here is 30 to 35 cm. above the main room floor and is

contiguous with the bench on the west. This is possible the case on the east,
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Figure 111. View north of the fully cleared
pithouse, LM-4.

itflMfc --3**%N

Figure 112. View southeast of the fully cleared

pithouse, LM-4.
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Figure 113. Plan and cross-section drawings, LNI-4 pithouse,
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also. However, a break in the slab facing stones on the east end of the

alignment and a mass of rock and cobble behind the southeastern post obscures
the relationship between the bench, the "antechamber," and the main room.

There are at least two possible explanations for the apparent lack of

symmetry on the southeast: 1) that aboriginal backfilling mislead the

excavators and that the east side of the "antechamber" should be a mirror
image of the west side, and thus only a recess in the bench; or, 2) the break
in the facing stones and the termination of the bench is real and it

represents an opening between two rooms. This latter explanation assumes that
the facing stone alignment (Figs. 113, 116) is only the base of a considerably
taller wall; there was no evidence for this and the interpretation seems
strained. The difficulty in interpretation here is apparently a result of the

recessed area being aboriginally excavated as an extension of the main pit.

The facing stone alignment was then set in place with some clay laid up

against one base of its inside edge. Following this construction, sand and
light gravel were laid-in, gently sloping upward to the southeast. Even

assuming the antechamber is merely an expanded area of the bench, there is no

doubt that its construction varies from the rest of the structure and that its

function does as well; if not as an entry, then at least for ventilation.

The interior shape of the pit is nearly square (Figs. 113). The pit walls

are faced with large, vertically set boulders (Figs. Ill, 112) ranging from 70

by 30 cm. to 30 by 20 by 10 cm. One of these facing stones on the north wall

is a slightly troughed metate (Fig. 114). On top of these boulders were
smaller rocks that provide for a level bench surface. The boulders were
placed against the cut face of the bench and the horizontal surface of the

bench was then built out over them using smaller rocks, some clay, and sand.

Figure 114. Detail of the large, lightly used metate

serving as a wall -lining stone, LM-4

pithouse.
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Where in good condition, the interior pit wall averages 40 to 45 cm.

high. The bench is well defined along the east side (Fig. 115), on part of
the north side, and in places on the west (Figs. 111-113). It is 40 to 50 cm.

wide and shows a fair amount of clay on its surface, particularly towards the
inside. It is not, however, surfaced with clay.

Construction techniques which involve excavation and subsequent refilling
with similar materials to create the final form and dimensions are
particularly difficult to excavate. Apparently the west wall succumbed to

this problem (Figs. Ill, 113).

The outer edge of the bench terminates, where definition is good, with a

vertical face cut into the native soil approximately 10 to 15 cm. high (Figs.
Ill, 112, 115). This level of origin for the structure retains a barely
definable occupation surface which seems to average about 10 cm. below the
present surface.

The floor of the main pit (Figs. 115, 116) consisted of a loose, sandy

surface directly overlying the leveled bar gravels. It is likely the sand was
brought in for the purpose. No really obvious sand surface was identified;
probably occupation kept the sand mixed and dirty. Upper levels of this
"surface" produced a few sherds and quite a bit of chipped stone (Table 6).

Formal floor features were minimal, consisting only of a hearth and two

clay ridges which extended from it to the southeast wall (Figs. 113, 116).
The hearth was constructed of fist-size cobbles, in places two stones deep,
ringing a clay-floored basin which was cut into the bar gravels. The feature
measured 23 cm. deep with interior measurements of 65 by 55 cm., and exterior
dimensions of 83 cm.; maximum widths run southwest to northeast. Fill of the
hearth (Fig. 116) was a light brown loam with no ash or charcoal. Apparently
it had been cleaned out prior to abandonment of the structure.

Two badly deteriorated clay ridges (Figs. 113, 116) extended southeast
from the hearth towards the alignment facing the recess or antechamber. While
the ridges were only slightly elevated above the floor, they framed a shallow
depression or "ashpit."

Evidence for the superstructure is present in two forms. First, the lower

fill of the structure contained abundant fired clay, charcoal, and ash - all

of which typically represent burned roofing materials. Secondly, there are
more formal structural evidences, i.e., posts and potholes or molds.

Three postholes (Fig. 113) were identified which would suggest a square,

four-post support system. The projected location of the missing fourth post
on the northwest is in an area which was difficult to work due to rodent
disturbance and a large in situ boulder.

The northeast support was set into the face of the bench and was backed by

substantial rock. The post was submitted for dendrochronological analysis,
but it did not yield a date. The southeast posthole was located well out from

the wall. It too contained a charred post butt. Dimensions of the pothole
were roughly 30 cm. in diameter and 50 cm. deep. Fill was a tawny to brown

loam with no rocks. The outer 20 rings of the post butt yielded the ca. A.D.

1060 date noted above. The posthole on the southwest is of similar dimensions

and maintains symmetry by being about 25 cm. out from the wall.
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Figure 115. Detail of the eastern portion of the bench,

LM-4 pithouse.

Figure 116. Low-angle view southeast across the

hearth and boulder alignments into
the antechamber, LM-4 pithouse.
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Additional superstructure evidence was noted on the bench where in two or

three places charcoal stains seemed to indicate the collapse of charred
"leaner" poles which presumably formed the superstructure walls. Small pole
fragments were actually found in the recess/antechamber, one of which yielded
the previously cited date of A.D. 720. This date is considered about 300
years too early for the ceramic assemblage and thus may be from a reused
timber.

Storage Room 1

Prior to excavation, this feature (Figs. 108, 117-120) showed at site
surface as a nicely defined, oval area featuring numerous basalt cobbles and

the tops of two, edge-set sandstone slabs. The interior section of the 6 by 4

m. area was relatively free of rock, and the low mound appeared as wholly
isolated from other surface-observable site phenomena. As noted above, this

very obvious feature showed no recent disturbance.

Excavation (Figs. 109, 117) revealed a rather large (ca. 3.5 by 1.5 m.

)

room obviously built for storage, and separated into two sections or

compartments of noticeable unequal size by a light masonry wall (Fig. 118).
The northeast compartment is nearly square, measuring ca. 1.5 by 1.5 m.; the

southwest compartment is rectangular at 1.9 by 1.5 m. , inside dimensions.

While showing "standard" Virgin Anasazi storage facility characteristics

(see below), this particular room, viewed as a single unit, would be of
unusual proportions, larger even than the big Storage Room 1 at LM-2. Viewed

as separate units, the two sections or compartments are of much more common
size, but they do not meet the criteria of full separateness and independence
seen as so characteristic of storage rooms in the Virgin area (Dal ley and

McFadden 1985:46-47).

On the other hand, the partition here is not simply an afterthought

divider or a case of division via remodeling. Rather, it is integral to the

room. At least all the evidence extracted in excavation indicates that it was
built as the rest of the room was being built (Figs. 118-120). Thus, we
apparently have an observable and perhaps significant variation on a known and
common architectural form (cf Dalley and McFadden 1985; Walling et al. 1986).

While the room was obviously built in a shallow pit, exact depth was not

directly observed during excavation. Stones lining the interior pit edges,
however, are seen to rise significantly above the apparent level of pit
origin, or the level that provides the base for masonry backing the lining

stones. This is no doubt also the level of the surface of occupation and use

outside the room and the pithouse, but there were no markers (soil or color
change, firepits, artifacts, etc.) to justify the definition of such a feature.

There is little doubt that the entire interior of the room was lined with

stone, although there is a significant section, ca. 1.3 m. long, along the

northwest margin where no lining was found during excavation; this is almost
the entire northwest wall of the southwest compartment (Figs. 118, 119).

Rather than a purposeful opening, however, there is rather good evidence (see

below) that the lining stones, probably slabs, were dug out - apparently
aboriginally as there was no sign of disturbance at site surface.
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Figure 117. Partially cleared Storage Room 1, LM-4.
View is southwest with exterior wall fall

roughly exposed.

With one exception, interior lining is provided by thin, edge-set
sandstone slabs (Figs. 118, 119). In the main, these are quite large pieces
of stone, with only a couple of minor pieces present in and/or at two of the
corners. The largest slab is in the central southeast wall and is continuous
from the northeast compartment side of the partition to the southwest side;
measurements are 100 cm. long, up to 40 cm. high, and ca. 4 cm. thick. Most
of the rest of the slabs range from 45 to 70 cm. long, 25 to 35 cm. high, and
only 2 to 3 cm. thick.

Most of the slabs are set so as to abut tightly, rather than overlap.
Chinking of small rocks fills areas of irregularities at the junctures, and
particularly areas where tops are irregular, uneven, or mismatched with
adjoining slabs. Slabs in the long walls are set so as to make the wall
fairly straight, pulling in somewhat toward the corners. Both short walls,
however, show noticeable angles at the junctures, and the walls are markedly
outcurved. All slabs are set below the floor surface, but not necessarily
below the entirety of the clay-over-stone floor. In the areas where the floor
clay was pulled, there is a lot of chinking tieing the floor stones to the
wall -lining stones.

The single other-than-slab piece of lining is the first section of the

southeast wall adjacent to the east corner (Figs, 118, 119). This is composed
of four stacked pieces of basalt and basalt cobbles plus a vertical, tabular
piece chinking or tieing to the adjacent sandstone slab in the northeast
wall. The section may be a replacement for a lost slab; it measures 42 cm.

wide and 35 cm. high.
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Just behind the slabs to the outside, and just below or just at the slab

tops, is a base course (Figs. 118, 119) for exterior masonry walls. This
material encircles the room, save .where the slabs are missing on the
southwest. Most of the rocks are oval to elongate oval, tabular basalt
cobbles running about 25 cm. long and 12 to 15 cm. wide. Some smaller
material on the southeast appears to be laid double wide; several large and
aligned stones on the northwest (Figs. 118, 119) are just behind the actual
and smaller base-course material, and are probably backing or support rather
than fall.

There are actually two courses of stone present in a few sections of the

exterior walls. Fall from the walls (Fig. 117) extends about a meter out from
the base course, and is mainly one-rock-deep. Where patterned, it is possible
to account for four or five courses. Fall was found clear around the room
(Fig. 117). Clustered around the west corner and the south portion of the
northwest wall, however, were numerous slab fragments mixed with the cobbles,
at least enough to account for the missing lining slabs. The slabs, then,

were pulled, but did not go anywhere. Possibly this represents a test
preceding extensive cannibal izati on that indicated the slabs were too thin to

effectively salvage.

The partition wall (Figs. 118-120) between the two compartments is a thin

(one-rock-thick), light construction of tabular pieces of basalt, sandstone
slab pieces, and clay - much of which has apparently been replaced by fill.

It is a visually appealing little feature, but it is doubtful that it had much

load-bearing capacity.

Little Man Site 4 42Wsl348

Figure 118. Plan and cross-section drawing of Storage Room 1, LM-4.
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Figure 119. View northeast of fully

cleared Storage Room 1,

LM-4, showing missing
wall section in the near
(southwest) compartment.

The partition is composed of seven or eight uneven courses (Fig. 120).

The height of 45 cm. is about even with the tops of the enclosing lining
slabs, both of which run smoothly and continuously from one side of the
partition to the other, or from the northeast to the southwest compartment.
The partition is 1.53 cm. long at the top, 1.45 cm. long at the bottom, and
from 8 to 10 cm. wide. It butts tightly against the lining slabs at either
end, but is not otherwise tied to them. It does appear, however, that the

upper, extant course ties out onto the exterior masonry (Fig. 119).

As noted above, it appears the partition was a planned part of the room,

rather than a late addition. There is good evidence on both sides that the
partition was laid before either of the compartment floors were set. It is

obvious that the floor clay of both compartments laps up on the partition.
Removal of the clay, however, also shows that the floor stones are set against
the partition stones.

Only one full floor of clay-over-stone was present in either compartment.
On the northeast compartment side, the floor stones consist of smallish
cobbles, small sandstone slab pieces, and a few large rocks. The floor stone
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Figure 120. Detail view to the southwest of the

partition, Storage Room 1, LM-4.

are on Stratum 1 gravels; most, however, appear to be separately laid rather
than simply shifted bar material. A thick layer of clay (Figs. 119, 120)

effectively covers the rock, and is somewhat mixed with the upper stone. The
clay laps up noticeably on the three slab walls and the partition, in part to

cover fairly extensive floor-wall chinking/sealing rocks. In combination, the
rock and clay runs to 10 to 12 cm. in thickness.

On the southwest compartment side, the floor stones are of more uniform

size and are mainly cobbles. Otherwise, the floor characteristics are quite
similar to those in the northeast compartment. The floor edge where the
lining slabs have been pulled is somewhat ragged and uneven (Fig. 119),

indicating the slabs were dug out rather than cleanly pulled.

Fill in both compartments was quite similar, consisting mainly of rather
clean sand with just a few rocks scattered in the upper reaches; very little
clay was noted in either compartment. Besides the light, general scatter, a

marked concentration of cobbles was noted high in the fill in the east corner
of the southwest compartment.

In each compartment, a concentration of ash and darkly stained material

was found on or just above the floor. Both were less than a meter in

diameter, and each was somewhat lens shaped, ca. 4 to 5 cm. thick. The
material in the northeast compartment was in the north corner and had stained
the clay floor noticeably. That in the other unit was in the east corner and

showed a few artifacts in apparent association. In each case, however, the

material appeared to be dumped, rather than representing an in situ burn.
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Cist

This small, nicely constructed feature (Figs. 108, 121-123) is located

just west of the edge of Structure 1 in the east site area. During the course
of clearing, in fact, it appeared there was a small stone pavement connecting
the cist with the structure. It was finally decided, however, that the stone

in question was fall from the outer cist wall, rather than being purposefully

laid. Still, there is little question as to a close association between the

two features.

The cist was marked at site surface by a fully isolated, ca. 3 m. in

diameter, concentration of basalt cobbles. Interior dimensions of the
noticeably oval cist, however, are only 1.50 by 1.20 m. , so much of the

surface-observable material was debris (Figs, 107, 122) from a low, outlining
wall. As with other features on the site, while the cist was there for anyone
to see, it had not been touched.

The cist is a shallow (ca. 25 cm. deep) pit with its interior

circumference lined with 17 basalt cobbles (Fig. 123) from the bar that mainly
range in size from 20 by 15 by 6 cm. to 35 by 30 by 6 cm., with a couple more
in the 10-cm. -thick range. The cobbles are nicely fitted, with some slight
overlap in a few instances (Fig. 123); not much chinking is evident, but it

does not appear that much was needed. Most of the liners are set just a few
centimeters below the floor surface. All slope out slightly from vertical.

A virtually complete base course for masonry encircles the lined pit

(Figs. 122, 123). This is composed of tabular basalt cobbles set horizontally
just outside the lining stones, and from slightly above to slightly below the

tops of the liners. Some of the stones are large enough and set deeply enough
to have served as backing for the lining, as well as for base.

Generally unpatterned fall (Fig. 122) extends up to 1 m. out from the base
course material, although most is contained within 60 to 70 cm. An average
rock would be on the order of 20 by 13 by 8 cm., ranging to half again as big

or as small, but overall being quite consistent. It is estimated that enough

stone is present for four or five courses; notes for the feature indicate only
basalt was found in the area of fall from the encircling wall. Very little
clay was found around or under the fall, but the material is so high - much is

actually exposed at site surface - that clay may have disintegrated and/or
washed away.

The floor of the cist (Fig. 123) consists of an apparently weathered and

noticeably broken-up layer of clay over cobbles of various size. Actually,
the rock appears to be no more than a leveled portion of the bar, probably
with some shifting and replacement of stones for size and fit. The floor
surface is essentially flat, coming up just a bit at the margins.

As noted for the exterior fall, there was virtually no clay noted in the

clean, yellow, sandy fill. Tabular basalt cobbles, however, similar to those
found to the outside, were very abundant, probably comprising the bulk of the
volume of the fill (Fig. 122). Few artifacts (Table 6) were found in the
fill, or on what is taken as an occupation or use surface around the cist,
just under the fall

.
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Structure 1

While requiring something more than a quick glance, the outline of this

feature (Figs. 107, 121, 124) was rather readily observable at site surface,
although definition as a large circle was obscured by the "alignments" (see

below) running off to the southeast. The stone outlining the feature,
however, is well defined (although certainly not wholly continuous or
contiguous) and describes a large circle ca. 5 m. in diameter (Fig. 121).

A ca. 4-m.-long arc or section on the northeast is mostly composed of
essentially continuous stones of respectable size (30 to 50 lbs.). The stones

are set on the bar gravels and show some indictions of minor coursing. This
heavier alignment gives out just where the longer arm of the "alignments"
abuts (Figs. 121). The balance of the Structure 1 alignment consists of
generally equally large, but more scattered, non-contiguous rocks (Figs. 121,
124).

Initial trenching (Fig. 108) through the demarked area revealed an upper

ca. 10 cm. of rather darkly stained, but extremely mottled soil. Beneath this
was a layer of clean, gravelly sand (Stratum 2), and at 25 to 30 cm. below
site surface, the gravel bar (Stratum 1). Exploration within the trench
limits did not show any sort of surface, or much of anything else that seemed
to hold promise of being amenable to consistent definition during excavation.
Careful work to each side of the trench, however, showed that the area of the

soil change could be followed effectively, and the feature subsequently
developed rather nicely.

Following the soil change via excavation yielded a decently defined

"surface" that ranged from just a slight color change, to a few actual patches
of clay covered by a dense, greasy stain. Mainly worked was a crisp color
change indicating a fairly sharp fill -floor contact. Definition was by far

the best toward the center on the north; to the south and particularly the

southeast, colors were somewhat washed out and many rocks protruded the

apparent floor surface from a high bar area. Still, even the worse places
yielded decent definition, and the feature, while not easy, was a pleasure to
work.

The surface, which is distinctly but shal lowly basin shaped, was under no

more than 15 cm., and most often only about 10 cm. of fill. It is, then,

quite possible that there was originally more clay on the floor surface than
the minor patches (Figs. 121, 124) found during excavation. Also probable, in

view of experience with surface structures at LM-2 (see above), is that the
clay is from a light roof, rather than laid as a floor surface. For the site,
the surface yielded a fair number of artifacts, including ground stone and
some relatively heavy-duty tools (Table 6).

On the surface, but well off center to the northeast, was found a ca. 70

cm. in diameter concentration of ash, darkly stained sand, and a few small

sandstone slab fragments (Fig. 121). West of this was a large, diffuse, but
noticeable area showing more ash and stain than elsewhere in the structure.
Probably the tight concentration represents a hearth area, either rather
informal or perhaps badly damaged. The off-center placement is remindful of
the situation found with Structures E-l and W-l at the LM-3 site; the LM-3
structures are also generally similar to the one reported here.
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Figure 122. View east of the sectioned, partially

cleared cist, east area, LM-4.

Figure 123. View north of the fully cleared cist

east area, LM-4.
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Figure 124. View northeast of the cleared Structure 1,

east area, LM-4.

Despite the lack of postholes and other definite structural remains, it

seems plausible that the feature represents the remains of a light structure,
rather than simply a formally demarked use area. Cover over the surface is

very shallow and there is little evidence of burning, so poor preservation
would be expectable in the first instance. Further, while there is really not
much to work with in the structure, there is a great deal more than was found
within the alignments on the east or in conjunction with what should be

the storage room and the pithouse. So, it should
fair amount of effort and material went into the

rather intensive use, at least in view of certain

occupation surfaces around
be safe to assume that a

structure, and that it saw
other site phenomena.

Alignments

With some generosity in view and interpretation, these two rock alignments
comprise a reverse "L-shape" arrangement with the larger leg running about
southeast from the eastern edge of Structure 1 (Figs. 108, 121, 125). As with
everything else on site, the alignments were visible at the surface, although
these were rather vague and difficult to trace. Actually, excavation did not

change the latter situation much.

Both arms of the "L" are composed of fairly large basalt rocks (Fig.

125). The longer arm runs northeast to southwest and apparently abuts the

Structure 1 alignment (Fig. 121), although this is an area of high bar
material and it is a bit hard to tell which rocks are which. The section is

about 5.90 m. long, and appears to be mainly a single-rock-wide, although
there are a few angled pieces.
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Figure 125. View northwest of the "alignments" in

the east area of LM-4.

The shorter leg, running northeast to southwest, may show more stone - at

least more were still in place following excavation, but a convincing
alignment is rather hard to see. There are seven or eight larger rocks that
align nicely, but they show some sizable gaps; to the inside are smaller
stones that are more consistently abutting, but do not make a particularly
good alignment. The section is about 4 m. long.

The two alignments, along with the eastern edge of Structure 1, do at

least demark and partially enclose a rather large area. However, neither the

initial trench (Fig. 108) nor subsequent work to either side of the trench
(Fig. 125) revealed anything to indicate a particular (or even any) use of the

area. The outlining stones were covered, or at least partially enclosed, by
10 to 15 cm. of Stratum 3 material, and rest either directly on the bar

gravels, or on a bit of intervening Stratum 2. There is, however, no

definable difference between Stratum 3 inside and outside of the demarked
area; nor is there any sign of features, artifacts concentrations, or a use
surface at or near the base of the rocks or atop Stratum 2 as per the

adjoining Structure 1.

Still, the alignments appear to be "real" enough and very probably do

outline a use area of some sort associated with both the cist and the

structure. An apparent short, light use of the area, however, has simply not

resulted in a residue sufficient for definition.

Discussion

As alluded to at the outset, there are basically two ways to view what is

here represented as the LM-4 site: either it is the single site described, or
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TABLE 6

COLLECTION SUMMARY LM-4 (42Wsl348)

Test Trench 1 - 0-20 cm.

North Creek Gray 2

Test Trench 1 - 20-^tO cm.

North Creek Gray 1

Test Trench 2 - 0-20 cm.

Ceramics.
North Creek Gray 23

St. George B/G 1

Llthics.
L - abrading stone/pestel
L - abrading stone frag.

LL- core scraper
C - bifacially worked flake
C - graver
LL- utilized flake

C5- core
C7- core
C6- core flake (cortex)

LL- core flake (cortex)

Excavation Units - Storage Room
Vicinity - 0-20 cm.

North Creek Gray 8

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 1

LL- core scraper 1

C5- utilized flake 1

Excavation Units - East Area - 0-20 cm.

North Creek Gray 5

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 1

LL- core scraper 1

Pithouse Fill - Undifferentiated.
Ceramics.
North Creek Gray 28
Llthics.
B - mano
D - mano
S - hatch cover
Q - core scraper
C5- utilized flake
LL- core flakes (2 cortex) 2

Pithouse - Floor.
Ceramics.
North Creek Gray 6

Llthics.
L - manos 2

S - abrading stone
D - abrading stone
Q - abrading stone frag. /edge

grinder
S - stone disk frag.
L - modified stone frag.
Q - cobble scraper
LL- cobble scraper
LL- u/i flake

Pithouse - Southern Recess - Fill.
Q - abrading stone frag.
LL- scraper

1

1

L - cobble scraper
C6- core flake

1

1

Pithouse Hearth - Fill.
L - mano 1

Storage Room - NE Compartment - Fill.
North Creek Gray 5

Storage Room - SW Compartment - Fill.
North Creek Gray
D - abrading stone
C5- core

27

2

1

Storage Room - SW Compartment - Floor
North Creek Gray
L - abrading stone

3

1

Structure 1 - Fill/Floor.
Ceramics.
North Creek Gray
u/i Virgin Ser. B/G
Llthics.
S - grinding slab frags.

S - mano frag.

11

1

2

1

B - mano 1

D - abrading stone
Q - edge grinder
Q - scraper

1

1

1

C5- utilized flake
C6- utilized flake
LL- utilized flake
C6- core

1

1

1

1

Alignment Area - 0-20 cm.

Ceramics.
North Creek Gray
u/i Virgin Ser. B/G
Llthics.
B - mano frag

.

7

1

1

D - mano 1

L - abrading stone frag.

Q - edge pounder
Q - cobble scraper
LL- core

1

1

1

1

LL- core flake (cortex) 1

Area Surrounding Cist 1 - 0-20 cm.

C3- core 1

Cist 1 - Fill.
North Creek Gray
Q - abrading stone
LL- cobble scraper
LL- core

1

1

1

1
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it is comprised of two, wholly separate sites, possibly of appreciably
different temporal placement. Also as noted above, fully compelling evidence
for either view is lacking, and those involved in excavation and reporting
have held both views at one time or another. Actually, a pretty good argument
can be made for either perspective.

What is not up for debate is that virtually everything about this site (or

sites) points to a very short-term occupation (or occupations). Deposits are
very shallow and show little occupational staining or debris; artifact yield
is very low (Table 6), although a decent range in types is represented; and
only minimal storage facilities are present. Further, there are no features
in the vicinity of the storage room, and no definable development of use or
occupation surfaces for such features to be on in the first instance.
Finally, and probably very importantly in view of certain characteristics of
many Virgin sites, there are no evidences here of internal site sequence and
development. Particularly, the single storage room has not been modified,
added to, or given a second floor. The partition in the room was integral,
and the missing slabs represent a post-collapse attempt at robbing, probably
for use at another locality.

Most of the site does seem to be fairly comfortably in the Early Pueblo II

period (Dalley and McFadden 1985:43-44), as indicated by the later, ca. A.D.

1060 date, of the two radiocarbon determinations obtained for the site. The
earlier, ca. A.D. 720, date must be rejected on several grounds, and was
probably obtained from driftwood or recycled wood. The pithouse particularly,
but also the storage room, are of Early Pueblo II style and detail. The
storage room seems unusually large and the partition is unusual, but it

overall does better as Pueblo II than Pueblo I. The ceramic sample, while
small, is indicative of Early Pueblo II.

Not particularly typical of Early Pueblo II, however, is the little

complex on the east. From what has been seen to date in Virgin sites,
particularly those in and around the St. George Basin, the shallow, round
surface structure would be more expectable in a Pueblo I context, but there in

close association with substantial storage units (see Little Man Site 3 , this

report). Very pertinent here is that there are still only a very few
extensively excavated and well -reported Virgin sites available for comparative
purposes. If nothing else, these show considerable diversity in detail of
site plan and architectural features.

Thus, in view of the preceding consideration, it may be well to withhold

final judgment on LM-4 until some independent evidence appears to support
either the single or the two-site view. Such evidence was simply not fully

obtained during the course of the excavations or in the analysis procedure.

That is not to say, however, that there are no opinions to be had among those

involved. The volume authors, at least, rather strongly feel that this is a

single site representing a single, short occupation. In fact, were it

possible to document this view with hard evidence, LM-4 could well be

presented as the quintessential Virgin locality. Uncluttered by rebuilding
and/or reoccupation, it could be seen to show perhaps one full year of use by

a single family, with both cold- and warm-season habitation facilities in

clear evidence. Unfortunately, there are enough questions about association
among the site features to keep such a view from formal presentation.
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MATERIAL CULTURE

Introduction

Following are signed sections dealing with the various artifacts recovered
from the four Little Man sites. All materials recovered from the sites were
processed through the archaeological laboratory at Southern Utah State
College, and are housed there in the permanent collections. The analyses
required in support of the descriptive sections to follow were performed using
the facilities of the laboratory.

The descriptive sections generally conform to the "traditional" groupings
of ceramics, flaked (here "worked") stone and debitage, and ground stone.

Particularly valuable for comparative purposes is that specific artifact
categories are very similar to those used for the Quail Creek sites (Walling
et al. 1986).

For descriptive purposes, artifacts from all four sites have been included

together. Where appropriate, by-site notes have been provided with the
particular sections. Tabulations of individual artifacts and/or groupings of
artifacts by the various levels of in-site control are included with the site
reports, above. Because of the nature of the sites, there is evident a strong
tendency to "lump" rather than "split" provenience control.

During a recent move of the SUSC lab facilities and collections, the small

sample of bone and antler artifacts from the project was seemingly misplaced.

Actually, the entire collection of some 10 pieces was from a single locus -

the upper floor clay surface of Storage Room 1, LM-2. There are no

photographs or exact descriptions of the artifacts. However, locations are
shown by descriptive/functional category on the final drawing (Fig. 53) of the

storeroom. Included are two bone awls (pointed tips), five bone fleshers
(broad, thinned tips), one antler tine (flaker?), and two "counters" (small,

fully worked chips of dense bone).

All of the bone and antler artifacts were of modest size for the use

category. All (save perhaps the counters) were in a somewhat fragile,
deteriorated condition. All, however, retained enough substance that they

could be lifted from the floor more or less complete and without support. The
specimens were likewise sufficiently complete and retained enough shape that
the formal characteristics taken as indicative of function were fairly obvious.

Eventually the collection will resurface; the temporary loss is simply a

matter of the little group being outside the mainstream of excellent and
precise lab storage/recovery procedures when the move was made. Should the

opportunity arise, the artifacts will be subsequently reported in an
appropriate context. They are important in the present context mainly because
of rarity, and particularly because of the near-absence of bone of any kind
from the Little Man sites.
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The Ceramics of the Little Man Sites

by Richard A. Thompson

The most striking characteristic of the pottery recovered during the

excavation of the four Little Man sites is the total dominance of Virgin
Series ceramics. Mot a single intrusive sherd was found during the entire
project. Even the closely related Moapa Series, known to originate only 85
miles south in northern Arizona, failed to appear in the collections. There
is no sign of the Tusayan Series nor are Shinarump sherds present even though
the latter type, thought to come from the area east of Kanab Creek, is well

known in limited quantities in Washington County, Utah and in Mohave County,
Arizona.

While intrusive ceramics rarely constitute a significant percentage of
site collections in these two counties, small quantities of the various forms
often appear. Only four miles down the Virgin River below the Little Man
locality is the mouth of Quail Creek. This point marks the southern edge of
the main area of the Quail Creek Reservoir project (Walling et al . 1986).

Just above the east bank of Quail Creek and overlooking the Virgin River, site
42Ws390 yielded a pottery collection in which 10 percent of the total count
proved to be Moapa material. Two late sites dating to A.D. 1100 or later also
produced significant red ware collections. Still further downstream, sites in

the vicinity of the Virgin and the mouth of Santa Clara Creek in the Toniquint
and Green Valley areas contained abundant Moapa and red ware sherds in their

collections.

About 15 miles upstream, meanwhile, preliminary testing by Intersearch at

42Ws326 produced no intrusive ceramics; although, in this instance, it should
be noted that the complete excavation of the site by Brigham Young University
is yet to be reported. Within the boundaries of Zion National Park, still

further up the river, Schroeder, and those who preceded him, tabulated
Middleton Black-on-red and Middleton Polychrome sherds along with small

collections of Shinarump and Moapa pottery. It should be remembered, of

course, that Schroeder was working with records that had been heavily damaged
by fire while the collections were limited by much missing material.

On South Creek, a small, perennial stream draining north into the East

Fork of the Virgin near Shunesburg, Walling and Thompson (1986) reported a

trace of Moapa sherds at 42Wsl712, or a count of only 11 out of a total

collection of just over 1,200 sherds. South Creek heads on Canaan Mountain in

the same area in which the southerly flowing Short Creek begins. The route,

although steep, could have been one through which Moapa sherds came from areas

of greater abundance near Colorado City. It should be noted, of course, that
the South Creek site represented an Early Pueblo II occupation, apparently in

use about the same time as three of the Little Man sites.

It is reasonable to assume that intrusive ceramics are rather rare along

the Virgin River from the Little Man sites up to Zion National Park. This

may, however, be a function of the temporal factor as much as it is one of
topography. It is the late sites, both in Zion and on Quail Creek, that

produce the intrusive material and no site thus far excavated between Zion and

Quail Creek has been found to be later than Early Pueblo II.
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The limited nature of the Little Man collection does have the advantage of
making it possible to focus more sharply on a few subtle changes within the

relatively short time during which the sites were occupied. The earliest of
the sites is Little Man 3 (42Wsl349), a Pueblo I site. At the same time,
Little Man 2 (42Wsl346) is an Early Pueblo II site. The much smaller Little
Man 1 (42Ws404) and Little Man 4 (42Wsl348) appear to share the Early Pueblo
II position with LM-2.

The Little Man ceramics require an examination of only five types. These
are Mesquite Gray, North Creek Gray, Mesquite Black-on-gray, Washington
Black-on-gray, and St. George Black-on-gray. Colton (1952:16) asserted that
Lino Black-on-gray was indigenous to southern Utah and Nevada (and, by
implication, to the Arizona Strip) but, in the matter of Lino Gray he was
somewhat more equivocal. He compared Lino Gray with Steward's Pari a Gray
which differed from Lino in that the Pari a sherds contained particles of
igneous rock in addition to quartz sand.

Field work during the last two decades has demonstrated the existence of a

well -developed gray ware tradition in Basketmaker Ill/Pueblo I that lacks the
igneous inclusions. In order to prevent others from assuming that Basketmaker
III ceramics are intrusive when they are actually a part of the Virgin Series,
the word Lino has been dropped and the terms Mesquite Gray and Mesquite
Black-on-gray have been substituted.

While it is clear that Colton believed that a Basketmaker Ill/Pueblo I

occupation with its own ceramic tradition existed north and west of the
Colorado, the sherds available to him made it impossible to define the plain
ware. It remained for Schroeder (1955:127) to cut the Gordian knot in one
logical way. Where Colton had declared that North Creek Gray extended from

Pueblo II into Pueblo III, Schroeder, doubting the existence of Pueblo III in

the west, placed the temporal span for North Creek Gray from Basketmaker III

to Pueblo II, while indicating that his estimated terminal date would be about
A.D. 1150.

Although Schroeder thus had a single plain ware running from Basketmaker
III into late Pueblo II, he noted that, at the earlier end of this period, the
temper was generally coarser with finer temper dominating the later Pueblo
periods. He avoided making a division between coarse- and fine-tempered
forms because he found that he, "could not precisely separate the coarser
tempered sherds from those of finer temper because of intermediate sized
temper blends." An examination of the plain ware identification at LM-3
demonstrates that the present writer has struggled with the same difficulty.
From the perspective of this more recent time, Schroeder may be amended to

suggest that the earlier temper was not only coarser, it was probably more
abundant, although this attribute, like temper size, would also prove nearly
impossible to sort out.

While it may never be defined satisfactorily, it is evident that there is

a transition between Mesquite Gray and North Creek Gray at some point in

time. The decisions made concerning the plain sherds at LM-3 suggest that the
change was better than half completed by mid-Pueblo I times. The problem of

defining the ceramics more precisely is, as Schroeder would certainly predict,
at least some finely tempered sherds can be found at many Basketmaker III
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sites, while a few coarsely tempered sherds will continue to crop up in Middle
Pueblo II after the appearance of corrugation. The coarse temper has, in

fact, been observed in a few corrugated sherds on at least one occasion.

The problem of Mesquite Black-on-gray is not one of serious concern at

this point. The collection from LM-3 produced only two sherds meeting that
design criteria (Fig. 130). They are significant, however, in that they
appear to confirm the view that some elements at the site are earlier than the
defined Pueblo I structures.

In the case of Washington Black-on-gray and St. George Black-on-gray,
however, there have been several problems over the years. Washington
Black-on-gray is the accepted indicator in this area for the period of time
traditionally assigned to Kana-a Black-on-white in the Kayenta hearth. St.

George Black-on-gray, on the other hand, is both the temporal equivalent and
the design analogue of Black Mesa Black-on-white.

It has seemed increasingly evident to workers in the Washington County
area that Washington Black-on-gray represents a smooth and logical transition
between the designs of Mesquite Black-on-gray and St. George Black-on-gray. In

the Kayenta, on the other hand, Kana-a Black-on-white appears to be a style at
odds with the design trends of Lino Black-on-gray and Black Mesa
Black-on-white.

Col ton followed the lead of J. E. Spencer in using the term Washington

Black-on-gray to designate the painted design style associated with other
Pueblo I diagnostic traits. Col ton (1952:40) figures four sherds which
Spencer placed in this category. Spencer's interpretation was apparently
based on the very narrow lines incorporated in the designs. Spencer and

Col ton appear to have assumed that future research would produce a design
analogous to the Kana-a designs. Today, most field workers would likely term

the two sherds at the left of Colton's illustration as variants of St. George
Black-on-gray while the two at right may be considered unclassi fiable on the

grounds that they lack elements sufficient for identification.

Schroeder (1955:122-3) provides ceramic illustrations of Washington

Black-on-gray forms ( 1 9 5 5 : F i g . 20a) with which researchers in the 1980s are

much more comfortable. Surveys and excavations conducted since the late 1960s
have, quite naturally, expanded the range of Washington designs, but this is

no more than the result of a greatly expanded data base.

Schroeder (1955:103) noted that Washington Black-on-gray designs were much
closer to Lino Black-on-gray than to Kana-a Black-on-white and he appears to

have seen these deigns as indicative of both Basketmaker III and Pueblo I.

Today, of course, Mesquite Black-on-gray is the temporal and design analogue
of Lino Black-on-gray. At the same time, recent experience has demonstrated
that, in some situations, Washington Black-on-gray seems to have just
developed from the Mesquite designs. At the Little Man sites, however, most
of the Washington designs seem to have reached the point of anticipated the

emerging St. George Black-on-gray - so much so, in fact, that there are points

where the distinction between the two can be little more than a matter of

judgment.

Schroeder believed that St. George Black-on-gray designs are characterized

by a broad painted band at the rim of the bowl, while North Creek Black-on-gray
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sees the painted band dropping a bit below the rim. At the present time,

workers in the culture area would find his view only partially acceptable.
Today it appears that sherds with North Creek designs do rather consistently
drop below the rim. St. George 31ack-on-gray designs reveal rim bands that
may be either right at the rim, or they may drop below the rim much as they do
in North Creek designs. The two different forms occur with such frequency as

to rule out the suggestion that when St. George Black-on-gray bands drop below
the rim, it is indicative of an impending transition to North Creek
Black-on-gray.

Schroeder (1955:102, Figs. 14c and 14d) illustrates two bowls. Figure 14c
is identified as North Creek Black-on-gray while Figure 14d is called Black
Mesa Black-on-gray. For many years this writer assumed that this was an

editorial transposition. To those working in the area, the stepped triangles
of the Figure 14c bowl make it unquestionably St. George Black-on-gray. The
Figure 14d vessel, on the other hand, could be regarded as North Creek. It is
true that some of the solid lines show pendant dots but this does, on rare
occasions, occur in North Creek designs.

A recent reexamination of the illustrations suggests that there has been

no editorial transposition. It appears, instead, that Schroeder was basing
his identification on the position of the rim band. In 14c the band has been
dropped below the rim while it remains at the rim in 14d. In effect,
Schroeder appears to have assigned design identification on the basis of a

single attribute: the position of the rim band. It seems like poor taxonomic
practice to assign a stylistic form on the basis of a single attribute. In

this instance, the decision is an especially poor one since the attribute has
proven to be less consistent than previously supposed.

The writer's disagreement with Schroeder at this one point really does not

raise the issue of who is right. The ceramic illustrations offered as part of
this section represent an attempt to provide illustrations of the maximum
range of rim profiles and painted designs recovered during the excavation of
four sites on the Virgin River. The identification of each sherd cannot claim
to be anything more than the writer's perception. The view taken here is that
the reality of any ceramic analysis is in the worker's perception rather than
in any objective qualities of the pottery under examination, even through the

attributes of a given sherd remain fixed.

The plates included in this section (Figs. 126, 131) illustrate rim cross
sections or profiles, and ceramic painted designs. These are intended to
provide a graphic illustration of continuity and change through time, as well
as some evidence of variability at a given point in time. The illustrations
represent a 50 percent reduction from actual size and, in the case of the rim
profiles, the exterior of the vessel is always to the right.

All ceramic collections were initially immersed in a 25 percent
hydrochloric acid solution and then washed with a strong detergent and a

moderately stiff brush. Once the sherds were dried, cataloged, and labeled, a

small, fresh break was made on each by using needle-nose pliers. The clean
break was then subjected to examination under a 20X binocular microscope.

The plates are not limited to "representative" samples. The drawings have
made use of every rim profile and every painted design that promised to yield
information. If the illustrations err, it is in the direction of including
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examples that are too limited. In the case of rim profiles, this error may
assume the form of including sherds too short to allow full evaluation of the

degree of jar rim eversion. The degree to which a jar rim is flared out or
everted can often be accurately assessed only when enough of the body sherd is

included to permit the measurement of a vertical line drawn from the lip of
the rim to the exterior surface of the body. While some sherds may reveal the

degree of eversion without this measurement, many do not.

Similarly, a somewhat smaller number of painted designs may have been

taken from sherds that do not reveal the painted style employed by the

potter. This part of the illustrations has been limited to a small number of
sherds which appear to offer a significant design element, even though that
element does not appear to be characteristic of a known style.

The painted designs were obtained by placing a piece of frosted acetate

over each sherd and tracing the design in pencil. Once this has been done,
the acetate is placed on a light table, covered with a 5 by 7 in. piece of rag
bond, and then traced on the paper in pencil. The design is then completed in

ink with the use of drafting pens. A few problems inevitably occur with some
larger sherds having a considerable degree of surface curvature. This often
called for some readjustment of the design once it had been transferred to

paper. In a few cases, designs already completed in ink were redrawn in order
to communicate the design more accurately.

The rim profiles are presented in the plates because there is a general

assumption made by most workers in the area for at least 50 years, an

assumption supported by data, that North Creek jar rims are temporally
sensitive. The eversion or outcurve of the rim is yery slight in Basketmaker
III but somewhat more pronounced in Pueblo I. The eversion is, however, fully

developed early in Pueblo II. Efforts to find a similar sequence for bowl

rims have, at times, seemed to follow promising leads, but sporadic work has

not produced a satisfactory sequence thus far.

It should be noted that there are special purpose gray ware vessels that

do not fit into the eversion sequence. Corrugated jars, meanwhile, appear to

be completely independent of the plain ware sequence, and, as yet, have no

internal sequence of their own. These non-sensitive profiles are included in

the plates, however, in the hope that accumulated evidence may ultimately aid
in providing meaning.

The accurate illustration of rim profiles requires care to insure that all

profiles are drawn from the same relative position. Fortunately, prehistoric
potters produced one vital attribute common to the great majority of all

ceramic vessels. The rims of nearly all jars, pots, and bowls can be seen to

maintain a nearly even horizontal plane around their entire circumference.
The degree of curvature of everted rims can thus be determined once the
horizontal plane of the rim is identified.

Identification of the plane can be established by placing a sherd with the

rim edge down on a small piece of wood or heavy cardboard. There is normally

a position at which all points of the rim will be in contact with the surface

of the board. This marks the point of the horizontal plane. If the board is

then inverted while holding the sherd against it, the worker can more readily

see the plane. With practice, this attribute can be recognized without the

aid of the flat surface, but it should continue to be used for some time until

the worker becomes familiar with the appearance of rim sherds in this position.
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The rim profile is then obtained by cutting the sherd with a rock saw

along a line at right angles to the plane of the rim. The profile is traced

on bond in pencil and then finished by drawing ink outlines just inside the

pencil lines.

All designs and profile illustrations are thus finalized on a 5 by 7 in.

sheet of bond paper. The sheet also includes notations of the ceramic type
determined during analysis along with the catalog number which naturally leads
to site and provenience data.

The plates in this report thus represent an effort to produce the greatest

possible range of ceramic examples recovered during the project. Each sherd
is identified according to the writer's perceptions. It is obvious that the
perceptions of other students may be close or they may be highly disparate
even though the attributes remain fixed. Quantification of appropriate data
does not produce "objectivity" although it may have the salubrious effect of
di sci pi ing perception.

Ceramics at Little Man 1 (42Ws404)

Although close to LM-2 in size of occupation area, the limited collection

of sherds and artifacts from LM-1 suggests a relatively brief occupation. The
two radiocarbon determinations obtained for the site are ca. A.D. 840 and
890. Each date is from a small, composite sample taken from materials found
between the two floors in Storage Room 2 and again in Storage Room 3. The A.D
840 date is probably a bit early; the A.D. 890 determination fits quite
closely with ceramic indicators that suggest an occupation of about A.D. 900
or a bit later. The ceramic analysis includes the following:

North Creek Gray
Washington B/G
St. George B/G

491

3

15

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G
TOTAL

27

536

Examination of jar rim profiles 1 thru 7 in Figure 126 shows that most of

the rims are clearly within the Pueblo II eversion range. The exceptions may
be seen in Rim 5 and perhaps Rim 6. These appear to represent the more
gradual outcurve characteristic of Pueblo I vessel forms. As indicated, there
has been little success in working out a temporal sequence for bowl rims such

as those illustrated in 8 thru 14.

The painted designs of Washington Black-on-gray and St. George

Black-on-gray have so much in common that it is often difficult to separate
the two. Both make use of ticks or pendant dots along the edges of what are
most often isosceles triangles as well as along the edges of many diagonally
painted lines. In many instances the ticks or dots so merge into the triangle
or line as to produce a scalloped effect.

Where designs approach the rims of bowls, St. George Black-on-gray may

show a banding line either right at the rim or just below it, while Washington
Black-on-gray rarely takes the band to the rim. Lines in Washington
Black-on-gray sherds tend to be somewhat more narrow than those on St. George
designs, and, although it is difficult to verbalize, the application of paint
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Figure 126. Ceramics from LM-2. Rim

St. George B/G Bowls: 8-9.

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G Bowls:
George B/G Rim Sherds: A-F.

B/G Rim Sherd: L. Washington B/G
Rim Sherd: 0.

Pro files . North Creek Jars: 1-7.

Washington B/G Bowls: 10-11.
12-14. Painted Designs . St.

St. George B/G: G^KT Washington
M-N. u/i Virgin Ser. B/G

appears to differ in the two styles. While Washington design lines attain a

fairly good pigment density, the lines give the impression that they have been
applied with much longer brush strokes.

There are some design elements that appear to be distinctive to Washington

Black-on-gray. One of these involves the use of zig-zag lines, often placed
between two painted bands encircling the bowl near the rim. Another element
involves two parallel lines rising up the side of a bowl to be joined just
below the rim by connecting horizontal line. This often appears as an

isolated element on a sherd without other elements. It has not been found on
reconstructable bowls so that its relationship to other design elements has
not been determined.

Another distinctive feature is the stepped line in which a short vertical

line is intersected by a short horizontal line from which another short
vertical line drops to be intersected by a short horizontal line, etc. The
horizontal line usually extends just beyond the edges of the vertical lines.

There are also a number of elements found in St. George Black-on-gray

which do no appear on Washington painted sherds but, curiously, many of these
are missing from the Little Man locality. One that does appear, however, is a

variation on the checkerboard motif, an element found at three of the four
sites under discussion.
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Ceramics at Little Man 2 (42Wsl 346)

To anyone who was involved in the excavations at the four Little Man

sites, LM-2 seemed clearly to be the largest. Still, in terms of exposed site

area and structural space, the site proved to be not that much different from
LM-1 and it was not a great deal larger than LM-3. In two ways, however, it

can be regarded as the major site of the group. The much greater abundance of
sherds and other artifacts is indicative of what was probably the longest
occupation of any of the sites. Secondly, an examination of the structures
makes it evident that much more human energy went into the construction of at
least some of the features of LM-2. The interior of the pithouse was
exceptionally well finished, while the storage room masonry was more
substantial than that found at any of the other sites.

The dendro dates and two C-14 dates are much too early for other
occupation evidence, while one C-14 date is too late. One C-14 sample
however, taken from carefully selected outer portions of a pithouse beam
produced a date of ca. A.D. 1000 which conforms quite well with the ceramic
evidence summarized below:

Me s quite Gray
North Creek Gray
Washington B/G

St. George B/G

6

5,488
17

118
u/i Virgin Ser. B/G
TOTAL

439

6,068

The jar or pot rim profiles (Fig. 127) clearly indicate a Pueblo II

occupation in the degree of eversion. If two or three suggest a Pueblo I

affiliation, it appears to be the result of the limited portion of the body
sherd included. Rim 21 (Fig. 127) might be considered a Pueblo I profile, but
this may, as in other instances, be due to the absence of more body sherd.

The domination of St. George Black-on-gray is clearly evident. Pendant

dots are not common and crudely done when they do appear. The ticking is

found on only a few sherds while the larger number display the scalloped
effect. A single sherd again shows a version of the checkerboard concept.

A new element not noted at LM-1 is what might be called the series of

interlocking triangles. In this arrangement, two lines of triangles with the

apical angles facing each other are aligned in such a manner as to leave the

apex of a triangle in one row to be centered on the connecting point between
two triangles on the opposite side. The interlocked triangles continue to

appear in ceramic designs too late to be found at the Little Man sites, but
the later triangles are ones in which the apex angel is acute rather than
obtuse as is usually the case in St. George Black-on-gray. The effect of the

interlocking triangle motif is to create an unpainted zig-zag line.

Reconstructable Vessels

Three reconstructable or partially reconstructable North Creek Gray

vessels were recovered during the excavation of the site. Two were found on

the pithouse floor, while the third came from the floor of Storage Room 1.

The first and largest of the vessels (Fig. 128a) is a pot or wide-mouthed
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Figure 127. Ceramics from LM-2. Rim Profiles . North Creek Gray Jars: 1-25.

St. George B/G Bowls: 26-51. Washington B/G Bowls: 52-57.

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G Bowls: 58-70. North Creek Gray Bowls: 71-84,

Painted Designs : St. George B/G Rim Sherds: A-AA. St. George
B/G: AB-AP. Washington B/G Rim Sherds: AQ-AW. u/i Virgin Ser.
B/G Rim Sherd: AX. u/i Virgin Ser. B/G: AY.
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utility jar. About ninety percent reconstructed, the vessel was globular in

shape and stood 25 cm. tall. It was also 25 cm. in diameter at its widest
point just about half way up the vessel. The outer rim measures 19.5 cm. in

diameter and the diameter of the opening was 16 cm. The rim was fully everted
in the traditional Pueblo II manner.

The color of both interior and exterior surfaces was originally a medium
gray. The exterior surface is fairly well smoothed, although a few striations
are apparent. Small temper grains are visible at well -spaced intervals.
Striations are slightly more prominent on the interior. The absence of carbon
residue and fire-alteration argues that the vessel was never used for
cooking. At the same time, however, evidence demonstrates that the pot was
exposed to fire after it was broken. This became clear during reconstruction
when sherds with the original medium gray were found to fit sherds that had
been fire-altered to a dark gray or to black.

The second pot (Fig. 128b), also recovered from the pithouse floor, proved

to be another globular form with a fully everted rim. About sixty-five
percent reconstructed, the pot is 23 cm. high and 24 cm. in diameter at its

widest point. The rim diameter is estimated to have been 18 cm., while the

opening is projected to have measured 15 cm. in diameter.

The original color was medium gray. A few smoothing striations can be

seen on the exterior and, as in the case of the first pot, small temper grains
are visible at widely spaced intervals. Parts of the interior are heavily
pitted but the pot lacked the residue and type of fire-blackening that would
indicate that it had been used for cooking. Again the pot had been subject to

fire after it was broken as was evident in the fact that medium gray sherds
fitted black sherds.

Sherds for the vessels from the pithouse were found in direct floor

contact, clustered close around (and in) the hearth. It was thus assumed
during excavation and exposure that the vessels were close pithouse
associates, seemingly crushed in situ when the roof came in. That neither
vessel could be wholly reconstructed, however, appears to negate that

possibility. Rather, the vessels were probably broken elsewhere and the

majority of the sherds thrown into the structure after abandonment but before

final collapse.

Found on the floor of Storage Room 1, the third North Creek Gray vessel

(Fig. 129) is about seventy percent reconstructed and thus probably not an in

situ break. The jar is not quite as globular in form as the two pots from the

pithouse. It stands 18 cm. high while the widest part of the body is 16 cm.

in diameter. While no direct evidence is available, this should make the rim

diameter about 13 cm. A handle 1.5 cm. in diameter begins at the rim, loops
out and then attaches to the jar body at a point 8 cm. below the rim.

The original color of both the interior and exterior surfaces is medium

light gray. Both surfaces are fairly well smoothed with light striations

visible on both sides. Some temper is apparent on the exterior surface,

perhaps slightly more abundantly than on the two pots from the pithouse.
While the vessel shows some blackening, there is no evidence that it was used

for cooking or that it had been altered by fire after breaking.
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Figure 128. Partially restored vessels, pithouse floor, LM-2,
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Figure 129. Partially restored vessel, Storage Room 1

floor, LM-2.

A possible "kill hole" 5 cm. from the base of the handle was 8 mm. in

diameter. The hole, almost perfectly round,

from the interior side. This suggests that
the jar was broken.

shows that it was made by pecking
the hole may have been made after

Ceramics at Little Man 3 (42Wsl349)

The third of the Little Man sites lies above the northern tip of the bar

which creates the gooseneck of the Virgin River. It produced evidence of the
earliest occupation of the group. The ceramics indicate a Pueblo I occupation
with a suggestion that it may have had limited use at the earliest end of the
period.

Mesquite Gray

North Creek Gray
Mesquite B/G

Washington B/G

318

1,940
2

310
St. George B/G
u/i Virgin Ser. B/G
TOTAL

4

4

2,578

The jar rims in Fig. 130 show the moderate eversion characteristic of

Pueblo I. Two or three may represent a later period, but this is by no means
certain. While it has been noted that no temporal significance has been
developed for bowl rims, there is a strong subjective believe that the average
bowl sherd is slightly thinner in Pueblo I than in Pueblo II. It should be

understood that this is nothing more than a tendency that will probably be
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noted only in larger collections. It cannot be applied as a diagnostic with
which to distinguish between St. George and Washington sherds since there will

always be some late sherds as thin as the average size in early sherds, and
the reverse will also be true.

The presence of two Mesquite Black-on-gray sherds is of some interest.
This is the temporal and stylistic analog of Lino Black-on-gray and may be

thought of as representing Basketmaker III. The small sample present here
does not argue a Basketmaker III occupation for LM-3. It does suggest,
however, that at least some portion of the occupation of the site came early
enough to insure that a Basketmaker III bowl had continued intact for some
time.

The design element of dots between parallel lines of medium to narrow

width is but one of a series of elements that distinguish Mesquite
Black-on-gray. A few additional motifs will be discussed to the extent they
seem to be relevant to the examination of Washington Black-on-gray designs.

Most of the painted designs shown in Fig. 130 are identified as Washington
Black-on-gray. One of the first things noted is the repeat of the zig-zag
lines used in rim patterns such as may be seen in sherds T and U. The
parallel lines running up the side of a bowl to be connected by a horizontal
line below the rim is repeated in S. The stepped lines have already been
noted and they are repeated in various forms in sherds A, W, A, A0, AQ, and
AX. In a few cases, the vertical element of the stepped line becomes a small,

solid square as will be seen in Y and AB.

While it is not true of all Washington Black-on-gray designs, at LM-3 the

triangles and the heavier lines are not marked with pendant dots. Ticks
occasionally appear as in sherds AJ and perhaps AV. A variation of the
scalloped effect appears in pieces such as R and AL. The element not
previously mentioned involves more prominent protrusions from the sides of

triangles as in M, 0, P, Q, AK, and AY. Somewhat similar protrusions are from
broad lines such as AE, AF, AK. A bar or spur is the element here and it may
well have come from similar features found on some Mesquite Black-on-gray
designs.

The element found in C, a series of short bars between parallel lines,
appears to have its origins in the dots between parallel lines described in

Mesquite Black-on-gray.

Ceramics at Little Man 4 (42Wsl348)

Structural feature at the site make it the smallest of the Little Man
group and the very small sherd collection suggests that the occupation must
have been quite brief.

North Creek Gray 128
St. George B/G 1

u/i Virgin Ser. B/G 4

TOTAL 1 33
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Figure 130-2

AX AY

WR
Figure 130. Ceramics from LM-3. Rim Profiles . North Creek Gray Jars: 1-21

Washington B/G Bowls: 22-48. St. George B/G Bowls: 49-51. u/i

Virgin Ser. B/G Bowls: 52-59. North Creek Gray Bowls: 60-65.

Painted Designs . Washington B/G Rim Sherds: A-U. Washington
B/G: V-AZ. Mesquite 3/G: BA-BB. St. George B/G Rim Sherds:
BC-BF.

Figure 131. Ceramics from LNI-4.

Rim Profiles .

North Creek Gray Jars:
North Creek Gray Bowls:
Painted Designs .

St. George B/G: A.

1-6.

7-8.

The six rim sherds appear to be in the Pueblo II tradition with everted
rims. The single identifiable painted design is perceived as a variation of
St. George Black-on-gray with delicate ticks and/or pendant dots on one side

of the triangle.
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Artifacts of Stone

by Barbara A. Walling

Worked Stone and Debitage

Introduction

A total 3292 pieces of modified and unmodified stone were recovered from

the four excavated sites, 292 from Little Man 1 (42Ws404), 1910 from Little
Man 2 (42Wsl346), 1056 from Little Man 3 (42Wsl349), and 34 from Little Man 4

(42Wsl348). Some 1102 pieces, or 33 percent of the collection were classified
as tools. A tool was identified by the presence of intentional flaking meant
to modify the shape of the object, or by the presence of use-wear marks caused
by varying types of cultural manipulation. The remaining 2086 pieces in the
collection were classified as cores or forms of flaking refuse. All pieces
were initially classified as to material type, and then examined with a 20X
binocular microscope for evidence of use or other cultural manipulation. Full

discussions of typological divisions and waste flake classification are
included in the following sections.

A lithic material typology was devised in order to evaluate possible

correlations between tool categories and material types, and to examine raw
material procurement strategies. Except for a few rare materials, all lithic
sources seem to have been located within or very near to the project area.
The definitions of each of these material types are shown in Table 7. These
material definitions also pertain to the "Ground Stone" section which follows.

The 1102 pieces of modified stone were divided into two basic categories.

The first group of tools were those manufactured by flaking to the desired
form, while the second group is made up of those which were formed
incidentally by use. Projectile points, bifaces, drills, and scrapers fall

into the first category. Utilized flakes; edge pounders; core, cobble, and

flake scrapers; and pounding stones and hammerstone are the primary components
of the second. All tools were classified according to traditional typologies
and by the identification of morphological and visible functional attributes.

Projectile Points

Projectile points (Fig. 132) are those artifacts that have been bi facial ly

modified to a preconceived stylistic design. These forms generally exhibit
two basic elements. The first is a large blade which is the piercing portion

of the implement; the second is a hafting element which takes the form of a

basal stem or modification of the blade base. The two major forms of
projectile points are dart point and arrow points. These are distinguished

largely on the basis of size and stylistic differences. Arrow points, in

addition, can be distinguished by the presence of pressure retouch flaking,

low edge-angle range, and their relative thinness. The noted differences
between dart points and arrow points, however, does not necessarily imply that
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TABLE 7

LITHIC MATERIAL TYPE DEFINITIONS

C- This material is a chert which may be colored any combination of red,

yellow, black, translucent gray or opaque white. The most prevalent
colors are red, yellow and translucent grays. The majority of the chert
materials from the Little Man sites is type C.

CI- This material is an orange, brown and tan, or any combination of these

colors, type of chert.

C2- This material is a dark red to brown-colored chert, which lacks the

customary luster of the other utilized cherts.

C3- This variety of chert is distinguished by its blueish color, which is

generally combined with a light to dark gray.

C4- This material is a chert which is colored a combination of gray, yellow
and purple, along with occasional white inclusions.

C5- This is a gray to somewhat translucent gray chert.

C6- This is a white to white translucent chert.

C7- This variety of chert is either a combination of gray and orange, or gray
and pink/orange.

C8- This is a black, non-translucent variety of chert.

C9- This material is a variety of chert colored either white and orange, or

white and pink /orange.

B- This is a variety of dark gray, coarse-grained basalt, found in abundance
in the local Quaternary gravels.

D- This is a coarse-grained variety of diorite, which is available in local

Quaternary gravels, as cobbles and boulders.

L- This is a variety of tan, oolitic limestone, which was not as thoroughly

silicified as the following variety of stone. It was largely used in

cobble form and it is found throughout the local Quaternary gravels.

LL- This material is a fine-grained, gray or tan, lithographic limestone,
which is sufficiently silicified to exhibit a conchoidal fracture. It is

much softer then the available chert materials, and it was not used for

tools requiring elaborate knapping. This material is available in the

local Quaternary gravels.

MO- This material is a white to translucent, banded stone referred to as

Mexican onyx. It is an imported material.
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TABLE 7 (Continued)

PW- This material is a fairly coarse grained petrified wood, primarily white

and brown in color, but also including pink, black, and orange. It is
found locally within both the Shinarump and Petrified Forest Members of

the Chinle Formation.

0- This material is s black, translucent obsidian. The nearest known source
of obsidian is about 50 miles northwest of the Little Man sites in Modena,
Utah, along the Utah-Nevada border.

Q- Quartzite is found in the form of stream-worn cobbles throughout the local

Quaternary gravels, and in the bed of the Virgin River. It varies widely
in color including gray, brown, yellow, green, and purple varieties.

S- This is a well -cemented, fine to coarse, tan to orange, tabular sandstone,

which is locally available.

SS- This is a variety of silicified sandstone which has not been transformed

into quartzite, due to a lack of sufficient heat and pressure during its

formation. It is also available in local Quaternary gravels.

they did not overlap temporally. In particular, the Elko series dart points

are frequently found in association with post-Archaic assemblages. Twelve
projectile points were recovered from the excavations at LM-2 and LM-3; nine

are classed as arrow points and three are dart points.

Two of the dart points fall within the Elko series designation. One is an

Elko Corner-notched basal fragment, composed of type C3 chert, which was
recovered from the floor of Storage Room 1 at LM-2. The lateral edges are

rounded, implying that the point had weathered, which, in turn, suggests that

it is a curated specimen. A reworked Elko Side-notched point (Fig. 132 c) was

also recovered from LM-2. It also appears to be a weathered, curated
specimen. The tip of this point has been reworked to form a smaller, blunt

tip, which may have been used as a drill. There is a suggestion of uni facial

scarring and edge grinding on the tip, implying that it was used in a rotary

motion. It measures 3.28 cm. long by 1.78 cm. wide at the shoulders, and 5.9

mm. thick. It is composed of type C6 chert. The final dart point is also a

basal fragment, which has been slightly side notched. The lateral edges are

rounded and worn, suggesting that this, also, was a curated specimen. It is

composed of type C chert. " None of these dart points exhibit wear on the

laterals.

Three of the nine arrow points have been defined as Parowan Basal -notched

types, all due to their basal morphology. All (Figs. 132 d,e,h) were

recovered from LM-2, one from a test trench, one from the midden, and one from
the floor of the pithouse. Parowan Basal -notched points generally assume the

form of a narrow, equilateral triangle. Two notches are flaked in the

straight base to form a small stem. The notches may be either parallel sided

or rounded, but they are generally parallel to the long axis of the point
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Figure 132. Worked Stone, a, bifacial knife (LM-1); b, arrow point preform

(LM-1); c, reworked Elko Side-notched (LM-2); d, e, h, Parowan
Basal -notched (LM-2); f, g, Eastgati~Expanding-stem (LM-2);

i, side-notched, expanding stem point (LM-3); j, k, side-notched,
shouldered, stemmed points (LM-3); 1, Rose Spring Corner-notched
(LM-3).

(Holmer and Weder 1980). Two of these points are almost complete, while one
is a basal fragment. All exhibit uni facial and/or bifacial retouch on the
laterals. The most complete specimen appears to have a slight impact fracture

at the tip. The point measures 28 mm. long, 4 to 17.8 mm. wide and an
average of 2.1 mm. thick, lateral edge angles range from 28 to 35°, and it is

composed of type C3 chert. The other nearly complete specimen lacks its stem
and also exhibits an impact fracture on the tip. It is composed of type C8
chert and it measures 23.8 mm. long by 2.8 to 13.1 rnnu wide and 1.9 mm. to 2.2

mm. thick, with edge angles ranging from 28 to 33°. The remaining Parowan
Basal-notched point fragment is only the basal portion, lacking the stem. It

is composed of type C6 chert and it has been finely worked.

Two points (Figs. 132 f,g) of the Eastgate Expanding-stem type were also
recovered from LM-2. These points are distinguished by their deep,
parallel-side basal notches, and the fact that they are only slightly longer
than they are wide. Both of these points are generally complete. One,
composed of type C5 chert, was recovered from the floor of the pithouse. This
specimen has been finely worked and there is evidence of edge grinding on the

laterals. It measures 24.1 mm. long by 2.7 to 19.2 mm. wide and from 2 to 2.6
mm. thick, with edge angles ranging from 27 to 38°. The other Eastgate point
was also finely worked and it is made of type C chert. It measures 19.9 mm.

long by 14.9 to 1.2 mm. wide and 1.1 to 3 mm. thick, with edge angles ranging

from 28 to 37°. It was recovered from the upper levels of the southern midden
area.
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A single Rose Spring Corner-notched point (Fig. 132 1) was recovered from

Test Trench 1 at LM-3. These points are generally slender with parallel sided

or expanding stems. This specimen is essentially complete, lacking only part
of the stem and one tang. It has been bi facially thinned and uni facially
retouched along the laterals which exhibit edge angles ranging from 26 to
34 . It measures 29.8 mm. long, from .8 to 13.9 mm. wide and 3.2 mm. thick.

The remaining three arrow points are not morphologically distinctive, and
could not be assigned to any specific type. Two of them (Fig. 132 j,k) are
fairly similar, side-notched, shouldered and stemmed points. Both were
recovered from the surface of LM-3. One is crudely thinned, but bi facially
retouched along the edge-ground laterals. It is composed of type C chert and
it measures 2.8 mm. long, 13.2 mm. wide at the shoulders, and 2.8 mm. wide at
the tip, and 2.7 to 4.4 mm. thick. The

o
tip exhibits a slight impact fracture

and the edge angles range from 40 to 48°. The other point is composed of type
C3 chert and it is also rather crudely worked. The blade is essentially
triangular and the stem is slightly asymmetrical. The laterals have been
uni facially and bi facially retouched and they have edge angles ranging from 28
to 40°. There is a slight impact fracture on the tip of this point.

A completely undi agnostic arrow point fragment composed of type C chert
was recovered from LM-2. Both the tip and the stem have broken off, but it

appears to have been either a side- or basal -notched form. The laterals have
been bi facially retouched and the edges have been ground. In general, it has

a triangular blade and it has been finely worked.

Bi faces

Bi faces are those artifacts which exhibit hard hammer, soft hammer, and

pressure flaking on both surfaces of flakes that have, in most instances, been
struck from prepared cores. Among the bi facially worked forms recovered
during these excavations were knives and fragments, preforms, and some less
distinct but still bifacial ly worked tools and fragments.

Knives . Knives are bi facially modified tools which exhibit pressure
retouch on the margins and surfaces of the completed artifacts. These

implements may or may not have been hafted but, in either instance, they were
used for cutting or slicing a variety of materials. Knives often exhibit a

wear polish on the margins indicating use to cut soft materials. In other

cases, however, the margins may have a ground appearance suggesting contact
with more resistant materials.

A single, complete, lancelote-shaped knife (Fig. 132 a) composed of type

C5 chert was recovered from LM-1. It has been bi facially thinned and
incompletely unifacially retouched along the laterals, which also exhibit
slight bifacial scarring and edge grinding. The base is somewhat pointed.

This specimen measures 38.9 mm. long, from l
o
9.9 to 2.3 mm. wide, and 4.2 mm.

thick, with edge angles ranging from 23 to 31°.

Five knife fragments were distinguished within the lithic collection. Two

were recovered from LM-1, including a large fragment (Fig. 133 a) of type C4

chert which lacked the tip, but still measured 7.7 cm. long by 3.8 to 4.49 cm.

wide. It has been roughly bi facially worked, but not completely thinned. The

artifact is generally triangular in shape, has a convex base, and shows slight
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10 cm

Figure 133. Worked Stone, a, bifacial knife fragment (LM-1); b-c, pounding

stones (LM-1 ).

urn* facial use scarring along the laterals. The edge angles range from 40 to
49° and the laterals also exhibit some slight wear polish. The other specimen
from LM-1 is a basal fragment composed of obsidian. It is well weathered and
appears to have been a curated specimen, but the laterals exhibit some fresh

unifacial scarring, suggesting that it was also used in its present
condition. Edge angles on the laterals vary from 41 to 42° and 47 to 50°,

while the former edge was more heavily used.

A single obsidian knife tip was recovered from LM-2. Both laterals have

been bi facial ly retouched and ground, and one is slightly excurvate. Edge

two remaining knife fragments are from LM-3.
is a mid-section fragment which has been

It does not appear to have been used and
40°. The remaining fragment is a small,

piece of type C chert. It is irregularly

angles range from 39 to 48". The
One composed of type C5 chert
bi facially worked and retouched,
edge angles range from 35 to

bi facially worked and retouched
shaped, but it has

scarring, along with
41° and from 43 to 55

been heavily used resulting in unifacial and bifacial

some edge grinding. The utilized edges vary from 37 to

Preforms . Five apparent preforms were recovered during the excavations,

one from LM-1 and the rest from LM-2. The single specimen from LM-1 is a

triangularly shaped flake composed of type C5 chert. It has been uni facial 1^
and bi facial ly retouched along the laterals. Edge angles range from 21 to 35

and it measures 25 mm. long by 2 to 17.7 mm. wide and 2.9 to 3.2 mm. thick.

Three of the remaining preforms are made of type C chert and one is type

C6 chert. One is fragmentary, while the other three are apparently complete.
These latter artifacts range from 28.7 to 34.3 mm. long with edge angles from

34 to 54°. Two are triangular in shape, and one is somewhat ovoid. The

laterals on all specimens have been uni facially and bi facially retouched. All

have been roughly bifacial ly thinned, and at least one exhibits edge grinding
on the laterals. It appears that at least three of the five artifacts are

arrow point preforms (Fig. 132 b).
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Bi facially Modified . All nine of these artifacts exhibit varying degrees
of bifacial modification and five have been utilized. For these latter
artifacts, use takes the form of uni facial scarring and some edge grinding
along the lateral edges. Three of the utilized artifacts are composed of type
C chert, and one each is of type C and type C5 chert. Two are basal
fragments, one triangular in shape, and

o
one ovate. All utilized specimens

have edge angles ranging from 29 to 57°. The other three are irregularly
shaped flakes which have been bifacial ly thinned. One each was recovered from
LM-3 and LM-4, and three are from LM-2.

The remaining four include one triangular basal fragment and three
irregularly shaped flakes. Two are composed of type C chert, and one each is

made of type C9 and C5 chert. They were all recovered from LM-2 and edge
angles range from 49 to 56°, suggesting that some of these latter artifacts
may be blank or preform fragments.

Drills

Drills are tools characterized by a bi facial ly flaked bit with a roughly
diamond-shaped cross section. The handle may be worked to a form
perpendicular to the axis of rotation, but often it is simply the unworked
remainder of the flake.

One largely complete drill and two fragments were recovered from LM-2.

The former specimen is made of type C chert and part of the slightly modified
base may have snapped off. The utilized tip is blunt and rounded, and the
edges on the shoulders have been crushed. It is, simply, a modified flake

which measures a maximum of 33 mm. long, with
o
the bit making up 18.8 mm. of

the whole. Edge angles range from 50 to 58°, and in all this drill was
fairly heavily used. The drill bit mid-section fragment is composed of type

C6 chert, which has been
o
bi facially flaked and retouched, forming edge angles

which range from 40 to 58°. The remaining type C chert specimen is a somewhat
T-shaped handle fragment, with a convex basal edge. The fragment has been
finely worked, but it is quite small, suggesting that this was originally a

small drill bit.

Gravers

Six flakes recovered from all sites except LM-1 have been used as

gravers. Generally, these take the form of a small, naturally formed
projection, which has been uni facially or bi facially retouched, and used in

either a rotary or linear motion. The majority of these gravers, four, have
been uni facially retouched on the triangularly shaped bits, while two have
been bi facially retouched. Three exhibit uni facial use scarring on the bit,

while one tip is rounded and polished, suggesting use on hard and soft

materials, respectively. In general, all of these gravers appear to have been
used in a linear fashion, rather than a rotary motion. In addition, all but

one of these artifacts are made of core flakes, and one each was composed of

types CI and C7 cherts and quartzite. The other three are made of type C

chert. One was recovered from LM-4, two are from LM-3, and three were found

at LM-2.

Scrapers

A scraper (Fig. 134 f,g) is defined as a flake which has had one or more

edges modified by uni facial or bifacial pressure retouch, so as to achieve a
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Figure 134. Worked Stone, a, hammerstone (LM-2); b, pounding stone (LM-3);

c, flake knife (LM-2); d, flake scaper/knife (LM-2); e, flake
scraper (LM-2) ; f-g, scrapers (LM-3); h-j, utilized flakes
(h, LM-4; i-j, LM-3).

steep edge angle,

edge.

Either use retouch and/or polish may be present along the

A total of 16 scrapers, both unifacially and bi facial ly retouched, were

recovered from all sites, except LM-1. Eleven of them are composed of chert,

four are lithographic limestone, and one is quartzite. The chert scrapers are

dominated by type C chert (seven), while three are made of type C6 chert and
one is type C5 chert. The majority of the chert artifacts are simply
unifacially retouched core flakes, which exhibit unifacial use scarring on the

utilized edge. The remaining four chert scrapers have also been bi facial ly
modified, beyond the retouch on the utilized edges. Edge angles on the chert
scrapers range, on average, from 58 to 73°, and all exhibit unifacial
scarring. A few of them also have been crushed and ground. A single
quartzite scraper and a lithographic limestone flake also exhibit unifacial
retouch and use scarring along the utilized edges.

The remaining three artifacts are pieces of tabular, generally rectangular
pieces of lithographic limestone. The lateral edges and corners have been
roughly bi facial ly flaked, and abraded. On all of these artifacts one lateral
has been rounded from use in a scraping motion, and either one or both

adjacent surfaces have been smoothly abraded. Two of these scrapers
o
are

complete; one is fragmentary. The utilized edge angles range from 35 to 61°.
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Hammerstone

Hammerstones are usually small, hand-held cobbles which exhibit varying
degrees of battering on natural prominences. The use areas are typically
circular or oval in form, which distinguishes these artifacts from similar
pounding tools. This type of wear indicates that these tools were used for
pounding and crushing hard materials. Hammerstones were probably used for
knapping, or for crushing pigments, ceramic temper, or minerals.

A single hammerstone (Fig. 134 a) was recovered from LM-2. It is composed
of a rounded cobble of type CI chert, which displays characteristic
attrition. It measures 6.02 cm. by 5.8 cm.

Pounding Stones

This category includes five artifacts (Fig. 133 b,c) which have been used
for pounding activities, probably similar to those ascribed to hammerstones.
Three of the pounding stones are generally cylindrical with evidence of use on

one rounded or flattened end. Two are made of petrified wood and one is

quartzite. They vary from 5.49 to 7.37 cm. long by 1.94 to 3.81 cm. wide and
1.37 to 2.84 cm. thick. A type C6 chert nodule exhibits only slight evidence
of use on some of the angular facets, while a quartzite cobble fragment was
apparently used on the intact cortex end. Both of these latter artifacts were
of a size to conveniently fit in the hand.

Edge Pounders

These artifacts (Fig. 135 a-k) are similar to hammerstones, consisting of
small cobbles and fragments which exhibit battering along a rounded edge of

either natural or manufactured origin. The generally narrower striking
surfaces seem to indicate that these tools were used to obtain a more
concentrated point of impact than could be obtained by using the more
spherical hammerstone, although they were probably used for similar purposes.

Seventy-nine edge pounders were recovered from all four sites. The
majority of these tools, 63, are composed of quartzite, with petrified wood

(7), limestone (3), and type C chert (3) being the other dominant materials.
In addition, one each of types C3 and C7 chert and one composed of Mexican
onyx make up the remainder of the edge pounders. These are generally
hand-held tools which range from 1.6 to 12.39 cm. long by 1.1 to 9.62 cm.

wide, with means of 7.85 and 6.24 cm., respectively. Attrition widths range

from 1.2 to 9.8 mm. The majority of these tools, 76 percent, were unmodified
cobble fragments, 19 percent had been hard-hammer flaked to form the working
edges and the remaining 5 percent are utilized cores. In addition, 18 percent
of these artifacts appear to have been originally used as polishing or

abrading stones, and were used as edge pounders only after the original tool

had broken.

Scraper/Abrader

Two modified tools of this type, one made of lithographic limestone and

one of petrified wood, were recovered from LM-2. The limestone tool is

generally oval in cross section, with a sharply tapering use edge. The edge

is convex and both adjacent surfaces have been smoothly abraded, one more than

the other. The stone itself has been pecked and abraded, particularly along
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Figure 135. Worked Stone, a-k, edge pounders (a-c, LM-3; d-e, h-j, LM-2;

f-g, k, LM-4) ; 1-m, choppers (LM-3).
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the lateral edges. The use edge has been bifacial ly scarred on one side,

while the other has been rounded and polished. It measures 4.1 cm. long by

2.84 cm. wide and .66 to 1.55 cm. thick, with a working edge angle of 51 to
65°.

The other artifact is a rectangularly shaped, narrow piece of stone which
is square to triangular in cross section. The somewhat tapered, rounded use
end has been slightly scarred, and an adjacent flat surface has been smoothly
abraded. It measures 4.9 cm. long by 1.57 to 1.9 cm. wide and 1.2 cm. thick.

Both of these tools appear to have been used in a scraping motion associated
with the tapered/rounded end, which resulted in smoothly abraded associated
surface(s).

Core, Cobble, and Flake Scrapers

These are fairly large, hand-held artifacts which were used as crude
scrapers. Some of the cobble and core scrapers exhibit rough, hard-hammer
flaking, both uni facial and bifacial, used to form the working edge, while
others simply reflect use of a fortuitous edge. The flake scrapers are simply
unmodified flakes which have been used as scrapers without any distinguishable
modification. All tools within this category exhibit uni facial use retouch
along the generally steep, utilized edges.

A total of 170 artifacts of this type (Fig. 136) were recovered, 45 were
distinguished as core scrapers, 68 as cobble scrapers, and 57 as flake

scrapers. The majority of the core scrapers, 69 percent, are composed of
lithographic limestone, with cherts, quartzite, silicified sandstone, and
basalt occurring in decreasing order of frequency. Flake scrapers are also
predominantly composed of lithographic limestone, 72 percent, while limestone,
50 percent, dominates the cobble scrapers. A number of the cobble scrapers
were also composed of quartzite (28 percent), followed by lithographic
limestone, basalt, cherts, silicified sandstone, and sandstone. Typjcal of

scrapers, edge angles on these artifacts concentrate in the 60 to 70° range.
These artifacts were recovered from all four sites.

Choppers

This class consists of cores, cobbles, and flakes which have had

hard-hammer flakes removed from both surfaces in order to produce a rude
cutting edge. These may have served as crude, hand-held axes. Only six of

these artifacts (Fig. 135 l,m) were recovered but all sites are represented,
save LM-4. Five are made of limestone, and the single core chopper is

composed of type C3 chert. Two of the limestone specimens are cobble
choppers, and two are large, core-flake choppers. None of these artifacts
exhibit substantial use.

Knive s

Ten crudely and incompletely bi facially flaked knives were distinguished

within this collection. Six are composed of large flakes (Fig. 134 c,d),

three are cores, and one is simply a modified cobble. All, save one specimen
from LM-3, are from LM-2. Three of the flake knives are composed of

lithographic limestone, two are quartzite, and one is type C5 chert. The
three core knives are made one each of type C chert, type C5 chert, and
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Figure 136. Worked Stone, a-h, cobble scrapers (a,c, f-h, LM-1; b,d, LM-3;

e, LM-2); i-m, core scrapers ( i , LM-1 ; j, LM-4; k-1 , LM-3; m,

LM-2;); n-p, flake scrapers (n, LM-2; o-p, LM-3).
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lithographic limestone, while the single cobble knife is composed of
limestone. All of these knives exhibit rough bifacial use scarring on the
modified edges. The edge angles cluster in the 50 to 70° range.

Utilized Flakes

Utilized flakes (Fig. 134 h,i) are principally made of flakes struck from
cores, and were either not suitable for further manufacturing purposes, or
were struck for incidental usage. These flakes exhibit use retouch along one
or more edges, which implies that they were used for cutting hard materials,
such as bone or wood.

A total of 770 utilized flakes were recovered from the four Little Man
sites: 80 from LM-1 , 407 from LM-2, 277 from LM-3, and six from LM-4. The
majority, 77 percent, are composed of all types of the used chert materials,
while 50 percent of all the utilized flakes are made of type C chert. The
other dominant variety of utilized flakes are those composed of lithographic
limestone, 145 pieces or 19 percent of the total. The remainder of these
artifacts included quartzite, 20 specimens; obsidian, two; and silicified

sandstone, one. Utilized flakes are the predominant tools at all four sites,

making up 70 percent of the total lithic tool collection. In addition, a

number of these flakes were apparently used as gravers, although they were
completely unmodified.

Cores

Cores are defined as the remains of pieces of suitable stone from which

flakes were struck. In general, cores within the Virgin Anasazi are not
transported far from their geologic sources. In all, 104 cores were recovered
from the Little Man sites: seven from LM-1, 49 from LM-2, 41 from LM-3, and
seven from LM-4. Seventy-two percent are composed of cherts, including all

utilized forms but type C9 (Table 7), and 28 percent of all the cores are

made of type C chert. The next most dominant single utilized material was

lithographic limestone, 24 percent, with quartzite cores making up the
remaining 4 percent.

Debitage

A total of 2084 pieces of lithic waste were recovered from the

excavations, including biface flakes, core flakes, core-shatter flakes and
unidentified (u/i) flakes. The two former categories include those flakes
with identifiable striking platforms, while the latter two types lack these
distinctive features.

Biface flakes are defined as those removed during the manufacture of

bi facial ly modified artifacts. These exhibit faceted striking platforms with

an acute angle on the dorsal surface of the flake. The platform may also
exhibit a lip on the ventral side and edge grinding, developed during the

preparation for removal, along the platform edge. The dorsal surface of these
flakes is also faceted from prior flake removal. Core flakes are those that

are removed from a core. They exhibit unfaceted platforms and they often show
high platform angles. These flakes may exhibit cortex or faceted dorsal

surfaces from prior flake removal and/or core preparation. Core shatter
flakes are those angular pieces of stone which are removed during core

reduction.
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Debitage was recovered from all four sites: 176 pieces from LM-1 , 1284

from LM-2, 619 from LM-3, and seven from LM-4. LM-4 is the only site which
did not yield all types of debitage, it lacks biface flakes and core shatter
flakes. The entire assemblage is dominated by core flakes, 55 percent, with
unidentified flakes, 32 percent, core shatter flakes, 10, and biface flakes, 3

percent, making up the remainder of the collection. The majority of the
debitage is composed of cherts, 51 percent, with type C chert dominating and
making up 23 percent. In addition, 14 percent of the type C material exhibits
cortex. Lithographic limestone is the next most utilized material, making up
34 percent of the collection; it is, actually, the predominant debitage
material, but only 4 percent exhibits cortex. This is a rather low percentage,
considering that it is a locally available material. The next three most
frequently utilized materials are type C5 chert (12 percent), quartzite (10
percent), and type C6 chert (7 percent), these exhibit cortex in 30 percent,
49 percent, and 21 percent of the cases, respectively. Omitting the remainder
of the chert varieties, silicified sandstone, basalt, petrified wood,
obsidian, limestone, and sandstone make up the remainder of the collection, in

decreasing order of occurrence.

Discussion

The lithic collection from the Little Man sites includes 1102 tools,

modified and unmodified, 104 cores, and 2086 pieces of waste. In total, 292
pieces were recovered from LM-1, 1910 from LM-2, 1056 from LM-3, and 34 from

LM-4. The majority of the assemblage is composed of ten recognized chert
varieties, 51 percent, while lithographic limestone is the single most
dominant material, making up 34 percent of the total collection. In

decreasing order of frequency, but making up more than 2 percent of the total,
type C chert (25 percent), type C5 chert (12 percent), quartzite (ten

percent), and type C6 chert ( 8 percent), are the next most frequently used
materials. A number of these materials exhibit cortex on over 25 percent of
the specimens including type C8 chert ( 53 percent), quartzite (50 percent),
silicified sandstone (48 percent), lithographic limestone ( 46 percent), type

C3 chert (43 percent), type C4 chert (40 percent), type CI chert (39 percent),
basalt (36 percent), and type C5 chert (31 percent). These percentages
suggested that these are locally available materials, either found in the
local Quaternary gravels or in recent alluvial deposits. The remaining
materials, types C, C2, C6, C7, and C9 cherts, obsidian and Mexican onyx, were
all imported materials, particularly the latter two varieties.

Similarly, the majority of the tools are composed of the recognized chert

varieties, 61 percent, while type C chert is the single dominant variety,

making up 38 percent of these artifacts. In particular, type C chert also

makes up 46 percent of the flaked tools. Lithographic limestone is the next
most frequently used material comprising 21 percent of the tools, followed by

quartzite (10 percent), type C5 chert (9 percent), type C6 chert (6 percent),
and limestone (3 percent), with the remainder of the utilized materials making

up 2 percent, or less, of the collection.

In terms of diagnostic tool types, eight know projectile points were

distinguished within the collection. Two of these fall into the Elko series,

a temporally undi agnostic dart point type. Both were recovered from LM-2, but
both appear to be curated specimens and not related temporally to the site.

LM-2 also yielded three Parowan Basal -notched points and two Eastgate
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Expandi ng-stem points, and one of each type were recovered from the floor of
the pithouse. The other three were found in trench fill and midden deposits.
The Eastgate point type has been dated to a time range between A.D. 500 to 800
(Holmer and Weder 1980), a slightly early date for LM-2. The Parowan series
is generally the most frequently recovered point type from Pueblo II Virgin
Anasazi sites, and it has been dated to the period falling between A.D. 950
and 1150 (Holmer and Weder 1980). Thus, its presence at LM-2, an Early Pueblo
II site, is to be expected. The remaining point is a Rose Spring type,
recovered from trench fill at LM-3, a Pueblo I site. It is the first arrow
point style found in the area, and it has been observed in dated contexts from
A.D. 350 to 900 (Walling et al. 1986:392), thus it could be related to the
occupation of LM-3, even though it was recovered from an unreliable context.

All four of these sites contained small percentages of flaked stone tools
in comparison to the total lithic tool inventories, which were all largely
composed of utilized flakes. As might be expected, the larger sites, LM-2 and
LM-3, contain the most varied lithic tool tool kits , due to the presumed
longer occupations. Although these two sites vary temporally, in general the

assemblages are similar, containing similar tool types, in relatively similar

percentages. The collections from LM-1 and LM-4 are both small, particularly
at the latter site, but both modified and unmodified tool types are

represented. In addition, there does not appear to be any significant change
in the materials used at these sites, although important varieties do occur
more frequently at the two larger sites.

In general, the lithic tool kits, cores, and debitage imply that a full

range of tool production and core reduction activities were occuring at each
of these sites, including hunting and related processing activities. In

addition, lithic micro-refuse was identified in a number of flotation samples
from all four sites. At LM-1, this refuse was recovered from two of the

exterior hearths, and from the early floor in Storage Room 2, which would
suggest that knapping activities occurred both inside and outside.

Twenty-four pieces of lithic refuse were recovered from LM-2, including the
pithouse floor, bench, and an interior bin, and also from the floor of a

surface structure. A very limited number, eight pieces, were found in samples
taken from the pithouse floor and hearth, and the ash layer is the southern
storage room. Lastly, 24 pieces were found at LM-3, largely from the pithouse
floor and interior features, and also four pieces for the lower floor of a

storage room. In general, the presence of lithic refuse from these contexts
suggests that knapping activities were occuring within the domestic

structures, principally the pithouses. In addition, cores and related
debitage were frequently recovered from the pithouse floors, supporting the

conclusions drawn from the presence of micro-refuse in these areas. More of

these activities may also have occurred outside of these structures, but lack

of samples in these areas precludes a discussion of them.

Ground Stone

Introduction

Seven hundred and seven pieces of ground stone were recovered from all

four of the Little Man sites. These artifacts were divided into types on the

basis of each specimen's morphological and technological attributes. These
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were assessed by macroscopic examination, by low-power magnification, and by

the occasional use of a 20X binocular microscope. In addition, artifact
classification and description was directed by the typology devised by

Woodbury (1954) and previous work conducted by the author. The principle
artifact types include metates, grinding slabs, manos, abrading tools,
polishing stones, edge grinders, modified stone, and other miscellaneous
categories.

Metates

A total of 32 metates, both basin and slab, were recovered during
excavations (Fig. 137). A basin metate is defined as a stone slab on which
food materials have been ground in a back-and-forth motion, which, in turn,
forms an ovoid to rectangular basin or trough in the surface of the stone.
The utilized stone is frequently modified by pecking or grinding, while the
grinding area is initially prepared by pecking in order to form an abrasive
use surface. Once the basin has been ground smooth, it is repecked to
maintain its abrasive qualities.

A slab metate shows use on most of the upper surface of the stone slab,

particularly from end to end. And, although the use surface is pecked, a full

basin or trough does not develop from use. Slight concavities do form, but
due to the larger use surface and the assumed use of larger, two-hand manos
with these metates, they are not the pronounced depressions of the basin
metates.

Basin Metates . Fifteen of the metates are of the basin type, but only

three (Fig. 137 a) are complete; all are composed of basalt. All are made of

large stones which have only been minimally modified on the lateral edges. In

general, these specimens are distinguished by the presence of a shovel -shaped
trough, with the far end of the slab open. The opposite, enclosed end is

adjacent to a ground, but otherwise unutilized shelf. This variety is often
called the Utah type, due to its prevalence in collections from this state.
Utah metates commonly occur in collections from Fremont sites to the north and
northeast of the project area, although they are frequently recovered from the

Virgin Anasazi area, also.

The complete specimens from LM-1 and LM-2 exhibit well-defined, heavily

used basins, ranging from 2.3 to 4.5 cm. deep. The metate from LM-4 was
recovered from the pithouse wall (Fig. 114) where it was serving as a lining
slab. It has been initially defined, but only lightly used, as the basin is

only 8 mm. deep. These complete metates range from 41 to 52 cm. long by 30 to

40.5 cm. wide and from 8.5 to 15 cm. thick, with basins varying from 28 to

34.2 cm. long by 20.8 to 23 cm. wide.

The 12 fragmentary basin metates are composed of sandstone, basalt,

diorite, and quartzite, in decreasing order of frequency. They include
lateral, corner, and enclosed and open-end portions of basin metates. In

addition, the lower surface of one fragment has apparently been used as a

grinding slab, resulting in a flat use surface. On these fragments, basins

vary from .51 to 3.4 cm. deep, and from rough to smoothly ground, with both
steep and slightly convex sidewalls. At least one of the fragments appears to

fall within the Utah-type definition, while the others are all too fragmentary
to clearly determine their status.
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Figure 137. Ground Stone, a, basin metate (LM-1); b, mortar (LM-2);

c, slab metate (LM-3).
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Slab Metates . Four of the slab metates, all from LM-3, are complete (Fig.

137 c), while the remaining 14 are fragmentary. Two of the whole artifacts
are made of sandstone, and two are of basalt. Only one of the sandstone
examples shows any signs of modification beyond that required to produce a

grinding surface. In general, they are roughly rectangular to square in

shape. Most of the upper surface has been used on all of these metates, and

all exhibit either flat or very slightly concave use surfaces. The complete
specimens range from 16.5 to 27.5 cm. long by 9.4 to 19.1 cm. wide, and from

1.51 to 8.0 cm. thick.

Thirteen slab metate fragments were recovered from all sites, except LM-4,

and they are composed predominantly of tabular sandstone, with one each of
basalt and limestone. Many of these fragments are quite large, ranging from
16 to 35 cm. long, suggesting that some of the original artifacts were quite
substantial. All but one of the fragments exhibit only uni facial use; this
lone specimen was used bi facially.

Grinding Slabs

Six complete grinding slabs (Fig. 138) and 26 fragments were identified in

this collection. Grinding slabs are defined as tabular rocks which exhibit
grinding on a surface, but lack the pecking and repecking which forms the
abrasive trough on metates. Consequently, a well-defined basin rarely forms

on the use surface, although occasionally a slight concavity may exist.
Grinding slabs are also distinguished by their relative thinness and more
complete utilization of the upper surface. The lack of pecking in the use
area suggests that a less abrasive surface was desired, possibly for crushing
softer materials. One of the complete specimens, from LM-2, may be regarded
as a palette.

Of the six complete specimens, four are made of sandstone, and two are

composed of basalt. One of the sandstone examples is the palette (Fig. 138

c). This artifact is sub-rectangular in shape, with roughly bifacially flaked

and abraded edges. The use surface is smoothly ground and it comprises the

entire upper surface, although it is most heavily used toward the center. The

palette measures 17.4 cm. long by 11.79 cm. wide and .5 cm. thick.

The remaining three sandstone grinding slabs are composed of thick,

tabular stones, two of which have been roughly modified on the edges. They
range from 20.7 to 41.7 cm. long by 11.3 to 26.6 cm. wide and from 3.88 to 7.1

cm. thick.

The two basalt grinding slabs are large, tabular pieces of stone, and the

one from LM-1 exhibits slight evidence of use in a widthwise, rather than a

lengthwise direction. The other specimen, from LM-2, has been quite heavily
used, resulting in a slight use concavity which is no more than 5 mm. deep.

These artifacts are 27.4 and 63 cm. long by 18.2 and 38.8 cm. wide and 4.17 to

7 cm. thick, respectively.

Twenty-two of the remaining 26 fragments are made of sandstone, three are

a basalt, and one is quartzite. All of them were used uni facially, most
exhibit some modification on the laterals, and one sandstone fragment has red

ocher ground into the use surface. The majority of the specimens are tabular
in cross section.
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Figure 138. Ground Stone: Grinding Slabs, a-b, d, grinding slabs (a,d, LM-2;

b, LM-1); c, grinding slab/palette (LM-2K
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Mortar

A single mortar (Fig. 137 b) was recovered from the floor of the pithouse

at LM-2. It is made of a generally ovoid piece of vesicular basalt measuring
33.8 cm. long by 28.2 cm. wide and 11.5 cm. thick, which has been bi facially
used. The main use area consists of a circular, basin-shaped depression,
which has been pecked and ground to a depth of 6 cm. The depression is

straight sided and has a diameter of 12 cm. There is some evidence of

grinding in the depression, but the interior is quite rough due to the
vesicular nature of the basalt. The upper surface adjacent to the depression
has been roughly ground, while the lower surface exhibits use in the form of a

shallow depression. The sides of this use area slope and it measures 13 cm.

in diameter by 1.5 cm. deep. It is generally circular and it has apparently
been used for pecking and grinding. Mortars are assumed to have been used for
crushing and grinding hard-shelled food materials, such as nuts or possible
seeds.

Pounding Platform

This single artifact is a large quartzite cobble which exhibits use in the

form of pecking and grinding on its surfaces. A couple of flakes have been
removed from one end, and there is some evidence of pecking around the edge.

Both generally flat surfaces exhibit some pecking, but one is more heavily
used than the other, in particular toward the center of the surface. It

measures 25.7 cm. long by 23.8 cm. wide and 4.9 to 6.1 cm. thick. This
artifact was apparently used for crushing and pounding either food materials
or mineral pigments.

Manos

Manos (Figs. 139, 140) are generally tabular pieces of stone which are

held in the hand(s) and used in a reciprocal motion on a

processing/preparation platform, such as a metate or grinding slab. They are

used for processing plants, other food materials, and minerals. Manos are

either one- to two-handed, modified or unmodified tabular stones or cobbles,
which have been either uni facially or bi facially used. Modification generally

refers to the shape of the stone, including rough unifacial and bifacial
hard-hammer flaking, and pecking and abrading along the lateral and end
margins. Occasionally, notches have been pecked along the laterals to aid in

holding the stone. For a majority of the specimens, the use surface was
initially pecked so that it was abrasive. Repecking also occurs on some

specimens to maintain the abrasive surface, after continued use has ground the

surface smooth. Naturally coarse or vesicular stones, such as sandstone,

basalt or diorite, were also used to minimize the need for continual use
modification.

Further, a particular use of a particular form of mano on basin metates

and/or grinding slabs tends to form specific and associated wear patterns. In

general, use on a flat surface produces a flat use surface on the mano, while
use within a basin often causes beveling of the ends. End to end beveling
more frequently occurs on larger, tabular manos, as the smaller cobbles fit

within the basins and beveling does not occur. Another wear pattern is the

result of a specific grinding motion which forms a lateral bevel. To form
this oblique wear pattern, the person using the mano raises the far edge on

the beginning of the downs troke to allow the material being processed to
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gather under the stone. While doing this, additional pressure is applied to

the near edge, which causes the beveling. This wear pattern can occur while
using either a basin metate or a flat grinding surface.

A total of 131 manos were collected from all four of the Little Man sites;
60 are complete and 71 are fragmentary. Seven descriptive categories, listed
in decreasing order of specificity, were formed to deal with this artifact
class.

Two-Hand, Modified, Unifacial and Bifacial . These are generally large,
substantial manos, which have been thoroughly modified by pecking and
abrading, so that the laterals are flat. The ends and upper surfaces are
usually slightly convex, while the utilized surface(s) have been completely
and heavily ground. In all, 22 two-handed examples were recovered; 18 are
unifacial, while only four exhibit bifacial use.

The unifacial manos (Fig. 139 a-c; Fig. 140 b,d,f) include six fragments
and 12 whole specimens which were recovered from all four sites. The
unifacial specimens are rounded rectangular to oval rectangular in shape, and
loaf shaped to tabular in cross section. Nine exhibit end-to-end beveling,
while two others have an oblique wear pattern. The remaining seven manos all

have flat use surfaces, and one beveled and one flat-surfaced mano exhibit
lateral notches to aid in holding the tool. In all, seven are composed of
sandstone, six are diorite, four are a basalt, and one is limestone. They
range from 15.4 to 25.4 cm. long by 8.63 to 10.82 cm. wide and from 1.65 to

7.4 cm. thick, with means of 19.7 cm., 9.92 cm., and 4.89 cm., respectively.

Only one of the bi facially used manos (Fig. 140 g) is complete, while the

other three are fragmentary. The single complete specimen measures 16 cm.
long while all range from 8.15 to 10.98 cm. wide and 3.08 to 5.48 cm. thick,

with means of 9.39 cm. and 4.75 cm., respectively. All four appear to have
been rectangular to oval -rectangular in shape, with cross sections similar to

the unifacial specimens. Two are slightly beveled end-to-end, and with all

the manos, one surface was more heavily used than the other. Two are composed
of basalt, one is sandstone, and one is diorite. One was recovered from LM-2;
the others are from LM-3.

One- or Two-Hand, Unifacial, Modified . Due to the ambiguous size or

fragmentary nature of these specimens, their exact size designation was
difficult to determine, so they were placed within this category. In general,

they are rectangular to ovoid-rectangular in shape, although two are quite
irregularly shaped. They are loaf shaped to rectangular in cross section, and
most have been pecked and abraded, while a few have been flaked to modify the

edges. The utilized surfaces range from flat to convex, and three show some

end-to-end beveling. In addition, one specimen exhibits ground red ocher on

the use surface.

Eight complete (Fig. 139 d; Fig. 140 c) and three fragmentary manos of

this type were defined. Four each are composed of sandstone and diorite, two

are basalt, and one is limestone. They range from 12.1 to 17 cm. long by 5.42

to 11.48 cm. wide and 3 to 7.2 cm. thick, with means of 15.6 cm., 8.89 cm. and

5.2 cm., respectively. They were recovered from all four sites.
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One-Hand, Urn' facial, Modified and Unmodified . These manos are generally

round to oval in shape, along with a few rectangular to square and
triangular-shaped specimens. In contrast, the cross sections range from
triangular to oval, to slightly convex to tabular, suggesting that this mano
type was used for a wide variety of purposes. Of the 31 manos in this
classification, 21 (Fig. 140 e,h,i) have been modified, largely by pecking and
abrading, although a few irregularly shaped and rectangular specimens also
exhibit rough unifacial and bifacial flaking on the laterals and ends. The
unmodified manos (Fig. 139 c) are generally rounded to oval cobbles, which
were simply used as found. Both modified and unmodified specimens do exhibit
pecking on the use surfaces.

The majority (27) of these manos are complete. Fourteen are made of

sandstone, ten are basalt, five are limestone, and the remaining two are
quartzite. The complete specimens range from 8 to 16 cm. long, (averaging
12.55 cm.), while all range from 5.48 to 10.3 cm. wide and 1.5 to 7.6 cm.

thick, with means of 8.31 cm. and 4.07 cm., respectively.

One-Hand, Bifacial, Modified, and Unmodified . Nine manos of this variety

were distinguished, five are modified and four are unmodified. In general,
these artifacts are oval to round in shape; although one is irregularly
shaped, due in part to flaking along the laterals. Cross sections are
rectangular to slightly convex, as most of the use surfaces are flat. Two
specimens exhibit lateral beveling, but only one shows slight end-to-end
beveling. Five are composed of basalt and four are sandstone. The seven
complete specimens range from 8 to 17 cm. long, averaging 12 cm. All of the

manos vary from 5.4 to 13.3 cm. wide and 1.35 to 5.22 cm. thick, with means of
7.42 cm. and 2.86 cm., respectively.

Unifacial, Modified, and Unmodified . A total of 48 manos (Fig. 140 a) of

this variety were classified, making it the single largest mano type. Of the
48 specimens, however, only three are complete. Thirty-two have been modified
to some degree. The manos appear to range from rectangular to oval to round
in shape, and cross sections include most observed varieties, ranging from
round to rectangular. In general, the use surfaces are flat, although eight
specimens are laterally beveled and eight exhibit end beveling. Only one

fragment has both types of beveling, but it appears that at least 15 were used
in basin metates. Most of the modified specimens have been pecked and
abraded, while only three have been roughly flaked.

The three complete specimens range from 9.6 to 15.4 cm. long. Thirty-two

measurable examples range from 6.64 to 12.1 cm. wide, averaging 9.13 cm. and
40 pieces vary from 2.32 to 7.81 cm. thick, averaging 3.58 cm. Twenty-six of

these manos are composed of sandstone, 10 are limestone, six are basalt, four

are diorite, and two are quartzite.

Bifacial, Modified, and Unmodified . Five manos of this class were

observed, only one is unmodified and all are fragmentary. The cross sections

are generally oval and the use surfaces range from flat to convex. Two manos
each are composed of basalt and sandstone, and one is quartzite. They range

from 5.34 to 13.2 cm. wide and 1.37 to 4.21 cm. thick, with means of 8.76 cm.

and 3.06 cm., respectively. Two of the modified fragments may have originally
been two-hand manos, but the remaining specimens could have been either type.
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Uni facial Fragments . These five specimens are only partially intact, and
their only distinguishable characteristic is a single use surface area. Three
are made of sandstone, and one each is composed of limestone and diorite.

Abrading Stones and Platforms

A total of 176 abrading (Fig. 141 a-1) or abraded stone were recovered
from all four of the excavated sites. These artifacts are made of abrasive
stones, which are worn due to their use on materials, or via use as abrasive
grinding platforms. They may have been used for shaping wood or bone, or for
smoothing stone objects such as axes, mauls, metates, manos, or even building
stone. In general, three classes of abrading stone - uni facial, bifacial, and
multi-facial- were observed, along with three abrading platforms.

One hundred thirty-four of the total are uni facially used specimens. Of

these, 72 are unmodified, 49 are modified, and 13 are fragmentary.
Fifty-seven of the unmodified specimens are complete and are composed of
sandstone, quartzite, basalt, limestone, petrified wood and silicified
sandstone, in decreasing order of frequency. Mainly, these unmodified
specimens are simply utilized cobbles, round to oval to irregular in shape.

Exceptions are the petrified wood specimens which are small, narrow, tabular
pieces of stone. In general, the use surfaces are flat, although some are

convex; some of the use surfaces have also been pecked. In addition, two of
these abrading stones were also used as edge pounders. The complete abrading

stones range from 2.8 to 17.8 cm. long, averaging 9.08 cm., while all

specimens range from 1.28 to 11.27 cm. wide and 0.7 to 10.36 cm. thick, with
means of 5.62 cm. and 3.07 cm., respectively,

In the main, the modified specimens have been pecked and abraded, with

limited rough uni facial and bifacial flaking visible on some specimens. One
abrading stone was also used as a pestle, one as an edge grinder and one has
red ocher ground into the use surface. For the total 49, materials are
sandstone, basalt, limestone, quartzite, diorite, and petrified wood, in

decreasing order of frequency, The 30 complete specimens range from 5.1 to

18.7 cm. long, averaging 11.65 cm., while the total collection varies from

3.05 to 13 cm. in width and 0.41 to 7.79 cm. in thickness, with means of 7.04

cm. and 3.34 cm., respectively. Four of the uni facially used fragments are
made of basalt, while the remaining nine are equally divided between
limestone, quartzite, and sandstone.

Thirty-one of the abrading stones have been used bifacial ly on opposing

surfaces. More than half (16) of these are simply unmodified cobbles. In

decreasing order of frequency, the abrading stones of this type are composed
of quartzite, sandstone and basalt, and limestone. One of the unmodified,

quartzite, bi facial ly used stones has red ocher ground into one of the

surfaces. In general, one surface has been more thoroughly used than the

other and they vary from flat to convex in cross section. The complete
specimens range from 3.11 to 14.8 cm. long, average is 8.54 cm. All abrading

stones of this type vary from 2.9 to 10 cm. wide by .7 to 5.72 cm. thick, with

means of 6.3 cm. and 2.81 cm., respectively.

Twelve of the bi facially used specimens have been modified by pecking and

abrading, but only four are complete and range from 8.3 to 16.7 cm. in length.

All specimens range from 4.68 to 11.03 cm. wide and 0.6 to 4.73 cm. thick,
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with means of 7.19 cm. and 2.32 cm., respectively. Five are composed of
sandstone; two each are of basalt, quartzite, and limestone; and one fragment
is banded white and translucent Mexican onyx. The remaining three bi facially
used specimens are fragmentary and they are made of sandstone, basalt, and
limestone. No abrading stones of this type were recovered from LM-1.

Eight abrading stones exhibit either three or four utilized surfaces.

Four of them are simply unmodified pieces of stone, two complete and two
fragmentary. Two are made of petrified wood, and one each is quartzite and
limestone. All of the modified specimens are complete, two are made of basalt
and one each is composed of diorite and limestone. The modified specimens
range from 8.1 to 13.1 cm. long by 3.34 to 10.31 cm. wide and 2.6 to 8.94 cm.

thick, with means of 10.6 cm., 6.73 cm. and 5.61 cm., respectively.

Lastly, three abrading platforms, one complete and two fragments, were
also identified within the collection. The complete specimen is composed of
quartzite, and the two fragments are sandstone. The quartzite platform
measures 9.1 cm. long by 7.79 cm. wide and 4.64 cm. thick, and the use surface
is just slightly concave. The fragments exhibit generally flat and partially
abraded surfaces.

Polishing Stones

A total of 35 polishing stones (Fig. 141 m-r) were recovered from all the

Little Man sites, except LM-4. Woodbury (1954:96-97) defines these artifacts
as generally small, water-worn stones with one or more nearly flat use

surfaces which exhibit fine striations, or are highly polished. These stones
are usually unmodified and the use motion appears to be perpendicular to their

lengths. They are frequently composed of quartzite, and they may have been
used to smooth pottery or clay floors, or to grind pigments.

Twenty-nine of these artifacts are simply unmodified cobbles, 23 have been

uni facially used, while the remaining six are bifacial specimens. Twenty-four
specimens are complete. Twenty-one examples are made of quartzite, with

basalt and limestone making up the remainder of the collection. In addition,

three of these polishing stones were also used as edge pounders. The complete
cobbles range from 2.46 to 16 cm. long by 1.33 to 9.63 cm. wide and 0.6 to

6.91 cm. thick, with means of 6.82 cm., 4.68 cm., and 2.8 cm., respectively.

The remaining six polishing stones show some degree of modification in the

form of pecking and abrading around the ends. Only one of these artifacts has
been bi facially used, and one is fragmentary. Four are quartzite, and two are

made of basalt. The complete specimens range from 2.31 to 14.4 cm. long by

1.7 to 9.29 cm. wide and .85 to 8.31 cm. thick, with means of 9.14 cm., 6.92

cm., and 3.67 cm., respectively.

Mauls

Five mauls, three complete (Fig. 142 a; Fig. 143 h) and two fragments,

were recovered from LM-1 and LM-2. Two of the complete specimens are made of

basalt and one is sandstone. The latter artifact in cross section resembles

an ovoid cobble, encircled by a heavily pecked groove. There is a smoothly
abraded area adjacent to the groove, on one surface, which implies hafting
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Figure 142. Ground Stone, a, axe (LM-1); b, maul (LM-1).

abrasion. In addition, the central part of the groove is fairly smoothly
abraded. One flattened end exhibits a circular area which has been heavily
pecked, while the other end exhibits only slight evidence of use. This maul
measure 7.61 cm. long by 6.9 cm. wide, while the groove ranges from 0.9 to

1.23 cm. wide and it is a maximum of 2.2 mm. deep.

The basalt mauls are made of somewhat flatter, through still rounded
cobbles, with one end rounded and one end tapered. Both have been heavily
modified by pecking and abrading, and a heavily pecked groove encircles the

center of each cobble. These grooves are centrally abraded, implying that
these artifacts were hafted when in use. On one specimen only the tapered end
has been battered, while the other maul exhibits use on both ends. These
mauls range from 13.2 to 13.8 cm. long by 8.37 to 11.7 cm. wide and 6.17 to

7.12 cm. thick, while the grooves vary from 1.59 to 2.2 cm. and 1.82 to 2.83
cm. wide, respectively.

The two maul fragments were recovered from LM-2. Both are composed of

basalt and both have broken along the hafting groove. One is a generally
ovoid half, which has been modified by pecking and abrading. The intact end
has been battered. In addition, this fragment appears to have been used as a

mano after it had broken. The other fragment is an oblong-shaped half of a

maul, which has been pecked and abraded. The intact end appears to have been

fairly heavily battered. The intact portion seems to have been originally
pecked, but it has subsequently been abraded by the hafting elements.

Axes

Axes (Fig. 142 a; Fig. 143 a-g) are defined as triangular to ovate

artifacts which are shaped by percussion flaking, and further refined by
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(LM-2).

a-g, axes (a-c, e-f, LM-2; d, LM-3); h, maul
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varying amounts of pecking and grinding along the cutting edge (Woodbury

1954:37). These artifacts are notched on opposite lateral edges by flaking
and/or grinding. A third notch was similarly worked into the center of the
butt. The notches were used for hafting the ax head to a forked handle, which
was parallel or perpendicular to the head. Axes were apparently used for
cutting wood, and also perhaps for shaping building stone, stone artifacts,
and ceremonial objects by pecking (Woodbury 1954:40-42).

Nine complete basalt axes were recovered during excavation, one from LM-1,

six from LM-2, and two from LM-3. All exhibit tapered and ground use edges,
which are fairly acute to rounded in profile, and all but two have basal
notches. As part of the shaping process the majority of these artifacts have
been pecked and abraded along the laterals, on the earred bases, and in some
instances over the surfaces. Three have also been roughly hard-hammer flaked
to aid in forming the working bits and the notched bases. In general, the
working bits are rounded in overview, although three are flat and rectangular
to square in shape. In addition, the surfaces adjacent to the use edges have
been smoothly abraded, to a sheen in some instances, from use. One ax in

particular has a broad rectangular working blade. The working edges also tend
to be somewhat narrower then the slightly expanding, notched bases. All the
notches have been pecked, and subsequently abraded to varying degrees.
Lastly, one axe has an encircling pecked groove to aid in hafting that
specimen.

Edge Grinders

Edge grinders are generally cobbles small enough to be held in the hand,

and which exhibit a distinctly flattened edge created by purposeful grinding.
The nature of the ground edge indicates that these tools were used on a flat,

abrasive surface, probably a grinding platform. These artifacts could have
been used for processing seeds, or grinding pigments and/or pottery temper,

but no evidence revealing specific usages was obtained.

Fourteen edge grinders were recovered from all four sites. The majority,

12, are made of quartzite, while the the other are limestone. Only three

exhibit any modification along the use edges in the form of uni facial and/or
bifacial hard-hammer flaking, while the remaining artifacts are simply cobble
fragments.

Modified Stone

Modified stones are those artifacts which generally exhibit rough,

hard-hammer, uni facial, or bifacial flaking along the edges, apparently to

achieve a desired shape. In addition, some specimens have been abraded to

form a distinctive shape, while almost all have been surfacially abraded. In

general, these artifacts are made of either thin, tabular limestone or

sandstone.

Fifteen of these specimens can be defined as hatch covers (Fig. 144), a

generic term for designating generally circular to rectangular pieces of

shaped, tabular stone used as covers for storage cists and occasionally as

room or pithouse entrance covers. Twelve are composed of sandstone, and three

of them are largely complete. These hatch covers range from 11.22 to 27.2 cm.

long by 11.3 to 28.2 cm. wide and 1.58 to .84 cm. thick, and they are roughly
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Figure 144. Ground Stone: Hatch Cover Fragment .

circular. Many of the fragments are quite large (Fig. 144), measuring more
than 20 cm. in diameter, suggesting that this may have been the more common
size.

Twenty-seven of the modified stone artifacts are smaller, circular disks,

which are all made of sandstone. The exact function of these artifacts is

unknown, but some may have served as capping stones for ceramic vessels. Many
have slight grooves on one side, which would have aided in removing them once
they had been set in place. Most exhibit rough uni facial and/or bifacial
flaking, and generally one surface has been more smoothly abraded than the

other. Only five of these artifacts are complete and they range from 4.38 to

9.2 cm. long by 4.39 to 9.07 cm. wide and .71 to 1.79 cm. thick, with means of
5.82 cm., 5.83 cm., and 1.16 cm., respectively.

Of the remaining 29 artifacts in this class, eight are square to

rectangular-shaped pieces of modified stone. Five are composed of sandstone
and three are limestone. Only three of the eight appear to be complete. The
other 21 specimens are modified stone fragments, which exhibit either
hard-hammer flaking and/or abrading along the edges. Eight are made of

limestone, while the rest are sandstone.

Miscellaneous

This category is made up of fifteen various artifacts including two

pestles, three ground stone balls, a pendant fragment, and nine pieces of

shaped and abraded stone. Both pestles are composed of lithographic limestone

and they were recovered from LM-2, also the only site which yielded a mortar.
They are generally cylindrical in shape, abraded, and one end on each has been

heavily pounded. They range from 19.8 to 7.4 cm. long by 3.5 to 3.2 cm. wide
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and 3 to 2 cm. thick, respectively. Pestles are generally assumed to have
been used in mortars, or possibly on pounding platforms, to crush and grind
hard-shelled foods, such as seed or nuts, or for preparing materials like
pigments.

Two of the spherical objects, referred to as balls, are generally complete
and composed of sandstone. These have been pecked and roughly abraded and
they measure 4.69 to 4.59 cm. by 4.41 to 4.52 cm. by 4.32 to 4.63 cm.,
respectively. The remaining fragmentary specimen is made of decomposing
basalt, and it is quite rough and incomplete. The pendant fragment is the
bottom, bulbous, tear-shaped portion, which has been ground on several
facets. The edges are slightly rounded to beveled and has been smoothly
ground on all surfaces. It has broken across the biconically drilled hole,
where the pendant thins. It is a maximum of 2.87 cm. long by 1.79 to 1.62 cm.
wide and it varies from 1.3 to .32 cm. thick.

Nine pieces of stone have been abraded to form triangular, square and
rectangular pieces which were used for undetermined purposes. In general, the
surfaces and edges have been abraded. The artifacts are composed of tabular
sandstone, limestone, basalt, and quartzite, in decreasing order of
frequency. Two of the limestone artifacts are composed of a soft, chalky
stone suggesting use of these stones for the whitish residue they produce.
The other geometrically shaped stones may have served as abrading stones, or
possibly as small preforms for finished artifacts of unknown function.

Ground Stone

The remaining 185 specimens in the collection are pieces of ground stone
of undetermined use. These artifacts include tabular pieces and cobble
fragments, which have been unifacially and bi facial ly ground, and are both
modified and unmodified. The majority of the fragments, 152, are composed of
sandstone, with limestone, basalt, quartzite, diorite, and petrified wood
making up the remainder of the collection. These pieces probably represent
unidentifiable fragments of the previously described tools, along with
building stones.

Discussion

The ground stone collection from the Little Man sites includes most type
of common food processing tools. The majority of these artifacts are composed
of sandstone (54 percent), with basalt, limestone, quartzite, diorite,
petrified wood, silicified sandstone, and Mexican onyx following in decreasing
order of frequency. All of these materials, except the Mexican onyx, are
locally available.

Abrading stones and manos, hand processing tools, are the most abundant

artifacts in total, and at each of the sites. This implies that size, shape,
and abrasiveness of the handstone may have been a more important factor in

processing activities than the grinding platforms. Only eight percent of the

total ground stone artifacts are processing platforms, metates and grinding
slabs, but this may be in part due to local collecting activities.

Of the total number of ground stone artifacts, 707, 62 were recovered from

LM-1, 377 from LM-2, 237 from LM-3, and 31 from LM-4. In general, the
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assemblages from these four sites are largely similar. The only distinctive
items are the number of axes and mauls distinguished within the collection.
Two axes were recovered from fill situations at LM-3, the Pueblo I site. A
maul and an axe were taken from LM-1 , both from the pithouse, the former from
the floor and the latter from the bench surface. This implies that this
pithouse was a domestic, rather than a religious structure, where tools were
used and stored. LM-2 produced the largest collection of these tools. Four
mauls and six axes were recovered from a variety of contexts, including one
each from Occupation Surface 3, two axes from the floor of Storage Room 1, an
axe from the Upper Floor of Storage Room 2, and a maul from the bin fill of
Surface Room 3. So, in addition to the large number of the unusual artifacts,
more than half were recovered in situ. Some of the axes must have been used
for wood collecting, possibly suggesting a fall and/or winter occupation. The
contexts of some of these artifacts also suggests that storage rooms were not
simply used for storing food, but also for tools which were not currently or
frequently in use. Lastly, mauls were more often found in domestic quarters,
implying that they were more frequently used than axes, particularly as they
serve a less specialized function.

Besides the large number of axes and mauls recovered from LM-2, this is

the only site which yielded a mortar. Mortars are somewhat unusual artifacts
in the Virgin Anasazi region, although one was recovered from the South Creek

Site (Walling and Thompson 1986), which is also an Early Pueblo II site.
Interestingly, the mortars from both of these sites were recovered from the

floors of the pithouses, implying that these were domestic structures.

In terms of the sites themselves, all but LM-3, were apparently occupied
during the early Pueblo II period. LM-3 is a Pueblo I site. In general, the

ground stone assemblages from all of these sites are basically similar,
suggesting a continuity in food processing activities during the Pueblo I to

Early Pueblo II period. The only addition in the assemblages was the mortar
recovered from LM-2, one of the Early Pueblo II sites. In general, this

conclusion is supported by evidence recovered from the Quail Creek sites,
where there was no obvious change in the ground stone assemblages from the

late Basketmaker III through the late Pueblo II period (Walling et al

.

1986:426-427).

As might be expected, the larger sites, LM-2 and LM-3, yielded larger
assemblages of ground stone, suggesting that a greater variety of activities
were occuring here and/or that the occupations were of a longer duration. It

has been suggested that LM-4 was a single season habitation site, which would
explain the small number of ground stone artifacts recovered, only four
percent of the total. Nevertheless, the assemblages from this site includes

grinding platforms, manos, abrading stones, an edge grinder, a ball, and
modified stone fragments - including hatch cover and disk fragments. In sum,

this suggests that no matter the length of the occupation, a complete ground
stone assemblage was an important, and necessary, part of the everyday
domestic tool kit.
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CONCLUSIONS

As noted with the introductory material to this effort, it has been the
wont of the present authors, as well as that of certain others working the
area, to be exceedingly sparing in offering conclusions or interpretations
from substantial field data. We take note that this is not considered the
appropriate way to do this business, but we wonder if it is much worse than
the sharply contrastive mode we have come to commonly see that might be
characterized as painting interpretations with a broad brush and a vigorous
stroke, but perhaps from a rather lightly dabbed palette.

Whatever the view of the reader, the writers, while not admitting to any

major change of habit, have come to this point and find that we still have a

thing or two to say. We have not come to the pass of the thoroughgoing
reanalysis of the Virgin that has been alluded to several times over the past
few years; although, we suspect that there is enough new information available
for someone to take on this task.

Basically what we do want to accomplish is expose and outline a few

ideas the authors have developed and nurtured over the past few years in the
context of an ever-accumulating and now quite substantial body of data. The

tact that we have taken in viewing these data has been to develop
interpretations and/or explanations that account as economically as possible
for as large a number of concrete observations as possible. We have developed
some very specific areas of interest that most often have correlated with big

gaps in the Virgin data base; these, of course, are given primary attention as
they have driven much of what we have done in the field and in reporting.
While not pretending to be totally open-minded, we have, on some issues,
shifted ground markedly over the past years, we think in view of accumulating
information.

While there are a couple of additional definitional matters to tend to, we

take here as a point of departure that with the Virgin Anasazi we are dealing
with an archaeological entity that is the taxonomic equivalent of the Kayenta
or the Mesa Verde in terms of both temporal and areal extent, as well as in

defining-contrasting characteristics. We further submit that the separation
and the basis for it are important and useful.

It is quite apparent that those still grumbling about the existence of the

Virgin are nibbling around the areal /temporal margins of the tradition. We
would give much more credence to Metcalfe s (1981) challenge to the usefulness

of the Kayenta-Virgin distinction had he not thrown down the gauntlet on an

extremely peripheral site. He is precisely right that Gnatmare could be

considered either Virgin or Kayenta, depending on architectural or ceramic
criteria - an excellent and pertinent observation. He then takes the entire
Virgin area by the tiny scrap of extreme eastern and non-diagnostic edge upon
which he has a grasp, and throws away the whole thing - a herculean

undertaking, but based on logic that eludes us. One might at last visit a

Virgin site or two before deciding the other 10,000 do not exist or are not

pertinent.
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As to other matters of definition, it needs to be explicit that we are

still dealing mainly with the Little Man data set and have thus drawn
extensively on the individual site "Discussion" sections; those almost have to

be read to track this concluding effort. Still, we have not limited to the
Little Man material. In addition to the oft-referenced Red Cliffs (Dal ley and
McFadden 1985) and Quail Creek (Walling et al . 1986) sites, we draw on a large
amount of unpublished inventory data, plus just a scrap or two of unpublished
excavation information. We have tried to specifically note, however, where
and when (and why) the unpublished material is introduced.

Finally, and this cannot be overemphasized, the discussion here is 99

percent limited to the period preceding the introduction of corrugated pottery
into the area, or up through the Early Pueblo II period or phase. There are a

number of reasons for this. Mainly in the present context it is because the

foregoing substantive data only extends into Early Pueblo II, and we thus do
not have a good base for additional discussion. Further, however, some parts
of the record seem to change rapidly and drastically following the close of

the Early Pueblo II period, and we do not yet feel we control enough data
directly to address these in an adequate manner.

One of the chief thrusts of much of the recent work in the area have been

the establishment of a firm, viable chronology based on something other than
the "traditional" (mainly for lack of other means) ceramic cross dating.
While not a particularly current or "stylish" thing to be doing, it has

nonetheless been taken as central and crucial for an area that has lagged so

far behind adjacent Anasazi regions in establishing a temporal framework to

support other sorts of studies and comparisons.

Thus, just over the past few years there have been a rather large number

of radiocarbon dates injected into the record (e.g. Walling et al

.

1986:Appendix I). Also, and very importantly, the report of the LM-2 (Wsl346)

excavations presents the first tree-ring determinations reported for southwest
Utah in some time. As noted in the LM-2 material, as well as below, the dates
obtained are per se of little value in placing the site in proper temporal
context. While there are also other important implications, central is that
the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research has established an acceptable base
chronology for the area - something lacking until just recently.

The chronological emphasis has not wholly and simply been a matter of
obtaining dates and applying these to know archaeological entities. Rather,
as outlined in the volume dealing with the Red Cliffs site (Dal ley and
McFadden 1985) the Virgin area is in need of a thoroughgoing assessment and/or

establishment of a temporal -sequential framework to control what is becoming a

large and complex corpus of archeological data. It is felt that the roughly

outlined, partial, unnamed, and provisional -tenative phase system in part

abstracted from the Red Cliffs work (Dal ley and McFadden 1985:42-45) still has

merit; in fact, the Little Man materials both conform nicely and provide some
additional data.

It is not the intent, however, to here formally add to or subtract from

the phase descriptions as presently outlined, although there is both need and
reasons of substance to do so. Rather, what seems perhaps more valuable in

the present context is to outline and enumerate some observations - both
general and specific - pertinent to Virgin chronology and closely related

subjects.
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Particularly central and crucial to many of the views contained herein
concerning the Virgin occupation-adaptation is accumulating evidence for
considerable time depth to the sequence. Suggested by the Hog Canyon Dune
excavations (Schleisman and Nielson 1988) is a pre-A.D. 1 occupation near
Kanab that could perhaps be viewed as either late Archaic or possibly
Basketmaker II. An unpublished test of what appears as a very large pithouse
on a non-ceramic site, also very near Kanab, yielded C-14 dates right at A.D.
1 (BLM Files). Further, inventory has revealed some large, apparently
intensely occupied sites on the Shinarump Cliffs east of Kanab that show
indications of pithouses and storage cists, but are non-ceramic.

Found with the early non-ceramic sites along the Shinarump Cliffs are
large, apparent Basketmaker III localities yielding good Lino-like ceramics,
and showing obvious pithouses and big, slab-lined cists. Recent salvage of a

badly vandalized pithouse on one of the larger sites yielded two C-14
determinations of ca. A.D. 300 (BLM Files). Other early dates from apparent
ceramic Basketmaker III contexts are reported for the Tuweep area of the Grand
Canyon National Park (Thompson and Thompson 1974; Walling et al . 1986:20-21),
and apparently for the recently completed SR-9 project (Lorna Bill at, personal
communication - see also Introduction , this volume).

The Quail Creek and Red Cliffs reports, as well as the Little Man
reportings, above, reflect numerous dates in the A.D. 700s and 800s associated
with locally defined Pueblo I materials. Numerous Pueblo I sites are along
the Virgin system, with a tremendous concentration known in the Barracks-Mt.
Carmel area of the east fork. Also well represented in the referenced
reports, as well as in widespread inventories, are the pre-corrugated "Early"
Pueblo II sites. Dates are more scattered with the latter period, but there
are several indications of persistence to near A.D. 1050.

Companion to the data on time depth are good indications that the Virgin
is strongly an in situ development. In fact, a very good case can be made for
quite marked isolation through most of the sequence. While full development
need not be attempted here, this can be seen in many areas of technology,
particularly so in architecture and ceramics (the in situ and isolation
arguments actually are developed for ceramics in the The Ceramics of the
Little Man Sites , above). There can also be seen a very marked lack oT
imported items. Ceramics have been noted, but it is worth renoting that not a

single "trade" sherd is in the Little Man collections. Nor are there
identifiable exotics of other kinds, at least in any number.

Further, in addition to the other traits just noted for the Virgin

sequence, there is considerable complacency in the record that can also be

seen as indicative of a marked conservatism. Change is slow and seemingly
rather constant, and there are long periods with little or no appreciable
change. While some change may be from outside impetus, it is obviously well

screened through a Virgin cultural filter and accepted and adapted through
full integration, rather than simply being grafted on and thus salient and

highly visible. The periods or phases defined for the sequence are consistent
over wide areas and are, in fact, well marked by certain clusters of traits.

Said traits, however, are smoothly transitional and easily followed from one
period to another; there are very few "blips."
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At this juncture, it must again be specifically noted that the foregoing
several paragraphs dealing with characteristics of the Virgin sequence apply
only up through the Early Pueblo II period. At least on a superficial level,
but perhaps on a more substantive plane, also, there appears to be a lot of
things happening in a rather short time in the following, later Pueblo II

period. Particularly this would be so if, as many believe, the Virgin
sequence actually ends at around A.D. 1150.

Since there are no late sites or materials in the Little Man series, we
feel no particular constraint to here deal at any length with the subject. It

can be briefly noted, however, that the influence for change pertains to the

so-called Pueblo II expansion, in this instance out of the Kayenta area. Much
of the influence is seen in ceramics, but there are also apparently changes in

architecture and site layout that probably reflect a deeper, more
thoroughgoing modification. However, there is seemingly a core of Virgin
traits continuing through all this, so the extent of the substantive change
may be more apparent than real

.

Despite the strides made with the early end of the sequence, there has

been little progress with the later part, and particularly with a terminal
date. There are a few radiocarbon determinations from various areas that
extend beyond A.D. 1150. These are summarized in the context of reporting the

Pinenut site (Westfall 1987:95), the most recent locale to yield late dates.
While bearing no particular brief one way or another, the current authors do
offer the following observation: Given an extremely complacent record prior
to the onset of the Kayenta influence, could it not go complacent and
apparently conservative again when the close and direct influence was
wi thdrawn?

To return specifically to the Little Man data vis-a-vis chronology, there

is a particular problem quite apparent with the suites of dates from the
sites. There are also some interesting implications that can be drawn, if not

from a full resolution, at least from a good identification and some
understanding of the problem.

To be brief, the Little Man dates are a mess, and the problem is seen as

the extensive use of old wood, probably driftwood from the floodplain (Fig.

10) and/or usable wood scavenged from older structures. There have been

previous suspicions about "old" wood in dating sites on the river system, but
the Little Man determinations are the most obviously skewed to the early side

of any suite recently obtained.

Fortunately, there is also a very good indication in the LM-2 radiocarbon

vis-a-vis tree-ring dates that old wood is the culprit and not sample
contamination or lab problems. There is good co-occurrence of two C-14 and

two tree-ring dates in the A.D. 600 range. Those are, of course, ridiculous
dates in view of the site archaeology. With the numbers and the two methods

at hand, however, the crux of the problem is quite evident - older wood from

some source is involved.

Use of driftwood (or robbing old structures for wood - as for stone which

is well established) raises a couple of issues that can be pursued. Actually,

one "issue" is more of a problem that can be raised and put aside for the time
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being, but will not go away. That is, all dates from along the river system

have to be subject to some suspicion. Even with apparent internal

consistency, it will be necessary to seek outside confirmation, at least until

a really firm sequence-chronology tieing ceramics, architecture, etc. is in

place (then, of course, the dates won't be so important - have we caught a

Catch-22?).

The other "issue" relevant to wood is more on the order of an implication
that can be raised and briefly explored here, but that can be held and carried
through the balance of this discussion as it is relevant at several
junctures. That is, use of very old and basically scrounged wood indicates
that it was in short supply. That this behavior apparently persisted
indicates that the shortage was a chronic situation. This would be pushing
the data considerably were it not for certain environmental factors. That is,

there is not much large wood available in the St. George Basin, save on the
live water and that has to be viewed as quite limited. Otherwise, woody
plants in the near-desert environment are small and/or relatively scarce and
slow growing.

The implication here, other than it drives the behavior seen in using wood

that in turn drives archaeologists to distraction, is that wood could be a

sharply limiting factor in determining levels of human carrying capacity in

the St. George Basin. The varied and often abundant natural resources of the
basin are noted time and again in this effort; wood appears not be one of
these, but may be a crucial and central resource in its relative scarcity.
This can be explored a little further in subsequent contexts.

In sum of matters chronological, while there are various nuances and
asides, we want to stress two emerging bodies of data that bear particular
attention in the study of Virgin Anasazi temporal considerations. First,
there is a long chronology emerging that indicates great time depth and solid

in situ development. Secondly, and as companion information, the sequence is

seen as very complacent and conservative, at least to the end of the Early
Pueblo II phase - and the point where we by definition end this particular
study.

Another thrust and characteristic of the work of the current authors with

Virgin sites has been extreme attention to various kinds of building and
architectural detail. This has not been simply close recording of

construction details of individual structures, although there is sufficient of

that in the notes and reports. Rather, we have attempted to piece together
associations and sequences of events whether pertinent to the history of a

single structure, or to the development of an entire site. This has also

involved close attention to strata and "occupation surfaces" and such

relationships as could be established between these and other in-site

association. Thus, it has often been possible to work out some rather
detailed sequences of abstracted-reconstructed events that we have not been
loath to share (Dal ley and McFadden 1985; LM-1 through LM-4 reports, above).

In the first instance, it is maintained that such detailed observation is

still the sum and substance of the proper conduct of field archaeology and is

important perforce and per se. Beyond that, however, close eliciting of the

way the little structures, structural groupings, structural and other
associations, etc., have gone together (and come apart) has provided a base
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for insight considerably beyond methods and practices of stacking rocks and
digging pits. Even in the absence of corroborating or supporting data, some
observations on the way the Virgin sites are pieced together over time have
been very suggestive of both settlement patterns and subsistence practices.

Excavations at the small, relatively straightforward Little Man sites
complement the concept of a site "core" as described at the architecturally
complex Red Cliffs site (Dal ley and McFadden 1985:50). The data at Red Cliffs
demonstrated the accretional nature of room block development and hinted at
complex, long-term, site formation processes operative during the early phases
of the Virgin Anasazi sequence. At Red Cliffs the process involved the
initial construction of two storage rooms and a shallow pit
structure-habitation. The storage rooms were added to over a number of
generations until a sizable room block had developed. It is submitted that
these and related observations about architectural development are crucial to
the understanding of Virgin subsistence practices and a prerequisite to
conducting studies based on site architecture. It may be that these
subsistence related architectural attributes and traits, often considered
simply stylistic, offer the best perspective to understanding how and why the
Virgin "Branch" varies from its neighbors.

We will, of course, want to pursue some of these implications as this
section is developed. Initially, however, it would do well to set the stage
by reviewing some of the data base. We do not intend to bring forward a lot
of detail. Rather it is proposed to present some generalizations and
abstractions from a large corpus of detail. In part, this can be done simply
by reference to preceding work.

In particular, we feel there is sufficient previous and readily available
analysis pertaining to types and construction of storage rooms, rebuilt and
modified storage rooms, blocks and sequences of storage rooms, etc. to allow
for the assumption of solid base data without much review. At least from the

perspective of the current authors, the same is not true of Virgin Anasazi

pithouses and pithouse architecture. There were simply no opportunities to

present much on pithouses in the Red Cliffs volume, and the material presented
in the substantive sections above is mainly descriptive. Thus, something of a

digression into the realm of Virgin pithouse development is seen as

justified. Actually, the subject matter is wholly to the point, the reference

to it being of a digressive nature is in regard to length; the little study to

follow was prepared to more or less stand alone, so it is more detailed than
the other topics raised in this concluding section.

Pithouses at the Little Man locality exhibit significant changes in their

structural configuration over time while maintaining a smooth continuity in

the type and patterning of their formal floor features. Two pithouse types
may be recognized: (1) a "Southwestern Utah" style described by Bullard
(1952) which is circular with a "more-than-four peripheral post support"
system, and (2) a squarish "four-post" pattern which follows. These types

associated well with temporally sensitive culture traits, i.e. ceramic

assemblages and the architectural configuration of storage facilities. This
local sequence, spanning the Pueblo I and Early Pueblo II periods at Little
Man, seems to hold up over a much larger but as yet undefined geographical

area. It is known, however, that it encompasses both hot and cold desert
environments ranging from less than 3,000 ft. along the Virgin River to 7,000

ft. in the uplands near Kanab.
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It is recognized that postulating a simple sequence of pithouse types,

based on existing data, might be misleading. While some minor structural
variation may occur between pithouses assigned to a given phase, variation of
floor features seems to be in their presence or absence rather than their
layout or construction. If these floor features are viewed as expressions of
social conformity, this opens the possibility that pit structures had
different functions at different sites, i.e., habitation vs. ceremonial.
Given the conservative nature of the Virgin Anasazi, both functions would
likely occur in the same structure. Another possibility is that some
variation is a result of seasonal versus permanent use, or more likely, the
length of use could dictate the elaborateness of internal features. The data
derived from the Little Man sites do not go far in addressing these issues.
Variability and the reasons for it aside, it is desirable to describe a

pithouse type which demonstrably follows in time the single type described by
Bui lard for the Pueblo I period in his Southwest Utah region.

Bui lard (1962) in his monumental work "Pithouse Architecture in the

Southwestern United States Prior to A.D. 900," described a "standard and
specialized type" for southwestern Utah and adjacent areas in Nevada and
Arizona. The type had a consistently circular shape, a full encircling bench,
and a roof support system of more-than-four peripheral posts which were
generally set into the benches with clay ridges adjoining. Apart from clay
fireplace coping, Bui lard has little to say about floor features. He noted as

important absences: passage entrances; antechambers and ventilators as well

as deflectors; "ash pits;" with one exception, partitions; and, specifically,
interior heating pits (Bui lard 1962:165).

Recent work indicates that most, if not all, Southwest Utah pattern

pithouses do have some sort of access/ventilation opening. Structures of the

Basketmaker III period have shallow "antechambers" on the south (42Kal796,

42Ka2780) while Pueblo I sites are know to have vent shafts (42Wsl319,
42Ka2667) oriented to the southeast.

Bui lard had little to say about floor features and their formal layout in

the Southwest Utah region. Data acquired since indicate that while the sipapu
and deflector are absent (as he noted) an arrangement of from two to seven
subfloor, clay-lined bins or pits - generally sealed with clay - are commonly
found in an arc north of the firepit. Occasionally a deep, rectangular vault
(drum ?), sometimes also found sealed over with clay, is situated between the

bins and a clay-coped hearth. Often the vault displays evidence for a wood

cover or at least one supported by sticks (ZNP-1 in Schroeder 1955; 42Ws388 in

Walling et al . 1986). Southeast of the hearth a shallow depression in the

position of an ashpit is common. All of these features are aligned and
generally oriented to the southeast.

Schroeder (1955) describes a site consisting of a Pueblo and "kiva"

(ZNP-3) which displays a well-preserved example of this formal floor plan in a

Southwest Utah pattern pit structure (note, however, that the ashpit is more
likely the hearth). Although no chronometric dates exist for the site,

ceramics appear to be early in the Pueblo II period. Based on the early
occurrences of St,. George Black-on-gray at the Dead Raven site (Walling in

preparation) and at the Red Cliffs site (Dal ley and McFadden 1985) ZNP-3 could

in fact predate A.D. 900, the date usually considered to be the end of the

Pueblo I period. Apparently this is an example of a Southwest Utah pattern

structure that persists into our nominal "Early Pueblo II" phase (Dalley and

McFadden 1985:43) for the area.
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Another example of the Southwest Utah pattern, with very similar formal

floor features, is 42Ws388 located along Quail Creek (Walling et al . 1986).

This structure was C-14 dated at ca. A.D. 810+50 and yielded a tree-ring date
(noncutting) of 0426fp - 071 3vv (William Robinson 1987). As Bui lard believed,
then, the Southwest Utah pattern pithouse appears to be dominant during the

Pueblo I period, but we might add with very definite Basketmaker III

antecedents as shown by structures on sites that should be reported in the
near future (42Kal796, 42Ka2780)

.

At the Little Man locality, site LM-1 is apparently of the Southwest Utah

type. This is based on the assumption of six to eight post supports on the
bench as evidenced by clay patches and its circular shape. As stated in the

site description, there were no definite floor features. The site dated to
the mid- to late 800s and interestingly, like ZNP-3, it had Early Pueblo II

affinities in its ceramics and storage architecture.

The LM-2 pithouse, a structure of which its builders could have been

justifiably proud, preserved in detail the formal floor plan herein associated
with the Southwest Utah type, but also displays a structural form not

previously described for the area. The roof was supported by four posts set
into the floor and butted up against the bench. The pit was nearly square
with a nubin-like recess extension of the floor on the southeast, and the

bench was three-quarters rather than full. As previously stated, LM-2 is

considered the latest site of the Little Man group with respect to ceramics
and architecture. A C-14 date of ca. A.D. 1000 was obtained from the outer
rings of a roof support post; however, this is the single "acceptable" date
among many (see above).

The pithouse at LM-4 (42Wsl348) is structurally quite similar to the LM-2

example. It has four-post support, a nearly square shape, and a

three-quarters bench. Unlike the LM-2 house, the recess is elevated off the

floor which, other than the hearth, contains none of the elaborate floor

features seen with the LM-2 example. A main post C-14 dated to ca. A.D. 1060.

One additional structure may be cited as evidence for the continuity of

early floor features into the Pueblo II period. Site 42Kal969, reported by

Nickens and Kvamme (1981) as the Kanab site is located just south of Kanab

along Kanab Creek. This farmstead, very much like the Little Man sites in

terms of size and complexity, seems to date best (C-14) at some point during

the last half of the eleventh century.

A description of pithouse "types" is a somewhat subjective endeavor
dependent upon what traits are selected as criteria and what weight is

assigned to each trait. Here considered as particularly significant have been

roof support patterns and the formal layout of floor features. These traits

and the absence of such well-known features as sipapus, deflectors, and wing

walls give Virgin pithouse architecture a distinctiveness equal to that of

better known culture areas.

To Bui lard's description of a "standard and specialized" Southwest

Utah-type pattern we have added a formal floor plan generally consisting of

subfloor bins, a vault (footdrum ?), a hearth, and an "ashpit" depression all

in alignment to the south or southeast. This pattern, dominant during the

Pueblo I period, has very definite Basketmaker III origins. The four-post
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support pattern, which has a Basketmaker III origin in the San Juan area and
which eventually superseded (or at least coexisted with) the Southwest Utah
style, did not come into use in the Virgin area until Pueblo II times -

perhaps as late as A.D. 1000. Notably when it did, the standard floor
features were retained.

It is tempting to consider the changes in basic pithouse construction
(roof, bench, vent/recess) to be related to pragmatic adaptive requirements,
while continuity of floor features and their patterning reflect something
closer to an expression of social norms. At this point, however, it seems
enough to demonstrate that pithouse architecture of the Virgin area, while in
some ways seen as rather complacent, does have temporally sensitive traits and
that these traits are associated with other elements of material culture
change.

We now turn again to the somewhat wider focus noted prior to the venture
into pithouse architecture and the detail, sequences, and implications seen
therein. There are several observations that have been made, often
recurrently, during the recent excavations of the Red Cliffs site (Dal ley and
McFadden 1985), the Little Man group (above), as well as other St. George
Basin Virgin sites less directly involving the present writers (i.e. Walling
et al . 1986). While these are, or are abstracted from, close architectural or
other site detail - particularly relational - it is felt that there are much
broader implications that can be drawn in view of Virgin Anasazi settlement
and subsistence. Some of these notions (we hope insights) are outlined and at
least partially integrated over the following few paragraphs. In part, they
are also carried forward as a basal perspective to a subsequent section
dealing more specifically and at some length with matters of subsistence.

Evident after considerable effort and initial confusion at Red Cliffs

(Dal ley and McFadden 1985:50-51), and then again from the less complex sites
reported herein, was a small complement of features initially established at a

site, or a site "core." At Red Cliffs, the core of the big Area A room block
apparently consisted of two storage rooms and a relatively light habitation.
This little complex dated to the Pueblo I period. Initial core areas were
similarly identified at LM-1 and LM-2, but seemed to consist only of one to

three storage rooms. The best reading at LM-4 was that all site features went
in together, but there were only a few in the first place.

Also evident at the sites, save LM-4, was accretional growth off the

initial core area. At Red Cliffs and LM-1 and LM-2, room block growth was

with essentially contiguous structures expending in either direction to
eventually form an arc as is commonly seen on Virgin sites, or a rare linear

arrangement as seen on LM-1. LM-3 likewise showed an extremely complex
history of growth, and each of the two complexes showed initial and subsequent
building episodes; however, because of very shallow deposits and strata it was
not possible to wholly isolate which complex went in first and how the site in

to to developed. Interestingly, the Red Cliffs Area A room block included"

Pueblo I and Early Pueblo II structures; the smaller Little Man blocks did not
indicate such spans of time.

It is probably not on the order of great insight that human-occupied

localities begin modestly and expand over time - we understand this is known
as "growth." We do wonder, however, if students sometimes forget this,
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particularly when working with inventory data. Rather, being of considerable
interest are the initial site configurations, the manner in which the sites
grow, inter-site relationships during growth, area! and temporal consistency
of pattern, as well as certain abstracted implications concerning settlement
and population.

Specific to site growth, what we propose to be seeing is that sites do

come to contain more structures, etc. as time passes, but in terms of actually
occupied structures and actual number of occupants, the sites seem to grow
very little over time. This is seen particularly with storage rooms where
there appears to have been no more than two or three units active at any one
time, even in a relatively large and fully contiguous block such as in Area A
at Red Cliffs. This was also particularly evident at LM-1 , as well as in the
East Complex at LM-3 (for detail see Dal ley and McFadden 1985; Little Man site
reports, above).

It is often difficult to tie the habitations, pithouses particularly, to

the exact sequence of events in the blocks of storage rooms. This was done
with some success (and some surprises - see above and following ) at LM-1 and

to some extent for LM-2. Very marked, however, is the number of habitation
units per site. Normally, this is only one - indicating a single family - so

there is usually no need to attempt working out which pithouse goes with which
set of storage rooms. If anything, there are often not enough habitations to

go around.

Evidence seems to indicate, then, an active site segment that remains
fairly constantly modest in size with the passage of time, even though
ultimate site size as indicated by structures, debris, etc. may appear as much
larger - at least to those with only remains to view. Thus, with particular
reference to storerooms, while the locus of use may have been quite different
at the time of site abandonment, the final occupation was probably very

similar to the initial. Inferred here is that rough population estimates for
the St. George Basin may be considerably too high. Further, while such a

premise will bear considerable additional testing, there may be no truly

'large" sites in the St. George Basin; rather, all may be essentially such
sequential aggregates of small sites.

As introduced above, we seem to be seeing at least two types of core

sites. One includes provisions for both storage and habitation (although
sometimes perhaps with only warm-weather accommodations); the other appears to

include only storage facilities. As detailed in the descriptive sections,
both LM-1 and LM-2 seem to have been established with only storage units -

probably one large unit at LM-2 and two or three more modest rooms at LM-1.

Viewed alone, these data would seem to indicate field agricultural stations of
some sort possibly established in support of larger population locii; or,

considering the apparent seal able nature of the storage units, perhaps a

long-range subsistence station for a highly mobile, basically transient
population.

While we are not at a point of data accumulation to make an especially

strong case for one particular mode of settlement, it is possible to bring
more information to bear on the observation of different core site types.

That is, while initially established with only storage facilities, each site
eventually came to show storage units in conjunction with both cold- and
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warm-weather habitation accommodations. Over time, in fact, LM-2 not only
showed appreciable occupational debris accumulation, it became somewhat
habitation-heavy (see LM-2 , above).

It is here assumed that the co-occurrence of substantial storage
facilities with cold weather (pithouse) and warm weather (outdoor firepits,
ramadas, etc.) habitation reflects permanent, year-round site occupation -

even if no more than a year is represented (see LM-4 , above). Additionally,
it is assumed that if locations established initially with only storage units
rather rapidly "evolve" to full-blow habitation facilities, then something
other than the options outlined in the preceding paragraphs obtain in the
realm of occupation and patterns of settlement.

Proposed is that the storage form of core is not a satellite in support of
a larger site (particularly if it holds up that there are no large sites);
rather, it is something on the order of a "test" from an established (although
small-scale) site domiciling a group considering a move, or perhaps with a new
nuclear family needing to be established. Further, since the end result
appears to most often be the same, the difference between a test core and a

full -complement core may be essentially moot. The intent to move is there in

both instances, the difference seems to be mainly a matter of timing. Once
fully in place, both are permanent sites.

In further support of the view that most Virgin sites under consideration

are permanent and occupied year-round, we draw on extensive inventory
evidences from in and close around the St. George Basin, as well as into
certain uplands situations. First, from the St. George Basin data it appears
that we are dealing with a lot of sites of a very similar nature. There are
in the first instance no really big sites, and those that appear somewhat
larger are very likely reflecting the accretional growth and re-occupation
seen for the excavated locations. Secondly, there are in and close around the
basin simply no sites in any quantity that could be used to support a model of
seasonal movement. This is noted again in the context of discussing
subsistence specifically, below.

Further, as one pulls out of the St. George Basin and into uplands

situations, there seems to be no obvious change in characteristics of sites
and general site distribution. That is, not only do the uplands sites look

very much like the river-associated sites, the same characteristics of growth,

size, etc. seem to obtain. In part and in some areas this is a rather
subjective judgment; however, a large body of inventory and some excavation
data would generally seem to support the assumption (Heid 1979, 1982; Thompson
1980, 1981; Wise 1982, n.d.). Of particular interest is the current SUSC
Field School site, 42Ws920. From carefully considered surface indications,

this appeared as a Late Pueblo II site of larger than average proportions.
Opening the site, however, revealed a virtual patchwork of Pueblo I through
Late Pueblo II constructions, often with the earlier manifestations neatly
integrated with later additions-modifications.

The writers are certainly more than prepared to entertain marked
differences between the uplands and river-oriented adaptations. The

differences in environment and available resources between the areas are
striking, as are the very distinct problem sets inherent in the practice of

live-water versus rainfall agriculture. Still, there is strong evidence of
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extensive commonalties between the areas, not only between the Virgin River
and Little Creek, but on much further east to Kanab and well beyond (no doubt
to the south also, but the writers do not directly control much data from
southern areas). What we are not prepared to accept is one line of reasoning
that can follow from these particularly observations: transhumence between
the river and the uplands. The logic is good, but the evidence seems to be
lacking. Rather, what we see are very similar sites, but sites that represent
full ranges of activities and thereby year-round occupation; thus, the
adaptations and site sets are provisionally seen as fully self-contained
rather than complementary.

Much of the information presented over the preceding several paragraphs
would indicate fairly frequent moves by rather small groups of people. It

could be taken as at least a partial contradiction that it is also proposed
that we are looking at basically permanent, year-round sites and systems of
occupation. Possibly this seeming lapse can be addressed with a pair of
briefly stated points from other sections of this report.

First, a decent case is made in a subsequent discussion for the local

Virgin adaptation being strongly, almost exclusively rooted in agriculture.
This view dovetails nicely with the perspective of site permanence, albeit
perhaps short-term in a given location. Secondly, noted in the discussion of
chronological consideration, above, is that wood appeared to have every
potential as a limiting factor, both in view of duration of occupation of a

specific locale, as well as in regard to an absolute ceiling on the population
of the St. George Basin per se. This, of course, lends some credence to the
short-term part of the abstracted-proposed pattern.

While we can at this juncture bear no full or wholly convincing brief for

fine-print actuality of the habitation-occupation-settlement scheme(s)
proposed above, we do insist on this: what we are are seeing with the Little
Man and supporting data is the heart and sum and substance of the Virgin
Anasazi adaptation along the Virgin River in the St. George Basin - it is not
spin-off from or peripheral to some other pattern. Considering the foregoing

analysis, we also feel in a posture to maintain that the attention paid to

certain nuances during excavation was, in fact, worthwhile, and paid dividends
well beyond building detail and sequence per se.

Considering certain lines of evidence raised in the introductory sections

to the Red Cliffs volume (Dal ley and McFadden 1985:11-21), similarly noted in

Quail Creek (Walling et al . 1986:28-42), and carried forward and reiterated
introducing this effort, there is every reason to seriously entertain a

subsistence model for the Virgin adaptation centered on a mixed, eclectic
economy (see Westfall 1987:18-23, 181-187). In many ways, this is a highly
appealing and quite seductive view, at least logically and on a prima facie
basis.

Insofar as we are able to read the available evidence, however, it appears

that there is virtually no hard-data support for acceptance of such a model,
at least for the adaptation seen along the river system in the St. George
Basin. There has been little or no direct evidence abstracted from the sites

themselves, there is virtually no support from very substantial and highly
pertinent inventory data, and comparison with archaeological ly known entities
with well-established mixed economies offers little support. Further, with a
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marked lack of evidentiary support in view, certain other lines of evidence
from in- site sources not normally seen as directly subsistence related can be
taken to show the model as not applicable.

As alluded to above, evidence for the availability of native resources, in

both great variety and considerable abundance, has been outlined and detailed
in this report as well as in certain companion volumes. There is no need,
then, to repeat these findings in detail here. To be specifically noted,
however, is that the resources to support a mixed economy are shown to be
available now, and there is no particular reason to believe other than that
yery similar compositions obtained prehistorically. Thus, there is logically
much support from the resource side to support development of markedly mixed
economic schemes.

When viewed in conjunction with the factors of native resource
availability, there are certain characteristics of many Virgin sites that
would suggest non-permanence and thus provide a second line of logic for a

mixed economy model. Particularly, and especially in comparison to some other
Anasazi areas, Virgin sites are quite small and show very limited trash
accumulations - as viewed either via inventory observations or following
excavation. Having both appropriate sites and favorable environmental factors
at hand, then, it would seem quite unreasonable not to posit a Virgin
adaptation featuring wide-ranging use of resource and less-than-permanent
settlement, particularly when development of such adaptive models are very
much in vogue.

Rather than drawing on reason and logic for an explanation of how the

Virgin people made a viable living, it would probably do well to look closely
at a rather substantial corpus of data, drawn directly from Virgin sites, that
has accumulated over the past few years. The close focus here, of course, is

the Little Man site series and the data therefrom, but other evidence must be

considered as well

.

What seems to emerge from some of the foregoing and referenced material is

essentially that with the resources available, there appears on the face of
things to be almost any number of options available to the Virgin people in

the realm of subsistence. Believed to be shown by the following outline
presentation is that reference to the data at hand diminishes this particular
listing substantially.

We take the vegetal materials coming out of the Virgin River sites as

particularly pale evidence for gathering as a subsistence supplement of any
weight (see Walling et al . 1986:Appendix III; Appendix I and Appendix II , this

report). In the first instance, there is not much material in an absolute
sense - just a few charred seeds of a limited number of species in some of the

flotation samples. Also notable in this regard is that some taxa represented,

such as Chenopodium , are very big producers of seeds, but are not showing any

large concentrations in the sites.

Of the native plant species directly represented in the Little Man sites

J

(as well as the closeby sites), Chenopodi urn spp. is the most common both in

i occurrence and in actual seed counts. It is taken as significant that the

species of Chenopodium likely to have been present and available are weedy and

can be viewed as cultivation or disturbance associates, as are other
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represented species such as Amaranth us and He li anthus annuus . Gathering and
utilization of weeds out of one's garden can hardly be taken as evidence of a

mixed economy.

As specifically noted above for the Little Man sites, but seen to be true
for the Quail Creek sites and Red Cliffs also, is that many of the taxa
recovered in the flotation work are not direct-intake subsistence items.
Rather, the large counts of Brassicaceae (mustard) and Lamiaceae (mint) seen
in some samples from certain sites may reflect medicinal use or use as
condiments. At least the ethnographic literature shows such uses to be more
commonly associated with these taxa.

Possibly more telling that what is coming from the sites, however, can be

seen in what is not being directly reflected in excavations and various
analyses. In the realm of subsistence support via gathering, we note the
conspicuous absence of numerous species documented as locally available, often
in abundance, and shown in the ethnographic literature as extensively utilized
by many groups (Walling et al. 1986:36-38). Vagaries of
procurement/processing strategies, preservation, sampling, etc. are granted.
Nonetheless, if seeds and plant parts are coming through in the record at all,
important subsistence items would almost have to be showing; particularly this
should be so of many of the natives with small and/or abundant seeds. Just as

a few examples for the Little Man locality specifically, noted as locally
plentiful, capable of leaving evidence, but absent from the archaeological
record are ricegrass, Ephedra , sedges and bulrushes, Quencus, squawbush, and
mesquite (it is particularly confounding to see as much mesquite as there is

on the river, and yet find no evidence for use).

The faunal situation is perhaps even more straightforward than seen with

the plants. The direct evidence for hunting - or any form of animal
procurement - in the Virgin sites is virtually nil. There are a few bone

scraps from some of the larger Quail Creek sites, as well as a few from Red

Cliffs; none at all were directly recovered from the Little Man sites - a few
tools from LM-2 are the only bones represented.

Were there no bones at all coming from the sites, preservation factors

might account for the lack. While not in great condition, there is some scrap
and a few bone tools from some localities. There are also present human

skeletons (Walling et al . 1986) - again not in top shape, but intact and

there. We could, of course, be seeing some reflection of butchering
practices, at least with big game; it is unlikely that such an argument
accounts for the lack of rabbits, beaver, muskrat, and waterfowl - all

available very close to the sites. While not pursued to any length in the

site reports (or here), companion data for the lack of bone are seen in a

general paucity of projectile points and other hunting-association stone

tools. Such are characteristically quite sparsely represented in Virgin sites.

Granted some marked situational differences, the Parowan Fremont
localities in the Cedar and Parowan valleys some 50 miles to the north are

nonetheless Formative sites of the same period as the Virgin Anasazi. The

Fremont sites show an agricultural base, and while the better known are larger

than most Virgin sites, large populations are not indicated. Notable in the

present context is that the sites are simply loaded with the bones of small

and large animals as well as bone and antler tools and ornaments; big

collections of projectile parts are also characteristic (e.g. Marwitt 1970).
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Save for a lapse or two, there has been a recent attempt by the present
authors, at least, to avoid using the term "riverine" in reference to the
Virgin Anasazi adaptation along the Virgin River in the St. George Basin. The
sites are close and tight along the river system, and it is obvious that the
water and closely associated land were being used; but as outlined above,
there is no evidence whatsoever for use of other river-associated subsistence
resource - plant, fish, fur-bearer, or fowl. We taken as text for a "real"
riverine adaptation (and thus a vivid comparison with the Virgin) the Fremont
sites on the lower Bear River in northern Utah (Aikens 1966, 1967; Fry and
Dalley 1970). While an agricultural component is questioned, the Bear River
sites indicate some permanence and show in refuse a direct reflection of the
large and varied resource base available. No hint of such a reflection is
seen with the Virgin sites here considered.

In addition to what is being recovered from the Virgin sites as regard
subsistence, there is quite a large body of pertinent inventory data for the

St. George Basin and immediate surrounding areas. As noted above, this is

mainly not published and has been accumulated as part of CRM work by BLM
archaeologists, so it is not particularly research-problem oriented, either.
Nonetheless, it is highly germane here, particularly at this juncture, and

needs to be briefly introduced.

In the first instance, and perhaps sometimes so obvious as to be

overlooked in locational analysis attempting to elicit subsistence
information, virtually every Virgin site in the St. George Basin is located in

what can be taken as a favorable agricultural situation. They are not a

stone's throw (maybe two) from live and dependable water, and they overlook
and control appreciable agricultural land. There is not the slightest

evidence that selection is ever hedged toward another resource base. Thus,

the assumption from the start should be that these were primarily meant to be

agricultures sites. This, of course, is all very obvious, but bears specific

statement.

Perhaps less obvious - undoubtedly less well known - are certain inventory

data that seem to provide strong coincident and corroborative support for the

lack of hunting and gathering evidence found with the river-associated sites.

In a word, there are very few sites in and around the basin that seem to

indicate Anasazi gathering-hunting-processing. There are probably a few, but
nothing approaching what would be required to support the long and substantial

Anasazi occupation seen on the river. Paiute sites are quite evident and seem

to reflect the lifeway believed established for this group. There is also the

occasional Archaic station, although they are probably scarce in the basin per

se. But there are simply very few definable Anasazi sites - we take that as a

highly significant observation and source of information.

We are, of course, wholly cognizant of the Cedar Pockets sites reported

(Moffitt et al . 1978) on the Navajo-McCulloch transmission corridor on what is

essentially a margin of the St. George Basin. The geographic name of the

locus of the sites is seen here as very apt. There is present a little

"pocket" of extremely exciting and rich sites in a highly restricted, almost

unreal vegetative-topographic association and situation. In reference to the

apparent Anasazi components, and in view of the tact taken herein, they are

seen as important because they are quite identifiable but do not seem to be

leading anywhere in reference to an overall view of Virgin adaptation. In
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short, while highly interesting and quite exceptional, they are apparently
also quite anomalous rather than typical, at least for purposes of work with
Anasazi materials.

In somewhat the same vein, it is again perhaps germane to briefly allude

to Fremont data to support an Anasazi premise, although in this instance
unpublished inventory information must also be referenced. Brief mention was
made above of the Parowan Fremont villages and the evidence of hunting
containing therein. Pertinent at this point are the the big Basin and Range
valleys to the west (Wah Wah, Pine, Hamblin) and very numerous, often large,
extremely obvious Fremont sites that could indicate a variety of

hunting-gathering activities. Exact function is not especially important
here. What is stressed is their existence and ease of identification - and
the contrast presented with the Virgin Anasazi situation.

Having come to this point of showing the Virgin sites to be small and
without good indications of a subsistence base other than agriculture, it
might do well to present some limited evidence to the effect that what is

being seen on-the-ground could, in fact, be a representation of a year-round
occupation based almost wholly on cultivated plants. The following discussion
is also offered as a demonstration of how storage technology seems to have
been integrated into the overall adaptive strategy of the Virgin Anasazi.

Recent calculations provided by Wilshusen (1986) describe a basis for

estimating the acreage, amount of stored food, and food storage space required
by a nuclear family of five for one year. Assumptions involved in the study
are: 1. That the typical Mesoamerican nuclear family required a metric ton

of shelled dent corn for one year of basic subsistence; and 2. All storage
was in vessels rather than loose. Results of the study using his most
conservative data are as follow:

- The nuclear family required 43 bushels of shelled dent corn (1.5 cubic

meters).

- Annual yields are about 10 bushels per acre, thus 4.3 acres are required.

- Storage in 7-liter ceramic vessels requires a minimum of 215 vessels.

- Twelve m^ of storage floor space are required for the vessels,

assuming they are not stacked.

In view of the Virgin Anasazi data under consideration, each of the "core"

site areas at Little Man had one or two storage units which provided less than
six m2 of floor space. Further reducing the storage volume available is a

lack of evidence that wall heights exceeded one meter. Given the above it

would appear that either minimal storage space was not available in the core

units calling the proposed habitation function into question - or the number
of storage units considered as "core" as too few.

The best explanation, one that is in agreement with other observations, is

that Virgin corn was stored loose (or perhaps in baskets) but in

near-hermetically sealed rooms. Two average sized rooms, each with interior
floor space of 2.25 m2, would suffice to store 43 bushels of corn stored

loose, 75 cm. deep. These figure's correspond nicely with average room floor

area at Little Man and their projected wall heights.
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Additional evidence which supports this thesis are instances of individual
room partitioning. This was noted with the oversize room at LM-4 and also at
LM-3. While partitioning reduced the usable volume of a storage unit, it
increases the number of chambers. Assuming the partitions were rodent proof,
the benefit to be gained is an increase in security for the harvest from
spoilage or rodent infestation by dividing it into two parts.

Large storage jars are not a common ceramic type on Virgin sites.
Wilshusen estimated that over 200 ceramic vessels would be required to store
43 bushes of corn,. The lack of ceramics on most early Virgin sites, when
compared with Mesa Verde sites, is consistent with the use of receptacle-like
storage rooms rather than jars.

The foregoing again uses the observation that Virgin site formation
processes are accretional in nature and that a room block was often developed
from a small "core" unit. Each of the Little Man sites seems to display some
form of such core architecture. An attempt has been made to demonstrate that
this architectural assemblage fulfills the minimal requirements for a nuclear
family habitation site. Using Wilshusen's calculations, but postulating an
essentially Basketmaker level of storage technology, it has been suggested
that subsistence needs could be met.

From a subsistence perspective, then, the strong weight of the evidence
vis-a-vis the Virgin Anasazi of at least the St. George Basin indicates an
almost exclusive agricultural bent as well as base. As noted above, and
considering some environmental factors presented above and elsewhere, this is

not an entirely comfortable posture, and the authors would be quite pleased to
entertain substantial evidence to the contrary.

Such evidence is not seen as forthcoming, however. Noted in a previous
section is the recent work at Green Spring (Westfall, Davis, and Blinman 1987)

that takes as a point of departure a noticeable bias toward a mixed economy
for the Virgin Anasazi in the form of a proposed subsistence strategy strongly
based in hunting-gathering. While a very nicely done report, the material

presented does not support the conclusions applicable to the Anasazi, although
there is here no issue raised with the Southern Paiute data. Actually, there
is some reason to question a direct Anasazi occupation in the first instance -

the ceramics could represent Paiute-curated materials. Certainly the C-14
dates, taken from an artificially defined "site" of hearths scattered to the

front of the shelters, all reflect late Southern Paiute occupation.

While this is not a review and we do not wish to dwell at length on what
is basically a very nice job of excavation, analysis, and reporting, the

authors must again note particular distress with the sweeping generalization
that the Green Spring data demonstrate a marked shift in economy between the

Pueblo I and Pueblo II periods. Based in the first place on a highly
questionable identification of separable and identifiable P-I and P-II

occupations, the purported shift is seen directly in something on the order of
two seeds, three pollen grains and a couple of bones. We are just not

convinced.

This seems a good point at which to reiterate that we are herein dealing

very specifically with the particular (and perhaps peculiar) river-oriented
adaptation in the near-desert (but very special) conditions of the St. George
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Basin. As specifically noted previously, there appear to be very different
sets of conditions in the various uplands situations known to have held
appreciable Virgin populations. We are sufficiently cautious to not transfer
the Virgin River date in toto to the uplands.

Still, and again as noted above, there are some striking - at least
surficially - similarities between the river sites and those in the uplands as
reflected by the Little Creek data, and very recently by the small site
("Pinenut") on the Kanab Plateau in the Arizona Strip (Westfall 1987). Of
particular interest in regard to the Pinenut site are certain views on site
development and certain reflected characteristics (Westfall 1987:181) that are
very similar to those seen herein for the Little Man and other Virgin River
sites. Also, some subsistence data from Pinenut are viewed similarly to

certain evidences from the Little Man group. However, the tact taken in

viewing the combined data is that Pinenut was a less-than-permanent settlement
occupied by peoples practicing a mixed subsistence strategy (Westfall

1987:182).

Seen with the Pinenut site work vis-a-vis the Virgin River data presented
herein, then, is an interesting case of rather similar and parallel data
brought to quite divergent conclusions. As noted above, we have no intention
of an out-of-hand transfer of Virgin River conclusions to an uplands
situation, even in view of some apparent similarities in basic data. We do

note, however, that the Pinenut conclusions are rather thoroughgoing and far
reaching considering what they are actually based upon (Westfall 1987).

Perhaps the same can be said for some of the Virgin River material. When
it comes right down to it, one very striking characteristic of many Virgin

sites is that they are extremely clean; there is simply not a great deal of
material - carbonized or agriculture or otherwise - coming out of the ground.

It is believed, however, that the direct evidence is at least reasonable and
is made much more convincing when viewed in the light of site locational
analysis, an areally extensive perspective of known site types garnered via

inventory, and a strong base of negative evidence from the sites, as well as

the other avenues of inquiry. That is basically the thrust of the approach
taken here; we hope it has been of value.
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APPENDIX I

MACROFOSSILS AND MICRO-REFUSE ANALYSIS FROM

THE LITTLE MAN SITES

By Kathleen M. Heath

INTRODUCTION

Flotation samples were collected from all four sites excavated during the
Little Man Project. A total of 47 samples were selected for analysis of which
seven samples were from LM-1 (42Ws404), 23 samples from LM-2 (42Wsl346), 12

samples from LM-3 (42Wsl349) s and five samples from LM-4 (42Wsl348). These
were selected for analysis with the objectives of: 1) determining the type
and frequency of botanical remains recovered from the site, 2) recovering
micro-refuse for possible information on inter- and intra-site spatial
organization, and 3) correlating the temporal variation in the subsistence
strategies practices by the Virgin Anasazi.

METHODOLOGY

Flotation samples were collected during excavation from inferable strata

and identifiable features such as floors, hearths, middens, pits, use areas,
etc. Each sample consisted of about one liter of bulk soil. At the end of
the field session, the samples were returned to the International Learning and
Research Laboratory at Southern Utah State College for processing.

The samples were processed in the laboratory using a mechanical flotation
device developed by the archaeological staff at Southern Utah State College.
The processing resulting in the division of the sample into three portions
which were separately analyzed. The first step is the isolation of the

wet-screened fraction . The complete contents of each sample is initially
sifted through a 1.40 mm. geological sieve. The material which fails to pass
the sieve is then placed in a 0.3 mm. geological sieve and wet screened to

break up clods, wash away loose soil, and to clean any culturally relevant
items which may be in this portion of the sample. The second step is to place
the remaining matter of the sample, which passed the 1.40 mm. sieve, into the

water-filled flotation chamber and process in a similar manner to that
described by Jarman, Legge, and Charles (1982).

After the mixture has agitated for about two minutes, the floating

material, or the light fraction , is poured into a 0.3 mm. geological sieve.

The chamber is refilled with water and the light fraction again collected.

This process is repeated two or three times until all of the light fraction

appears to be collected. At that time, the heavy fraction (the material which

sinks to the bottom of the flotation chamber) is also collected in a 0.3 mm.

sieve. All three portions of the sample are placed on paper plates and

allowed to thoroughly dry.

The wet-screened fraction was analyzed under a magnifying glass, while the

heavy and light fractions were analyzed under a stereoscopic dissecting

microscope equipped with a 12-35X variable powered gauge. The marcofossils
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and micro-refuse were hand-picked from the soil matrix of each fraction and
placed in vials for identification. All the recovered material was identified
under the above-described microscope.

The recovered macrofossils consisted primarily of seeds, but also included
Zea mays cob fragments and Juniperus spp. terminal budscales. The seeds were
identified by consulting seed identification manuals (Albee 1980; Arnow,
Albee, and Wyckoff 1980; Gunn 1972; Heath 1987a; Martin and Barkley 1961) and
subsequently verified by comparison with a modern seed collection compiled by
the author. The micro-refuse consisted of bone, lithics, ceramics, and
shell. The lithics were characterized as having one or more planar surfaces,
but because of their minute size, few had discernible striking platforms.

A total

resulting in

micro-refuse,
family name,

morphological

GENERAL RESULTS

of 47 samples were analyzed from the four sites excavated
the recovery of 468 items of macrofossils and 194 items of
Table I lists the identified macrofossils remains according to

botanical name (genera/species), and common name. Due to the
condition of some of the specimens, identification to the level

of species (and in some cases genera) was not always possible. The identified
macrofossils are members of eight families representing eight taxa. The taxa
BRASSICACEAE, Chenopodium spp. and LAMIACEAE were all recovered in both
charred and unburned condition. The taxa Euphorbia spp. Zea mays , and
Potentilla spp. were recovered only in charred condition, whi le Hel i an thus

annuus and Juniperus spp. were only recovered in unburned form.

The micro-refuse includes 72 bone fragments, 73 lithic pieces, 20 ceramic
sherds, and 19 shell fragments. The bone remains are represented by a

relatively small quantity compared to other sites where similar analysis has

been undertaken. The bones recovered from this analysis are so severely
eroded that it made identification difficult. Forty-seven (65%) of the bones

TABLE I

IDENTIFIED MACR0F0SSILES FROM THE LITTLE MAN SITES

Family Botanical Name Common Name

ASTERACEAE - Helianthus annuus Sunflower

BRASSICACEAE * Genera/species unknown Mustard
CHENOPODIACEAE * Chenopodium spp. Goosefoot
CUPRESSACEAE - Juniperus spp. Juniper
EUPHORBIACEAE + Euphorbia spp. Spurge
LAMIACEAE * Genera/species unknown Mint
POACEAE + Zea mays Corn

ROSACEAE + Potentilla spp. Cinque foil

* = charred and unburned + = charred - = unburned

recovered are smaller than 1.40 mm. in diameter. Due to the size and the

morphological condition of the bones, it was impossible to determine if the

bones were initially small, or if they were fragments of larger bones. It was
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also impossible to determine if the bones had been crushed, fractured, or cut
by the activities of humans. Forty-nine percent of the recovered lithics were
smaller than 1.40 mm. in diameter. The material which could be identified was
chert; no obsidian or quartzite was discernible. All of the ceramic sherds
were larger than 1.00 mm. in diameter, but did not contain enough
morphological features to allow for adequate classification. The shells were
fragmented and could only be identified as land/riparian snail shells.

The quantity of items recovered from the light fraction, heavy fraction,
and wet-screened fraction are listed in Table II. A total of 62% of the
material was recovered from the light fraction. This includes the majority of
the macrofossils with the exception of Juniperus spp. terminal budscales which
were only recovered from the heavy fraction. Five bone fragments and one
shell fragment were also recovered from the light fraction. However, only six
of the 41 corncob fragments were recovered from this fraction.

The heavy fraction produced 19 corncob fragments, the largest number
retrieved from this study. Also, a small number of Chenopodium spp. seeds and
LAMIACEAE seeds were found in the heavy fraction. Bones, lithics, and shell
were recovered from the heavy fraction, but no ceramic sherds were found,
probably because the material recovered from the heavy fraction is smaller
than 1.4 mm. in diameter and it would be difficult to distinguish sherds this
small from the composition of the soil matrix.

The wet-screened fraction included 16 corncob fragments which varied from
1.0 mm. to 4.0 mm. in diameter. The micro-refuse found in the wet-screened
fraction is principally the material which fails to pass the 1.40 mm.

geological sieve; however, when it is wet screened in the 0.3 mm sieve, dirt
clods are broken up and items smaller than 1.40 mm. in diameter are frequently
recovered (see Heath 1987b for a discussion on the results of analyzing all

three fractions).

TABLE II

MACROFOSSILS AND MICRO-REFUSE RECOVERED FROM THE

LIGHT FRACTION, HEAVY FRACTION, AND WET-SCREENED FRACTION

Light Heavy Wet--Screened
Type Fraction

6

Fraction

19

Fraction Total

Zea mays cob 16 41

Chenopodium spp. 170 17 - 187

Euphorbia spp. 13 - - 13

LAMIACEAE 115 8 - 123

BRASSICACEAE 77 - - 77

Potentilla spp. 9 - - 9

Helianthus annuus 7 - - 7

Juniperus spp. budscal es 3 - 8

Unidentifiable 3 - - 3

Bone 5 42 25 72

Lithics - 36 37 73

Ceramics - - 20 20

Shell 1 13 5 19

Total 403 143 103 652
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The types, provenience, and frequency of the recovered macrofossils and
micro-refuse are presented in detail in the appropriate site sections which
follow. Each site is separately reviewed, including results and discussion.
The compiled data from the four sites will then be synthesized in the
discussion of the project area.

LITTLE MAN SITE 1 (42Ws404)

A total of seven flotation samples were analyzed from LM-1 (42Ws404) and
in all samples plant remains and/or micro-refuse were recovered, except for
the sample from the pithouse hearth which produced no remains. The only
identifiable botanical remains consisted of eight charred Zea mays cob
fragments and one charred Chenopodium spp. seed. Shell fragments were
recovered from six samples, while lithic pieces were located in five samples.
Bones and ceramics were only recovered from two samples. The types,
provenience, and frequency of the macrofossils and the micro-refuse are listed

in Table III.

TABLE III

THE PROVENIENCE OF THE MACROFOSSILS AND MICRO-REFUSE FROM LM-1 (42Ws404)

Macrofossils Micro-refuse
**charred**
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Outdoor Firepit 1 59 - - - - - - 1

Outdoor Firepit 2 62 - - - - - - 2

Outdoor Firepit 3 58 - 1 - - 5 - 3

60 1
- - 5 7 1 1

61 4 - - -
1

-
1

Storage Room 2/Earl y Fl Dor 64 3 -
1 4 2 2 3

Pithouse/Hearth(?) or P it 57 - - - - - - -

Total 8 1 1 9 17 3 11

Site 42Ws404 is one of two sites in this project area where domesticates

were recovered. Six Zea mays (corn) cob fragments were found in Outdoor
Firepit 3 and three corncob fragments were also found on the early floor of

Storage Room 2. The only other botanical specimen recovered was a charred
Chenopodi urn spp. seed also found in Outdoor Firepit 3. This may suggest that

the early occupation of Storage Room 2 is contemporary with Outdoor Firepit
3. However, three samples were analyzed from this firepit, and the one sample

containing the Chenopodium spp. seed did not contain any corn remains.

Outdoor Firepits 1 arrd 2~~only had one sample each analyzed, and neither
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contained any botanical remains. However, firepits often contain several

liters of fill and the composition of one sample may not reflect the
composition of the entire firepit.

In terms of micro-refuse, Outdoor Firepit 3 produced five bone fragments
(too small and eroded to determine if they had been burnt), 13 lithic pieces,
one ceramic sherd, and five shell fragments. The ceramic sherd was
approximately 10 mm. in diameter but the rest of the micro-refuse ranged
between 1 and 4 mm. in diameter. Outdoor Firepit 1 only produced one shell
fragment, while Outdoor Firepit 2 contained two lithic pieces and two shell
fragments. Two different propositions can be postulated to account for the

micro-refuse in conjunction with the outdoor firepits.

First, high winds are frequent in the vicinity of the Little Man sites and

it may be that these micro-refuse items were blown into the firepits after
abandonment. But, if this was the case, why isn't there an equal
representative sample of micro-refuse? However, supporting the proposition of
micro-refuse rain is the occurrence of shell fragments in all three outdoor
firepits. All the shell fragments are minute snail shells usually associated
with riparian environments (Chamberlin and Jones 1929). Hollowed, minute
shells could easily be swept up by the wind and moved over a significant
distance. On the other hand, the shells may be a by-product of riparian
resources being exploited by the inhabitants of the site.

Second, it may be that activities were occurring around the outdoor

firepits and the micro-refuse is in primary context. Binford (1983:180-181)
reports that the Nunamiut living in "less permanent sites or those occupied in

warmer weather" organized activities outside the structures and often around
hearths. Possible support is seen here by the fact that no remains were
recovered from the possible hearth located inside the pithouse. However, a

fair number of micro-refuse items were located on the early floor of Storage

Room 2.

In reality, both wind and aboriginal activity areas are probably
responsible for the formation of the site. Admittedly, the sample size is

small, but there is a significant difference between Outdoor Firepit 3 and the

early floor of Storage Room 2 as compared to the Outdoor Firepits 1 and 2 and

the pithouse sample. If the early floor of Storage Room 2 and Outdoor Firepit
3 are contemporary, then this period of occupation definitely included Zea

mays in the diet and probably did not discriminate between indoor and outdoor

activity areas.

LITTLE MAN SITE 2 (42Wsl346)

A total of 23 samples were analyzed from LM-2 (42Wsl346). Eighteen

produced macrofossils and/or micro-refuse, while five samples did not contain

culturally relevant material. These void samples were collected from the

south midden (No. 67), the fill of Storage Room 1 (No. 68), the outdoor

firepit (No. 93), and the subfloor vault (No. 83) and Bin 2 (No. 76) located

in the pithouse. The remaining samples contain the following macrofossils:

33 charred Zea mays (corn) cob fragments, 13 charred Chenopodium spp. seeds,

six unburnecTThenopodi urn spp, seeds, nine charred Potentnia spp. seeds, five

charred BRASSICACEAE seeds, seven unburned Helianthus annuus" seeds, and eight

unburned Juniperus spp. terminal budscales. The mirco-refuse is represented
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by 32 bone fragments, 24 lithic pieces, 16 ceramic sherds, and eight shell

fragments. The types, provenience, and frequency of the macrofossils and

micro-refuse are listed in Table IV.

Five samples from the midden collectively contained nine charred corncob

fragments, 11 charred Chenopodium spp. seeds, one charred Potentilla spp.

seed, 10 bone fragments' and two lithic fragments. All of the micro-refuse
recovered from the midden were extremely small, which suggests that some of
the cleaning techniques employed by the aboriginals were efficient at removing

small items from primary context (see Heath and Metcalfe 1984 for a discussion
of primary and secondary disposal). All of the macrofossils found in the

midden were charred, suggesting that they are the secondary refuse product of
periodic hearth cleaning.

The recovery of items from the pithouse is disappointing. Only 22

macrofossils and 26 items of micro-refuse were located within the pithouse.
The floor sample included seven charred corncob fragments, two charred
Chenopodium spp. seeds, one unburned Hel ianthus annuus seed, one bone
fragment, three lithic pieces, one ceramic sherd, and one shell fragment. The

micro-refuse was less than 1.4 mm. in diameter, with the exception of the

ceramic sherd. The macrofossils are probably in primary context and even the

unburned sunflower seed should not be seen as "seed rain." If the sunflower
seeds at this site were present as a function of seed rain, then one would
expect them to appear throughout the samples. But in this case, they
consistently occur in specific features - the floor of the pithouse, and Pit 2

in Surface Room 3. Therefore, the Hel ianthus annuus seeds are probably
associated with the prehistoric inhabitants of the site.

The pithouse ashpit only contained six unburned Chenopodium spp. seeds,

one Hel ianthus annuus seed, one bone fragment, three lithic pieces, and seven

ceramic sherds. It is difficult to discern the relationship of the bone and

lithic pieces, but the large number of sherds probably simply reflect the

numerous sherds to the restorable vessels found in the immediate area.

The fill of the mortar located on the floor of the pithouse only contained

five charred BRASSICACEAE (mustard) seeds. It is difficult to see why only
charred seeds would be in the mortar, and equally difficult to understand why
the sample matrix was full of the fine, powdery ash and charcoal. Hough
(1898) reports that the Hopi had various uses for members of the mustard
family. As a dietary item (1898:143), the seeds and leaves were used as a

relish; as a dye (1898:146), "The seeds of this plant are ground up in a

mortar, forming an oil liquid, which serves as a medium for the iron paint
used in pottery decoration"; and in religion (1898:150), the flower was ground

and used to color a stone for decoration during ceremonies. This does not
imply any direct correlation between Hopi uses and the use of mustard seeds by

the inhabitants of LM-2, but it does suggest that the seeds may have been used

for something other than food. The charred seeds in association with so much

ash may represent its use as a paint, but this is totally speculative.

Only one shell fragment was recovered from Bin 1 in the pithouse, and no

remains were recovered from Bin 3. No inference can be made about these

pits. They do, however, appear as clean microscopically as they do

macroscopically. The pithouse bench contained no macrofossils, but the sample
did contain three lithic pieces and five ceramic sherds. It is difficult to
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TABLE IV

PROVENIENCE OF THE MACROFOSSILS AND MICRO-REFUSE
FROM LM-2 (42Wsl346)

Macrofossils Micro-Refuse
**Charred** **Unburned**
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dden Area
Firepit

/Floor
/Subfloor Vault
/Bin 1

/Bin 3

/Ashpit
/Mortar Fill

/Bench
Room 1 /Floor
Room 1 /Hearth
Room 1/Fill

Storage Room 1/Fill

Surface Room 3/Pit 1

Surface Room 3/Pit 2

66 - - 2 - - -

67 - - - - - -

84 ------- 4 - - -

90 911 1 ----11--
94 ------- 3 1 - -

93 ---------- -

97 - - 2 ----- 2 - 1

70 7 2 - - - 1 - 1 3 1 1

83 ---------- -

75 - - - - - 1

76 - - - - -

72 ----62-1 37-
81 - - - 5 ------ -

82 -------- 3 5 -

95 6 ------ 12 7 1 2

88 11 - 6 ------ 2 -

89 - - 2 - -

80 - - 1 - - 2

79 7 - - -

78 -------- 2 - 1

68 ---------- -

86 ------ 8 - - - -

87 ----- 5 - - - - -

Total 33 13 8 32 24 16 8
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say if this material is in primary context as a function of aboriginal
activities, or if it is micro-refuse rain from the collapse of this structure
after abandonment.

Pit 1 and Pit 2 located in Surface Room 3 each contained only one plant
taxon and micro-refuse. Pit 1 contained five unburned Helianthus annuus
seeds, which as stated above are probably associated with the aboriginal
inhabitants. Pit 2 contained eight unburned Juniperus spp. terminal
budscales. This may represent a by-product of packing material , as discussed
above, but there is no evidence to support this.

Six samples were analyzed from Surface Room 1. Four of these samples were

collected from the fill soil directly above the floor, while one sample was
collected from the floor and slightly below the floor. The difference in

recovered material is striking and reflects the importance of various sampling
strategies. The fill samples contained no macrofossils, but collectively
included eight bone fragments, four lithic fragments, and three shell

fragments, while the floor sample contained six charred Zea mays cob

fragments, 12 bone fragments, seven lithic fragments, one ceramic sherd, and
two shell fragments. Gifford (1977, 1978) studied the effect of trampling and

reports that small items are likely to be forced below the use surface rather
than freely remaining on the surface. Also, material recovered from the fill

immediately above the floor may only be the product of secondary refuse which
was blown in or thrown in after abandonment (Juell 1984:119). This being the

case, then in all likelihood the material recovered from the floor is probably
in primary context, while the material in the fill directly above the floor

represents post-abandonment micro-refuse rain.

The hearth in Surface Room 1 contained 11 charred Zea mays cob fragments,

six Potentilla spp. seeds, and two ceramic sherds (at least one was burned),
while tTie exterior ashpit contained two Potentilla spp. seeds, two lithic

pieces, and one shell fragment. One charred Potentilla spp. seed was also
recovered from the midden. Most Potentilla species are perennials producing a

small number of seeds per flower head, but that maintain a long tap root
(Albee, Arnow, and Wyckoff 1980; Nelson 1977). They also are primarily

associated with wet areas, grow from valley to alpine environments, and flower
from May through August. Nelson (1977:168) and Treshow (1975:177) report that

the Indians ate the roots.

The Potentilla spp. seeds were recovered only in charred condition and

were found in the hearth (a cooking and refuse feature), the ashpit, and the

midden (refuse areas). These seeds are definitely the product of aboriginal

behavior for there are no suitable environments for the growth of this plant

near the site and therefore the plant would have to be imported. The seeds

are inefficient to collect not only because so few are produced per plant, but

also because of the local environment is dominated by annuals producing

thousands of seeds per plant. If the aboriginals were gathering this plant
for its roots, then they may have brought in the whole plant and cooked it in

its entirety, which would account for the small number of charred seeds. This

is only a tenuous explanation, but given the environment of the site and the

environment needed for the plant, it is virtually impossible for the plant
representations to be the product of seed rain (see Minnis 1981).

The macrofossils recovered from this site suggest that the aboriginals
practiced a mixed economy based on domesticated corn and an apparent reliance
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on gathering wild plant resources. It is difficult to say if all the features
were in use at the same time because of the specific taxa recovered from
specific features, but in general the site appears to be fairly homogeneous.
Botanical items recovered from the midden also appear in the pithouse and
Surface Room 1, while there is overlap between the remains recovered from
inside structures rather than outside structures, which may indicate that the
site was occupied during cooler months of the year; however, much of the
micro-refuse at this site, especially that recovered from fill soil, is

probably just a product of post-abandonment micro-refuse rain.

LITTLE MAN SITE 3 (42Wsl349)

Twelve samples were analyzed from LM-3 (42Wsl349) of which seven contained
remains including charred and unburned Chenopodium spp. seeds, LAMIACEAE
seeds, BRASSICACEAE seeds, bones, and lithics. The type, provenience, and
frequency of the macrofossils and micro-refuse are listed in Table V.

The sample from the hearth in Structure E-l did not produce any remains,

nor did the sample from the floor of Storage Room E-5. Since these were the
only samples analyzed from these areas, no inference can be made about these
structures. However, one sample from the floor of Storage Room E-l produced
213 items of macrofossils and six items of micro-refuse. The micro-refuse
consists of two microscopic unburned bone fragments and four larger lithic
pieces. The sample was collected from the floor and immediately below the
floor suggesting that these items were ground into the floor by the activities
of the aboriginal inhabitants (see Gifford 1977, 1973).

The macrofossils recovered from the floor of Storage Room E-l consist of

two charred and 16 unburned Chenopodium spp. (goosefoot) seeds; 31 charred and
92 unburned LAMIACEAE (mint) seeds, and 12 charred and 60 unburned
BRASSICACEAE (mustard) seeds. Since all the seeds were found in association
and recovered in both charred and unburned form, we can assume that they are

the product of the aboriginal behavior. Mustard plants have been reported as

being used primarily as a dietary relish, or ground and used as paint (Hough

1898:143, 146, and 150). Mint plants are generally found in moist areas and
have a flowering season which extends from April to September (Arnow, Albee,

and Wyckoff 1980). Densmore (1926) reports that the Chippewa Indians dried

and later boiled and consumed the roots; also, the leaves and roots of this
plant were used as a medicine for fevers, cough, colic, and compresses for

sores. Chenopodium spp. plants are commonly referred to in the enthographic

literature. Frequently mentioned usage includes eating the greens, collecting
the seeds to grind for flour, and drying the roots to use as a soap (see Heath
1987a). We do not know how the aboriginals of this site used these resources,

but it seems reasonable to assume that the mustard and mint seeds were not

collected as a main dietary stable.

The micro-refuse recovered from the floor of Storage Room E-l only

consisted of two bone fragments and four lithic fragments. The low frequency

of micro-refuse suggests that this structure was not extensively used for
performing various activities, but rather was a facility used primary for

storing food stuffs.

The botanical remains recovered from the pithouse are restricted to

Chenopodium spp. seeds while the micro-refuse is limited to bone fragments and

li thic pieces. Five samples were analyzed from the floor of the pithouse.
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TABLE V

PROVENIENCE OF THE MACROFOSSILS AND MICRO-REFUSE
FROM LM-3 (42Wsl349)

Macrofossils Micro-Refuse

*Charred* ***Unburned***
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120 - - - - - - - - _

/Pit 122 - - - 50 - - - 1 4

/Floor Depression 123 2 - - 26 - - - - 2

/Hearth 117 - - - - - - - - -

/Sealed Area 118 2 - - 33 - - _ -
1

Storage Room El /Floor 111 2 31 12 16 92 60 - 2 4

Storage Room E5/Floor 124 - - - - - - - - -

Structure El /Hearth 121 - - - - - - - - -

Total 10 31 12 157 92 60 2 26 24

Two of these samples contained no remains, while another sample only produced
two microscopic lithic fragments. These three samples (110, 112, & 120) are
located midway between the hearth and the walls of the structure and are not
in the immediate vicinity of another feature. One sample (119), located near
the floor depression, contained 11 unburned Chenopodium spp. seeds, two bone
fragments, and two lithic pieces, while another floor sample (115), located
next to the hearth, produced four charred and 21 unburned Chenopodium spp.

seeds, two unburned unidentifiable seeds, 21 bone fragments, and nine lithic
pieces.

The pithouse hearth did not yield any remains. Perhaps this is because

only one sample was analyzed. The sample from the pithouse pit contained 50
unburned Chenopodium spp. seeds, one bone fragment, and four lithic pieces,
while the floor depression contained two charred and 26 unburned Chenopodium
spp. seeds, and two lithic fragments. The sealed area of the pithouse
contained two charred and 33 unburned Chenopodium spp. seeds along with a
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large secondary flake. The fact that this area was sealed unequivocably
indicates that the prehistoric inhabitants of the site were collecting,
storing, and using this resource. The pit was probably used as a storage
area. One would not expect to recover only charred seeds in a storage area
(unless the area has burned), because charred seeds are only the accidental
product of parching. Of the 149 Chenopodium spp. seeds found on the floor and
in the floor features, only 5 percent are charred, which seems a reasonable
amount to become charred during parching.

The differences between the floor samples is significant and may represent
spatial use within the pithouse. Binford (1983:178-181) analyzed the
distribution of debris within Nunamiut structures and reported that sleeping
zones contained the lowest frequency of refuse, while food consumption
activities were densely concentrated around the hearth and other activities
were performed in the area of the greatest light source. Of the five floor
samples analyzed, the greatest number of macrofossils and micro-refuse
(particularly bone) were recovered from the area nearest the hearth. The
pattern of the recovered material indicates that it is in primary context and
was probably not the product of post-abandonment disturbance.

LM-3 produced the largest quantity of botanical remains recovered from the

Little Man project, and yet contained no domesticates. Also, this site
appears to have the least post-abandonment disturbance. It may be that
domesticates were processed, stored, and used in one of the facilities at this
site where flotation samples were not analyzed, or it may be that the areas of

this analysis were periodically and temporarily occupied by hunter/gatherers.

LITTLE MAN SITE 4 (42Wsl348)

A total of five samples were analyzed from LM-4 (42Wsl348) and only

produced 13 charred Euphorb ia spp. seeds, five bone fragments, eight lithic
pieces, and one ceramic sherd". The types, provenience, and frequency of the

macrofossils and micro-refuse are listed in Table VI.

The fill of the pithouse produced no remains. The pithouse floor

contained 13 charred Euphorbia spp. seeds, four bone fragments, and six lithic

pieces, while the hearth contained only one unburned bone and one small lithic
flake. The matrix of the floor sample contained much ash and charcoal,

suggesting that this material was intentionally or unintentionally removed
from the hearth. The soil matrix of the hearth sample indicates

post-abandonment disturbance by the presence of the unburned bone and
contamination of the sample matrix by a lot of modern plant and insect parts.

Keepax (1977) discusses various agents which can introduce plant remains into

a site after abandonment. This would include rodents, insects, and worms

burrowing in the site and factors such as drying cracks, root holes, and
weathering. Her argument is most concerned with seed contamination, but the

same processes could cause micro-refuse to be displaced after abandonment.

Even if the site is heavily disturbed, the Euphorbia spp. seeds are

probably associated with the prehistoric inhabitants since they are all

charred and clustered in one sample. Euphorbia species are annual or

perennial plants which generally grow in dry, sandy soils in the valleys and

the foothills and they have an extensive flowering period lasting from May to

November (Arnow, Albee, and Wyckoff 1980). Heath (1987a:19) conducted a
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TABLE VI

PROVENIENCE OF THE MACROFOSSILS AND MICRO-REFUSE
FROM LM-4 (42Wsl348)

Macrofossils
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Micro-refuse
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literature search on the ethnographic accounts of plant use and found that

leaves of Euphorbia species were eaten and the roots were used to sweeten
corn. Medicinally, the plant had many uses from reducing fevers to curing
snakebites. However, there are no accounts of seed use from Euphorbia

species. Therefore, it is possible that presence of the seeds at the site are

a by-product of other uses.

The Storage Room 1 northeast compartment only contained one large ceramic

sherd, while the southeast compartment only produced a large secondary flake.
Neither item appeared to be burned and both probably represent
post-abandonment secondary refuse.

Site LM-4 appears to have been heavily disturbed by the distribution and

the type of the recovered material. No domesticates were recovered and the
only plant remains associated with the prehistoric inhabitants is Euphorbia

spp. seeds. The number of samples analyzed and the small return makes it

impossible to postulate subsistence strategies or spatial organization at this

site.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The Little Man Project flotation analysis produced marked differences in

taxa recovered from the four respective sites. Zea mays was only recovered
from LM-1 and LM-2, while Chenopodium spp. was found at both of these sites as

well as LM-3, but was not recovered from LM-4. BRASSICACEAE was recovered

from two sites - LM-3 and LM-2. Potentilla spp., He 1i an thus annuus , and
Juniperus spp. terminal budscales were isolated at LM-2, whi le LAMlAUtAt only

occurred at LM-3. Euphorbia spp." was restricted to LM-4 and represents the
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only identifiable botanical taxon recovered from this site. Bone, lithics,
ceramics, and shells were recovered from LM-1 and LM-2, but shell was not
recovered from LM-4, and neither shell nor ceramics were found at LM-3. In

sum, each site projects individual characteristics.

Temporally, LM-3 is a Pueblo I site, while the other three sites are
classified as Early Pueblo II. No inference can be made about temporal
changes in subsistence strategies based solely on this data set. A
confounding factor is the correlation between the number of samples analyzed
and the number of taxa recovered. For example, five samples were analyzed
from LM-4 and produced one taxon; seven analyzed from LM-1 produced two taxa;
12 from LM-3 represented three taxa, and 23 samples from LM-2 produced six
taxa. Thus, the differences between the sites may only be the product of
sampling bias.

Initially, it appears that the data from the four sites do not reflect any

recognizable patterns. However, when the data is compiled according to
feature type, an interesting pattern emerges. Table VII represents the mean
number of macro fossils and micro-refuse recovered per sample from general
feature types. Caution should be taken when observing this manipulative data
since some samples from a particular feature type produced high quantities of
material while others did not. Nevertheless, the data in Table VII may
reflect site structure or preservation peculiarities.

Charred Zea mays cob fragments were recovered from outdoor refuse areas
such as the midden, firepits, ashpits, indoor hearths (which can also be
considered refuse areas), and floors of structures. Charred botanical remains
were also recovered from the same features. However, the unburned botanical
remains are associated with floors and interior pits rather than hearths and
exterior features. The striking aspect about this data is that it suggests
very little post-abandonment disturbance. Corncob fragments are a waste
product of the edible portion of corn - the kernel. One could expect that
such an item would be primarily located in refuse areas. The fact that they

occur on the floor is also not surprising since they may represent spillage
from hearth cleaning activities, especially since these items are generally
less than 2 mm. in diameter. This would also be true for other charred
botanical remains; however, one could also expect a small percentage of

charred seeds to be located in storage vessels and facilities due to

parching. Unburned botanical remains, associated with aboriginal activities,
most likely would occur in vessels and storage facilities and again on the

floors of structures because of spillage. Unburned botanical remains should

also occur in midden areas, but interpreting such data is difficult because of
the confounding factor of seed rain.

The bones recovered by this technique represent the most difficult problem

for interpretation. They all are extremely small and badly weathered, leaving
virtually no characteristics which could tie them to human activities. Few to

no bones are recovered from Virgin Anasazi sites during excavation and it is

often thought that this is because of the Ph balance of the soil. The bone

fragments are generally recovered from all feature types and two propositions
can tentatively account for their presence. First, it may be that

micro-environments are created at a site. The Ph composition of the soil may

be different when mixed with charcoal or ash; also, a prepared clay floor may
enhance the preservation of items (bones as well as unburned botanical
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TABLE VII

MEAN NUMBER OF MACROFOSSILS AND MICRO-REFUSE RECOVERED
FROM MAJOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL FEATURES
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Midden 5 1.8 4.0 2.0 0.4

Outdoor Firepit/Ashpit 7 0.7 0.4 - 0.7 2.4 0.1 1.3

Indoor Hearth 5 2.2 3.4 - 0.2 0.2 0.4 -

Surface Room Floor 6 1.5 8.7 28.0 3.0 2.3 0.7 0.8
Pithouse Floor/Depression 8 0.9 3.8 7.7 3.5 3.0 0.9 0.1

Interior Pits 8 - - 13.0 0.3 1.0 0.9 0.1

Structure Fill 6 - - - 1.3 0.7 - 0.5
Mortar Fill 1

- 5.0 - - - - -

Pithouse Bench 1
- - - - 3.0 5.0 -

Total 47 0.9 2.6 7.3 1.5 1.5 0.4 0.4

remains) found in association. It would be a worthwhile endeavor to test the

soil composition and Ph balance of the soil located in various feature types.
Second, the presence of a fairly large number of bones recovered from the fill

soil may only represent bone rain negating the above proposition. This is

difficult to test, but the problem still remains - why are so few bones

recovered from Virgin Anasazi sites?

The highest mean frequency of lithics were recovered from the floors of

structures, primarily pithouses, and the outdoor firepits indicating that

these were centers for aboriginal activities. This is consistent with
ethnoarchaeological studies. The Nunamiut (see Binford 1978a, 1983, 1985)

perform activities around outdoor hearths when the weather permits, but during

poor weather, activities occur indoors. Similarly, 0'Connell (1987:82)

observed that during the winter the Alyawara of central Australia prefer to
conduct activities indoors, but in the summer months the majority of

activities occur outdoors in shaded areas. It may be that differences in the

distribution of micro-refuse reflects the seasonal occupation of the site.

Another aspect that might be retrieved from micro-refuse studies is the

length of time the site was occupied from the distribution of size-sorted
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refuse. Sites that are occupied for a relatively short time should have

little size sorting and "refuse should be concentrated in well-defined
clusters associated with hearths, roasting pits, and structural remains"
(O'Connell 1987:90). Conversely, the longer a site is occupied the more size
sorting should be evident. It has long been accepted that larger items are
more likely to be moved from their primary location and thus represent
secondary refuse (see Wall 1978, and McKeller 1973, as cited in Schiffer 1978;
Binford 1978b). However, different cleaning techniques can also transport
very small items from their primary source of use or production (Heath and
Metcalfe 1983). Sweeping of an activity area would cause smaller items to be
concentrated on the peripheral of the activity area such as the inner edge of
a midden or the edges of floors near walls (see O'Connell 1987; Simms 1987).
Cleaning techniques should become more efficient and frequent the longer the

site is occupied. Thus, more micro-refuse recovered from the midden and more
micro-refuse located on the periphery of activities areas, in conjunction with
relatively small numbers of micro-refuse from major living surfaces, would
indicate that the site may have been occupied continually for an extensive
period of time. On the other hand, short-term, periodic occupation of a site

would probably not produce this pattern.

Micro-refuse thus has the potential to contribute a vast array of

information pertaining to site formation processes. Flotation samples should
be collected from the margins of middens, the living surface immediately

around hearths, the living surface immediately outside of structure which

would provide shade, and the floors of structures in the corners or near

walls. The data provided by such research may also correlate the presence or

absence of domesticates.
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APPENDIX II

THE RED CLIFFS FLOTATION ANALYSIS

By Kathleen M. Heath

INTRODUCTION

A total of 17 flotation samples were analyzed from the Red Cliffs site:

seven From Excavation Area A and 10 from Excavation Area B (see Dal ley and
samples were collected from the fill and floor of
hearths and firepits. The objectives for analyzing the

Cliffs sites, and the methods used for
those employed in the Little Man Project,

McFadden 1985). The
structures as well as

flotation samples from the Red
processing them, are the same as

(see Appendix I , this publication).

RESULTS

Sixteen of the 17 samples analyzed contained macrofossils and/or

micro-refuse. Only one of the three floor samples from Room BI1 was barren of
remains. The remaining samples collectively contained 264 items representing
38 (14%) charred botanical items, 46 (18%) unburned botanical items, and 180

(68%) micro-refuse. The 84 botanical remains are members of seven families
and nine genera which are listed in Table I along with their common names and
whether or not the taxon was recovered in charred ( + ), unburned (-), or both
charred and unburned condition (*). Also Table I identifies Bromus tectorum
as an introduced species (I) indicating that it

continent until the expansion of the Europeans. The
are dominated by bones (98 fragments) and lithics
quantity of ceramic sherds (six), shell fragments
fragment.

TABLE I

IDENTIFIED MACROFOSSILS RECOVERED FROM RED CLIFFS

Family Botanical Name Common Name

was not present on this
180 items of micro- re fuse
(71 items) with a small
(four), and a stone bead

ASTERACEAE + Helianthus annuus Sunflower
CHENOPODIACEAE * Chenopodium spp. Goosefoot
CUPRESSACEAE - Juniperus spp. Juniper
MALVACEAE - Sphaeralcea spp. Globemallow
POACEAE - General /species unknown Grass

- Bromus tectorum Cheatgrass (I)

+ Zea mays Corn

ROSECEAE * cf Amelanchier alni folia Serviceberry
SANTALACEAE - Comandra pallida Toadflax

+ charred • unburned * charred and unburned I introduced species
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As stated above, the Red Cliffs flotation samples were processed in the

same manner as those from the Little Man sites resulting in three divisions:
light, heavy, and wet-screened fractions. Table II represents the
macrofossils and micro-refuse recovered from each fraction. The material
recovered from the light fraction constitutes only 23 percent of the total,
while the heavy fraction contained 31 percent of all remains. The
wet-screened fraction produced 46 percent of the material recovered from the
samples.

TABLE II

MACROFOSSILS AND MICRO-REFUSE RECOVERED FROM THE
LIGHT FRACTION, HEAVY FRACTIONS, AND WET-SCREENED FRACTION

Type
Light Heavy Wet-Screened

Fraction Fraction Fraction Total

2 6 8 16

40 3 - 43
1 - -

1

- - 2 2

1
- -

1

1 - -
1

- -
1 1

- - 6 6
- 3 - 3

- -
1 1

9 - - 9

5 37 56 98
- 31 40 71
- 3 3 3

2 - 2 4
- -

1 1

Zea mays , cob
Chenopodium spp.
Hellantrius~annuus

cf Amelanchier alni folia

Sphaeralcea spp.

POACEAE, floret

Bromus tectorum
Comandra pallida
Juniperus spp., budscal es

Juniperus spp., nut

Unidentifi abl

e

Bones
Lithics
Ceramics
Shell

Stone Bead

Total 61 83 120 264

The greatest difference, in regard to recovering botanical remains, is

that Zea mays corncob fragments, nut fragments, and budscal es are primarily
recovered from the heavy and/or wet-screened fractions. However, 64 percent
of the botanical remains were recovered from the light fraction which

primarily consisted of hard-shelled seeds less than 4 mm. in diameter. On the

other hand, 96 percent of the micro-refuse was located in the heavy and

wet-screened fractions.

The botanical remains consist of seeds, nuts, grass florets, Juniperus

spp. terminal budscales, and Zea mays , Chenopodium spp., Helianthus annuus ,

and cf Amelanchier alni folia . The remaining taxa were all unburned. The most
frequently occurring taxon is Chenopodium spp. seeds, representing 51 percent

of the recovered botanical remains, while Zea mays corncob fragments,

representing 19 percent ranks second. All of the recovered botanical remains

were whole with the exception of Zea mays cobs, Juniperus spp.

budscales and nuts, and Comandra pallida nuts which were recovered
Tablefragmented condition,

frequencies of these specimens.

Til presents the types,

terminal

only in

provenience, and
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The micro-refuse consists of bones, lithics, ceramics, shells, and a stone
bead. The types, provenience, and frequencies of these items are listed in
Table IV. The largest category of micro-refuse consists of bones. Of the 98
recovered bones, ten were positively identified as being burned, while the
remaining bones were classified as unburned. The bones were badly
deteriorated and fragmented making identification virtually impossible. Also,
about 43 percent of the bones were smaller than 1.40 mm. in diameter and the
remaining were not much larger. The bones recovered from Red Cliffs are
similar in character to those recovered from Little Man (see Appendix I , this
publ ication)

.

TABLE III

MACROFOSSILS RECOVERED FROM RED CLIFFS
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Structure Al/fill

/hearth

Structure A2/floor

Room AI6/floor
Room AI12/floor
Firepit Bl/fill

Cist B3/fill

Room Bll/floor

Room BII3/fill

Total

1 34

147 - - - - - -

152 - 1 - - 5

144 6 7 - - 9 - - - 3 - 2 - 2

145 3 2 - - 2 - - - 2 - 1 - 4

135 2 2 - - 7

136 - - -

143 2 3 1
--------- -

146 - 4 - - - 1 1 1138-1 -

139 1
----------- -

HO ------------ -

137 - - - - -

141 1 - - 1 - - 1

142 ------------ 2

131 1 - - - 1 - - 1

132 - - ------
16 20 1 1 23 1 1 1 6 1 3 1 9
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A total of 71 lithic pieces were recovered and of these, approximately 44

percent were smaller than 1.40 mm. in diameter. The majority are tertiary
flakes with one or more planar surfaces, and all the material appears to be

chert or chalcedony. The shells are all fragmented and could not be
identified; however, they fall into the general category of mollusks which are
indigenous to southern Utah (Chamberlin and Jones 1929). Only half of the
ground stone bead was recovered. It was approximately 5 mm. in diameter but
too small to allow the material to be identified. The six ceramic fragments
also were too small to classify.

TABLE IV

MICRO-REFUSE RECOVERED FROM RED CLIFFS

Bone
Burned

Bone
Unburned Lithics Ceramics Shell

Stone

Bead

Structure Al/fill 134 3

/hearth 147 - - 11 - - -

152 -
1 11 - - _

Structure A2/floor 144 5 27 24 1 1 1

145 3 9 18 3 1 -

Room AI6/floor 135 - - - - 2 -

Room AI12/floor 136 - 1 - - - -

Firepit Bl/fill 143 1 1 4 - - -

146 1 5 - - - -

Cist B3/fill 138 - 16 - - - -

139 - 5 - - - -

140 - 2 - - - -

Room BI1 /floor 137 - - - - - -

141 - 1 1 1 - -

142 -
1

- - - -

Room BII3/fill 131 - 11 2 1
- -

132 - 5 - - - -

Total 10 88 71 6 4 1

DISCUSSION

Two major areas were excavated at the Red Cliffs site and are referred to

as Area A and Area B, respectively. Seven flotation samples were analyzed
from Area A and represent Structure Al , Structure A2, Room AI6, and Room
AI12. Ten samples were analyzed from Area B and reflect Firepit Bl , Cist B3,

Room BI1, and Room BI 13. For a further description of this site and these
structures, see the original site report (Dalley and McFadden 1985).

Excavation Area A

A total of seven samples were analyzed from Area A: one sample (134) from

the fill immediately above the floor and two samples (147, 152) from the
hearth of Structure Al ; two samples (144, 145) from the floor of Structure

A2; one sample (135) from the Floor of AI6; and one sample (136) from the
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floor of All 2. Structure Al and possible Room AI6 represent a Pueblo I

occupation while Structure A2 and Room All 2 were occupied during the later,

Early Pueblo II phase.

Structure Al

The fill sample from Structure Al only contained two unburned bones which
were too deteriorated to determine if they were a product of human behavior.
However, the two hearth samples collectively contained one charred and five
unburned Chenopodium spp. seeds, one unburned Comandra pallida nut fragment,
one unburned bone fragment, and the 22 lithTc flakes. The presence of
unburned items recovered from the fill of the hearth definitely indicates that
the fill has been disturbed, but to what extent is difficult to determine. It
seems likely that at least the Chenopodium is the product of the aboriginal
inhabitants as indicated by the presence of the charred specimen. The
unburned specimens may have been in situ near the hearth and accidentally
became mixed in the hearth fill, or they may only be the product of seed
rain. What is interesting is that the majority of the lithic flakes appear to

be fragments of the same parent material. These flakes are smooth, glossy,
and translucent with speckles of red. This would indicate that a single
activity was occurring around this hearth shortly before the structure was
abandoned.

Room AI6

One sample from the fill of Room AI6 produced two charred and seven

unburned Chenopodium spp. seeds, two charred Zea mays corncob fragments, and

two shell fragments. The content and condition of both the corncobs and the

Chenopodium seeds suggests that they were exploited by the inhabitants of the

site. At least corn can be viewed as a dietary resource, and in all

probability, the Chenopodium as well.

Structure A2

Two samples were analyzed from the floor of Structure A2 and collectively

produced the greatest variety and largest quantity of items recovered from any

individual structure at Red Cliffs. The two samples contained nine charred
Zea mays corncob fragments, nine charred and 11 unburned Chenopodi urn spp.

seeds, five unburned Comandra pallida nut fragments, three unburned Juniperus

spp. terminal budscales, six unburned unidentifiable seeds, eight burned and
36 unburned bone fragments, 42 lithic items, four ceramic fragments, two shell

fragments, and one ground stone bead fragment. Unfortunately, this data is

difficult to interpret, not only because this structure was badly disturbed,

but also because the floor was an ill-defined, compacted earthen surface built

atop Midden A2 (Dal ley and McFadden 1985:77). Thus, the remains may only

represent midden fill rather than being associated with the function of

Structure A2. Even if some of the material is associated with Structure A2,

it would be virtually impossible to separate these items from those associated

with the midden.

Excavation Area B

A total of ten samples were analyzed from Area B: three samples (138,

139, 140) from Cist B3, three samples (137, 141, 142) from the floor of BI1,

two samples (143, 146) from Firepit Bl , and two samples (131, 132) from the
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fill of Room B 113. Cist B3 represents the early phase of Pueblo I and Room

BI1 is indicative of the initial phase of Early Pueblo II. Based on

strati graphic evidence, Firepit Bl occurred after the abandonment of Room
Block I, but is still probably an Early Pueblo II component and Room BII3 was
also occupied during the Early Pueblo II sequence.

Cist B3

Three samples from the fill of Cist B3 collectively contained one charred
Zea mays corncob fragment, one charred Chenopodium spp. seed, and 23 unburned
bone fragments. This debris was recovered from the fill rather than the floor

of the cist and therefore represents material intentionally or unintentionally
deposited in the cist cavity after it was abandoned as a storage facility.
However, since both the corncob fragment and the Chenopodium seed were
charred, it can be assumed that they are associated with some prehistoric
occupational level at the site.

Room BI1

Three samples from the floor of Room BI1 collectively contained one

charred Zea mays corncob fragment, one charred and one unburned cf Amelanchier
alni folia nut, two unburned unidentifiable seeds, two unburned bones, one
li thic fragment, and one ceramic fragment. It is impossible to postulate a

relationship between the recovered material and Room BI1 because of the small

sample size and the small quantity of material recovered.

Firepit 31

Two samples from the fill of Firepit Bl were analyzed and each produced
remarkably different results. Sample 143 contained mostly charred items while
sample 146 was primarily composed of unburned items. Also, the soil matrix of

the latter sample contained very little ash or charcoal but was primarily
composed of unburned organic material. Dalley and McFadden (1985:106) report
that the upper half of the firepit was composed of Stratum B2 material and

that it was only the lower half of the fill which was concentrated with ash

and charcoal. Therefore, sample 146 is probably associated with Stratum B2,

while sample 143 represents the actual contents of the firepit. Sample 146

contained four charred Chenopodium spp. seeds, one unburned Sphaeralcea spp.

seed, one unburned Bromus tec tor urn seed, one unburned POACEAE floret, and one

charred and one unburned bone fragment. B. tectorum is an introduced species
and therefore must represent seed rain. Also, the Sphaeralcea seed and the
POACEAE floret were modern and thus only the product of seed rain. The
micro-refuse consisted of one burned and five unburned bone fragments. On the

other hand, sample 143 included three charred Chenopodium spp. seeds, two
charred Zea mays corncob fragments, one charred Helianthus annuus seeds, one

charred and one unburned bone fragment, and four lithic fragments. It is

logical to assume that the upper and lower fill samples mixed to some degree,
but in general, each retained its own identity. The charred items should be

viewed as products of the aboriginal inhabitants and the unburned items,

although they may be culturally relevant, should be viewed as seed rain.

Room BII3

Two samples from the fill of Room BII3 were analyzed. Sample 132 was

collected approximately three inches above the floor and contained only five
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unburned bone fragments. Sample 131 was collected about eight inches above
the floor and included one unburned Juniperus spp. nut fragment, one unburned
unidentifiable seed, one charred Zea mays corncob fragment, 13 unburned bone
fragments, two lithic pieces, and one ceramic fragment. It is interesting
that the sample closest to the floor contained few remains, while the sample
near the middle of the fill contained many items. This difference may
indicate the length of time that the structure remained intact after
abandonment, but this is purely speculative. However, it is testable and
small items recovered from fill soil may supply archaeologists with valuable
and unexpected information.

SUMMARY

The small sample size from such a large site limits the interpretations;
however, some conclusions can be postulated about plant utilization and
prehistoric temporal variations. Site formation processes will not be
discussed because of the small sample size and the ambiguous nature of much of
this data base.

Plant Utilization

It is generally accepted that only charred botanical remains should be

associated with the inhabitants of the site (Minnis 1981:147) and in the case
of the Red Cliffs data, this is particularly true. However, the context of
unburned botanical remains and their association with other ecofacts or

artifacts may indicate that they too are the product of aboriginal behavior
(Heath 1986). The unburned botanical remains - Sphaeralcea , Bromus tectorum ,

and the POACEAE floret - have been classified as modern and only represent
modern seed rain. The unburned Comandra pallida and Juniperus spp. remains
should not be incorporated in the interpretations because of their dubious
relationship in the site.

The charred botanical remains from this site are limited to Zea mays ,

Chenopodium , He! i an thus annuus , and cf Amelanchier alni folia . Zea mays
(corncob Fragments) fs the only domesticate recovered from the site.

Domesticates can always be considered a product of aboriginal human behavior
and a dietary staple regardless of the plant part recovered or the condition
of the remains. Thus, the occupants of Red Cliffs were practicing
horticulture or had access to horticultural products.

The Chenopodium seeds were found in both charred and unburned condition,

but the unburned seeds were always in association with the charred seeds and

for that reason all the Chenopodium seeds can be interpreted as prehistoric.
The entire plant is edible and widely documented in the ethnographic
literature as being used for food as well as other resources (see Heath
1987). However, the only use for the seeds is as a dietary supplement. It

may be the case that the seeds found in the site only represent a by-product
of the plant being exploited from some other use, but since the seeds were

found in both charred and unburned condition it seems reasonable to assume
that the seeds were collected as a food resource.

One charred Hel ianthus annuus seed was recovered from the outdoor firepit

which was probably associated with the last activity occurring at that

feature. However, it cannot be assumed to have been exploited as a dietary
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resource. Ethnographic documentation has demonstrated that the sunflower

plant was exploited for a vast array of uses including food, medicine, dye,

and rituals (Heath 1987). It is impossible to postulate the use of sunflowers
from one charred seed recovered from a firepit. It could also be the case
that the seed became accidentally charred when the inhabitants of the site
were engaged in some unrelated activity.

The identification of the cf Amelanchier aim' foli a seeds is offered with

caution because the environmental setting common to this species is not found
near Red Cliffs. Amelanchier species are a major component of the mountain
brush community (Arnow, Albee, and Wyckoff 1980) generally located at a higher
elevation and further north than the Red Cliffs site. However, there are many
micro-environments scattered within a ten mile catchment zone of the site
proper which might sustain Amelanchier . Ethnographic accounts of the use of

Amelanchier include eating the fruit raw or drying them for storage and using
the stems to construct baskets and arrowshafts (Heath 1987).

The plants exploited by the aboriginals included both domesticated corn

and wild resources. Corn can be viewed primarily as a dietary resource with
the possibility that its by-products were used for a variety of purposes. The
wild plant resources may or may have been used as a food source; however, at
least Chenopodium is a good candidate for a wild food resource. Thus, it is

reasonable to assume that the prehistoric inhabitants of the site relied on a

mixed economy of domesticated and wild plants.

Temporal Variation

The flotation samples analyzed from Red Cliffs cover the span of
occupation from Pueblo I through an Early Pueblo II phase. The Pueblo I

features consist of Structure Al , Room AI6, and Cist B3. However, the Cist B3
samples were recovered from the fill and may represent a later time period.

The Early Pueblo II features include Structure A2, Room All 2, Firepit Bl , Room

BI1, and Room BI 13. However, the samples from Structure A2 may be earlier
because this structure was constructed on a midden and the samples from Room

BI 13 are again from the fill and therefore later in time. Nevertheless, there
is no significant difference seen between the material recovered from the

Pueblo I phase and those recovered from Early Pueblo II phase.
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